Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Hyatt Regency Denver – Denver, Colorado
July 25, 2017
-

Summary of Action Items

-

1. Approved Consent Agenda Items
a. Approved Minutes – 4/25/17 and 6/12/17
b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee
i. MWG
1. RR185 Clarify SPP Operating Criteria
2. RR225 LTCR and ILTCR Language Clean-Up
3. RR226 TCR EESL Compliance
4. RR229 Order No. 831 (Offer Caps)
5. RR82 Modification of MWP Grace Period
6. FERC Waiver Request for Repricing
ii. ORWG
1. RR228 SPP SOL Methodology Clarification
iii. RTWG
1. RR233 Reduction for SPP NITS for Zone 10 for Federal Power-SWPA
iv. TWG
1. Kummer-Ridge Roundup 345 kV Reevaluation
v. Staff
1. Quarterly Project Tracking
2. Approved the Strategic Planning Committee Recommendation
a. Recommendation - Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process
3. The Markets and Operations Policy Committee Recommendations
a. Approved the Z2 Task Force Recommendations for Changes
b. Did not approve the KCPL Appeal of RR172
4. Approved a redefined study of Scenario 5
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Minutes No. 174
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Doubletree Warren Place – Tulsa, Oklahoma
July 25, 2017
Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
SPP Board of Directors Chair, Mr. Jim Eckelberger called the meeting to order at 8:01 a.m. The following Board of
Directors/Members Committee members were in attendance or represented by proxy:
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer, director
Mr. Jason Atwood, Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr. Brent Baker, The Empire District Electric Company
Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director
Mr. Julian Brix, director
Mr. Nick Brown, director
Mr. Mark Crisson, director
Mr. Greg McAuley for Phil Crissup, Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director
Mr. Graham Edwards, director
Mr. Jon Hansen, Omaha Public Power District
Mr. Bob Harris, Western Area Power Administration – Upper Great Plains Region
Mr. Kelly Harrison, Westar Energy, Inc.
Mr. Duane Highley, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
Mr. David Hudson, Xcel Energy
Mr. Rob Janssen, Dogwood Energy, LLC
Mr. Paul Malone for Thomas Kent, Nebraska Public Power District
Mr. Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield
Mr. Brett Leopold, ITC Great Plains, LLC
Mr. Stuart Lowry, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Mr. Josh Martin, director
Mr. Kevin Noblet, Kansas City Power & Light Company
Mr. Dave Osburn, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Mr. Mike Risan, Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Mr. Bruce Scherr, director
Mr. Harry Skilton, director
Mr. Kevin Smith, Tenaska Power Services Co.
Mr. Stuart Solomon, American Electric Power
Ms. Aundrea Williams, NextEra Energy Resources
Mr. Mike Wise, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr. Jim Eckelberger asked for a round of introductions. There were 142 people in attendance either in person or via
the phone representing 31 Members (Attendance List – Attachment 1). Mr. Brown reported the proxies (Proxies –
Attachment 2).
Agenda Item 2 – Reports to the Board of Directors
President’s Report
Mr. Nick Brown began the President’s Report by mentioning the great interaction during the Monday evening
dinner. He stated that he will be traveling to Washington D.C. to testify before the House Energy Subcommittee on
Wednesday. Additionally, the metrics are in the materials (Quarterly Capital Project Review - Attachment 3, 2017
Finance Package – Attachment 4, and Corporate Metrics 2017 – Attachment 5). Please contact Nick Brown or Carl
Monroe if you have any specific questions.
Over the last several months the Board of Directors, Members Committee, and Regional Entity (RE) have been
discussing a number of items strategic to the operation of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., and on Sunday night the
Members Committee unanimously agreed and the Board approved the dissolution of the SPP RE function in the
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SPP footprint. That decision was also endorsed by the RE Trustees. The concern about keeping the RE going is
the relative small size of our regional footprint and the corporate connection between the regional transmission
organization (RTO) and the RE itself. Nick Brown has been authorized to terminate the delegation agreement with
NERC at the appropriate time. There is a lot of coordination that has to occur before this takes place. Ultimately,
under NERC’s rules of procedure each of the registered entities under the SPP RE must determine which of the
remaining compliance enforcement entities they choose to perform their audit function. Mr. Brown expressed his
appreciation to the Members Committee for their diligent engagement and the strategic discussions.
Nick went on to discuss four areas in which there has been extraordinary effort and focus by the organization so far
this year. Z2 is an area of great complexity, zonal placement, the work with Mountain West and understanding
their needs and desires, and continued discussion with the Market Working Group on operation under the Tariff. All
of the areas are Member driven and work because of collaboration.
Mr. Brown was informed by Bob Harris that he will retire in the next couple of months. He thanked Mr. Harris for his
time on the Board and Corporate Governance Committee.
Mr. Jim Eckelberger thanked the members of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission for taking time out of their
busy schedules and attending portions of the meetings while SPP was in Colorado. He also thanked the various
organizations in the Mountain West collaboration for their hard work and diligence.
Regional State Committee Report (RSC)
Commissioner Steve Stoll reported to the Board on the RSC activities. He began by introducing the two new
commissioners, Commissioner Huser from Iowa and Commissioner Marquez from Texas. The RSC retreat was
held on Sunday and the education session on Monday. Updates were provided on the history of cost allocation,
including a discussion on zonal placement. There will be a review of the RSC bylaws before the end of the year.
There were two motions brought before the RSC. The RSC accepted the Cost Allocation Working Group’s
(CAWG) recommendation to not alter the $180,000/MW Safe Harbor amount and to study all aspects of the
Aggregate Study Safe Harbor Waiver Criteria on an annual basis, plus do a more intensive review of all aspects no
less than every five years. The CAWG will also work with SPP staff to synchronize the limited annual review with
SPP’s annual filing at FERC on the Safe Harbor amount. The RSC agreed to allow the CAWG to review technical
and minor revision requests under a CAWG consent agenda. The RSC also heard an update on a possible SPP
High Priority Transmission Study.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report (FERC)
Mr. Patrick Clarey provided the FERC report. Commissioner Cheryl LaFleur is the acting chair and the only
commissioner at FERC since Commissioner Colette Honorable stepped down on June 30. There are four pending
nominees in various stages of the nomination process. President Trump nominated Neil Chatterjee and Robert
Powelson to FERC. On June 6, the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources voted to move the
nominations to the full Senate. The president has also announced his intention to nominate Richard Glick and
Kevin McIntyre to the commission. Upon confirmation he intends to designate McIntyre to the position of
Chairman. Acting Chairman LaFleur has announced a series of staff changes.
RE Trustees Report
Mr. Dave Christiano provided the RE Trustees report (SPP RE Update – Attachment 6). There were seven
reportable events in the SPP RE in the second quarter of 2017. All of the events were in the lowest assignable risk
category. There are three outreach activities planned in October for the remainder of 2017. There is a
Misoperations Summit planned, a fall workshop, and a RTO Compliance Forum. There are also three workshops
planned for 2018.
Mr. Robert Harris, on behalf of the Members Committee, expressed appreciation for the RE staff and the trustees.
Oversight Committee (OC) Report
Mr. Josh Martin reported on the OC (Oversight Committee Presentation – Attachment 7). The last OC meeting was
held in Little Rock in mid-June. There were updates from Internal Audit and Compliance. The OC received the
preliminary Annual State of the Market (ASOM) report which included a focus on mitigation results. The committee
met in executive session with the RTO staff to discuss security and compliance and in a separate executive session
with the Market Monitoring Unit (MMU) staff.
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Ms. Barbara Sugg, SPP staff, provided an update on security. She reported that a viewing gallery is being installed
in the Operations Center. There will be a GridEX exercise in November that will involve many staff, Members, and
possibly some outside organizations. It will test both cyber and physical security. There are on-going phishing
exercises testing the staff with additional training in place if a staff member clicks on a link that is unsecure. There
is continuous vulnerability and penetration testing taking place internally and externally.
Mr. Josh Martin introduced Mr. Keith Collins, the new Executive Director of the MMU. Mr. Collins started with SPP
in June. He is replacing Mr. Alan McQueen who is retiring from SPP in August. Keith provided a presentation on
the ASOM report (ASOM Report Presentation - Attachment 8 and ASOM Draft Report – Attachment 9). It is still in
the draft form and should be completed in the next couple of weeks. Final comments are still coming in on the
report. Keith discussed four market drivers that were studied for the report and explained how the markets are
competitive. He also explained how the markets are effective and efficient and the important issues going forward
and he provided some recommendations going forward.
Mr. Martin discussed the high level of work being done by the Oversight Committee. He has asked each director
on the committee to focus in on a particular area. Harry Skilton will focus as the liaison for Internal Audit, Phyllis
Bernard will focus on Compliance, Graham Edwards will be the liaison for the MMU, and Bruce Scherr will focus on
the area of security. The liaison will be able to establish on-going contact with SPP staff and officers over these
respective areas and be able to stay on-top of issues and concerns.
Human Resources Committee (HRC) Report
Mr. Julian Brix provided the update on the HRC (HRC Presentation – Attachment 10). The committee has met a
couple of times since the last board meeting. During the last meeting the committee approved the staff
recommendation to terminate the SPP medical plan trust. It was first approved in 2010. The trust held employee
premiums for the SPP self-insured medical plan. It is no longer required and had no assets. The termination saves
SPP $12,000 annually in audit expenses. The HRC scope statement was reviewed and updated and will be on the
consent agenda for approval at the October Board meeting. SPP staff was asked to complete a benefits
satisfaction survey and the results were very positive, the staff is satisfied and appreciative of the SPP benefit
package. The HRC had breakfast with the SPP HR staff. Annually the two groups have informal discussions
concerning hiring, recruiting, and maintaining employee engagement. The SPP Human Resources Committee
conducted a comprehensive benefits survey of SPP members in 2017. This survey covered all aspects of
benefits; health and welfare and retirement plans. The committee reviewed the results (14 respondents out of 29
Members Committee members polled). The committee also reviewed results of a benefits survey of the
RTO/ISO members. The SPP overall benefit package is competitive to the market and comparable to SPP
Members and RTO/ISO members. SPP staff is looking at additional medical plan options for 2018, which will be
reviewed by the HRC at the August 2017 meeting.
Finance Committee (FC) Report
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer provided the FC report. The committee met for a two-day meeting in June. The
replacement of the settlements system was discussed in detail. The project is projected to cost $5.1 million. It will
replace both the transmission and market settlement systems. This will address numerous manual and inefficient
processes and result in a scalable system to accommodate future settlement needs. The FC will monitor
milestones, budget, and scope through the life of the project. An ancillary issue was raised regarding Schedule 11,
ten-year forecast variances. The Regional Tariff Working Group (RTWG) and Markets and Operations Policy
Committee (MOPC) will provide training and outreach on the issue.
Administrative fee billing units were also discussed. It is important to give careful consideration to ensure any
change is equitable to everyone and to evaluate the appropriateness of SPP cost recovery solely from transmission
customers versus the larger universe of SPP customers. The plan includes seeking input from numerous
customers. There was joint dialogue with the FC and the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC). If the plan moves
forward then there will be dialogue with MOPC and the Board.
Agenda Item 3 – Consent Agenda
Mr. Eckelberger presented the consent agenda (Consent Agenda – Attachment 11). Items approved on the
consent agenda are the minutes from 4/25/17 and 6/12/17. Also approved are recommendations from the Market
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Working Group (MWG), a FERC Waiver request for repricing, and recommendations from MOPC, the Operating
Reliability Working Group (ORWG), Transmission Working Group (TWG) and RTWG.
Larry Altenbaumer made a motion to approve the consent agenda. Josh Martin seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Agenda Item 4 – Strategic Planning Committee Report
Mr. Mike Wise presented the SPC report (SPC Presentation – Attachment 12). The SPC has met six times to
consider staff proposals. The SPC endorsed the Zonal Placement Process and is seeking the Board’s
endorsement. The Export Pricing Task Force (EPTF) has met five times. The purpose of the task force has been
on opportunities and learning. The remaining meetings of the task force have been cancelled, as the members of
the task force have completed what they can at this time. If it is necessary in the future the task force can be
reinstated and will be open to consider new business cases. The SPC conducted it annual retreat. The group
made no changes to the four foundational strategies. It did make some modifications to the initiatives and priorities.
Mr. Paul Suskie presented the Zonal Placement Process (SPC Zonal Placement Process Recommendation, Zonal
Placement Process Presentation, and Zonal Placement Process Document – Attachment 13). He explained that
the SPC approved a four-step process document to address zonal placement. The document includes provisions
for notification, information flow, analysis, and negotiation. The process does not address criteria for zonal
placement or a plan to mitigate cost shifts. The key issues looked at were the timely notification of the integration
of existing facilities in a rate zone, transparency and provisions of information to affected parties, criteria, and cost
impacts associated with zonal placement of the facilities. The scope of the process applies to existing transmission
facilities and the costs of such facilities are to be recovered through Schedule 9 zonal rates. The process does not
apply to construction of new facilities.
Larry Altenbaumer made a motion to endorse the document entitled, “Transmission Owner Zonal
Placement Process.” Graham Edwards seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted with two
abstentions (NextEra Energy Resources and ITC Great Plains, LLC) and one no vote (Nebraska Public
Power District). The Board voted; the motion passed.
Agenda Item 5 – Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report
Mr. Paul Malone provided the MOPC report (MOPC Presentation Report – Attachment 14). Mr. Bruce Rew started
with the Z2 Task Force report and recommendation (Z2 Task Force Recommendation – Attachment 15). The
committee reviewed Z2 regulatory and legal requirements from FERC orders and historical process from inception
to the present Tariff. Cost recovery mechanisms were reviewed from MISO and PJM and other regions. The task
force members provided process improvement alternatives for consideration. There are three recommendations
the Z2 Task Force is asking the Board to consider. The task force recommends eliminating credits from new
upgrades that do not add transfer capability under Tariff Attachment Z2, eliminating credits from short-term service
under Tariff Attachment Z2, and it recommends concluding the work of the task force and allowing it to expire.
Nick Brown made a motion approve the recommendations of the Z2 Task Force. Phyllis Bernard seconded
the motion. The Members Committee voted with one abstention (ITC Great Plains, LLC) and two no votes
(NextEra Energy Resources and Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority). The Board voted; the motion
passed.
Mr. Carl Monroe discussed the Morgan Transformer project (Morgan Transformer Project Recommendation –
Attachment 16). The SPP Board approved the project as a part of the 2017 SPP ITP10 Portfolio. It also approved
the regional cost allocation of the project and the Board approved the Brookline Reactor project out of the regional
review of the SPP-AECI joint projects. The AECI board of directors met in May 2017 to approve AECI’s
participation in both the Morgan Transformer and Brookline Reactor projects. AECI has met with FERC staff for a
pre-filing meeting to discuss the purpose of the filing. SPP’s goal is to make the filings shortly after the Board
meeting in July.
SPP’s payment obligation for its portion of the Morgan Transformer project shall be determined by utilizing SPP’s
portion of the final costs of the facility multiplied by a 16% levelized carrying charge for the physical service life of
the facility. AECI intends to provide its portion of the costs of the Brookline Reactor project in a lump sum payment
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to City Utilities of Springfield (CUS) as a contribution in aid of construction. AECI will own 100% of the Morgan
Transformer project and will construct the project and be responsible for the maintenance and operation of the
facility. CUS will own 100% of the Brookline Reactor project and be responsible for the maintenance and operation
of the facility. It will construct the project in accordance with the provisions of the Tariff.
Julian Brix made a motion that the Board of Directors reaffirm approval of the Morgan Transformer project.
Harry Skilton seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted with two abstentions (NextEra Energy
Resources and Public Service Company of Oklahoma) and two no votes (Golden Spread Electric
Cooperative and SPS/Xcel Energy). The Board voted; the motion passed.
Ms. Denise Buffington provided a presentation on the Revised RR172 Appeal: Process Improvements and
Mitigation of Cost Shifts from Zonal Placement Decisions (RR172 Appeal Presentation, Summary Sheet and White
Paper – Attachment 17). She reviewed the background and problem stating there is a gap in the SPP Tariff.
Stating the goals, she explained that the revised RR172 will incorporate more stakeholder feedback, increase
transparency in zonal placement decisions and mitigate the cost impacts of new Member zonal placement
decisions. The revised RR172 proposes a bi-directional protection from unintended cost shifts. Transmission
projects planned by SPP after a transmission owner joins a zone should be allocated based on current Tariff
provisions. (Letters from SPP Membership Opposing the Revised RR172 Appeal – Attachment 18)
Phyllis Bernard made a motion that the Board should direct the RTWG to prepare tariff language to
incorporate the applicant transmission owner process and cost shift mitigation as reflected in the Revised
RR172 Whitepaper dated June 30, 2017, prepared by KCP&L. Julian Brix seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted with nine no votes (Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Golden Spread
Electric Cooperative, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation, Dogwood Energy, LLC, ITC Great Plains,
LLC, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority, Basin Electric Power Cooperative, Tenaska Power Service
Company, and NextEra Energy Resources). The Board voted; the motion failed.
Mr. Lanny Nickell discussed the 2018 High Priority Study (2018 High Priority Study – Attachment 19). He reviewed
the background for the study. The SPP Board accepted SPP staff’s recommendation to remove the Potter-Tolk
345 kV line from the 2017 ITP10 portfolio and directed the development of a high priority study scope to address
needs in the Texas panhandle for consideration in July 2017. He discussed the approach of the study and the
objective is to analyze areas of the footprint where historical market congestion may persist or increase over time.
Staff recommended to MOPC to perform a hybrid analysis in parallel to allow solution sets to inform each other and
ensure solutions are cost beneficial over the planning horizon. Solutions would be evaluated to require up to 100%
of auction revenue rights (ARRs) and resolved to expect future congestion for geographic areas with current
frequently constrained area (FCA) designations or contain historical highly congested flowgates. The MOPC
rejected the staff vote and came back with a motion to approve the development of a high priority study scope
utilizing the ARR/Transmission Congestion Rights (TCR) approach. Following the identification of the solutions,
determine how much additional wind could be delivered utilizing those new facilities. This motion also failed.
Jim Eckelberger made a motion that SPP staff should conduct a scope of the 2018 Integrated Transmission
Plan (ITP) Near Term Assessment that would be expanded to include summer peak scenario 5 models.
Julian Brix seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted with two abstentions (Empire District
Electric Company and Dogwood Energy, LLC) and eight no votes (Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative,
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, Omaha Public Power District, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Corporation, City Utilities of Springfield, MO, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation, Kansas City Power &
Light Company, and Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority). The Board voted; the motion passed.
Agenda Item 6 – Future Meetings
(Future Meetings – Attachment 20)
RET/RSC/BOD – October 30-31………..…………Little Rock, AR
BOD – December 5………………………………….Little Rock, AR
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Adjournment
Mr. Eckelberger adjourned the meeting at 2:43 p.m. to go into executive session. Executive Session ended at 3:28
p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,
Paul Suskie, Corporate Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Hyatt Regency Denver – Denver, CO
•

AG E N D A

•

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting
1. Call to Order and Administrative Items…………………………………………….Mr. Jim Eckelberger
2. Reports to the Board
a. President’s Report………………………………………………………………..Mr. Nick Brown
b. Regional State Committee Report…………………………….......Commissioner Steve Stoll
c.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report…………………………..Mr. Patrick Clarey

d. Regional Entity Trustees Report…………………………………………..Mr. Dave Christiano
e. Oversight Committee Report……………………………………………….......Mr. Josh Martin
i. Annual State of the Market Report
f.

Human Resources Committee Report……………………………………….…Mr. Julian Brix

g. Finance Committee Report……………………………………………..Mr. Larry Altenbaumer
3. Consent Agenda
a. Approve Minutes – April 25, 2017 and June 12, 2017
b. Markets and Operations Policy Committee
i. MWG
1. RR185 Clarify SPP Operating Criteria
2. RR225 LTCR and ILTCR Language Clean-Up
3. RR226 TCR EESL Compliance
4. RR229 Order No. 831 (Offer Caps)
5. RR82 Modification of MWP Grace Period
6. FERC Waiver Request for Repricing
ii. ORWG
1. RR228 SPP SOL Methodology Clarification
iii. RTWG
1. RR233 Reduction for SPP NITS for Zone 10 for Federal Power-SWPA
iv. TWG
1. Kummer-Ridge Roundup 345kV Reevaluation
v. Staff
1. Quarterly Project Tracking
4. Strategic Planning Committee Report……………………………………………………Mr. Mike Wise
a. Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process Recommendation
5. Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report…………………………….........Mr. Paul Malone
a. Z2TF
i. Recommendations for Changes
b. KCPL
i. Appeal of RR172
6. Staff Report
a. High Priority Study ……………………………………………………….......Mr. Lanny Nickell

7. Future Meetings
2017
RET/RSC/BOD – October 30-31…………………………………Little Rock, AR
BOD – December 5…………………….………………………….Little Rock, AR
2018
RET/RSC/BOD – January 29-30…………………………………Oklahoma City, OK
RET/RSC/BOD – April 23-24……………………………………..Kansas City, MO
BOD – June 11-12…………………………………………………Little Rock, AR
RET/RSC/BOD – July 30-31…………..………………………….Omaha, NE
RET/RSC/BOD – October 29-30…………………………………Little Rock, AR
BOD – December 4…………………….………………………….Little Rock, AR
Executive Session

On the Phone
David Kays

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company

Jeff Riles

Enel Green Power North America, Inc.

Jim Howell

Southern Power Company

Michael Duenes

Kansas Corporation Commission

Sharon Segner

LS Power

Robert Pick

NPPD

Dean Sorrell

Southern Power Company

Greg Rislov
Heather Starnes

South Dakota Public Utility Commission
Healy Law Offices/MJMEUC

John Allen

City Utilities of Springfield, MO

John Allen

City Utilities of Springfield, MO

John Bell

Kansas Corporation Commission

John Stephens
Robert Pick
Shawnee Claiborn-Pinto

City Utilities of Springfield, MO
NPPD
Public Utility Commission of Texas

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kent, Tom
Shaun Scott; Paul Suskie
Nick Brown; Eckelberger, Jim; Malone, Paul; Kent, Tom
PROXY - Paul Malone for Tom Kent - 20170725 Board Meeting
Monday, June 26, 2017 10:12:18 AM

Please accept this notice as my authorization for Paul Malone to act as my proxy for
the July 25, 2017, SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee meeting to be held in
Denver, CO.
I will be unable to attend this meeting.
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Thanks,

Tom
Thomas J. Kent, PE
Vice President & Chief Operating Officer
Nebraska Public Power District
Office: 402.563.5575
Fax: 402.563.5145
Cell: 402.276.5577
e-mail: tjkent@nppd.com

From: Crissup, Phil
Sent: Wednesday, July 19, 2017 2:24 PM
To: Shaun Scott <smscott@spp.org>
Cc: Crissup, Phil <crissupl@oge.com>
Subject: **External Email** RE: SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Executive Session 7/25/17 - Email 1 of 2
Shaun;
Urgent issues which require my presence in the office next week will prevent me from attending this
round of SPP meetings in Denver.
In my absence, Mr. Greg McAuley will have my proxy for all matters coming before the Members
Committee meeting, including this Executive session on July 25th.
Mr. John Rhea will have my proxy for the meeting on Sunday, July 23rd.
Thank you,
Phil Crissup,
OG&E representative of the SPP Members Committee
Vice President Utility Technical Support
OG&E

From: Kevin Noblet <Kevin.Noblet@kcpl.com>
Date: July 25, 2017 at 2:19:33 PM MDT
To: Paul Suskie <psuskie@spp.org>, "nbrown@spp.org" <nbrown@spp.org>
Cc: John Olsen <John.Olsen@westarenergy.com>
Subject: **External Email** Proxy
John Olsen, from Westar, will be my proxy for the remainder of this meeting.
Thanks
This email and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may
contain confidential information. If you receive this email in error, please notify the sender,
delete the original and all copies of the email and destroy any other hard copies of it.

Quarterly Capital Project Review
June 2017

Total Capital Expenditures
The 2017 budget identifies capital expenditures totaling $74.9 million, which includes $66.3 million for 2017 – 2019 and $8.6
million for forecasted spend thru 2016 for carryover projects. These projects represent investments in various initiatives
requested by stakeholders, driven by compliance initiatives, intended to improve and strengthen information technology and
operational efficiency and effectiveness, or to replace expired assets.
The capital spend to date column
reflects $6.1 million of prior year actual
spend for carryover projects including
Enhanced Combined Cycle – Gas Day
($4.9 million), PMU Data Exchange
($0.8 million) and various others ($0.4
million). Foundation projects do not
include any prior year expenditures.
The remaining committed column
reflects amounts outstanding on active
purchase orders and/or submitted
requisitions. The remaining
uncommitted column reflects expected
remaining costs that do not already
have a submitted requisition and/or purchase order.

+

+

=

The total projected spend for all capital expenditures is expected to be $5.2 million under budget. The variance to budget
consists of a $4.7 million favorable variance related to projects, $0.8 million favorable variance related to Operations
foundation and $0.3 million unfavorable variance in IT foundation.
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Multi-Year Projects Over $1 Million
Projects included are those estimated to exceed $1.0 million in total capital cost and expected to be completed over multiple
years.
Enhanced Combined Cycle – Gas
Day The Gas Day aspect of this
project was completed and
installed as planned on 9/30/2016,
and ECC was completed and
activated as planned on 3/1/2017.
The total capital cost to complete
the project was $1.7 million under
budget. Combining the Gas Day
and ECC projects into a single
project produced efficiency gains
and a quicker resolution of the
market clearing engine (MCE)
performance issues.
Settlements Systems
Replacements – The project
+
+
=
objective is the successful design,
development, and implementation of a market and transmission settlements system. The foundational requirements include
support of market settlements daily, weekly and annual processes; and support of transmission settlements daily, monthly
and resettlement processes. The project began in April 2017 and the completion of milestone one is scheduled for July 31st.
The first delivery of the software (“Formula Builder”) occurred in mid-July and is in the initial testing phase. The primary
function of this software component was to ensure the development testing environment is properly established.
TTSE Dispatcher Training Simulator – This is a three-phased project to create a more realistic simulator environment
dedicated to SPP Operations training. Phase 1 which included expanding the Maumelle training facilities, enhancing the
dispatcher training simulator (DTS), and creating an operations dedicated DTS environment was completed in 2016 at a
cost of $0.2 million. Phase 2 will incorporate the market system and additional data such as load and wind forecasts. This
phase is currently underway and is scheduled to be completed in 2017. Phase 3 includes the addition of visualization tools
(Genview, Flowgate Exploder, etc.) and is tentatively scheduled to take place in 2018.
PMU Data Exchange, Phase 1-3 – Phase 1 of this multi-phase project is underway and includes developing, testing, and
deploying the PMU systems; and analyzing and validating PMU data streams from external parties. Phases 2 and 3 are
member-driven based on an assessment of the current and near-term future state of PMU capabilities and data utilization.
Therefore, Phases 2 and 3 have been removed from the current forecast and will be re-submitted as needed in the
future. The $2.4 million favorable variance to budget is the result of removing the planned expenditures of Phases 2 and 3
as well as lower than expected capital costs for Phase 1.
Online Voltage Stability Analysis Tool (VSAT) – VSAT will be used to determine the security of the current system state and
forecast future states for a large number of contingencies enabling SPP to meet multiple challenges, including but not
limited to uncertain system conditions (e.g. forced outages and increasing renewable generation levels), abnormal system
3

conditions (e.g. extreme situation after a natural event causing N-x outages) and full coverage studies required by NERC
IRO and FAC standards. Activities in 2017 include the installation of VSAT software in the QA environment and testing and
training on the tool. The tool will be implemented into the production environment in 2018. The $0.2 million favorable
variance to budget is primarily the result of lower than expected hardware and software costs.

Multi-Year Projects Over $1 Million
Project ($ thousands)
Enhanced Combined Cycle - Gas Day *
Settlement Systems Replacement
TTSE Dispatcher T raining Simulator
PMU Data Exchange, Phase 1 - 3
Online Voltage Stability Analysis T ool (VSAT) *
T otal

Capital Spend Remaining Remaining
T arget at
Total
to Date
Committed Uncommitted Completion Budget
$5,307
$0
$0
$5,307 $7,013
213
253
4,835
5,301
5,131
228
0
3,426
3,654
3,636
889
65
0
954
3,443
387
284
629
1,300
1,468
$7,024

$602

$8,890

Date
Range
2015-17
2017-19
2016-18
2016-19
2017-18

$16,516 $20,691

* Enhanced Combined Cycle-Gas Day, VSAT and Settlements projects include operating expenses not reflected above ($0.3
million)
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Current Projects Less Than $1 Million
Projects included are those expected to be completed during 2017 or early 2018 and are less than $1.0 million in total cost.
With the exception of the Z2
Crediting Priority 2 & 3 project, all of
the current projects under $1 million
are underway. The continued need
for the Z2 Crediting Priority 2 & 3
project is being reevaluated.
With the exception of the FERC
676-H NITS Oasis Modification
project, the forecast to budget
variances are due to updates made
to the estimated costs of software,
hardware, and/or vendor charges
based on additional information
learned during the planning phases
of the various projects.

+

+

=

Regarding the FERC 676-H NITS Oasis Modification project, FERC initially ordered the industry to implement the mandated
changes to NITS request entry in OASIS in 2016, and the capital spending for this project was budgeted to occur in
2016. FERC subsequently moved the implementation date to 2017. As a result, the project remains active in 2017.
Therefore, the appearance of budget variance is due to FERC’s change in the implementation date.

Current Projects Less Than $1 Million
Capital Spend Remaining
Remaining
T arget at
Project ($ thousands)
to Date
Committed Uncommitted Completion
Governance, Risk and Compliance T ool (GRC)**
$0
$237
$228
$465
Engineering Hub
255
265
168
688
Identity and Access Management System (IAMS)*
0
0
479
479
Z2 Crediting, Priority 2 & 3
0
0
500
500
EMS, CMT , and Markets Software & OS Upgrade
136
74
0
210
2-Factor Authentication
23
14
0
37
Shadow Allocation Calculator
0
0
135
135
Circuit Redesign
73
83
0
156
Marketplace Portal Redesign (formerly "Liferay")
40
0
0
40
Interface Pricing
0
0
30
30
ICCP Software & OS Upgrade
32
32
0
65
FERC 676-H NIT S Web Oasis Modification *
116
0
0
116
Market Monitoring Portal *
84
84
0
168
T otal

$760

$788

$1,541

$3,089

T otal
Budget
$951
798
700
500
210
194
120
105
100
77
62
0
0

Date
Range
2017
2016-17
2017-18
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016-18
2016-17
2017
2017
2016-17
2017

$3,816

* FERC 676-H was assumed to be complete prior to 2017 and was not included in the 2017 budget. Market Monitoring Portal was
approved out-of-budget in early 2017.
** Governance, Risk, and Compliance T ool (GRC) and Identity and Access Management System (IAMS) include operating
expenses not reflected above ($0.2 million and $0.2 million respectively)
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Future Projects Less Than $1 Million
The following projects were approved as placeholders during the 2017 - 2019 budget cycle, given they were not expected to
begin until after 2017. These projects are being reviewed again during the 2018 – 2020 budget cycle for approval.
Reliability Communications Tool – This project will implement a real-time, web-based, two-way communication tool to relay
messages to members and is intended to increase efficiencies in the Operations center while decreasing risk(s) related to
manual notifications.
Enhanced Public Data – The scope of this project includes the redesign and implementation of improvements to the current
public data web portal. This includes more accessibility and better navigation for market participants by making the public
data portal more robust with improved interaction, visualization, filtering, and mobile displays.
Online Transient Security Assessment Tool (TSAT) – The TSAT tool will enable real-time operators and operational
planning engineers to prepare for and react to stability concerns in order to maintain reliable operation of the Bulk Electric
System. The most significant goal of this project is to identify areas of voltage concerns with real-time and near-term data.
Freeze Date Replacement Allocation Calculator– SPP is currently working with other Congestion Management Process
(CMP) members to design and implement a dynamic allocation process that will recognize new Designated Network
Resources (DNR) and Transmission Service Reservations (TSRs). The allocations would acknowledge Firm Flow usage in
both the TLR and M2M processes.
Coordinated Transaction Scheduling and Day Ahead FFE Data Exchange projects were reevaluated and not submitted for
consideration for the 2018 – 2020 budget cycle.

Future Projects (2018 - 2019 Start Dates)
Capital Spend Remaining Remaining
T arget at
Total
Project ($ thousands)
to Date
Committed Uncommitted Completion Budget
Reliability Communications T ool
$0
$0
$250
$250
$983
Enhanced Public Data
0
0
100
100
100
Online T ransient Security Assessment T ool (T SA
0
0
2,233
2,233
559
Coordinated Transaction Scheduling
0
0
0
0
354
Day Ahead FFE Data Exchange
0
0
0
0
344
Freeze Date Replacement Allocation Calculator
0
0
321
321
321
T otal

$0

$0
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$2,904

$2,904

$2,661

Date
Range
2018-19
2019-19
2018-18
2018-18
2018-18
2018-18

Foundation Expenditures: Information Technology
IT foundation reflects capital spend to refresh, improve and strengthen information technology. Significant investments are
made to not only maintain existing capabilities of the technology infrastructure but also for enhancements to address new
demands on the system, cybersecurity requirements and incremental additions to SPP’s service menu. The budget reflects
the approved capital spending for 2017-2019.

2017 - 2019 Information Technology Foundation
Project ($ thousands)
IT Systems Administration
IT Network/Telecom
IT Applications
IT Architecture
IT Cyber Security
IT Service Management
Other Foundation
Total

2017 Capital Remaining
Spend to Date Committed
$1,258
$662
40
0
46
50
0
145
148
187
82
0
132
50
$1,706

Remaining
Uncommitted
$11,029
8,849
5,424
4,255
1,502
1,418
3,484

$1,094

$35,961

3-Year
3-Year
Forecast
Budget
$12,949 $12,688
8,889
8,849
5,520
5,520
4,400
4,400
1,836
1,840
1,500
1,500
3,666
3,650
$38,761

$38,447

The major responsibilities for each IT foundation division are discussed below.
IT Systems Administration – The systems administration department has responsibility for supporting all hardware and
software infrastructure, including servers, enterprise storage, storage backup systems, operating systems and systems
management tools. The majority of the IT Systems Administration budget is comprised of technology refresh of aged server
systems based on the lifecycle policy of five years and additional data storage capabilities due to continuous growth.
IT Network / Telecom – IT Network / Telecom is responsible for managing all data and voice communications for SPP
(internally and externally with members), including infrastructures that protect and secure SPP data activity. The budget
includes assets such as network switches, routers, firewalls, telephony equipment, monitoring software, cabinet switches
and data center cabling infrastructure. As part of a three-year upgrade project beginning in 2015, IT continues to overhaul
the core network infrastructure that includes 40GB capacity for core switch modules, firewall modules, cabinet switch
technology and data center cabling infrastructure. This encompasses over 350 routers/switches/firewalls which will alleviate
existing network performance bottlenecks and position SPP to absorb additional data traffic/processing that is anticipated in
upcoming years.
IT Applications – The IT applications department provides 24x7-support for existing systems including transmission,
reliability and the Integrated Marketplace. The budget includes incremental software licenses for the Data Services and SQL
Virtualization infrastructure and the pursuit of new Oracle database functionality known as “Multi-tenant” which will allow
consolidation of databases onto fewer servers, thereby reducing future database server costs. The SQL virtualization
infrastructure is intended to offload data from the current Netezza (high speed data storage) environment to lower-tiered
storage platforms, thus deferring and/or eliminating the need to upgrade the current Netezza platform due to rampant data
growth.
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IT Architecture – The focus is on near-term investments which are expected to yield longer-term technical, financial and
productivity benefits. The 2017 initiatives align with the architectural roadmap and include data-lake and big data
infrastructure foundation, data security and mobile and cloud-based infrastructure.
IT Cyber Security – The cybersecurity department was established to ensure SPP’s compliance with cybersecurity
standards, as well as to implement and enforce quality security practices throughout the organization. SPP has identified
the risk of a cyber intrusion or hack as the risk of having the highest probability and highest impact when it does occur.
Application whitelisting is one of the 2017 projects undertaken to only permit known, secure programs as opposed to
attempting to identify and block malicious files and activities.
IT Service Management – The responsibility of the service management division is to manage IT’s process and control
systems, including performance/asset monitoring, change management and enterprise support services (i.e., Service Desk).
The 2017 budget includes additional software licenses for asset discovery, additional baseline management licenses driven
by CIP Version 5 and upgrade/consulting services for SPP’s baseline-management and change-management
environments.
Other (Non-IT) Foundation – Items included in this foundation budget encompass all other software and hardware needs for
departments outside of IT. A significant amount of the 2017 budget relates to the engineering department’s investments in
tools and systems to improve modeling, planning and study activities. This includes additional enhancements to
transmission congestion rights and other custom applications, along with additional licensing for Enfuzion (transmission
planning studies) and related engineering-support software. Also included are costs for additional licenses, enhancements
and consulting services associated with the enterprise records management system.
Based on the current outlook and known requirements, IT expects to manage total capital expenditures of $8.2 million
during 2017.

2017 - 2019 Information Technology
Foundation
$45,000
$38,761

$40,000

$38,447

$35,961

$35,000
$30,000
$25,000
$20,000
$15,000
$10,000
$5,000

$1,706

$1,094

$0
2017 Capital + Remaining + Remaining = 3-Year Forecast 3-Year Budget
Spend to Date Committed
Uncommitted
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During the second quarter of 2017, IT incurred approximately $1.3 million of capital spending, bringing the year to date total
to $1.6 million compared to the annual budget of $7.9 million. The major expenditures during the second quarter included
server upgrades for ICCP, Networker, and Markets-Database servers, along with additional memory and storage for Splunk
servers. The remaining second quarter spend consisted of additional Service Management software licenses (BMC BPPM
licenses) for monitoring SPP’s ESP domain, as well as external vendor consulting for CIP recertification requirements and
database development.

2017 - 2019 Information Technology Foundation
Project ($ thousands)
IT Systems Administration
IT Network/Telecom
IT Applications
IT Architecture
IT Cyber Security
IT Service Management
Other Foundation
Total

2017 Capital Remaining Remaining
Spend to Date Committed Uncommitted
$1,258
$662
$11,029
40
0
8,849
46
50
5,424
0
145
4,255
148
187
1,502
82
0
1,418
132
50
3,484
$1,706

$1,094

$35,961

3-Year
3-Year
Forecast
Budget
$12,949 $12,688
8,889
8,849
5,520
5,520
4,400
4,400
1,836
1,840
1,500
1,500
3,666
3,650
$38,761 $38,447

IT will continue to implement initiatives identified within the 2017 Operating Plan throughout the rest of the year. Initiatives
currently underway include:







Security vulnerability assessments and CIP certification services
Splunk enterprise security implementation (allowing for improved event correlation & anomaly detection)
Aged server replacements - ICCP and markets
Big data production infrastructure scale-out
Network firewall replacement/upgrade, and voice-over-IP upgrade
Data backup infrastructure
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Foundation Expenditures: Operations, Facilities &
Settlements
The following foundation budget reflects capital spend for enhancements to marketplace, settlements and operations
applications and for various upgrades/improvements to SPP campuses.

Operations, Facilities & Settlements Foundation
$10,000

$9,265

$9,000

$8,456

$8,000
$7,000
$6,000
$5,000
$3,671

$4,000

$3,770

$3,000
$2,000
$1,000

$1,014

$0
2017 Capital +
Spend to Date

Remaining +
Committed

Remaining = 3-Year Forecast
Uncommitted

3-Year Budget

Operations Marketplace foundation reflects capital spending to enhance and improve SPP’s marketplace and legacy
applications. These applications include the market operations system, energy management system, centralized modeling
tool, dispatcher training simulator, and various other applications supporting the operations division. Through the second
quarter, $0.9 million in software enhancements were developed by outside vendors as compared to the full year 2017
budget of $2.0 million. The majority of these enhancements were to the market operations system to address member
revision requests.
Operations Legacy foundation cost is down from the original 2017-2019 budget due to various factors: 1) a renegotiation of
our Enterprise Agreement on our existing PI system licensing, 2) reduction in anticipated seams data request initiatives from
CMPWG members, 3) elimination of vendor imposed minimums on routine enhancements, 4) reduction in enhancements
needed after significant upgrade to OASIS, 5) reduction in the number of change requests from stakeholders, and 6)
reduction due to vendor program resulting in free programming hours.
Facilities Foundation includes various upgrades/improvements to the SPP corporate campus and to the Chenal and
Maumelle operations data centers (CODC and MODC). Some of the larger initiatives for 2017 include the application of
exterior window impact film to the CODC and MODC ($0.2 million) and office space reconfigurations at the corporate
campus ($0.1 million). The 2017 forecast is expected to exceed budget due to air conditioning controls replacement costs
which were budgeted and expected to be complete in 2016, enclosure of the MMU area on the 3rd floor was unbudgeted
and training room upgrades exceeding the 2017 budgeted amount.
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Settlements foundation reflects capital spending to enhance and improve the current market and transmission settlements
systems. Replacement of these systems is currently underway and is expected to be complete in early 2019.
Enhancements to the current systems will be limited to critical and/or mandatory changes, and therefore, total spend is
expected to be under budget.

2017 - 2019 Operations, Facilities & Settlements Foundation
2017 Capital Remaining Remaining
Project ($ thousands)
Spend to Date Committed Uncommitted
Operations Marketplace Enhancements
$854
$2,946
$2,000
Operations Legacy Enhancements
54
306
680
Facilities Foundation
106
258
751
Settlements Foundation
1
161
340
Total

$1,014

$3,671

$3,770

3-Year
3-Year
Forecast
Budget
$5,800 $5,800
1,039
1,699
1,114
1,016
502
750
$8,456

$9,265

Ops, Facilities & Settlements Foundation Forecast by Year
Project ($ thousands)
Operations Marketplace Enhancements
Operations Legacy Enhancements
Facilities Foundation
Settlements Foundation
T otal

2017
Forecast
$1,800
281
584
152
$2,818

11

2018
Forecast
$2,000
414
250
250
$2,914

2019
3-Year
Forecast
Forecast
$2,000
$5,800
344
1,039
280
1,114
100
502
$2,724
$8,456

3-Year
Budget
$5,800
1,699
1,016
750
$9,265

Monthly Financial Reporting Package
June 2017

SPP Executive Summary – June 2017
2017 Over / (Under) Recovery
2017
Forecast
$163.2
163.3
161.9
($1.4)

Cost Recovery ($ millions)
Gross Revenue Requirement (GRR) *
Net Revenue Requirement (NRR)
Admin Fee Revenue
Over / (Under) Recovery

2017
Budget
$161.3
160.5
160.5
($0.0)

Fav/
(Unfav)
($1.9)
(2.8)
1.4
($1.4)

* GRR for HR metric excludes FERC fees and Regional Entity expenses

GRR & Available Cash, Compensation and Outside Services Expenses
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Southwest Power Pool
2017 Financial Commentary
June 30, 2017
(in thousands)

Summary
2017 FY
Forecast
Revenues
Expenses
Net Income/(Loss)

2017 FY
Budget

$194,548
198,699
($4,151)

$194,103
196,360
($2,257)

Fav/(Unfav)
Variance
$445
(2,339)
($1,894)

0.2%
(1.2%)
(83.9%)

Revenue
2017 FY
Forecast
Tariff Administration Service
FERC Fees & Assessments
NERC ERO Regional Entity Rev
Miscellaneous Income
Contract Services Revenue
Annual Non-Load Dues
Total Revenue

2017 FY
Budget

$161,915
16,320
9,855
5,355
533
570
$194,548

$160,482
16,750
10,790
4,959
533
588
$194,103

Fav/(Unfav)
Variance
$1,433
(430)
(935)
396
(18)
$445

0.9%
(2.6%)
(8.7%)
8.0%
(3.1%)
0.2%

9
Higher than expected monthly peaks during the 4th quarter of 2016 caused 2017 billing units for network service to exceed budget levels
and contributes approximately $1.4 million additional Tariff Administrative Service revenue for 2017.
10
FERC Fees Assessments revenue reflects the current rate charged under Schedule 12 for 2017, which is $0.062 as compared to $0.064 assumed in
the budget.
NERC ERO Regional Entity Operating expenses in the RE are below budget resulting in lower revenue recognition. The RE is functioning with 4 fewer
staff positions than expected and is not experiencing need for legal and consulting engagements. These lower expenses result in a $0.2 million
adverse impact to SPP’s net revenue requirement.
Miscellaneous Income includes engineering studies revenue, MISO settlement revenues, and revenues related to the pass-thru costs of the FERC
Order 1000 process. According to the agreement reached with the transmission owners regarding allocation of MISO revenues, SPP was allocated an
additional $0.7 million as a result of the resettlement of historical periods prior to 2016. Engineering study activities have steadily increased and
associated revenues are expected to exceed budget ($0.7 million). Revenue for purchase and sales tax rebates are reflected in the forecast but were
not included in the budget ($0.2 million). Since no projects are expected to go through the bidding process this year, pass-thru revenues and expenses
of $1.2 million associated with FERC Order 1000 were removed from the forecast and offset the favorable variances in miscellaneous income.
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Southwest Power Pool
2017 Financial Commentary
June 30, 2017
(in thousands)

Expense
2017 FY
Forecast
Salary & Benefits
Assessments & Fees
Communications
Maintenance
Outside Services (Including RSC)
Administrative
Travel & Meetings
Depreciation
Other Expenses
Total Expense

2017 FY
Budget

$93,729
21,372
3,740
17,333
14,144
5,194
3,075
29,669
10,444
$198,699

$91,316
18,600
4,207
17,964
14,455
5,263
3,257
30,485
10,813
$196,360

Fav/(Unfav)
Variance
($2,413)
(2,772)
467
632
311
69
182
816
369
(2,339)

(2.6%)
(14.9%)
11.1%
3.5%
2.2%
1.3%
5.6%
2.7%
3.4%
(1.2%)

Incremental out-of-budget positions and lower vacancy rate contribute to the unfavorable variance in Salary & Benefits. Five incremental compliance
positions were vetted and approved by SPP Officers and Board of Directors in January 2017. Three incremental operator-in-training positions were
approved in April to accommodate restructuring of staff related to upcoming retirements. Management expects to eventually offset the incremental
operator-in-training positions through normal attrition.
The budget assumed a vacancy rate of 5% based on historical trends. The 5% vacancy rate was equivalent to an average monthly headcount of 580.
Headcount exceeded the budgeted target of 580 beginning in January. Active positions total 606 beginning in June and are expected to remain close
to the same level throughout the rest of the year. The lower than anticipated vacancy rate results in higher forecast costs as compared to the budget.
Assessments and Fees is considerably higher than the original budget. SPP received the annual assessment invoice from FERC in June. The
forecast includes a true-up for the prior year under-accrual, which is a result of an increase in FERC's charge factor (6%) and SPP transmission sales
(4%). The forecast was also updated to reflect the revised estimate for the 2018 invoice.
Communications expense trails budget due to favorable contract negotiations and renewal credits resulting in lower expense for the year.
The favorable variance in Maintenance is mainly driven by advantageous negotiation of terms/pricing for contract renewals on equipment
maintenance. In addition to the favorable contract negotiations, the 2017 maintenance is also less than budget due to delays in capital spending
primarily related to hardware purchases associated with SQL server virtualization.
Although the overall variance in Outside Services expense is not significant,there were various offsetting favorable and unfavorable factors that
impacted the variance. The favorable variance is related to removing FERC Order 1000 industry expert panel costs from the forecast, which is offset
by a decrease in Miscellaneous Income with no impact to the net revenue requirement. Items exceeding budget include 1) increase in engineering
studies expense, which is partially offset by pass-thru income, 2) consulting expenses related to various enterprise engagements that were originally
assumed in the capital project budget, and 3) study expenses related to membership expansion.
Other Expense includes interest expense, capitalized interest, investment income, interest rate swap valuation adjustments, and various other income
and expense amounts. Due to the unpredictability, the only amounts budgeted in this category are interest expense and capitalized interest.
Interest expense is associated with debt issuances used for capital expenditures. The budget assumed new debt issuances in 2017 to meet SPP's
capital spending needs; however, cash flow projections indicate no need for additional funding until 2018 which results in a $0.8 million favorable
variance in interest expense for 2017. The favorable valuation adjustments ($1.3 million) are non-cash items and are not reflected in the over/under
recovery of the net revenue requirement (NRR).
Litigation resulting in $1.6 million in fees was not included in the budget and serves as a partial offset to the favorable variance.
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Southwest Power Pool
Monthly Financial Overview
June 30, 2017
(in thousands)

Actual
Jan-17
Income
Tariff Administrative Service
Fees & Assessments
Contract Services Revenue
Miscellaneous Income
Total Income
Expense
Salary & Benefits
Employee Travel
Administrative
Assessments & Fees
Meetings
Communications
Maintenance
Services
Regional State Committee
Depreciation
Total Expense
Other Income/(Expense)
Investment Income
Interest Expense
Capitalized Interest
Change in Valuation of Swap
Other Income/Expense
Unrealized Gain on Investment
Net Other Income (Expense)
Net Income (Loss)
2017 Headcount
Approved Budgeted Positions
Headcount (Incl. Vacancies)
Total Positions (Active/Open)
Vacancy Run rate

NRR Over / (Under) Recovery

Actual
Feb-17

$13,528 $12,923
2,718
2,212
44
44
430
1,296
16,720 16,477

Actual
Mar-17

Actual
Apr-17

Actual
May-17

Actual
Jun-17

Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast FY 2017
Jul-17
Aug-17 Sep-17
Oct-17
Nov-17 Dec-17 Forecast

$13,508
2,049
44
492
16,093

$12,962
2,066
44
191
15,263

$13,769
1,935
44
606
16,354

$13,432
2,397
44
372
16,245

$13,693
2,269
44
370
16,377

$13,782
2,467
44
320
16,613

$13,532
2,385
44
320
16,282

$13,587
2,230
44
320
16,181

$13,440
2,046
44
320
15,850

FY 2017 Variance
Budget Fav/(Unfav)

$13,759 $161,915 $160,482
1,971
26,744
28,128
44
533
533
320
5,355
4,959
16,094 194,548 194,103

FY 2016
Actual

Variance
Fav/(Unfav)

$1,433
(1,384)
396
445

$144,546
26,918
529
4,602
176,595

$17,368
(173)
4
754
17,953

7,669
101
229
1,550
44
313
1,117
771
9
4,724
16,528

7,866
177
346
1,550
124
315
1,223
1,302
20
4,705
17,628

7,899
149
292
1,550
70
329
1,245
1,179
24
1,905
14,642

7,693
161
537
1,550
98
328
1,369
1,226
15
1,879
14,856

7,831
200
329
1,550
96
245
1,303
1,338
20
1,893
14,806

7,794
185
501
1,550
123
297
1,398
930
11
1,857
14,647

7,830
190
327
3,747
62
313
1,544
1,421
27
2,035
17,495

7,862
185
396
1,665
78
313
1,564
1,184
27
2,072
15,345

7,838
187
426
1,665
95
313
1,533
1,030
27
2,115
15,228

7,835
192
1,110
1,665
95
313
1,595
1,117
27
2,161
16,110

7,800
178
292
1,665
57
313
1,600
1,139
27
2,177
15,247

7,812
183
408
1,665
47
348
1,840
1,250
27
2,145
15,723

93,729
2,087
5,194
21,372
988
3,740
17,333
13,885
260
29,669
188,255

91,316
2,245
5,263
18,600
1,012
4,207
17,964
14,184
272
30,485
185,547

(2,413)
158
69
(2,772)
24
467
632
299
12
816
(2,708)

90,186
1,919
4,764
18,648
974
3,915
14,775
14,847
220
58,025
208,272

(3,543)
(169)
(430)
(2,723)
(14)
175
(2,558)
962
(40)
28,356
20,017

4
(874)
61
143
(666)

4
(882)
73
294
(511)

39
(876)
48
259
29
(14)
(514)

4
(863)
44
91
(725)

4
(858)
(1,555)
116
(2,293)

40
(863)
17
71
7
(729)

(846)
(846)

(844)
(844)

(840)
(840)

(828)
(828)

(822)
(822)

(826)
(826)

96
(10,224)
48
276
(1,277)
637
(10,444)

(10,871)
58
(10,813)

96
647
(10)
276
(1,277)
637
369

191
(10,807)
121
682
(421)
649
(5,588)

(95)
583
(73)
(406)
(856)
(12)
(4,856)

($473) ($1,662)

$936

($317)

($745)

$869

($1,965)

$423

$214

($758)

($219)

($455)

($4,151)

($2,257)

($1,894)

($37,265)

$33,114

609
583
613

609
588
618

610
590
618

611
590
621

610
596
621

610
606
621

610
604
621

610
607
621

610
606
621

610
606
621

610
606
621

610
610
621

610
610
621

610
586
610

599
581
609

5%

4%

4%

5%

4%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

1%

3%

4%

5%

$3,061 ($3,023)

$2,309

$1,137

$265

($3,115)

$1,724

$1,351

($3,540)

$1,019

$1,215

($3,776)

($1,373)

-

($7,079)
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Southwest Power Pool
Current Month Financial Overview
June 30, 2017
(in thousands)

Current Month Compared to Forecast YTD Actual Compared to YTD Budget
Jun-2017 Jun-2017
Variance
Jun-2017 Jun-2017
Variance
Actual
Forecast Fav/(Unfav)
Actual
Budget Fav/(Unfav)
Income
Tariff Administrative Service
Fees & Assessments
Contract Services Revenue
Miscellaneous Income
Total Income

FY Forecast Compared to FY Budget
FY 2017
FY 2017
Variance
Forecast
Budget
Fav/(Unfav)

$13,432
2,397
44
372
16,245

$13,213
1,998
44
505
15,759

$219
399
(133)
486

$80,122
13,376
267
3,386
97,151

$80,241
14,358
267
2,480
97,345

($119)
(982)
907
(194)

$161,915
26,744
533
5,355
194,548

$160,482
28,128
533
4,959
194,103

$1,433
(1,384)
396
445

7,794
185
501
1,550
123
297
1,398
930
11
1,857
14,647

7,886
193
469
1,550
80
308
1,515
1,234
27
2,094
15,354

92
8
(32)
(43)
11
116
303
16
237
707

46,752
973
2,235
9,300
555
1,828
7,656
6,745
99
16,964
93,107

46,205
1,124
2,444
9,300
540
2,103
9,146
7,151
136
17,732
95,882

(547)
151
210
(16)
275
1,490
406
37
769
2,775

93,729
2,087
5,194
21,372
988
3,740
17,333
13,885
260
29,669
188,255

91,316
2,245
5,263
18,600
1,012
4,207
17,964
14,184
272
30,485
185,547

(2,413)
158
69
(2,772)
24
467
632
299
12
816
(2,708)

40
(863)
17
71
7
(729)

(858)
(858)

40
(6)
17
71
7
129

96
(5,217)
48
276
(1,277)
637
(5,437)

(5,161)
58
(5,103)

96
(56)
(10)
276
(1,277)
637
(334)

96
(10,224)
48
276
(1,277)
637
(10,444)

(10,871)
58
(10,813)

96
647
(10)
276
(1,277)
637
369

Net Income (Loss)

$869

($453)

$1,322

($1,393)

($3,640)

$2,247

($4,151)

($2,257)

($1,894)

Headcount

606

605

1

606

610

(4)

621

610

11

Expense
Salary & Benefits
Employee Travel
Administrative
Assessments & Fees
Meetings
Communications
Maintenance
Services
Regional State Committee
Depreciation
Total Expense
Other Income/(Expense)
Investment Income
Interest Expense
Capitalized Interest
Change in Valuation of Swap
Other Income/Expense
Unrealized Gain on Investment
Net Other Income (Expense)
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Southwest Power Pool
Balance Sheet
June 30, 2017
(in thousands)

6/30/2017
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash & Equivalents
Restricted Cash Deposits
Accounts Receivable (net)
Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

12/31/2016

Net Change

$52,393
292,358
37,318
15,807
$397,877

$75,715
223,964
63,702
9,291
$372,671

($23,321)
68,394
(26,383)
6,516
$25,205

80,038
2,218
15,008

92,690
4,628
10,835

(12,652)
(2,410)
4,173

$495,141

$480,825

$14,316

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable (net)
Customer Deposits
Current Maturities of LT Debt
Other Current Liabilities
Deferred Revenue
Total Current Liabilities

$21,261
308,059
23,594
40,876
4,997
398,788

$66,927
223,964
23,227
54,310
5,127
373,554

(45,666)
84,095
367
(13,433)
(130)
25,233

Long Term Liabilities
Long-Term Debt
Capital Lease Obligation
Other Long Term Liabilities
Total Long Term Liabilities

224,975
2,920
36,531
264,426

235,050
3,856
35,044
273,951

(10,075)
(936)
1,487
(9,524)

Net Income
Members' Equity
Total Members' Equity

(1,393)
(166,680)
(168,073)

(37,265)
(129,415)
(166,680)

35,872
(37,265)
(1,393)

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

$495,141

$480,825

$14,316

Total Fixed Assets
Total Other Assets
Investments
Total Assets
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Southwest Power Pool
Headcount Analysis
June 30, 2017
Current Month Actual vs. Budget
Actual
Budget
Over/(Under)
Jun-17
Jun-17
Budget
Officers
Accounting
Credit
Settlements
Administration

Year End Forecast vs. Budget
2017
2017
Over/(Under)
Forecast
Budget
Budget

11
11
5
22
49

11
11
5
23
50

0
0
0
(1)
(1)

11
11
5
22
49

11
11
5
23
50

0
0
0
(1)
(1)

Process Integrity

49

52

(3)

53

52

1

Operations

161

158

3

162

158

4

Information Technology

160

156

4

161

156

5

Engineering

78

80

(2)

80

80

0

Regulatory Policy & General Counsel

25

27

(2)

27

27

0

Corporate Services

29

30

(1)

30

30

0

Market Monitoring

16

16

0

16

16

0

Market Design

6

6

0

6

6

0

Interregional Relations

3

3

0

3

3

0

Communications & Gov't Affairs

6

6

0

6

6

0

SPP Regional Entity

24

28

(4)

28

28

0

Open Positions / Adjustments

0

(2)

2

0

(2)

2

Total Headcount

606

610

(4)

621

610

11

Headcount changes:
2017 Approved positions
Unidentified positions to be eliminated
2017 Budgeted positions
Incremental out-of-budget positions
Remaining unidentified eliminations

612
(2)
610
8
3

2016 Current total positions

621

Notes: The 2017 budget included two unidentified eliminations carried over from
the 2016 budget. Five incremental out-of-budget positions in IT and compliance
were approved in early 2017.
Three out-of-budget operator-in-training positions were approved in April 2017 in
anticipation of organizational changes as a result upcoming retirements.
Management plans to eventually offset these additions due to attrition.
Headcount for year-end should be equal to 618 once the unidentified positions
are eliminated.
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Southwest Power Pool corporate metrics
Dashboards
Transmission and Markets
Financial
Studies

Transmission & Market Indicators
M.1.
M.2.
M.3.
M.4.
M.5.
M.6.
M.7.

TCR/ARR Summary
Congestion
Regional Control Performance
Prices
Make Whole Payments / Revenue Neutrality Uplift
Virtual Activity
Capacity and Commitments

Financial Metrics
F.1.
F.2.
F.3.
F.4.

Admin Fee Measurement
Credit
Settlement Disputes
Human Resources

Performance Metrics
P.1.
P.2.
P.3.
P.4.
P.5.

Regional Entity Compliance
System Performance
Transmission Service Studies
Generation Interconnection Studies
Strategic Plan
Metrics Definitions
Supplement - Regulatory Activity Update & Outlook
Supplement - Government Affairs Quarterly Activity Report
DISCLAIMER

The data and analysis in this report are provided for informational purposes only and shall not be considered or relied upon as market advice or market settlement data.
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) makes no representation or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy or adequacy of the information contained herein.
SPP shall have no liability to recipients of this information or third parties for the consequences arising from errors or discrepancies in this information, or for any claim, loss or damage of any kind or nature whatsoever arising
out of or in connection with (i) the deficiency or inadequacy of this information for any purpose, whether or not known or disclosed to the authors, (ii) any error or discrepancy in this information, (iii) the use of this information, or
(iv) a loss of business or other consequential loss or damage whether or not resulting from any of the foregoing.
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Transmission & Market Dashboard
Markets Operational Indicators
Metric

Q2 2017

Q2 2017 Indicators

Indicator Threshold Values

■

▲

▼

Expected

Monitor

Concern

Problem

●

Chart

Apr-17

May-17

Jun-17

M.1.2

▲

▲

▲

>= 90%,
<= 100%

± 5% of
Expected

± 10% of
Expected

± 20% of
Expected

CPS1 & BAAL Reporting

M.3

●

●

●

<=20 mins
or >120

>20 mins
or =<120

>25 mins
or <110

>=30 mins
or <100

RT-DA Price Deviation

M.4.4

▲

▲

▲

<= 25%

<= 30%

<= 35%

> 45%

MWP Distribution per MWh

M.5.3

●

<= $0.75

<= $1.00

> $1.00

▲

●
●
●
●
●
■
●
●
●

<= $0.50

M.6

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

<= $2.00

<= $2.50

<= $3.00

> $3.00

<= 0.5%

<= 1%

<= 1.5%

> 1.5%

>= 95%

>= 90%

>= 85%

< 85%

<= 14

<= 18

<= 25

> 25

<= 5%

<= 10%

<= 15%

> 15%

<= 1%

<= 1.5%

<= 2.5%

> 2.5%

>= 99.5%

>= 99%

>= 98.5%

< 98%

>= 99%

>= 98.5 %

>= 98%

< 98%

TCR Funding

Monthly Average Gross Virtual Profitability per
MWh
Excess Capacity (900 MW + X % of Peak Obligation)

M.7.1

Real-Time Obligation Fulfilled by DA (% Committed
Capacity)

M.7.2

HR Operational Metrics (Year-to-date), Days Failed

P.2.2

Day-Ahead Mid-Term Load Forecast (% Error)

P.2.3

Short-Term Load Forecast (% Error)

P.2.3

On-Time Real-Time Posting

P.2.3

On-Time Day-Ahead Posting

P.2.3

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Please note: Dashboard metric criteria are reviewed and revised each year.
* The current year Dashboard metric criteria have been published at the end of the document.
** Each metric item is identified by a number that links the metric to its corresponding chart and criteria entry.
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Finance Dashboard

Q2 2017

Metric

Chart

Admin Fee Measurement (Forecast vs Budget)
Gross Revenue Requirement (GRR)

F.1

Net Revenue Requirement (NRR)

F.1

Admin Fee Revenue Collected

F.1

Over/(Under) Recovery

F.1

MWh Load

F.1

Credit
Short Pays & Uncollected Amounts

F.2

Settlement Disputes
Number of Open Disputes

F.3

Average Days Outstanding

F.3

Average Dispute Amount (millions)

F.3

Number of Resettlements

F.3

Human Resources

Apr-17

May-17

▼

▼
▼

■
●
■
●

▼

Expected

Monitor

Concern

< = $1.0 M

$1.1 M to $2.2 M

> = $2.3 M

< = $1.0 M

$1.1 M to $2.2 M

> = $2.3 M

F.4

Vacancy Rate

F.4

●
■
●

< = $1.0 M

$1.1 M to $2.2 M

> = $2.3 M

< = $1.0 M

$1.1 M to $2.2 M

> = $2.3 M

< = 3.0

3.1 to 5.8

> = 5.9

Short Pays = $0;
Uncollected = $0

Short Pays > $0;
Uncollected = $0

Short Pays > $0;
Uncollected > $0

< = 30

31 to 60

> 60

< = 30

31 to 45

> 45

< = $1.0

$1.1 to $2.0

> $2.0

< = 50

51 to 90

> 90

< 6%

6 to 8%

> 8%

< 5%

5 to 8%

> 8%

Jun-17

■

▼

●
■
●

Apr-17

May-17

Jun-17

●

●

●

Apr-17

May-17

Jun-17

●
●
●
■

Q4.16

Rolling 4 Qtr Turnover Rate

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

Previous Indicators

●
●

●
●
●
■

Q1.17

07/18/17

●
■

Indicator Threshold Values

■

●

●
●
●

▼
Q2.17

●
●
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Q2 2017

Engineering Studies

Indicator Threshold Values

Percentage of study postings that were on-time during
the quarter.
Study Type

Quarterly Indicators
Chart

Aggregate Facilities Studies

P.3

Delivery Point Transfer Screening Studies

P.3

Long-Term Service Request Screening Studies

P.3

Generator Interconnection Active Requests > 365 Days

P.4

Q4.16

Q1.17

Q2.17

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

▼

▼

■

●

■

▼

Expected

Monitor

Concern

100%

80-99%

> 80%

100%

80-99%

> 80%

100%

80-99%

> 80%

< 10%

< 30%

> 30%

SPP must report to the commission when more than 20% of Facilities Studies (not Screening Studies) are late in two consecutive calendar quarters. SPP is
subject to penalty if 10% or more are late in the following two calendar quarters after breaking the 20% late threshold.
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Millions

Transmission & Market Indicators

M.1.1. ARR Funding Summary
$24

300%

$20

250%

$16

200%

$12

150%

$8

100%

$4

50%

$0

0%
Apr 16 May 16 Jun 16 Jul 16 Aug 16 Sep 16 Oct 16 Nov 16 Dec 16 Jan 17 Feb 17 Mar 17 Apr 17 May 17 Jun 17
TCR Revenue
ARR Surplus
Cumulative Funding Percent - Prior Year

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

ARR Funding
Funding Percent
Cumulative Funding Percent - Current Year
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Millions

Transmission & Market Indicators

M.1.2. TCR Funding Summary
$70

140%

$60

120%

$50

100%

$40

80%

$30

60%

$20

40%

$10

20%

$0

0%
-20%

-$10
Apr 16 May 16 Jun 16 Jul 16 Aug 16 Sep 16 Oct 16 Nov 16 Dec 16 Jan 17 Feb 17 Mar 17 Apr 17 May 17 Jun 17
DA Revenue
TCR Uplift
Cumulative Funding % - Prior Year
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Funding Percent
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400

8,000

300

6,000

200

4,000

100

2,000

Hours in CME

Hours in TLR

Transmission & Market Indicators

M.2.1. Congestion - TLR / CME Time

0

0

Firm Curtailments
in hours
Non-Firm
Curtailments
Firm
Curtailments
Total
CME Time

Apr 16

(loading >90%)

May 16

Jun 16

Jul 16

Aug 16

Non-Firm Curtailments

Sep 16

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

CME Time (loading >90%)

Feb 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

May 17

Jun 17

2014

2015

2016

12 mo

56

164

44

83

211

101

35

79

132

21

39

107

52

45

56

286

150

95

89

60

33

79

46

27

20

13

7

14

5

6

228

13

3

30

76

47

42

45

116

197

123

129

238

121

48

86

146

26

45

335

65

48

86

361

197

138

134

3,108

3,107

3,971

4,863

3,356

5,460

5,845

5,820

5,880

5,607

4,089

5,415

6,362

5,333

6,426

2,705

2,809

4,201

4,710

Monthly Average in Hours

400

Monthly Average Firm
Curtailments (hrs)

Monthly Average NonFirm Curtailments (hrs)
120

4,000

80

3,000

300
200

Monthly Average CME
Time (hrs)

2,000
40

100
-

5,000

2014

2015

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

2016 12 mo

-

1,000
2014

2015

2016 12 mo

-

07/18/17

2014 2015 2016 12 mo
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M.2.2. Congestion - Congested Intervals (RTBM)
100%

80%

60%

Transmission & Market Indicators

40%

20%

0%

Uncongested Intervals

Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

Intervals with Binding Only

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

Intervals with a Breach

Feb 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

May 17

Jun 17

2014

2015

2016

12 mo

Uncongested
Intervals

15%

13%

11%

9%

12%

2%

2%

1%

2%

10%

13%

14%

6%

10%

10%

17%

15%

9%

8%

Intervals with
Binding Only

49%

43%

52%

56%

50%

47%

44%

55%

51%

46%

50%

55%

40%

55%

55%

69%

64%

54%

50%

Intervals with a
Breach

37%

44%

37%

35%

37%

51%

54%

44%

47%

44%

37%

32%

54%

35%

35%

14%

21%

37%

42%

Average

Interval = 5 minutes
40%

Uncongested Intervals

30%

100%

Intervals with Binding Only

50%

80%

40%

60%

30%

40%

20%

20%

10%

Intervals with a Breach

20%

10%

0%

0%
2014

2015

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

2016

12 mo

2014

2015

2016

12 mo

07/18/17

0%

2014

2015

2016

12 mo
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M.2.2. Congestion - Congested Intervals (DAMKT)
100%

80%

60%

Transmission & Market Indicators

40%

20%

0%

Uncongested Intervals

Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

Intervals with Binding Only

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

Intervals with a Breach

Feb 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

May 17

Jun 17

2014

2015

2016

12 mo

Uncongested
Intervals

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

1%

0%

0%

0%

3%

1%

0%

0%

Intervals with
Binding Only

100%

100%

100%

98%

99%

97%

98%

99%

99%

100%

99%

99%

100%

100%

100%

96%

98%

99%

99%

0%

0%

0%

2%

0%

3%

2%

1%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

0%

1%

1%

Intervals with a
Breach

Average

Interval = 1 hour

Uncongested Intervals

8%

100%

Intervals with Binding Only

Intervals with a Breach
8%

80%

6%

6%
60%

4%

4%
40%

2%
0%

2%

20%
0%
2014

2015

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

2016

12 mo

2014

2015

2016

12 mo

07/18/17

0%

2014

2015

2016

12 mo
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M.2.3. Price Contour Map (April 2016 - March 2017)
Real-Time

Transmission & Market Indicators

Day-Ahead

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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$100

100%

$80

80%

$60

60%

$40

40%

$20

20%

$0

0%

DA Average Shadow Price
Flowgate Name
WDWFPLTATNOW
STAINDTUCCAR #
SHAHAYPOSKNO
NEORIVNEOBLC ^
PLXSUNTOLYOA
OSGCANBUSDEA
TEMP50_20937
TAHH59MUSFTS ^
CARLPDLUBWOL
SARMINELDMOL *

RT Average Shadow Price

Region
Western Oklahoma
West Texas (Lubbock)
Western Kansas
SE Kansas/SW Missouri
West Texas (Lubbock)
TX Panhandle (Amarillo)
West Texas (Lubbock)
Arkansas/Oklahoma
West Texas (Lubbock)
Arkansas/Louisiana

DA % Intervals Congested

% Congested

Shadow Price ($/MWh)

Transmission & Market Indicators

M.2.4. Congestion - Flowgates (July 2016 - June 2017)

RT % Intervals Congested

Flowgate Location
Woodward-FPL Switch 138kV ftlo Tatonga-Northwest 345kV (OGE)
Stanton West-Indiana 115kV ftlo Tuco-Carlisle 230kV (SPS)
South Hays-Hays 115kV ftlo Post Rock-Knoll 230kV (MIDW)
Neosho-Riverton 161kV (WR-EDE) ftlo Neosho-Blackberry 345kV (WR-AECI)
Plant X Sub-Sundown 230kV ftlo Tolk-Yoakum 230kV (SPS)
Osage Switch-Canyon East 115kV ftlo Bushland-Deaf Smith 230kV (SPS)
Wolfforth-Terry County 115kV ftlo Sundown-Amoco Switching 230kV (SPS)
Tahlequah-Highway 59 161kV ftlo Muskogee-Fort Smith 345kV (GRDA-OGE)
Carlisle-Doud 115kV ftlo Lubbock South-Wolfforth 230kV (SPS)
Sarepta-Minden 115kV ftlo El Dorado EHV-Mount Olive 500kV (EES)

# STAINDTUCCAR also includes congestion from TMP145_21718, which became STAINDTUCCAR.
^ SPP Market-to-Market flowgate
* MISO Market-to-Market flowgate
Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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M.2.4. Congestion - Flowgates (July 2016 - June 2017)

Transmission & Market Indicators

Flowgate Name

Region

Flowgate Location

Projects that may provide mitigation

WDWFPLTATNOW

Western
Oklahoma

Woodward-FPL Switch 138kV ftlo
Tatonga-Northwest 345kV (OGE)

1. Matthewson - Tatonga 345 kV Ckt 2 (July 2018 – ITP10)
2. Woodward EHV Phase Shifting Transformer (June 2017, Generation
Interconnection)

STAINDTUCCAR #

West Texas
(Lubbock)

Stanton West-Indiana 115kV ftlo
Tuco-Carlisle 230kV (SPS)

1. Tuco - Yoakum 345 kV Ckt 1 (June 2020 – ITPNT)
2. Tuco – Stanton – Indiana – Erskine 115 kV Terminal Upgrades (June 2018,
2017 ITP10)

SHAHAYPOSKNO

Western
Kansas

South Hays-Hays 115kV ftlo Post
Rock-Knoll 230kV (MIDW)

1. Hays - South Hays 115 kV rebuild (October 2016 – ITPNT)
2. Post Rock – Knoll 230kV Ckt 2 (January 2019, 2017 ITP10)

NEORIVNEOBLC ^

SE Kansas/
SW Missouri

Neosho-Riverton 161kV (WR-EDE)
ftlo Neosho-Blackberry 345kV (WRAECI)

Neosho – Riverton 161kV Terminal Upgrades (June 2018, 2017 ITP10)

PLXSUNTOLYOA

West Texas
(Lubbock)

Plant X Sub-Sundown 230kV ftlo
Tolk-Yoakum 230kV (SPS)

Plant X - Sundown 230 kV Terminal Upgrades (December 2018, 2017 ITPNT NOT YET APPROVED)

OSGCANBUSDEA

TEMP50_20937

Osage Switch-Canyon East 115kV
TX Panhandle
ftlo Bushland-Deaf Smith 230kV
(Amarillo)
(SPS)
West Texas
(Lubbock)

Wolfforth-Terry County 115kV ftlo
Sundown-Amoco Switching 230kV
(SPS)

1. Canyon East Sub –Randall County Interchange 115 kV line (March 2018 –
Aggregate Studies)
2. Potter – Tolk 345 kV (January 2023, 2017 ITP10 - NOT YET APPROVED)

Wolfforth - Terry County 115 kV Terminal Upgrades (June 2018 – ITPNT)

Tahlequah-Highway 59 161kV ftlo
Muskogee-Fort Smith 345kV (GRDA- No projects identified at the time of report publication.
OGE)

TAHH59MUSFTS ^

Arkansas/
Oklahoma

CARLPDLUBWOL

West Texas
(Lubbock)

Carlisle-Doud 115kV ftlo Lubbock
South-Wolfforth 230kV (SPS)

Wolfforth - Terry County 115 kV Terminal Upgrades (June 2018 – ITPNT)

Arkansas/
Louisiana

Sarepta-Minden 115kV ftlo El
Dorado EHV-Mount Olive 500kV
(EES)

No projects identified at the time of report publication.

SARMINELDMOL *

# STAINDTUCCAR also includes congestion from TMP145_21718, which became STAINDTUCCAR.
^ SPP Market-to-Market flowgate
* MISO Market-to-Market flowgate
Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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M.3.1. Balancing Authority Report - CPS Performance
200%
CPS1
(statistical measure of 1 minute average ACE vs. Frequency)

Marketplace Indicators

150%

100%

50%

0%
Apr 16 May 16 Jun 16 Jul 16 Aug 16 Sep 16 Oct 16 Nov 16 Dec 16 Jan 17 Feb 17 Mar 17 Apr 17 May 17 Jun 17
> 120%
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>=110% and <=120%
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>=100% and <110%

<100%
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M.3.2. Balancing Authority Report - BAAL Performance
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BAAL Performance
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0

0

0
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0
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MP/AO
$14
AECC/AECC
AEPE/SSCN
AEPM_X/AEPM
BEPM/BEPM
BEPM/NMCA_X
CHAN/CHAN
EDEP/EDEP
FREM/FREM
GRDX/GRDX
GSEC/GSEC
HMMU/HMMU
INDN/INDN
KBPU/KBPU
KCPS/KCPS
KCPS/UCU
KMEA/EMP1_X
KMEA/EMP2_X
KMEA/EMP3_X
KMEA/EUDO_X
KPP/KPP
LESM/LESM
MEAN/FCU_X
MEAN/MEAN
MEAN/NCU_X
MEAN/NELI_X
MECB/MECB
MEUC/MEUC
MIDW/MIDW
MRES/MUMZ_X
NSPP/NSPP
NWPS/NWMT_X
NWPS/NWPS
OGE/OGE
OMPA/OMPA
OPPM/OPPM
OTPW/OTPR_X
REMC/CWEP
SEPC/SEPC
SPSM/SPSM
TEA/NPPM
TEA/SPRM
TNSK/GATE_X
TNSK/TNGI_X
TNSK/TNHP_X
TNSK/TNHU_X
UGPM/EWA_X
UGPM/MMPA_X
UGPM/OTP_X
UGPM/SMGT_X
UGPM/UGPM
WFES/WFES
WRGS/1073
WRGS/COWP
WRGS/KN01
WRGS/PARL
WRGS/PBEL
WRGS/PEOP_X
WRGS/PLWC
WRGS/WRGS

LMP ($/MWh)

Transmission & Market Indicators
M.4.1. Price (July 2016 - June 2017)
$30

$28

$26

$24
23.04
22.58

$22

$20

$18

$16

DAMKT LMP

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

SPP DAMKT Average

07/18/17

RTBM LMP
SPP RTBM Average

UGPM/EWA_X joined the market on 5/1/2016; WRGS/PEOP_X joined the market on 6/1/2016.
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0.0

AECC/AECC
AEPE/SSCN
AEPM_X/AEPM
BEPM/BEPM
BEPM/NMCA_X
CHAN/CHAN
EDEP/EDEP
FREM/FREM
GRDX/GRDX
GSEC/GSEC
HMMU/HMMU
INDN/INDN
KBPU/KBPU
KCPS/KCPS
KCPS/UCU
KMEA/EMP1_X
KMEA/EMP2_X
KMEA/EMP3_X
KMEA/EUDO_X
KPP/KPP
LESM/LESM
MEAN/FCU_X
MEAN/MEAN
MEAN/NCU_X
MEAN/NELI_X
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MEUC/MEUC
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NSPP/NSPP
NWPS/NWMT_X
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SEPC/SEPC
SPSM/SPSM
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TEA/SPRM
TNSK/GATE_X
TNSK/TNGI_X
TNSK/TNHP_X
TNSK/TNHU_X
UGPM/EWA_X
UGPM/MMPA_X
UGPM/OTP_X
UGPM/SMGT_X
UGPM/UGPM
WFES/WFES
WRGS/1073
WRGS/COWP
WRGS/KN01
WRGS/PARL
WRGS/PBEL
WRGS/PEOP_X
WRGS/PLWC
WRGS/WRGS

MP/AO

Transmission & Market Indicators
M.4.2. Price Volatility (July 2016 - June 2017)
2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2
1.08

1.0

0.8

0.6
0.47

0.4

0.2

DAMKT Volatility
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SPP DAMKT Volatility
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RTBM Volatility
SPP RTBM Volatility
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$40

$4

$30

$3

$20

$2

$10

$1

$0

Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

Oct 16

Nov 16

DA LMP
Average in $

DA LMP
($/MWh)
RT LMP
($/MWh)
PEPL Gas
Cost ($/MMBtu)

Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

Jul 16

Aug 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

Feb 17

RT LMP
Sep 16

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

Feb 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

May 17

$0

Jun 17

18.22

25.98

27.02

26.31

24.42

26.65

22.21

27.92

24.79

19.72

20.88

25.32

24.21

24.16

18.66

17.40

24.33

25.58

26.90

25.45

27.99

21.87

27.77

24.85

21.09

22.55

26.46

21.44

24.38

1.79

1.71

2.35

2.57

2.62

2.79

2.76

2.29

3.43

3.17

2.64

2.60

2.75

2.76

2.60

07/18/17

Jun 17

Gas (PEPL)

18.24
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May 17
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Gas Cost (Panhandle Eastern Pipeline) $/MMBtu

Electricity Price ($/MWh)

Transmission & Market Indicators

M.4.3. Electricity/Gas Cost Comparison

$80

$8

$60

$6

$40

$4

$20

$2

$0

$0

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

RTBM Price* ($/MWh)

avg (in $)

DAMKT Price
($/MWh)
RTBM Price*
($/MWh)
PEPL Gas Cost
($/MMBtu)

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

DAMKT Price ($/MWh)

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

32.36

22.84

22.43

49.42

53.21

27.89

31.33

29.28

22.29

25.89

31.42

21.85

22.36

6.15

7.12

3.31

4.17

3.89

2.64

3.58

4.45

2.43

2.32

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

07/18/17

2013

2014

2015

2016

PEPL Gas Cost ($/MMBtu)

* 2014 RTBM includes last two months of LIP for the EIS
market, and RTBM LMP for the first ten months of the
Integrated Marketplace. All prior years use EIS LIP.
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$/MMBtu

$/MWh

Transmission & Market Indicators

M.4.3. Prices - annual

Transmission & Market Indicators

M.4.4. Price Divergence
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M.5.1. Revenue Neutrality Uplift

$10,000

$8,000

in thousands $

$4,000

$2,000

$0

-$2,000

-$4,000

in thousands $

Total Uplift

Apr 16

3,698

May 16

Jun 16

1,782

5,169

Jul 16

Aug 16

3,772

943

Sep 16

Oct 16

5,727

442

Nov 16

Dec 16

743

3,018

Jan 17

5,466

Feb 17

2,120

Mar 17

-3,116

Apr 17

5,929

May 17

8,401

Jun 17

7,417

2014
11,906

2015

2016

24,721

26,566

12 mo
19,116

Total
$30

Total in millions $

Transmission & Market Indicators

$6,000

Revenue Neutrality Uplift (RNU) ensures settlement payments/receipts for each
settlement interval equal zero.

$20

• Positive RNU - SPP receives insufficient revenue and collects from market participants.
• Negative RNU - SPP receives excess revenue, which must be credited back to

$10

market participants.

$0
-$10
-$20

2014

2015
-3000

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

2016
-3000

-3000

12 mo
-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000
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-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000

-3000
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M.5.1. Revenue Neutrality Uplift
in thousands $

Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

DA Revenue Inadequacy

0

0

0

RT Revenue Inadequacy

-35

-23

-145

RT OOME MWP

Transmission & Market Indicators

RT Regulation Deployment Adj
RT JOA Adj

Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

0

0

0

-71

-119

-27

-293

-489

-172

21

16

-152

-187

387

182

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

0

0

0

-126

-79

-28

-145

-175

-100

-232

-188

-202

-175

-274

-525 -1,652 2,335

Jan 17

Feb 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

May 17

Jun 17

0

0

0

0

0

0

-62

-36

-36

-21

-22

-23

-56

-42

-100

-86

-208

-688 -1,821

-760

-591

-194

-288

-260

-84

-284

-248

-209

-293

942 1,984

248

893 3,979 2,150

929

-665

RT Congestion Adj

-2,960 -2,223 -6,542 -3,458 -1,645 -5,839 -5,363 -4,129 -6,755 -6,044 -4,442 -3,360 -6,754 -8,178 -5,291

SUBTOTAL

-3,306 -2,136 -7,072 -4,255 -2,529 -7,995 -3,382 -3,451 -5,221 -6,178 -3,876

Less RT Net Inadvertent Adj
TOTAL RNU

392

-353 -1,903

-483 -1,586 -2,268 -2,941 -2,708 -2,203

3,698 1,782 5,169 3,772

943 5,727

442

-374 -6,695 -8,242 -6,895

-712 -1,756 -3,490

-766

160

521

743 3,018 5,466 2,120 -3,116 5,929 8,401 7,417

* This table is based on the latest available settlements data and is subject to change due to resettlement.
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M.5.2. Make Whole Payments
Day-Ahead

$9

Millions

$3

$0

Wind

Renewable

Nuclear

Hydro

Coal

Gas-CC

Gas-SC

Other

Gas-CC

Gas-SC

Other

RUC (Real-Time)

$9

$6
Millions

Transmission & Market Indicators

$6

$3

$0

Wind
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Renewable

Nuclear

Hydro

Coal

07/18/17
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Transmission & Market Indicators

M.5.3. All-In Price
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Transmission & Market Indicators

M.6. Virtual Activity
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Transmission & Market Indicators

M.7.1. Excess Capacity
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Transmission & Market Indicators

M.7.2. Source of Commitment

DA_RUC – Day‐Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment
ID_RUC – Intra‐Day Reliability Unit Commitment
DAMKT – Day‐Ahead Market

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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Financial Metrics

F.1.1. Admin Fee Measurement
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Financial Metrics

F.1.2. Admin Fee Measurement
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Financial Metrics

F.1.3 Admin Fee Measurement
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Financial Metrics

F.1.4. Admin Fee Measurement
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F.2. Credit
% of Late Transmission Payments

9%
6%
3%

Transmission ($000s)

% Late Payments
Market ($000s)

Late Payments
Total Payments
% Late Payments

$400

Sep 16

Oct 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

Feb 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

May 17

Jun 17

12 mo

$874
$43,852
2%

$998
$47,756
2%

$0
$103
$48,750 $112,249
0%
0%

Nov 16

$0
$42,535
0%

$933
$39,848
2%

$0
$40,859
0%

$0
$48,928
0%

$112
$45,594
0%

$534
$48,335
1%

$201
$46,394
0%

$609,884

Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

Jan 17

Feb 17

Mar 17

Apr 17

May 17

Jun 17

12 mo

$173
$71,358
0%

$202
$54,674
0%

$4
$64,779
0%

$3,634
$87,813
4%

$14,704
$66,822
22%

$9,514
$70,656
13%

$0
$89,182
0%

$9,047
$62,892
14%

$59
$3
$66,121 $103,871
0%
0%

$125
$80,999
0%

$0
$60,532
0%

Transmission Short Pays

Uncollectible ($000s)

Transmission
Market
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$6,291
1%

$37,464
$879,699
4%

Market Short Pays

$40

in thousands

$30

$0

Market

5%

Aug 16

$100

Short Pays ($000s)

10%

$2,537
$44,785
6%

$200

Transmission

15%

Jul 16

$300
in thousands

Financial Metrics

Total Payments

20%

0%

0%

Late Payments

% of Late Market Payments

25%
% of Total Payout

% of Total Payout

12%

$20
$10
$0

Jul 16

$0
$0
Jul 16

$0
$0

Aug 16

$0
$0
Aug 16

$0
$0

Sep 16

$0
$0
Sep 16

$0
$0

Oct 16

$4
$0
Oct 16

$0
$0

Nov 16

Dec 16

$95
$0
Nov 16

$0
$0
Dec 16

$0
$0

$0
$0
07/18/17

Jan 17

$0
$0
Jan 17

$0
$0

Feb 17

$58
$0
Feb 17

$3
$0

Mar 17

$0
$0
Mar 17

$0
$0

Apr 17

$0
$0
Apr 17

$0
$0

May 17

$94
$0
May 17

$0
$0

Jun 17

12 mo

$0
$0
Jun 17

$251
$0
12 mo

$0
$0
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$3
$0

F.3. Settlement Disputes
75

75

Average Days Outstanding (granted in month)

60

60

45

45

30

30

15

15

-

-

125

$200

# of Resettlements (published in month)

Average Dispute Amount (granted in month 000's)

in thousands

Financial Metrics

Total # of Open Disputes (at month-end)

$160

100

$120

75

$80

50

$40

25

$0

-

Apr 16

May 16

Jun 16

Total # of Open Disputes (at
month-end)

7

17

26

Average Days Outstanding
(granted in month)

13

20

8

Average Dispute Amount
(granted in month 000's)
# of Resettlements
(published in month)
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$3.0
67

$14.2
66

$6.5
79

Jul 16

Aug 16

Sep 16

9

12

12

9

6

4

$162.6
59

$48.3
51

Oct 16

Nov 16

Dec 16

13

5

22

6

6

5

3

7

5

11

8

10

1

10

1

17

$8.0

$2.2

$1.0

65

68

44
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$12.0
52

Jan 17

$43.8
57

Feb 17

$87.0
57

Mar 17

$39.4
66

Apr 17

$37.5
56

May 17

Jun 17

$20.6
67
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14
$0.0
93

Financial Metrics

F.4.1. Human Resources
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P.1. SPP Regional Entity Compliance

Performance

Period End Open Caseload

Violations

300

300

200

200

100

100

0

0
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2012

2017

2013

New
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Processed

2015

2016

2017

Dismissed

2017

Starting Caseload
New Violations
Processed
Dismissed
Ending Caseload

245
173
197
43
178

178
191
134
40
195

195
126
143
44
134

134
64
75
14
109

109
161
75
33
161

161
106
85
21
161

Cumulative Violations

860

1,051

1,177

1,241

1,402

1,508
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Performance

P.2.1. IT System Performance
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Performance

P.2.2. Operational System Availability

STLF – Short‐term load forecast
RTLODF – Real‐time Line Outage Distribution Factor
DAMKT – Day‐Ahead Market
DARUC – Day‐Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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Performance

P.2.3. System Availability

STLF – Short‐term Load Forecast
MTLF – Mid‐term Load Forecast
DAMKT – Day‐Ahead Market
ID RUC – Intra‐day Reliability Unit Commitment
RTBM – Real‐time Balancing Market

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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P.3. Transmission Service Studies
Percentage of Study Postings that Were Made
On‐Time During the Quarter
Study Type

Status of Long‐Term Transmission Service Requests
for Current and Recent Aggregate Studies

100%
80‐99%
<80%
Previous
Current
Q2‐2017 Q1‐2017 Q4‐2016

35

Aggregate Facilities Studies
Delivery Point Transfer Screening Studies
Long‐Term Service Request Screening Studies

30

REQUESTS

25

SPP must report to the commission w hen more than 20% of Facilities Studies (not Screening
Studies) are late in tw o consecutive calendar quarters. SPP is subject to penalty if 10% or more
are late in the follow ing tw o calendar quarters after breaking the 20% late threshold.

20

Withdrawn
Third‐Party Pending

15

Study Results Pending
10

Confirmed

5

Performance

0
Completed

Completed

Completed

2015‐AG2

2016‐AG1

2016‐AG2

Trend of Requests in the Aggregate Study Queue Over Time
120

2016‐AG2
2016‐AG1

100

2015‐AG2
2015‐AG1

Requests

80

2014‐AG1

60

2013‐AG3
2013‐AG2

40

2013‐AG1
2012‐AG3

20

2012‐AG2
2012‐AG1

0
Jul‐14 Sep‐14 Nov‐14 Jan‐15 Mar‐15 May‐15 Jul‐15 Sep‐15 Nov‐15 Jan‐16 Mar‐16 May‐16 Jul‐16 Sep‐16 Nov‐16 Jan‐17 Mar‐17 May‐17

2011‐AG3

Month
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P.4.1. Generation Interconnection Studies
Generation Interconnection MW - In Progress

40,000
35,000
30,000

MW

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000

Performance

2Q 16

3Q 16

4Q 16

Transfer IS Queue

1Q 17

2015 Studies

2016 Studies

2Q 17

2017 Studies

MW
In Progress

2Q 16

3Q 16

4Q 16

1Q 17

2Q 17

Transfer IS Queue
DISIS-2015-001

1,859

604

604

534

382

DISIS-2015-002

7,132

7,150

7,150

6,900

6,352

DISIS-2016-001

10,847

11,099

11,102

10,827

7,893

DISIS-2016-002

80

295

14,383

14,477

15,598

250

2,627

DISIS-2017-001

Active Studies by Prime Mover (MW)

Battery, 40

PISIS-2015-002
PISIS-2016-001

529

528

Wind,
30,658

537

PISIS-2016-002

537

Gas, 78
Solar, 2,708

FCS-2015-004
FCS-2016-001
FCS-2016-002

2,888

FCS-2016-003

200

1,226

FCS-2016-004

1,226

596

2,283

2,283

590

43

43

36,447

33,484

FCS-2017-001

TOTAL
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23,535

20,901

37,285
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P.4.2. Schedule of Commerical Operation Dates for Upcoming Generation Interconnection Agreements
1,000

5

800

4

GW Capacity

600

400

3

2

200
1
0

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Performance

MW Capacity

as of June 30, 2017

2017

2018

0

2019

2017

2018

2019

Commercial Operation Year

Commercial Operation Month

Charts above reflect Executed Generation Interconnection Agreements (GIA’s) with upcoming Commercial Operation Date (COD) milestones by year and
month. Data based on Queue Status of “IA Fully Executed / On Schedule”,

On Schedule by Prime Mover (MW)

MW Capacity
IA Fully Executed / On Suspension

1,347.3

IA Fully Executed / On Schedule

3,444.9

Total Scheduled or Suspended Generation

4,792.2

Wind,
2,835

Gas, 560

Solar, 50
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P.5. Strategic Plan

Performance

as of June 30, 2017
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P.5. Strategic Plan

Performance

as of June 30, 2017
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Metrics Definitions
Transmission and Market Indicators
Two groups of metrics will be monitored to provide an overall health indication of the regional transmission system and market.
Reliability Performance Indicators, which focus on the actual operations of the transmission system and whether or not it was operated within

• expected limits and standards.

• Market Performance Indicators, which focus on the performance of the market in terms of overall volume, prices and level of participation.
Reliability Performance Indicators
This sub-group of metrics is designed to measure the operations of the transmission system from a reliability perspective.

• How well-funded are Transmission Congestion Rights (TCR). (see TCR/ARR Summary)
• How much time was congested during the period. (see Congestion)
• Was the system operated in compliance with the relevant control performance standards? (see Regional Control Performance)

M.1. TCR/ARR Summary

M.2. Congestion

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

TCR/ARR funding is derived as follows:
1.
Day-ahead revenue is collected daily
2.
TCR holders are paid daily based on awarded TCR MW and Day-ahead clearing prices
a. Uplift is charged daily
b. Surpluses are redistributed Monthly and Annually
3.
TCR revenue is collected daily based on TCR MW and TCR ACPs (consistent through
month/season)
4.
ARR holders are paid daily based on ARR MW and TCR ACPs (consistent
through month/season)
a. Uplift is charged daily
b. Surpluses are redistributed Monthly and Annually
M.2.1. TLR / CME Time
TLR Events by level (in hours)
• Non-Firm (Level 3) – curtailment of non-firm schedules and non-firm market flow
Firm (Level 5) – curtailment of all non-firm and some firm schedules and market flow
• CME (Congestion Management Events) where loading is greater than 90% (in hours)
M.2.2. Congested Intervals
Percent of intervals binding (flow = System Operating Limit [SOL]), breached (flow > SOL) and
• congested (either binding or breached) during the month. Charts are included for both the DayAhead Market (DAMKT) and the Real-Time Balancing Market (RTBM).
M.2.3. Price Contour Map
Graphic representation of average monthly prices by load area in both the Day-Ahead Market and
• Real-Time Balancing Market since the start of the Integrated Marketplace.
M.2.4. Congestion – Flowgates
Congestion by flowgate ranked by average hourly shadow price in the RTBM for the last 12 months.
• DA values are also included.
Table is included to show top ten most congested flowgates and any potential projects which may
• provide mitigation to the congestion.
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The SPP BA is not subject to CPS, but is subject to BAAL. CPS is reported here for informational purposes
only. Measures the aggregate performance to the NERC CPS (Control Performance Standards) for
SPP. This indicator is set based on the NERC real time control performance standards (known as BAL001 – Real Power Balancing Control Performance and BAL-002 – Disturbance Control Performance).

M.3.

Regional Control Performance

• CPS1 requires compliance for 100% of the periods measured within the month.
BAAL - each Balancing Authority shall operate such that its clock-minute average of reporting

• ACE does not exceed for more than 30 consecutive clock-minutes its clock-minute
Balancing Authority ACE Limit (BAAL)

Market Performance Indicators
This sub-group of indicators provides a view of the effectiveness of the market in the context of answering the following questions:

• What was the average wholesale price paid in the region and what was its volatility? (see Price)
• How much Revenue Neutrality Uplift was generated during the month? (see Uplift)
• What was the level of available generation offered to the market and EIS related energy sales in the month? (see Market Liquidity)
M.4.1.
M.4.2.
M.4.3.

Price

•

Shows the prices and volatility for both the DAMKT and RTBM for each market participant with load
within the footprint. Also provides an SPP-wide average price for the period reported. Volatility
(measured as the coefficient of variation, which is average divided by the standard deviation) is
shown for each market participant as well as SPP as a whole. A higher volatility indicates more
variability in prices.

• SPP-wide monthly average LMP and the Gas Cost at the Panhandle Eastern Pipeline hub.
•
•
•

M.4.4.

RT-DA Price Deviation

The Absolute Difference is the daily average of the absolute values of the hourly difference
between Day-Ahead Market LMPs and Real-Time Market LMPs
The Average Difference is the daily average of the hourly difference between Day-Ahead Market
LMPs and Real-Time Market LMPs
The Average LMP %Difference is the Absolute Difference divided by the average Day-Ahead LMP.
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Tracks amount of RNU (Revenue Neutrality Uplift) charged or credited to market participants during the
month, along with the category of uplift. RNU ensures settlement payments/receipts for each settlement
interval equal zero.

M.5.1.

Uplift

• Positive RNU - SPP receives insufficent revenue and collects from market participants.
• Negative RNU - SPP receives excess revenue, which must be credited back to market participants.
Tracks Make Whole Payments (MWP) for both the Day-Ahead Market and the RUC (Real-Time) with
payments broken down by Fuel Type of the generation receiving the MWP.

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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•

M.5.2. MWP Distribution

•
•

M.6.

Virtual Activity

•
•
•

M.7.1. Excess Capacity

•
•

M.7.2. Source of Commitment

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

•
•

The All-in Price cost of each MW is broken down into different components associated with
different product or cost distribution.
The DA MWP and RUC MWP make up the MWP distribution per MWh paid out as component of
all-in cost for each MW of energy.
The Cleared Virtual Profitability is the daily average of the hourly DA LMP minus the hourly
averaged RT LMP multiplied by the cleared virtual transactions from DA and all divided by the
absolute value of the total cleared virtual transactions from DA.
The Monthly Market Index is the monthly average of the cleared virtual profitability.
Volume of Cleared MWh is the daily average of the total cleared virtual transactions in DA.
Excess Capacity is calculated as the MW capacity remaining (on dispatchable resources) that is
not being dispatched for energy or reserved for online operating reserves (Reg Up, Spin, Online
Supplemental). This Excess Capacity is calculated for each unit for every hour and that excess
capacity is assigned to a “Commitment Source” that represents where the unit’s commitment
actually came from. Only excess capacity from the hour of the daily peak generation obligation
(averaged by month) is considered. The final chart only includes those additional commitment
changes made by SPP outside of DAMKT or MP-initiated decisions.
Excess Capacity = Effective Max – Dispatch MW – Cleared Reg Up – Cleared Spin – Cleared
Online Supplemental
Commitments are determined and separated into 5 different cases SELF, MANUAL, ID_RUC,
DA_RUC and DAMKT and are taken from the Current Operating Plan table.
Depending on the process the commitment is made, they are categorized into groups.
For the purpose of the Metrics on the dashboard, the DA_RUC, DAMKT and DBDA commitments
are considered DA commitments fulfilling Real-Time obligation.
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Financial Metrics
This group of metrics provides a view of the organization’s overall financial situation in terms of both the operating costs and settlement functions carried out.

F.1. Admin Fee Performance

Measures actual costs incurred by SPP on an annual basis and compares this to the approved Admin Fee
and Budgeted Net Revenue Requirement (NRR).

F.2. Credit

Metric measures the timeliness of the financial settlements for both transmission billing and market billing
and provides a proxy for the strength of the organization’s cash flow.
Measures the number and value of disputes made with regard to the financial settlements of the markets.
The objective in this area is twofold: (1) minimize the time to clear disputes; and (2) minimize the total value
of dollars in dispute.

F.3. Settlement Disputes

• The average dispute amount granted in the month.
•

The number of disputes active at the end of the month, as well as the average days outstanding for
those disputes is calculated. In addition, the number of resettlements during the month is tracked.

Measures turnover rates, as well as the number of position vacancies, for each quarter.

F.4. Human Resources

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

•

Turnover rates, on a quarterly basis, as well as annualized.

•

Percentage of positions vacant on a quarterly basis.
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Performance Metrics
The metrics in this group focus on NERC Compliance, System Availability, Studies and the Strategic Plan.

P.1.

SPP RE Compliance

P.2.1. IT System Availability

Measures SPP Regional Entity compliance of all NERC standards. Metrics track the active caseload, as
well as new possible violations and the disposition of reported violations.

Measures availability of SPP IT Systems.

•
•
•
P.2.2. Operational System Availability
•
•
•
•
•

P.2.3. System Availability

•

•
•

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

STLF – This includes a count of days that the STLF Error has exceeded 1% as of
October 2015.
DAMKT - This portion of the graph includes a count of days that the DAMKT closed past
the deadline as of October 2015.
DARUC – This portion of the graph includes a count of days that DARUC failed to solve
within 4 hours of DAMKT Posting as of October 2015 .
SE/RTLODF - This portion of the graph shows a count of days that the SE solution failed
to solve every 4 seconds as of October 2015.
The metric indicator will be green if the failure counts falls between 0 & 7. The metric
indicator will fall in the yellow category if the count falls between 8 & 14
MTLF - Percentage of time that the Mid-Term Load Forecast Error (Actual Load vs MTLF) was
within 5% for each of the three previous months as well as from Go-Live to Date.
STLF - Percentage of time the Short-Term Load Forecast error (Actual Load vs STLF) was within
1% for each of the three previous months as well as from Go-Live to Date
Day Ahead Market – This portion of the graph shows the percentage of time that the DAMKT
closed on time for each of the three previous months as well as from Go-Live to Date.
Intra Day RUC – This portion of the graph shows the percentage of time that IDRUC studies
successfully ran every four hours for each of the three previous months as well as from Go-Live to
Date.
State Estimator – This portion of the graph shows the percentage of time that there was a SE
solution every four seconds for each of the three previous months as well as from Go-Live to Date.
Real Time Balancing Market – This portion of the graph shows the percentage of time that RTBM
solved and approved successfully every five minutes for each of the three previous months as well
as from Go-Live to Date.
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P.3.

Transmission Service Studies

Dashboard showing status of transmission service studies.

P.4.

Generation Interconnection
Studies

Tracks status of Generation Interconnection Studies by MW, as well as upcoming commercial operation
dates for Generation Interconnection Agreements.

P.5.

Strategic Plan

Tracks status of Strategic Plan initiatives and assignments.

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
Second Quarter 2017
SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number
ER13-366

Short Description
Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Comply with Order No. 1000
Regional Planning and Cost
Allocation Requirements

Summary
An oral argument was held on May 5, 2017 in Case No. 15-1157. On June 1, 2017, the court issued a
Judgment, ordering that the petition for review be dismissed.

and
ER13-367

Submission of Revisions to its
Membership Agreement to
Comply with Order No. 1000

14-1281
(U.S. Court of Appeals)

Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Company ("OG&E") v. Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission
("FERC") Concerning Orders
Issued in Docket Nos. ER13-366
and ER13-367 Regarding SPP's
Order No. 1000 Regional
Compliance Filings

15-1157
(U.S. Court of Appeals)

LSP Transmission Holdings,
LLC and LS Power
Transmission, LLC v. Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission
("FERC") Concerning Orders
Issued in Docket Nos. ER13-366
and ER13-367 Regarding SPP's
Order No. 1000 Regional
Compliance Filings
Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Facilitate the Integration of
Western Area Power
Administration - Upper Great
Plains Region ("Western-UGP"),
Basin Electric Power
Cooperative ("Basin Electric"),
and Heartland Consumers Power
District ("Heartland")

ER14-2850

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

FERC action is pending regarding the paper hearing procedures regarding the carve-out treatment of the
1977 Contract as outlined in Article 2 of the Settlement filed on March 24, 2016.
Court action is pending in Case No. 15-1447.
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
Second Quarter 2017
SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number

Short Description
(collectively the "IS Parties"),
which Jointly Own and Operate
the Integrated System, into the
SPP Regional Transmission
Organization ("RTO")

Summary

and
ER14-2851

Submission of Bylaws and
Membership Agreement
Revisions

15-1447
(U.S. Court of Appeals)

State Corporation Commission
of the State of Kansas (“KCC”)
v. Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (“FERC”): Petition
for Review of Orders Issued in
Docket Nos. ER14-2850 and
ER14-2851 Concerning
Integration of the Integrated
System into the SPP Regional
Transmission Organization
Submission of Tariff Revisions
for Allocation of Revenues
Resulting from the Settlement
Agreement in Commission
Docket No. EL11-34-002, et al.
Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Clarify Redispatch Provisions

ER16-791

ER16-1286

EL16-110

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

On May 3, 2017, FERC issued an order accepting SPP's compliance filing submitted on February 22,
2017. An effective date of February 1, 2016 was granted.
This order constitutes final agency action.
FERC action is pending.

Section 206 Proceeding to
Consider whether to Require
SPP to Limit the Eligibility for
Auction Revenue Rights
("ARRs") and Long-Term
Congestion Rights ("LTCRs")
for Network Service Subject to
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
Second Quarter 2017
SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number

ER16-1341

ER17-107

ER17-358

ER17-772

Short Description
Redispatch so that Such Service
is Treated Comparably with
Point-To-Point Transmission
Service Subject to Redispatch
with Respect to ARR and LTCR
Eligibility
Petition of Southwest Power
Pool, Inc. for Tariff Waiver
Concerning the Crediting
Process in Attachment Z2

Summary

On September 6, 2016, FERC issued an Order Granting Rehearings for Further Consideration of the order
issued on July 7, 2016.
FERC action is pending.

Order Nos. 827 and 828
Compliance Filing Revising the
Generator Interconnection
Agreement ("GIA") Proforma in
SPP's Tariff
Submission of Tariff
Amendments Associated with
Enhanced Combined Cycle
Market Design Changes

On April 13, 2017, FERC issued an order accepting SPP's compliance filing submitted on February 28,
2017.

Order No. 825 Compliance
Filing

On March 29, 2017, SPP submitted its response to the letter requesting additional information issued on
February 23, 2017.

This order constitutes final agency action.
On April 18, 2017, FERC issued an order accepting SPP's compliance filing submitted on February 17,
2017. An effective date of March 1, 2017 was granted.
This order constitutes final agency action.

FERC action is pending.
ER17-1092

ER17-1098

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Improve the Methodology
Through Which Scarcity Pricing
Reflects the Value of Regulation
and Operating Reserve by
Introducing a Variable Demand
Curve Construct to the SPP
Integrated Marketplace
Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Implement a Resource
Adequacy Requirement ("RAR")

On May 10, 2017, FERC issued a letter stating SPP's filing is deficient and requesting additional
information in order to process the filing.
On June 9, 2017, SPP submitted its response to the letter requesting additional information.

On May 31, 2017, FERC issued a letter stating that SPP's filing is deficient and that additional information
is required in order to process the filing.
On June 30, 2017, SPP submitted its response to the letter requesting additional information.
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
Second Quarter 2017
SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number
ER17-1379

Short Description
Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Clarify When and Under What
Circumstances SPP Will Perform
Repricing of the Day-Ahead and
Real-Time Markets

Summary
On April 4, 2017, SPP filed revisions to Section 8.4 of Attachment AE of the Tariff to add clarity to
existing tariff language regarding SPP's determination that a price correction is necessary in the DayAhead Market and Real-Time Balancing Market.
An effective date of June 3, 2017 was requested.
On April 25, 2017, TDU Intervenors filed a Motion to Intervene and Limited Protest.
On June 2, 2017, FERC issued a letter stating SPP's filing is deficient and that additional information is
needed in order to process the filing.

ER17-1482

Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Replace the Terms "Headroom" and "Floor-room" with the
Term "Instantaneous Load
Capacity" and to Clarify the
Purpose of that Term

On June 27, 2017, SPP submitted its response to the letter requesting additional information.
On April 27, 2017, SPP submitted revisions to Attachment AE of the Tariff to replace the defined terms
"Head-room" and "Floor-room" with the new defined term "Instantaneous Load Capacity" to more
accurately describe the purpose, scope, and functionality of the ramp capacity requirements that SPP
needs in order to manage instantaneous load changes that occur during each operating interval relative to
the average forecast for the applicable Operating Hour.
An effective date of June 27, 2017 was requested.
On May 18, 2017, Westar Energy, Inc. filed Comments requesting more clarity regarding how SPP
accounts for certain required reserves.
On May 18, 2017, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc. filed a Motion to Intervene, Comments, and
Protest.
On June 2, 2017, SPP filed an answer in response to comments and protests.

ER17-1568

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

Order No. 831 Compliance
Filing

On June 21, 2017, FERC issued an order on SPP's tariff revisions, accepting them for filing, suspending
them for a nominal period, to become effective June 27, 2017, subject to refund and further Commission
order.
On May 8, 2017, SPP submitted its compliance filing to comply with Order No. 831's requirement that
SPP implement a mechanism in the Integrated Marketplace to (1) cap each Resource’s incremental energy
offer at the higher of $1,000/megawatt-hour (“MWh”) or that Resource’s verified cost-based incremental
energy offer; and (2) cap verified cost-based incremental energy offers at $2,000/MWh when calculating
locational marginal prices (LMP) while ensuring that a Resource’s cost-based incremental energy offer
reasonably reflects that Resource’s actual or expected costs.
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
Second Quarter 2017
SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number

Short Description

Summary
An effective date of April 1, 2019 was requested.
On May 31, 2017, the TDU Intervenors filed a Protest.
On June 8, 2017, the SPP Market Monitoring Unit filed Comments in support of SPP's filing.

ER17-1575

Tariff Amendments to Modify
Auction Revenue Rights
("ARRs") and Long-Term
Congestion Rights ("LTCRs")
Eligibility Provisions for
Network Service

On June 15, 2017, SPP filed an answer in response to the protest filed by the TDU Intervenors on May 31,
2017.
On May 9, 2017, SPP submitted tariff revisions to modify current provisions governing the eligibility of
customers taking Network Integration Transmission Service subject to redispatch ("NITS-RD") to receive
Auction Revenue Rights ("ARRs") and/or Long-Term Congestion Rights ("LTCRs"). The tariff revisions
are designed to address concerns identified by the Commission in its September 23, 2016 order in Docket
No. EL16-110-000 (“September 2016 Order”) by proposing to apply substantively identical ARR and
LTCR eligibility standards to NITS-RD and Point-to-Point Transmission Service subject to redispatch
(“PTP-RD”).
An effective date of July 15, 2017 was requested.
On May 30, 2017, Alabama Power Company, through its agent, Southern Company Services, Inc.,
(“Alabama Power”), filed a Motion to Intervene and Protest.
On May 30, 2017, Enel Green Power North America, Inc. (“Enel”), on behalf of its subsidiary, Buffalo
Dunes Wind Project, LLC, filed a Protest.
On June 5, 2017, Xcel Energy Services Inc. (“Xcel”) filed a Motion to File Comments Out of Time and
Comments in support of SPP's filing.
On June 20, 2017, SPP filed an answer in response to protests filed in this proceeding.

ER17-1776

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

Revisions to Bylaws to Alternate
the Expiration of Chair and Vice
Chair Terms for Organizational
Groups Reporting to the Markets
and Operations Policy

On June 23, 2017, Alabama Power and Enel filed an answer in response to SPP's answer filed on June 20,
2017 and the Motion to File Comments Out of Time and Comments filed by Xcel filed on June 5, 2017.
On June 8, 2017, SPP filed revisions to Sections 3.1 and 3.3.2 of the Bylaws to transfer to Section 3.1 the
existing requirement that the Corporate Governance Committee annually review Organizational Group
representation for compliance with the Bylaws and, additionally, to alternate in Section 3.3.2 the
expiration of Chair and Vice Chair terms for Organizational Groups reporting to the MOPC.
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
Second Quarter 2017
SPP Tariff/Governing Document Revisions
Docket Number

Short Description
Committee ("MOPC")

Summary
An effective date of August 7, 2017 was requested.

ER17-1936

Submission of Tariff Revisions
to Increase the Unsecured Credit
Allowance Maximum in
Attachment X

On June 28, 2017, SPP submitted revisions to its Credit Policy contained in Attachment X of the Tariff to
allow for an increase in the Unsecured Credit Allowance from $25 million to $50 million, as authorized in
Order No. 741.

ER17-2027

Submission of Tariff Revisions
to SPP's Integrated Transmission
Planning Process

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

An effective date of August 27, 2017 was requested.
On June 30, 2017, SPP submitted tariff revisions to modify its Integrated Transmission Planning process.
An effective date of October 1, 2017 was requested.
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Regulatory Update - Activity in Significant Dockets
Second Quarter 2017
Other Filings of Interest
Docket Number
ER13-1864

EL16-91

EL17-11

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

Short Description
Joint Operating Agreement
("JOA") between SPP and the
Midcontinent Independent
System Operator, Inc. ("MISO")
to Include Market-to-Market
("M2M") Terms and Conditions
(SPP Rate Schedule FERC No.
9)
Section 206 Proceeding to
Examine SPP's Open Access
Transmission Tariff (“Tariff”)
and Absence of Refund
Commitment for Non-Public
Utility Transmission Owners to
Refund Revenues that they May
Receive Associated with Service
Provided due to their Status as
Transmission-Owning Regional
Transmission Organization
(“RTO”) Members in the Same
Manner Public Utility
Transmission Owners Could be
Required to Provide Refunds of
Such Revenues
Complaint of Southern Company
Services, Inc., as Agent for
Alabama Power Company,
(“Southern Company”) Alleging
SPP has Violated the Tariff by
Treating Partial Interim Service
Subject to Redispatch
Obligations Held by Network
Customers the Same as
Unconditional Firm
Transmission Service for
Purposes of Granting Candidate

Summary
SPP’s next informational report is due on July 21, 2017.

FERC action is pending.

FERC action is pending.
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Second Quarter 2017
Other Filings of Interest
Docket Number

EL17-21

EL17-69

Short Description
Auction Revenue Rights under
Attachment AE of the Tariff
Kansas Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc.'s ("KEPCo")
Complaint Against SPP
Concerning Direct Cost
Assignment in Connection with
the Attachment Z2 Revenue
Crediting Process
Enel Green Power North
America, Inc., on behalf of its
Subsidiary, Buffalo Dunes Wind
Project, LLC and Southern
Company Services, Inc., as
Agent for Alabama Power
Company (“Complainants”),
Complaint Against SPP Asking
the Commission to Direct SPP to
Follow its Tariff, Including
Specifically Attachment AE's
Definition of Eligible Entity and
to Respect the Ineligibility for
Auction Revenue Rights
("ARRs") and Long-Term
Congestion Rights ("LTCRs")
Set Forth Therein

Summary
FERC action is pending.

On May 1, 2017, the Complainants submitted a Complaint asking the Commission to direct SPP to follow
its Tariff, including specifically Attachment AE's definition of "Eligible Entity" and to respect the
ineligibility for ARRs and LTCRs set forth therein. The parties stated SPP's practice of treating non-firm
Network Integration Transmission Service (“NITS”) transmission rights as firm for purposes of ARR and
LTCR allocation has and will continue to cause direct harm to them.
On May 31, 2017, SPP filed an answer to the Complaint. SPP stated:
1) SPP has properly applied its Tariff in affording NITS subject to redispatch eligibility to nominate
candidate ARRs and LTCRs;
2) the September 23, 2016 order issued in Docket Nos. ER16-1286-001 and EL16-110-000 (“September
2016 Order”) does not and cannot provide any legal basis for granting the Complaint;
3) Order No. 888 provides no grounds for the findings and relief urged by the Complainants;
4) Complainants' Federal Power Act Section 217 argument is meritless;
5) the Complaint raises issues already joined in the previous Complaint and imposes duplicative and
unnecessary resource burdens on the parties and the Commission; and
6) although impossible to determine with precision, it is highly unlikely that Complainants' ARRs and
LTCRs allocations would have materially changed if NITS and Point-to-Point Transmission Service
subject to redispatch were treated comparably.
On May 31, 2017, Xcel Energy Services Inc. (“Xcel”) filed a Motion to Intervene and Protest requesting
that the Complaint be rejected. Xcel stated the Complaint is based open a faulty interpretation of the
September 2016 Order and the issues raised in the Complaint are already before the Commission in
Docket Nos. EL16-110 and ER17-1575.
On June 23, 2017, the Complainants filed an answer in response to SPP's answer to the Complaint and the
Motion to Intervene and Protest filed by Xcel Energy Services Inc. filed on May 31, 2017.
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Docket Number
Kansas
17-SPPE-117-GIE

Missouri
EO-2012-0135

and

EO-2012-0136

Texas
45633

Texas
46042

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

Short Description
In the Matter of a General
Investigation for the Purpose of
Investigating Whether Annual or
Periodic Cost/Benefit Reporting
by the SPP and Kansas Electric
Utilities that Participate in SPP is
in the Public Interest
In the Matter of the Application
of Kansas City Power & Light
Company ("KCPL") for
Authority to Extend the Transfer
of Functional Control of Certain
Transmission Assets to the
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
In the Matter of the Application
of KCP&L Greater Missouri
Operations Company ("KCPLGMO") for Authority to Extend
the Transfer of Functional
Control of Certain Transmission
Assets to the Southwest Power
Pool, Inc.
Project to Identify Issues
Pertaining to Lubbock Power &
Light's Proposal to Become Part
of the Electric Reliability
Council of Texas ("ERCOT")
Application of Southwestern
Public Service Company ("SPS")
to Amend a Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity
(“CCN”) for a 345-kV
Transmission Line within Hale,
Hockley, Lubbock, Terry and
Yoakum Counties

Summary
On April 21, 2017, SPP and other parties filed initial comments.
On May 22, 2017, Commission Staff and Citizens’ Utility Ratepayer Board filed Reply Comments.
On June 20, 2017, SPP filed Reply Comments in response to Commission Staff’s Reply Comments.
On June 21, 2017, parties filed reply comments.
On June 16, 2017, KCPL, KCPL-GMO, Staff of the Missouri Public Service Commission, Office of the
Public Counsel, and Dogwood Energy, LLC filed a Joint Motion to Modify Stipulations. The parties
requested that the interim period be extended until September 30, 2021.
On June 28, 2017, the MoPSC issued an Order Granting Motion to Modify Stipulation Requirements.
KCPL’s and KCPL-GMO’s Interim Reports are due June 30, 2020. The Interim Period ends on
September 30, 2021.

On June 30, 2017, ERCOT filed its Coordinated Lubbock Power and Light Integration Impact Analysis
report.
On June 30, 2017, SPP filed its LP&L Exit Study Comprehensive report.
On April 14, 2017, SPP and other parties filed Initial Briefs.
On April 28, 2017, SPP and other parties filed Reply Briefs.
On June 27, 2017, Judge Vickery filed a copy of the Proposal for Decision and asked that this proceeding
be placed on the open meeting agenda.
On June 28, 2017, the PUCT issued a notice establishing deadlines for filing exceptions to the Proposal
for Decision. Exceptions are due by July 11, 2017, with responses to exceptions due by July 18, 2017.
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State Cases
Docket Number
Texas
46901

Short Description
Joint Petition of Southwestern
Public Service Company ("SPS")
and Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
("SPP") for Declaratory Order
Seeking Declaration as to
Whether SPP May Designate
Entities Other Than the
Incumbent Texas Utility to
Construct and Own RegionallyFunded Transmission Facilities
Located in Texas but Providing
Service Outside the Electric
Reliability Council of Texas
("ERCOT")

Summary
On April 21, 2017, SPS filed an Agreed Motion to Amend Procedural Schedule to eliminate the
requirement that the parties submit an agreed statement of facts or record by April 21, 2017. The parties
will attempt to agree on a set of documents to present to the Commission as part of a Joint Appendix, and
the parties will attempt to file that list by April 28, 2017.
On April 27, 2017, SPP and SPS submitted a letter to advise the Commission of recent developments
regarding the status of the planned Potter to Tolk 345 kV transmission line.
On April 28, 2017, South Central MCN LLC and Midcontinent MCN LLC filed a letter stating they agree
that the recent decision of SPP's Board of Directors with respect to the Potter to Tolk Line has not
removed the need for a decision on issues raised in this proceeding.
On April 28, 2017, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc. filed a letter stating it agrees with SPP and
SPS that the need for a decision on the issues raised in this proceeding remains regardless of recent
decisions by the SPP Board of Directors related to the proposed Potter to Tolk transmission line.
On May 1, 2017, Commission Staff filed its response to the letter submitted by SPP and SPS April 27,
2017. Staff stated that the deferral of the Potter-Tolk line means that the question raised in the current
joint petition is no longer ripe for consideration and a Commission order on the merits would be an
advisory opinion.

------------------------------------United States District Court
for the Northern District of
Texas, Amarillo Division
2:17-CV-00043-J

-------------------------------------Southwestern Public Service
Company (“SPS”), Plaintiff vs.
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
(“SPP”), Defendant

On May 2, 2017, SPP and SPS filed a Joint Reply to Staff Filing Requesting Dismissal of Petition for
Declaratory Order.
On May 4, 2017, the PUCT issued Order No. 9, Suspending Procedural Schedule.
On May 4, 2017, the PUCT issued Order No 10, Requiring Joint Filing. As soon as possible following the
issuance of a preliminary order, the parties shall jointly file a revised procedural schedule.
On May 18, 2017, SPS filed the Agreed Proposed Revised Procedural Schedule.
On May 19, 2017, the PUCT issued Order No. 11, Establishing Revised Procedural Schedule as follows:
June 2, 2017 - Joint Appendix filed;
June 21, 2017 - Initial Briefs filed; and
July 6, 2017 - Reply Briefs filed.
On June 2, 2017, SPS filed the Joint Appendix.
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State Cases
Docket Number

Short Description

--------------------------------------181 District Court in and for
Potter County, Texas
106111-B

-------------------------------------Southwestern Public Service
Company (“SPS”), Plaintiff vs.
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
(“SPP”), Defendant

Texas
47342

Project to Identify Issues
Pertaining to Rayburn Country
Electric Cooperative, Inc.'s
("RCEC") Proposal to Transfer
Existing Facilities and Load into
the Electric Reliability Council
of Texas ("ERCOT")

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017

Summary
On June 21, 2017, SPP and other parties filed Initial Briefs.
On July 6, 2017, SPP and other parties filed Reply Briefs.

On June 27, 2017, ERCOT filed the ERCOT-RCEC Load Integration Study report.
On June 27, 2017, Commission Staff issued a Request for Comments on questions regarding RCEC's
proposal to move its load and portions of its facilities currently in SPP to ERCOT. Comments are due on
July 14, 2017.
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Regulatory Outlook
State of Texas

Exceptions are due in response to Proposal for Decision (Notice issued June 28, 2017)

07/11/2017

46042
State of Texas

Comments due in response to Staff's questions (Request for Comments issued on June 27, 2017)

07/14/2017

47342
State of Texas

Responses to Exceptions are due (Notice issued on June 28, 2017)

07/18/2017

46042
FERC

SPP's Fifth Informational Report due detailing SPP¶s and MISO¶s progress on resolving issues related to their
implementation methodologies for Interface Bus Pricing, and analyzing whether the benefits of implementation of a
day-ahead firm flow entitlement exchange process outweigh its costs, until such issues are resolved (Order
Conditionally Accepting in Part and Rejecting in Part Revisions to Joint Operating Agreement issued on January 22,
2015)

07/21/2017

Settlement Conference begins at 10 AM Eastern Time (Order Scheduling Settlement Conference issued on May 23,
2017; Order Rescheduling Settlement Conference issued on July 3, 2017)

07/24/2017

Settlement Conference begins at 10 AM Eastern Time (Order Scheduling Settlement Conference issued on May 18,
2017)

07/27/2017

Settlement Conference begins at 10 AM Eastern Time (Order Scheduling Settlement Conference issued on May 18,
2017)

07/27/2017

ER13-1864
FERC
ER17-469
FERC
ER17-428
FERC
ER17-426
FERC

SPP' MMU's Annual State of the Market Report due at FERC (ZZ17-4)

08/25/2017

ZZ16-4
FERC

Informational Report due to explain SPP's ongoing efforts to further improve gas-electric coordination, including
efforts to improve solve times. The report should also identify whether any natural gas fired generators within SPP
experienced any operational challenges related to gas-electric coordination issues, and identify what actions SPP
undertook to mitigate such events (Order Accepting Compliance Filing issued on December 17, 2015)

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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Regulatory Outlook
ER15-2377
FERC

SPP to file its Annual Budget in FERC Docket Nos. ER04-48, ER08-1338, RT04-1

12/15/2017

ER08-1338
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Date
4/12/2017
6/6/2017
6/20/2017 –
6/22/2017
6/22/2017 –
6/25/2017
6/29/2017

Event
Hosted U.S. Senator Tom Cotton for a briefing and tour of the SPP
campus
Hosted Arkansas Attorney General Leslie Rutledge for a briefing and
tour of the SPP campus

Location

Meetings with Member of Congress and their staffs
Attended the Energy Council meeting with legislators from energy
producing states
Participated in the RLC Congressional Briefing and conducted
meetings with Member of Congress and their staffs

Washington, DC

Corporate Metrics 2Q2017
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Little Rock, AR
Little Rock, AR
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Board of Directors
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SPP RE Trustees Chairman
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Most Violated Standards

Based on rolling 12 months through 6/30/17 [Represents ~ 86% of total violations]
Violations
Current
Period

Violations
Previous
Period

Standard

∆

Risk Factor

1*

MOD-025

Generator Capability Testing

34

0

+34

Medium

2*

CIP-007

Systems Security Management

32

7

+25

Medium

3*

PRC-024

Generator Relay Settings (Hz & V)

29

0

+29

Med./Lower

4*

PRC-019

Generator Regulating Controls

18

0

+18

Medium

5*

VAR-002

Network Voltage Schedules

13

3

+10

Med./Lower

6*

CIP-005

Electronic Security Perimeters

12

2

+10

Medium

7*

CIP-010

Change Management

12

0

+12

Medium

8*

CIP-004

Personnel & Training

11

2

+9

Med./Lower

9*

PRC-005

Protection System Maintenance

10

16

-6

High/Med.

10*

CIP-006

Physical Security of Cyber Assets

7

5

+2

Medium

178

35

+143

All

Description

SPP RE Top 10 Total Incoming

The current period is the most recent 12 months.
The previous period is the previous 12 months.
* NERC Top 10 as of June 30, 2017 (draft Q2 2017 ERO CMEP Report)

3

SPP
RE
Rank

SPP RE Regional Events
•

Seven reportable events in SPP RE Q2-2017

•

All events were in lowest assignable risk category
– Two category 1a – Loss of three or more elements
• Possibly indicates a relay misoperation

– Five category 1h – Partial loss of EMS
• Includes most issues concerning EMS and Control Centers

4

SPP RE Misoperation Report as of Q1-17

5

Relay Operation Success Rate (Quarter Grouping)

6

Success Rate by Voltage Category

7

Misoperations Cause as a percentage Q1-15 to Q1-17

8

Outreach
2017
• Oct. 19, Misoperations Summit: KCPL/Kansas City
• Oct. 24-25, Fall Workshop: Dallas
• Oct. 25, RTO Compliance Forum: Dallas
2018
• March 27, Spring Workshop: Little Rock
• June 5, CIP Workshop: Little Rock
• Oct. 9, Fall Workshop: Kansas City

9

OC Report to the
Board
Joshua Martin
July 2017

1

June Meeting
•

OC held meeting on 6/12 at SPP Offices
 Activity Updates from Internal Audit, Compliance

•

OC Received Preliminary ASOM report which included a
focus on mitigation results

•

OC also met in Executive Session with RTO Staff
 Security Report
 Compliance

•

OC also met in a separate Executive Session with MMU
only

2

2016 Annual Report
Highlights
Board of Directors Meeting
July 25, 2017

Keith Collins, MMU Executive Director

1

Market drivers
 Low gas prices
 Large reserve margin
 High levels of wind generation
 Market expansion

2

SPP real-time prices and natural
gas prices (2007 – 2016)

3

Wind capacity nearly doubles
in last two years

4

Markets are competitive
 Low energy, regulation, and reserve
prices
 High participation in the day-ahead
market
 Demonstrated in competitive
metrics: output gap, low price markup, low levels of mitigation
 On-line capacity in excess of daily
peak demand declining

5

Frequency of mitigation low

6

Online capacity as percent of
demand declining

7

Markets are effective and
efficient


Make whole payments continue to be low



Day-ahead and real-time price difference
remains low



Overall, scarcity prices are appropriate
and spikes infrequent



Market enhancements improving market
results



Price volatility continues to be moderate

8

Important issues going forward
 Self-commitment declined but still
very high
 Net revenues for coal units are low
 Wind capacity expected to continue
increasing
 Congestion increased significantly

9

Market committed generation is only
about 20-30 percent of online capacity

10

Wind and coal generation
trending in opposite direction

11

Highest hourly wind generation
approaching load minimums

12

Recommendations


Not opposing removal of day ahead must
offer; continue to have concerns with regards
to physical withholding language



Potential manipulation of make-whole
payments - multi-day minimum run time
(2014)



Convert non-dispatchable resources to
dispatchable resources with some minor
exceptions (2015)



Change mitigation for local reliability
commitments (2016)
• Convert 10 percent threshold to a 10 percent cap
13

Market Monitoring Unit
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DISCLAIMER
The data and analysis in provided this report are for informational purposes only and shall
not be considered or relied upon as market advice or market settlement data. All analysis
and opinions contained in this report are solely those of the SPP Market Monitoring Unit
(MMU), the independent market monitor for Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP). The MMU and
SPP make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, with respect to
the accuracy or adequacy of the information contained herein. The MMU and SPP shall have
no liability to recipients of this information or third parties for the consequences that may
arise from errors or discrepancies in this information, for recipients’ or third parties’ reliance
arising out of or in connection with:

FT

upon such information, or for any claim, loss, or damage of any kind or nature whatsoever

the deficiency or inadequacy of this information for any purpose, whether or
not known or disclosed to the authors;

ii.

any error or discrepancy in this information;

iii.

the use of this information, and;

iv.

any loss of business or other consequential loss or damage whether or not
resulting from any of the foregoing.
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Southwest Power Pool (SPP) Market Monitoring Unit’s Annual State of the Market report
for the third year of the SPP Integrated Marketplace presents an overview of the market
design and market outcomes, assesses market performance, and provides recommendations
for improvement. The purpose of this report is to provide SPP market stakeholders with
reliable and useful analysis and information to use in making market related decisions. Along
with this goal, the MMU emphasizes that economics and reliability are inseparable and that
an efficient wholesale electricity market provides the greatest benefit to the end user both

1.1 OVERVIEW

FT

presently and in the years to come.

The Integrated Marketplace introduced centralized unit commitment and dispatch processes,
day-ahead and real-time balancing markets and a transmission congestion rights market.
The trading of energy and operating reserve and virtual products was also introduced in this
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design. The centralized unit commitment and dispatch processes resulted in the largest and
most immediate financial benefit to the SPP market, as it allowed SPP to reduce online
generating capacity—as a percent of demand—by nine percent in 2014, six percent in 2015
and seven percent in 2016 compared to what was generally experienced during the last year
of the Energy Imbalance Service market. Changing generation patterns, which began in
2015, driven by extremely low natural gas prices, high wind generation, and decreased use
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of coal generation all have increased uncertainty and appeared to have affected the capacity
commitment process particularly from December 2015 through March 2016. Beginning in
May 2016, the online generating capacity figures have exhibited a general downward trend
indicating efficiency improvements with the current market design.
The third year of the Integrated Marketplace shows a mature and very competitive market.
Indicators of this market state include:
•

High levels of participation in the day-ahead market transactions in terms of the
total megawatt-hour volume transacted across the SPP market;

•

High levels of participation in the day-ahead market for load (98 to 101 percent)
and 80 percent for generation;
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•

Lower levels of make-whole (uplift) payments (seven percent reduction);

•

Low levels of mitigation; and

•

A modest level of scarcity pricing events.

Major drivers of the 2016 market outcomes include the continuing decline of natural gas
prices, and increasing wind generation capacity and output. The increase in wind generation
appears to be the cause of increasing levels of overall congestion in the market.
Average monthly natural gas prices in 2016 fluctuated from $1.53/MMBtu to $2.79/MMBtu
through November and then climbed to $3.43/MMBtu in December 2016. For the entire
year of 2016, the average monthly natural gas price was $2.32/MMBtu representing a 4.6
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percent decline from the 2015 average. 2016 experienced the lowest monthly gas prices
and the lowest annual average gas price since the start of SPP’s first market in 2007.
Monthly average electricity prices in the Integrated Marketplace for 2016 varied between
$16/MWh to $27/MWh with the annual average all-in price of about $22.50/MWh. These are
market.
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some of the lowest monthly and annual average electricity prices since the start of SPP’s first

The cost of operating reserves and make-whole payments for 2016 each represented about
one percent of the total all-in price of electricity, mirroring 2015 shares for both. The total
price is comparable to prices in other markets in the region and the non-energy components
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compare favorably with other wholesale electricity markets.
Installed generation capacity increased in 2016 to 87,453 MW from 84,943 MW in 2015
indicating a three percent growth rate. The installed capacity at time of system peak that
qualifies for determining the reserve margin increased from 67,251 MW in 2015 to 72,145
MW in 2016. Peak load increased from 45,279 MW in 2015 to 50,622 in 2016. The increase
in capacity and load was primarily the result of SPP market expansion into the Dakotas and
adjacent states. System peak load increased more than capacity because of higher than
normal summer temperatures in 2016. This weather pattern resulted in a sizable decrease in
the reserve margin to 43 percent in 2016 from 49 percent in 2015. The drop in reserve
margin was not the result of a high level of plant retirements or increasing native load.
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Generation in the SPP market by technology is changing primarily because of two factors: 1)
relative difference in fuel prices, namely declining natural gas prices compared to coal prices;
and 2) increased installed wind generation capacity and output. Consequently, extremely
low natural gas prices have resulted in displacement of coal generation by gas generation.
Another trend is increasing wind generation making simple cycle gas generation less
economical.
Wind generation in 2016 continued to increase and represented almost 23 percent of total
SPP generation in the months of March, April, and October, with an annual average share of
18 percent. Conversely, the share of coal generation has declined from a historical average
of 60–65 percent to an annual average of 48 percent in 2016, which is down from 55 percent
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in 2015. April 2016 coal generation represented just under forty percent of total generation
for the month. This is the lowest monthly share of coal since the start of organized markets in
SPP in 2007.

Year-end installed wind generation capacity in the SPP market increased 30 percent from
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2015, reaching 16,114 MW at the end of 2016. This continued a trend that has occurred over
the past several years. Because actual generation resulting from new capacity does not show
up in the market for several months after registration, the full impact of this nearly 3,700 MW
of new wind capacity in 2016 will not occur until 2017. Wind generation as a percent of load
for any hour reached a maximum value of 48 percent in 2016, which was higher than
maximums of 38 percent in 2015 and 33 percent in 2014. On an interval basis, initial results
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from 2017 indicate that at times, wind-sourced generation has exceeded 50 percent (54.5
percent in April 2017) of total load.
Given the large resource margin and the frequency with which prices reflect inexpensive
generation, prices in 2016 generally did not rise to levels high enough to support investment
in new non-wind generating capacity. Even though federal and/or state subsidies are
declining, wind generation is likely to continue to increase substantially in the next three to
four years.
In addition to committing capacity to meet the load and operating reserves obligations in the
day-ahead market, SPP also committed resources for reliability needs through its reliability
unit commitment processes and manual commitment processes. This provided SPP
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operations with the capability to address issues regarding ramping, headroom, and local
reliability constraints—services that aren’t directly reflected in the market prices. The
commitment of additional capacity to address these issues dampened real-time prices and
increased reliability unit commitment make-whole payments.
There are a number of resource categories that may not be receiving market revenues
sufficient to cover their annual avoidable costs. This includes resources committed for
voltage support, quick-start resources, and large base load resources with a significant level
of fixed operations and maintenance costs such as coal units. Factors influencing this issue
include very low market prices driven by low gas prices and high wind generation, large
reserve margin, and high level of self-committed capacity. The MMU, through its advisory
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role to SPP and participation in the stakeholder process, is assessing these issues.
Scarcity pricing levels in 2016 for aggregate operating reserves were about $1,300/MWh,
about $900/MWh for regulating reserves, and about $200/MWh for spinning reserves. This is
comparable to 2015 levels and consistent with other markets.
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Marginal energy component prices for ramp-constrained shortages, however, averaged just
over $51/MWh in 2016, $10/MWh less than what was experienced in 2015. The MMU has
voiced concern that these low prices do not reflect the value of demand for ramp capability
provided by fast-responding resources, creating a market separation between economics
and reliability. The RTO addressed this concern in May 2017 by implementing ramp scarcity
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with the use of demand curves during times of ramp shortages.
The Integrated Marketplace provides fewer categories of market uplift, or make-whole
payments, when compared to other RTO markets, reflecting an efficient market design.
Coupled with five-minute real-time market settlements, these provisions generally provide
incentives for resources to meet their commitment and dispatch instructions by ensuring that
the market covers cleared costs. The level of make-whole payments in 2016 constitute about
1.2 percent of the all-in price of electricity, which was seven percent less than 2015 levels (1.3
percent of all-in price) and 24 percent less than 2014 levels (1.5 percent of all-in).
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1.2 DAY-AHEAD AND REAL-TIME MARKET PERFORMANCE
Load and generation participation in the day-ahead market continued to be strong in 2016.
The average monthly day-ahead market participation rate for generation assets was about 80
percent of installed capacity (115 percent of load) and the average level of participation for
the load assets was between 98 percent and 101 percent of the actual real-time load.
Generation offers in the day-ahead market averaged 48 percent as ‘market’ commitment
status followed by ‘self-commit’ status at 35 percent of the total capacity commitments for
2016. In 2015, the ‘market’ and ‘self-commit’ shares were at 45 percent and 39 percent,
respectively. Other resource commitment statuses for 2016 were ‘reliability’ at two percent
and ‘not participating’ at three percent, which are very close to 2015 figures. The ‘outage’
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status accounted for the remaining 12 percent, an increase from 10 percent in 2015. The
MMU monitors generation in outage, reliability, and not participating status for possible
physical withholding concerns. The MMU is also assessing the high use of self-commitment
status because of the limitations this commitment type places on the market.
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Although the ‘self-commit’ status share is down compared to the 2015 level, this still
constitutes a sizeable amount of the total capacity offered into the market, and is a market
efficiency concern for the MMU, which will be discussed later in this report. Some of the
reasons for this outcome include contract terms for coal plants, low gas prices that reduce the
opportunity for coal units to be economically cleared in the day-ahead market, long startup
times, and a risk-averse business practice approach, are some of the reasons for this
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outcome.

The total volume of virtual transactions as a percentage of real-time market load averaged 9.4
percent for 2016 from 7.5 percent in 2015. In general, virtual transactions have been
profitable in the SPP marketplace increasing in 2016 to about $32.5 million from about $20.8
million in 2015. When transaction fees for day-ahead make-whole payments are included net
profit for virtuals is only $16 million for 2016. Every month in 2016 was profitable in
aggregate for virtual players, before factoring in the transaction fees. Out of 82 market
participants with virtual transactions in 2016, only five took in over 50 percent of the net
profits from virtual transactions.
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The real-time market is settled according to market participants’ deviations from their dayahead positions. Day-ahead prices are generally higher than real time prices, which indicates
a higher value (or premium) attached to the relative certainty of day-ahead prices for load
and generation, compared to the potential volatility in the real-time market. Real-time prices
will be higher at times due to this volatility, which can be caused by changing generation or
load levels, outages, and congestion. The average monthly real-time price exceeded the
day-ahead price only once during the first 22 months of the Integrated Marketplace.
However, in 2016 real-time average prices were higher than day-ahead prices during five
months.
The day-ahead and real-time energy prices at the two SPP market hubs, the north and south
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hubs, differ due to congestion and differing fuel mixes in the two regions. The north hub
generally experiences lower prices because coal, nuclear, and wind are the dominant fuels in
that area. The south hub, on the other hand, has a larger share of gas-fired plants.

1.3 TRANSMISSION CONGESTION AND HEDGING
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Locational marginal prices reflect the sum of the marginal cost of energy, the marginal cost of
congestion, and the marginal cost of losses for each pricing interval at any given pricing
location in the market. Although the SPP market currently maintains a high reserve margin,
certain locations of the footprint experience significant price movements resulting from
congestion caused by high wind generation.
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Load-serving entities may hedge the congestion cost with transmission congestion rights and
auction revenue rights. At an aggregate level, the SPP load was 88 percent hedged for the
explicit congestion costs paid in the day-ahead and real-time markets. In 2016, the total of all
transmission congestion right and auction revenue right net payments to load-serving entities
of $248 million was less than the total day-ahead and real-time markets congestion costs of
$280 million.
This is in contrast to 2015 when transmission congestion right and auction revenue right net
payments to load-serving entities exceeded their congestion costs. This change could be
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due to a variety of factors, including the market design change with Revision Request 911,
market participant behavior, or overall increased congestion patterns in the market.
Meanwhile, in 2016 non-load-serving entities collected transmission congestion right and
auction revenue right net revenues of nearly $95 million, which exceeded their day-ahead
and real-time market congestions costs of $17 million.

1.4 OUT-OF-MARKET ACTIONS AND UPLIFT COSTS
The Integrated Marketplace provides make-whole payments (MWPs) to generators to ensure
that the market provides sufficient revenue to cover the short-run marginal cost of resources
that provide energy, start-up, no-load, and operating reserve products for a market
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commitment period and for local reliability commitments. Make-whole payments are
additional market payments in cases where prices result in revenue that is below a resource’s
cleared offer. These payments are intended to make resources whole to the costs of
providing the above-mentioned products.

In 2016, total make-whole payments were approximately $71 million, up from $58 million in
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2015. Much of the increase can be attributed to two factors: 1) the expansion of the market
footprint in late 2015, and 2) more negative price periods primarily driven by wind
generation. There were approximately 500 negative real-time price intervals in 2016, which
is about six percent more intervals with negative prices than 2015.
Make-whole payments averaged about $0.27/MWh for 2016. In comparison to other
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ISO/RTO markets, SPP’s make-whole payments are comparable to other ISO/RTOs which vary
from $0.22/MWh to $0.57/MWh in 2016. 2 Day-ahead make-whole payments constituted
about 38 percent of the total make-whole payments in 2016. SPP pays about 87 percent of

1

Revision Request 91 (Annual Allocation Percent Change) changes the annual auction revenue right
allocation system capacity to match annual that of the annual transmission congestion right auction.
This should result in higher funding percentages, allowing market participants to more accurately
value their transmission congestion rights.
2
ISO NE State of Market Report https://www.potomaceconomics.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/ISO-NE-2016-SOM-Report_Full-Report_Final.pdf , MISO Annual state of
Market report http://www.monitoringanalytics.com/reports/PJM_State_of_the_Market/2016/2016som-pjm-sec4.pdf , PJM website www.pjm.com
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all make-whole payments to gas-fired resources with 72 percent of reliability unit
commitment make-whole payments to simple cycle gas resources.

1.5 COMPETITIVENESS ASSESSMENT
The SPP Integrated Marketplace provides effective market incentives and mitigation
measures to produce competitive market outcomes even during periods when the potential
for the exercise of local market power could be a concern. The MMU’s competitive
assessment using structural and behavioral metrics indicate that market results in 2016 were
workably competitive and that the market required mitigation of local market power
infrequently to achieve competitive outcomes. Nonetheless, mitigation remains an essential
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tool in ensuring that market results are competitive during periods of high demand and
supply shortages and when such market conditions offer suppliers the potential to abuse
local market power.

Three metrics—market share analysis, Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), and pivotal supplier
analysis—were used to evaluate structural market power in the SPP footprint. The market
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share analysis assessed the market share of the largest supplier in terms of energy output in
the real-time market by hour for the entire year, along with a duration curve showing ranked
market share. The market share rank ranged from 9.6 percent to 19.7 percent, which did not
exceed the 20 percent benchmark in any hours in 2016.

The overall supplier concentration in the SPP market was evaluated by employing the HHI in
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terms of installed capacity, and the results show that the SPP market was not concentrated in
any hours in 2016, which is an improvement from 29 percent concentrated in 2015.
The third structural metric, the pivotal supplier analysis, was used to evaluate the potential of
market power in the presence of “pivotal” suppliers. In this report, the metric identifies the
frequency with which at least one supplier was pivotal at varying load levels five different
reserve zones (regions) of the SPP footprint in 2016. The results showed the percent of hours
with pivotal supplier is the highest (around 100 percent) in the New Mexico and Texas
region—irrespective of demand level—where one of the SPP’s frequently constrained areas in
2016 was located. This region is followed by Iowa and the Dakotas where, depending on the
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level of load, 17 percent to 36 percent of the hours exhibit at least one pivotal supplier. The
remaining regions experience pivotal supplier conditions for only negligible periods.
In sum, all the three metrics discussed above indicate minimal potential structural market
power in SPP markets outside of areas that are frequently congested. For the two frequently
constrained areas where potential for concerns of local market power is the highest, existing
mitigation measures serve well to prevent pivotal suppliers from unilaterally raising prices.
The structural indicators discussed above look for the potential for market power without
regard to the actual exercise of market power. Behavioral indicators, on the other hand, were
assessed through the analysis of actual offer or bid behavior (i.e., conduct) of the market
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participants to look for the actual exercise of market power.
The frequency of mitigation (i.e., the percent of resource hours mitigated) varied across
products and markets. The level of mitigation for incremental energy, regulation, and noload in the day-ahead market were infrequent and up slightly in 2016 from 2015 levels.
Nonetheless, the level of mitigation was still very low throughout the year. The day-ahead
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mitigation was on average is 0.05 percent for 2016. The mitigation of start-up offers
increased to nine percent in September 2016 and has since fallen to less than three percent
in December 2016. While this is similar to the trend that was experienced for the other
market components, it was observed at higher levels. The combined frequency of mitigation
of start-up offers for day-ahead, reliability unit commitment and manual commitments
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increased to 3.8 percent in 2016 from 2.8 percent in 2015.
The mitigation of energy in the real-time market, on average, was at very low levels with
annual average around 0.03 percent for 2016 resource hours. The results represent dramatic
improvement relative to the first year of the market in 2014 where some of these market
components experienced mitigation levels approaching one percent.
Finally, the output gap as a measure for economic withholding was also calculated for three
geographical areas; market wide, the Texas Panhandle frequently constrained area, and the
Woodward frequently constrained area. The results show that the monthly levels of the
output gap were below two percent for all three areas. Output gap values at these levels are
consistent with competitive market conduct.
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1.6 STRUCTURAL ISSUES
Installed generation capacity in the SPP market has grown rapidly since the beginning of the
Integrated Marketplace in early 2014 and has maintained a high level of reserve margin
approaching 50 percent in 2014 and 2015, and 43 percent in 2016. SPP’s current annual
planning capacity requirement is 12 percent.
The influx of wind capacity accounted for most of the observed growth of installed capacity in
the SPP market with growth rates of 44 percent in 2015 and 30 percent in 2016 relative to
prior year. At the same time, wind generation constituted a significant part of the total annual
generation, nearly 19 percent in 2016 with an all-time high rate of wind generation
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penetration of 54.5 percent of load in April 2017.
The shift in generation mix towards renewable resources is a significant and positive
development, however it carries market and operational challenges and risks, both in the
short- and long-run. Market inefficiencies and operational impacts of wind generation makes
dispatchable.
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the current mix even more of a concern since 40 percent of the total wind capacity is non-

Low cost wind generation is becoming a contributing factor to the low levels of SPP’s energy
prices. The limited controllability of wind and the significant level of state and federal
subsidies distorts market prices and stresses other aspect of a properly functioning market. It
is in the best interest of SPP market stakeholders to begin preparing for potential changes to
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the market.

Market participants have recently complained of inadequate cost recovery and have initiated
discussions at various levels on existing mitigation rules as a way of addressing such issues.
The MMU views this market outcome as a byproduct of increasing wind capacity and
generation, high reserve margins, low gas prices, and certain offer behavior in the SPP
market. Hence, the MMU has explained to market participants on several occasions that the
root cause of the issue was a combination of structural issues and certain offer behaviors
(e.g., self-commitments by suppliers, which is nearly 33 percent in the day-ahead market in
2016) not “over-mitigation”. In fact, the mitigation data for energy, regulation, start-up, and
no-load components of offers in 2015 and 2016 reveal that the SPP market experienced very
low levels of mitigation frequency.
State of the Market 2016
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1.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the primary responsibilities of a market monitoring unit is to evaluate market rules and
market design features for market efficiency and effectiveness, as well as the prevention of
market power abuse. The MMU does this through multiple forums. One such forum is the
Annual State of the Market report. Other forums the MMU uses to fulfill this responsibility
include preparation and submittal of revision request (RR) forms used in the RTO stakeholder
process, commenting on revision requests submitted by SPP and stakeholders, presenting
comments and recommendations directly to the SPP Board of Directors and FERC regarding
proposed tariff changes, and filing comments on FERC Notice of Proposed Rulemakings
(NOPRs.)
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In the 2014 and 2015 Annual State of the Market reports, the MMU made several
recommendations, most of which have been addressed through the SPP stakeholder
process. Two recommendations that remain open at the time this report is published. This
includes the revision of rules to eliminate potential make-whole payment manipulation
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related to commitments across the midnight hour and fixed regulation bids. The
recommendation to transition non-dispatchable variable energy resources (NDVERs) to
dispatchable variable energy resources (DVER) status, which will lessen the negative impact of
such resources on the market is currently being assessed by the SPP Market Working Group. A
recommendation to change mitigation conduct thresholds and physical withholding penalty
rules have been withdrawn by the MMU, pending further monitoring and analysis.
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In this 2016 Annual State of the Market Report, the MMU recommends SPP address the
biased mitigation rule for resources committed to resolve local reliability problems. The
MMU specifically recommends converting the 10 percent threshold rule for local reliability
commitments to a 10 percent cap. This will remove the risk to these resource of having their
market offer reduced to the mitigated offer level for economic withholding mitigation when
their offer is between 10 percent and 25 percent (17.5 percent for resources in designated
frequently constrained areas) as is the case for all other resources that are not subject to local
reliability commitments.
The MMU appreciates the constructive effort of the Market Working Group, SPP staff, and
other groups involved in the SPP stakeholder process to identify and implement solutions
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that address these recommendations. Detailed discussion of each open recommendation is
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contained in the body of this report.
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2 THE SPP MARKET IN 2016
2.1 SPP AND THE INTEGRATED MARKETPLACE
Southwest Power Pool (SPP) is a Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) authorized by the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) with a mandate to ensure reliable power
supplies, adequate transmission infrastructure, and competitive wholesale electricity prices.
FERC granted RTO status to SPP in 2004. SPP is one of nine Independent System
Operators/Regional Transmission Organizations (ISO/RTOs) and one of eight NERC Regional
Entities in North America. SPP provides many services to its members, including reliability
coordination, tariff administration, regional scheduling, reserve sharing, transmission
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expansion planning, wholesale electricity market operations, and training. This report
focuses on the 2016 calendar year of the SPP wholesale electricity market referred to as the
Integrated Marketplace, which started on March 1, 2014.

The Integrated Marketplace is a full day-ahead market with transmission congestion rights,
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virtual trading, a reliability unit commitment (RUC) process, a real-time balancing market
(RTBM), and a price-based operating reserves market. SPP simultaneously put into operation
a single balancing authority as part of the implementation of the Integrated Marketplace.
The primary benefit of introducing a day-ahead market is to improve the efficiency of daily
resource commitments. Another benefit of the new market includes the joint optimization of
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the available capacity for energy and operating reserves.

2.1.1

SPP MARKET FOOTPRINT

The SPP market footprint is located in the westernmost portion of the Eastern
Interconnection, with the Midcontinent ISO (MISO) to the east, the Electric Reliability Council
of Texas (ERCOT) to the south, and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) to
the west. Figure 2—1 shows the operating regions of the nine ISO/RTO markets in the United
States and Canada. The SPP market also has connections with other non-ISO/RTO areas such
as Saskatchewan Power Corporation, Associated Electric Cooperative, and Southwestern
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Power Administration. 3 Figure 2—2 shows a more detailed view of the Southwest Power Pool
footprint.
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Figure 2—1 ISO/RTO operating regions

3

Southwestern Power Administration belongs to the SPP RTO, Reliability Coordinator (RC), Reserve
Sharing Group (RSG), and Regional Entity (RE) footprints. Associated Electric Cooperative belongs to
the SPP RSG.
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Figure 2—2 SPP market footprint
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SPP MARKET PARTICIPANTS

At the end of 2016, 182 entities were participating in the SPP Integrated Marketplace. SPP
market participants can be divided into several categories: regulated investor- owned
utilities, electric cooperatives, municipal utilities, federal and state agencies, independent
power producers, and financial only market participants that do not own physical assets.
Figure 2—3 shows the distribution of the number of resource owners registered to participate
in the Integrated Marketplace. The number of independent power producers is high since
most wind producers are included in this category. Market participants referred to as agents
represent several individual resource owners that would individually be classified in different
types, such as municipal utilities, electric cooperatives, and state agencies.

FT

Figure 2—4 shows generation capacity owned by market participant type. As can be seen
from this chart, even though investor-owned utilities represent only a small percent of the
number of participants in the market at 12 percent, they hold the majority of the SPP
generation capacity at 56 percent. This is in contrast to the independent power producer’s
category, which has a large number of participants representing only a small portion (11
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percent) of total capacity. Independent power producers’ total capacity increased from
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8,345 MW in 2015 to 9,268 MW in 2016, an increase of 11 percent, mostly wind.
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Figure 2—3 Market participants by type
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Figure 2—4 Capacity by market participant type

2.2 ELECTRICITY DEMAND
2.2.1

SYSTEM PEAK DEMAND

One way to evaluate load is to review peak system demand statistics over an extended
period of time. The market footprint has changed over time as participants were added or
removed. The peak demand values reviewed in this section are coincident peaks, calculated
out of total dispatch across all load areas that occurred during a particular market interval.
State of the Market 2016
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The peak experienced during a particular year or season is affected by events such as
unusually hot or cold weather, in addition to daily and seasonal load patterns.
The SPP system coincident peak demand in 2016 was 50,622 4 MW, which occurred on July
21 at 5:00 PM. This is higher than the 2015 system peak of 45,279 MW and about five
percent higher than the all-time system peak of 47,989 MW in 2011. Figure 2—5 shows a
month-by-month comparison of peak-day demand for the last three years. Summer monthly
peaks for 2016 were higher than any of the previous years due to a warmer than normal
summer because of an approximate 10 percent increase in load as a result of the SPP market
expansion in October 2015 into the Dakotas, as well as some adjacent states.
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Figure 2—5 Monthly peak energy demand

2.2.2

MARKET PARTICIPANT LOAD

In 2016, load continued to participate in the day-ahead market at high levels. Figure 2—6
shows the average monthly participation rates for the load assets on an aggregate level to be
between 98 and 101 percent of the actual real-time load.

4

SPP 2016 Annual Report
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Figure 2—6 Cleared demand bids in day-ahead market

Figure 2—7 depicts 2016 total energy consumption, market participants’ annual loads, and
the percent of energy consumption attributable to each market participant. The largest four
participants account for just under 50 percent of the total system load, which is
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understandable since SPP’s market is primarily composed of vertically integrated investor-
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owned utilities, which tend to be quite large.
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Figure 2—7 Market participant energy usage
2014

Market Participant

Energy
consumed
(GWh)

43,046
29,387
25,898
24,238
751
15,630
13,339
11,208
9,106
8,607
5,413
5,274
5,562
4,916

19.0%
13.0%
11.4%
10.7%
0.3%
6.9%
5.9%
5.0%
4.0%
3.8%
2.4%
2.3%
2.5%
2.2%

Energy
consumed
(GWh)

2016

Percent of
system

43,078
28,433
25,590
23,544
5,147
15,303
12,943
10,854
9,041
8,339
5,616
5,156
4,840
4,646
1,128
3,172
3,434
3,270
2,797
2,392
1,719
394
1,437
1,212
304
1,017
999
857
489
448
435
74

18.9%
12.5%
11.2%
10.3%
2.3%
6.7%
5.7%
4.8%
4.0%
3.7%
2.5%
2.3%
2.1%
2.0%
0.5%
1.4%
1.5%
1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.2%
0.6%
0.5%
0.1%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.0%

4
1
228,112

0.0%
0.0%
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American Electric Power
Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Southwestern Public Service Company
Westar Energy
Basin Electric Power Cooperative *
Kansas City Power and Light, Co
The Energy Authority, NPPD
Omaha Public Power District
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Kansas City Power and Light, GMOC
Grand River Dam Authority
Empire District Electric Co.
Golden Spread Electric Cooperative Inc.
Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Western Area Power Administration, Upper Great Plains #
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
Lincoln Electric System Marketing
The Energy Authority, CU
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Kansas City Board of Public Utilities
Midwest Energy Inc.
Northwestern Energy #
Kansas Municipal Energy Agency
Tenaska Power Service Company
Missouri River Energy Services #
City of Independence
Municipal Energy Agency of Nebraska
Kansas Power Pool
City of Chanute
Missouri Joint Municipal Electrical Utility Commission
City of Fremont
MidAmerican Energy Company #
Otter Tail Power Company ^
Harlan Municipal Utilities #
NSP Energy #
System total

2015

Percent of
system

1.3%
1.5%
1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%

1,373
1,216

0.6%
0.5%

1,026
981
953
493
825
360

0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.2%
0.4%
0.2%
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3,005
3,450
3,278
2,818
2,368
1,748

226,271

Energy
consumed
(GWh)

Percent of
system

42,746
28,078
25,658
23,885
17,859
15,528
13,248
11,168
8,448
8,423
5,957
5,144
5,132
4,732
4,477
3,708
3,515
3,332
2,857
2,427
1,710
1,651
1,480
1,363
1,260
1,065
1,015
860
482
450
441
284
41
19
4
248,884

17.2%
11.3%
10.3%
9.6%
7.2%
6.3%
5.3%
4.5%
3.4%
3.4%
2.4%
2.1%
2.1%
1.9%
1.8%
1.5%
1.4%
1.3%
1.1%
1.0%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

# Joined SPP on October 1, 2015
* Expanded footprint in SPP on October 1, 2015
^ Load added to the footprint on January 1, 2016

2.2.3

SPP SYSTEM ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Figure 2—8 shows the monthly system energy consumption in thousands of gigawatt-hours.
Total SPP system annual energy consumption in 2016 was 8.7 percent higher than 2015 with
248,000 GWh in 2016, compared to 228,000 GWh in 2015. However, if the Integrated
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System load is removed from both year’s numbers, the increase is only about 2.3 percent.
This increase appears to be driven by higher than normal summer temperatures.

LOAD DURATION CURVE
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Figure 2—8 System energy consumption

Figure 2—9 depicts load duration curves from 2014 to 2016. These load duration curves
display hourly loads from the highest to the lowest for each year.
In 2016, the total hourly average load was 48,547 MW and the minimum was 19,377 MW.

D

Comparing annual load duration curves shows differentiation between cases of extreme
loading events and more general increases in system demand. If the extremes only are
higher or lower than the previous year, then short-term loading events are likely the reason.
However, if the entire load curve is higher than the previous year, it indicates that total system
demand has increased. Reference percentage lines indicate a near identical load pattern
over the last three years at load levels below the 25 percent reference level. The largest
notable difference between loads during these three years occurred at load levels above the
25 percent reference level. This is due to a different weather pattern during the summer peak
periods discussed in the next section, as reflected in the relative upward tilt of the load duration
curve. Overall, load in 2016 was about eight percent higher than the previous three years
reflecting upward shift in the curve. Most of this overall increase can be attributed to the
addition of the Integrated System in October 2015, as stated in previous sections.
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2.2.5
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Figure 2—9 Load duration curve

HEATING AND COOLING DEGREE DAYS

Based on analysis of temperature impact on demand in the SPP footprint from 2011 through

RA

2016, the MMU estimates that 21 percent of daily demand in the footprint is explained by
variations in temperature. This explains why changes in weather patterns from year to year
have a significant impact on electricity demand. One way to evaluate this impact is to
calculate heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD). These values can then
be used to estimate the impact of actual weather conditions on energy consumption,

D

compared to normal weather patterns.

To determine heating degree days and cooling degree days for the SPP footprint, several
representative locations 5 were used to calculate system daily average temperatures 6. In this
report, the base temperature separating heating and cooling periods is 65 degrees
Fahrenheit. If the average temperature of a day is 75 degrees Fahrenheit, there would be 10
(=75-65) cooling degree days. If a day’s average temperature is 50 degrees Fahrenheit,
there would be 15 (=65-50) heating degree days. Using statistical tools, the estimated load

5

Amarillo TX, Topeka KS, Oklahoma City OK, Tulsa OK, and Lincoln NE. After October 1, 2015,
Bismarck ND was added to represent SPP’s expanded market footprint.
6
Daily average temperature is calculated as the average of the daily lowest and highest temperatures.
The source of the temperature is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
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impact of a single cooling degree days was determined to be 825 MWh compared to 513
MWh per heating degree days. As expected, the impact of a single cooling degree day on
load is significantly higher than that of a heating degree day in part because of more electric
cooling than electric heating.
There was a slightly higher level of cooling degree days in 2016 compared to the prior years
as illustrated in Figure 2—10 and can be seen by the higher values in the 2016 months. The
impact of this weather pattern is reflected in total annual load as discussed above and system
reserve margin that is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2—10 Heating and cooling degree days

Figure 2—11 shows the numbers for heating degree days, cooling degree days, and load
levels from 2014 through 2016 compared to a normal year. The definition of normal
temperature is the average temperature for the last 30 years. Normal 2016 load was derived
from a regression analysis of actual footprint heating degree days, cooling degree days,
weekends, and holidays, substituting footprint normal temperatures.
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Figure 2—11 Degree days and loads compared with a normal year

2.3 INSTALLED CAPACITY AND GENERATION
Figure 2—12 depicts the Integrated Marketplace installed generating capacity for the SPP
consolidated balancing authority at the end of the year. Total generating capacity in the SPP
Integrated Marketplace was 87,453 MW by the end of 2016, representing an increase of
three percent over 2015. Natural gas-fired installed generation capacity still represents the
largest share of the SPP market at 43 percent (gas simple cycle 28 percent, gas combined
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cycle 15 percent), with coal being the second largest type at 31 percent. Wind continues to
see an increase as the result of new construction, with a 2016 market share of 18 percent.

Figure 2—12 Generation capacity by technology type
Percent as of
year-end 2016

Fuel type

2014

2015

2016

Coal

26,486

28,821

26,939

31%

Gas – simple cycle

22,694

23,910

24,024

28%

8,583

12,397

16,114

18%

12,322

12,025

12,870

15%

832

3,430

3,428

4%

Nuclear

2,569

2,629

2,107

2%

Oil

1,527

1,608

1,684

2%

155

124

289

0%

75,167

84,943

87,453

Wind
Gas – combined cycle

FT

Hydro

Other
Total
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Note: Capacity is nameplate rating at year-end.

2.3.1

CAPACITY ADDITIONS AND RETIREMENTS

In 2016, about 3,890 MW of new generation capacity was added to the SPP market. This is
much lower than the 11,345 MW of new capacity added in 2015, which was mostly from the
entrance of the Integrated System. Most of the new capacity in 2016 was wind at 78 percent,
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followed by natural gas at 20 percent and solar at two percent. Figure 2—13 shows the
capacity by the technology and the number of resources added. All of this new market
capacity was new construction.
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Figure 2—13 Capacity additions

In 2016, the SPP market also experienced generation retirements amounting to 791 MW in
installed capacity, of which 67 percent was nuclear, 22 percent coal, 11 percent gas simple
cycle and less than one percent wind. The nuclear, coal, and wind retirements were all one
resource each and the gas retirements represented three resources. Figure 2—14 shows
capacity retirements in 2016 by the fuel type. The nuclear facility that was retired was
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commissioned in the early 1970s and the coal plant in the late 1950s.
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2.3.2

CAPACITY BY AGE

FT

Figure 2—14 Capacity retirements
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Figure 2—15 illustrates that certain segments of the SPP generation fleet are aging. Nearly 55
percent of SPP’s fleet is more than 30 years old. In particular, nearly 90 percent of coal
capacity and just over 50 percent of gas capacity are older than 30 years. The national
average retirement age of coal-fired generation is 54 years. Outside of the resources that
joined SPP from Nebraska in 2009 and the Integrated System in 2015, the great majority of
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significant new capacity in the SPP footprint over the last 10 years has been wind generation.
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Figure 2—15 Capacity by age of resource

GENERATION BY TECHNOLOGY

RA

An analysis of generation by technology type used in the SPP Integrated Marketplace is
useful in understanding pricing, as well as the potential impact of environmental and
additional regulatory requirements on resources in the SPP system. Information on fuel types
and fleet characteristics is also useful in understanding market dynamics regarding
congestion management, price volatility, and overall market efficiency.

D

Figure 2—16 depicts annual generation percentages in the SPP real-time market by
technology type for the years 2007 through 2016. Generation from simple cycle gas units
such as gas turbines and gas steam turbines has seen a significant decline over the past few
years, decreasing share from 13 percent in 2007 to only six percent in 2016. Gas combined
cycle generation has remained relatively stable at around 13 percent of total generation with
a slight increase to 16 percent in 2015 and 2016 because of low gas prices. Wind generation
share continues to increase from nearly three percent in 2007 to about 18 percent in 2016.
Coal generation share decreased to 48 percent of total generation in 2016. The long-term
trend for coal-fired generation had been relatively flat through 2014 at around 60 percent of
total generation, but increasing wind generation and low gas prices has prompted a decline
to 55 percent in 2015 and under 50 percent in 2016.
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Some of the annual fluctuations in generation by technology type shares are driven by the
relative difference in primary fuel prices, namely natural gas versus coal. Gas prices in 2012,
2015, and 2016 were extremely low, resulting in some displacement of coal by efficient gas
generation, as can be seen in the higher generation from combined cycle gas plants. The
other general trend appears to be the increase in wind generation pushing simple cycle gas
generation up the supply curve, making it less competitive.
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Figure 2—16 Generation by technology type, real-time, annual

Figure 2—17 depicts the 2016 monthly fluctuation in generation by technology type. Wind
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generation fluctuates dramatically from 10 percent in the summer months to 20 percent in
the fall and winter. The increase in wind generation accompanied with low natural gas prices
resulted in coal-fired generation market share falling to below 40 percent in April 2016.
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Figure 2—17 Generation by technology type, real-time, monthly

Only in December did coal generation in 2016 exceed the levels in 2014 and 2015, as shown
in Figure 2—18. The gas cost increased in December to $3.43/MMBtu, while the rest of 2016

RA

averaged around $2.22/MMBtu, a roughly 50 percent increase for December. A secondary
driver is the ever increasing level of wind generation. Downward pressure on coal
generation should lessen with an increase in gas prices offsetting the expected increase in
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wind generation.
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Figure 2—18 Generation by coal resources

One method commonly used to assess price trends and relative efficiency in electricity
markets originating from non-fuel costs is the implied heat rate. The implied heat rate is

RA

calculated by dividing the electricity price, net of a representative values for variable
operations and maintenance (VOM) costs, by the fuel (gas) price. 7 For a gas generator, the
implied heat rate serves as a “break-even” point for profitability such that a unit producing
output with an operating (actual) heat rate below the implied heat rate would be earning
profits, given market prices for electricity and gas. If the price of natural gas was $3/MMBtu,

D

and the LMP was $24/MWh, the implied heat rate would be (24/3) = 8 MMBtu/MWh (8,000
Btu/KWh). This implied heat rate shows the relative efficiency required of a generator to
convert gas to electricity and cover the variable costs of production, given system prices.
Figure 2—19 shows the monthly implied heat rate for 2014 to 2016, along with an annual
average for those years. The chart shows a steady increase from 2014 to 2016. Typically, the
more electric prices are set by coal generation, the lower the implied heat rate will be. This
effect is very strong when gas and coal price differences are large, and diminishes as the two

7

For the implied heat rate calculation, natural gas units are assumed to be on the margin and
accordingly, gas prices are taken as the relevant fuel cost. We ignore emission costs in fuel cost as
they rarely apply to the SPP market.
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prices approach parity. With the low gas prices reaching parity with the price of coal during
most of 2016, a much higher implied heat rate is observed. For systems like SPP where coal
generation sets electric price 41 percent of the time, as it did in 2016, this cross-fuel impact
on implied heat rate can be significant.
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Figure 2—19 Implied heat rate

In 2016, coal generation represented about 48 percent of generation, whereas total (simple
cycle and combined cycle) gas-fired generation represented only about 23 percent of total
generation in the SPP market. Retirement of older coal generation, environmental limits,
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along with competition from wind and natural gas technologies are some of the factors that
will continue to put pressure on coal generation. Wind generation capacity is expected to
continue to increase in the years ahead.

2.3.4

GENERATION ON THE MARGIN

The system marginal price represents the price of the next increment of generation available
to meet the next increment of total system demand. The locational marginal price at a
particular pricing node is the system marginal energy price plus any marginal congestion
charges and marginal loss charges associated with that pricing node. Figure 2—20 illustrates
the frequency with which different technology types were marginal and price setting. For a
generator to set the marginal price, the resource must be: (a) dispatchable by the market; (b)
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not at the resource economic minimum or maximum; and (c) not ramp limited. In other
words, it must be able to move to provide the next increment of generation.
Figure 2—20 clearly illustrates the dramatic shift in technology on the margin with natural gas
representing about 75 percent in the first year of an SPP market in 2007 to only about 51
percent in 2016. There is a corresponding shift in coal generation on the margin from about
25 percent in 2007 and increasing to about 41 percent in 2016. This change is driven by
market efficiency improvements as reflected in the decline in simple cycle natural gas
generation as shown in Figure 2—16. As a result of these market efficiency improvements
along with low natural gas prices, coal-fired plant owners are experiencing more daily swings
in dispatch level, which are reflected in the generation on the margin metric.
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Figure 2—20 Generation on the margin, real-time, annual

It is worth noting the increase in wind technology being on the margin—from five percent in
2015 to just over seven percent in 2016. With the growing amount of dispatchable wind
generation and an overall quantity of 18 percent of total capacity, wind generation is the
marginal technology for a significant amount of time. At the end of 2016, just over 60
percent of wind capacity was dispatchable, compared to 46 percent at the end of 2015 and
27 percent at the beginning of the Integrated Marketplace in March 2014. The
recommendation to convert non-dispatchable variable energy resources to dispatchable
variable energy resources is discussed in Section 2.5.4 below.
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Figure 2—21 shows monthly values for real-time generation on the margin for 2016. Intervals
with coal generation on the margin are lower in the summer months when demand is high,
resulting in more coal-fired units running as base load units with less cycling. The increased
wind generation is also directly affecting prices to some extent in every month of the year.
The higher values in the spring and fall are as expected given that these periods are the
windiest time of the year, along with the lowest demand periods in the SPP footprint.
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Figure 2—21 Generation on the margin, real-time, monthly

Day-ahead generation on the margin, shown in Figure 2—22, is different from real-time, as
would be expected in that the day-ahead market includes virtual transactions, whereas the
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real-time market is required to adjust to unforeseeable market conditions such as
unexpected plant outages. Wind generation on the margin is comparable in the day-ahead
and real-time markets with a similar annual cyclical pattern. Both coal and gas generation on
the margin in the day-ahead market is noticeably lower than in the real-time market. The
most significant difference is the displacement of natural gas-fired generation by virtual offers
in the day-ahead market. Virtual energy offers accounted for approximately 28 percent of the
marginal offers in the day-ahead market in 2016, compared to 26 percent in 2014 and 30
percent in 2015. While marginal virtual offers occur at all types of settlement locations, 80
percent of marginal virtual offers are at resource settlement locations, with a significant
amount of activity at non-dispatchable wind generation resource locations. Note that high
virtual activity occurs at wind locations because wind generation resources are frequently
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under scheduled in the day-ahead due to the fact that they are not required to offer in the
day-ahead market.

2.3.5
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Figure 2—22 Generation on the margin, day-ahead, monthly

GENERATION INTERCONNECTION

SPP is responsible for performing engineering studies to determine if the interconnection of
new generation within the SPP footprint is feasible, and to identify any transmission
development that would be necessary to facilitate the proposed generation. Types of
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engineering studies include:

• Feasibility

• Preliminary Interconnection System Impact Study (PISIS)
• Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study (DSIS)
• Facility (descriptions provided below)

Figure 2—23 shows the megawatts of capacity by generation technology type in all stages of
development. Included in this figure are interconnection agreements in the process of being
created, those under construction, those already completed but not yet in commercial
operation, and those in which work has been suspended as of year-end 2016. As can be
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seen in the table, wind generation capacity accounts for the vast majority of proposed
generation interconnection, nearly 33,000 MW, or 87 percent, of the total. Development of
wind generation in the SPP region is expected to continue and the proper integration of wind
generation is fundamental to maintaining the reliability of the SPP system. Additional wind
impact analysis follows in the Section 2.5. At year-end 2015, 60 MW of battery resources was
in the generation interconnection queue; this has been reduced to 40 MW at year-end 2016.
Subsequently, by the end of the first quarter of 2017 there are no battery resources in the
generation interconnection queue.

Figure 2—23 Active generation requests
Prime mover

2015

2016

18,000

21,930

32,690

2,100

2,900

1,080

600

2,200

3,770

0

60

40

0

10

0

20,700

27,100

37,580
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Wind

2014

Gas
Solar
Battery
Hydro
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RESERVE MARGIN

The SPP market-wide reserve margin is the amount of extra system capacity available after
serving system peak load as a percentage of peak load. For this analysis, system capacity is
the unit registration ratings. It is important to note that only five percent of the registered

D

capacity of wind is considered as reserve capacity. In 2016, SPP actual reserve margin was 43
percent, down six percent from 2015 and five percent from 2014, as shown in Figure 2—24.
This decline is like the result of above normal temperatures during the peak summer period
as described above.

The 43 percent reserve capacity still amounts to nearly four times SPP’s minimum required
capacity margin of 12 percent8. A relatively high reserve margin such as this has positive
implications for both reliability and for mitigation of the potential exercise of market power

8

SPP Planning Criteria.
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within the market. However, it may also contribute to the currently observed downward
pressure on market prices. 9 A larger amount of excess capacity also has an impact of
revenue adequacy, which has been a concern of many market participants.

Figure 2—24 Reserve margin
Capacity (MW)

Peak load (MWh)

Reserve margin

2008

49,561

36,538

36%

2009

58,223

39,622

47%

2010

61,570

45,373

36%

2011

63,367

47,989

32%

2012

64,053

47,142

36%

2013

66,668

45,256

47%

2014

67,095

45,302

48%

2015

67,251

45,279

49%

2016

72,145

50,622

43%
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2.4 UNIT COMMITMENT AND DISPATCH PROCESSES
The Integrated Marketplace employs a centralized unit commitment program to determine
an efficient scheduling and dispatch of generation resources to meet energy demand and
the operating reserve requirements. The principal component of the commitment program
is the day-ahead market, which uses a rigorous algorithm to determine a least cost

D

commitment schedule that meets day-ahead energy demand and operating reserve
requirements simultaneously. Most of the time it becomes necessary to commit additional
capacity outside the day-ahead market to ensure all reliability needs are addressed and to
adjust the day-ahead commitment for real-time conditions. This is done through the
reliability unit commitment (RUC) processes. SPP employs five reliability commitment
processes: (1) the multi-day reliability assessment; (2) the day-ahead reliability unit
commitment (DA RUC) process; (3) the intra-day reliability unit commitment (ID RUC)

9

Figure 2-13 assumes only five percent of wind capacity. The five percent wind capacity factor was
used in this analysis to be consistent with Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) Year 20 Assessment
methodology as approved by SPP Economic Studies Working Group on 19 January 2010.
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process; (4) the short-term intra-day reliability unit commitment (ST RUC) process, and (5)
manual commitment instructions issued by the RTO. Figure 2—25 shows a timeline
describing when the various commitment processes are executed.

FT

Figure 2—25 Commitment process timeline

Multi-day reliability assessments are made for at least three days prior to an operating day.
This assessment determines if any long lead time generators are needed for capacity
adequacy for the operating day. The day-ahead market is executed on the day before the
operating day, and the results are posted at 1400 hours. Prior to October 2016, in which a
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scheduling change was made to better align with the gas day, these results were posted at
1600 hours. The day-ahead market treats any generators committed in the multi-day
reliability assessment as “must-commit” resources. The day-ahead reliability unit
commitment process is executed approximately 45 minutes after the posting of the dayahead market results. This allows market participants time to re-offer their resources.
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The intra-day reliability unit commitment process is run throughout the operating day, with at
least one execution of the intra-day reliability unit commitment occurring every four hours. A
new short-term intra-day reliability unit commitment may be executed as needed to assess
resource adequacy over the next two hour period as part of the intra-day reliability unit
commitment process. SPP operators also issue manual commitment instructions during the
operating day to address reliability needs that are not fully reflected in the security
constrained unit commitment algorithm that is used for commitment decisions in the dayahead and reliability unit commitment processes.

2.4.1

RESOURCE STARTS

The SPP resource fleet, excluding variable energy resources, experienced 23,990 starts
during 2016. This is up from the 19,798 last year. Figure 2—26 and Figure 2—27 provide a
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breakdown of the origins of the commitment decisions. Figure 2—26 is based on the number
of resources committed. Sixty-three percent of start-up instructions were a result of the dayahead market. As seen in the chart, each year we observe an increase in day-ahead market
starts and a decrease in self-commitment starts. It appears that resource owners are
becoming more confident in the market and allowing the market to commit the resource
instead of self-committing their resource. A limiting factor on the number of day-ahead
commitments is that the optimization algorithm is restricted to a 48-hour window; hence,
large base-load resources with long-lead time and substantial start-up costs may not appear
economic to the day-ahead market commitment algorithm. The expectation is that the
market participants will choose to self-commit the long-lead time resources, which
contributes to the large number of self-commitments. The day-ahead reliability unit
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commitment, intra-day reliability unit commitment, short-term intra-day reliability unit
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commitment, and manual commitments represent 25 percent of the resource start-ups.
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Figure 2—26 Start-up instructions by resource count
2014

2015

2016

Day-ahead market

21%

49%

63%

Self-commitment

58%

21%

12%

Intra-day RUC

2%

12%

10%

Manual – regional reliability

3%

7%

7%

Short-term RUC
Day-ahead RUC

15%

9%

2%

1%

1%

2%
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Manual – local reliability

4%

Figure 2—27 is based on capacity committed and provides a slightly different look at the data
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with the percentages based on capacity committed to startup. One important observation is
the percentage differences between Figure 2—26 and Figure 2—27. This is the result of larger
resources either self-committed or committed by the day-ahead market, and smaller
resources with shorter lead times committed in the day-ahead reliability unit commitment,
intra-day reliability unit commitment, and manual commitment processes.
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Figure 2—27 Start-up instructions by resource capacity
2014

2015

2016

Day-ahead market

7%

50%

64%

Self-commitment

74%

19%

15%

Intra-day RUC

2%

11%

9%

Manual – regional reliability

2%

7%

4%

Short-term RUC
Day-ahead RUC

13%

12%

3%

1%

2%

2%
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Manual – local reliability

3%

Once within the operating day, commitment flexibility is severely constricted by resource
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start-up times. This is particularly noticeable with respect to the gas-fired resources. SPP
issued more than 16,603 start-up instructions to gas-fired generators in 2016, which is 4,203
more than the 12,400 starts in 2015. Figure 2—28 shows that almost all start-up instructions
issued to combined cycle generators are the result of the day-ahead market. Day-ahead
starts for gas-fired generators with simple cycle technology account for 55 percent of their
starts. This is a seven percent increase from the 48 percent incurred last year. Combustion
turbines saw an increase as well, with 65 percent of the units’ starts being committed in the
day-ahead market in 2016, up 17 percent from the 48 percent committed the year before.
This increase in starts can be attributed to an increase in energy prices, an increase in onpeak load, as well as a decrease in units running in self-commit status in the day-ahead
market.
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Figure 2—28 Origin of start-up instructions for gas resources
Commitment
Process

Day-ahead
market
Day-ahead
RUC
Intra-day
RUC
Short-term
RUC
Manual
Instruction

Combined cycle
2014

2015

2016

Simple cycle combustion turbine
2014
2015
2016

Simple cycle steam turbine
2014
2015
2016

97%

99%

98%

54%

48%

65%

50%

36%

55%

1%

0%

1%

4%

15%

2%

20%

36%

18%

1%

1%

1%

29%

21%

16%

27%

21%

21%

---

---

0%

---

---

6%

---

---

4%

0%

0%

0%

13%

16%

11%

3%

6%

3%
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Alternatively, the reliability unit commitment processes make commitments to maintain
reliability standards and oftentimes the reliability needs are not reflected in the real-time
prices. Therefore, reliability commitment processes, more often than the day-ahead market,
make commitments that are not supported by the real-time price levels. In particular, some

RA

reliability unit commitments are made to meet headroom requirements; however, headroom
is not a product generators are compensated for by the market. These situations often lead
to make-whole payments and put some generators at risk for not earning sufficient revenues
to cover their costs going forward. The next section discusses the drivers behind the
reliability commitments and thus high online resource commitments.

DEMAND FOR RELIABILITY

D

2.4.2

The previous section noted that 25 percent of SPP start-up instructions originated from the
SPP reliability unit commitment processes: day-ahead reliability unit commitment (three
percent), intra-day reliability unit commitment (nine percent), short-term reliability unit
commitment (four percent), manual-regional reliability (seven percent), and manual-local
reliability (two percent). To understand the need for the reliability commitments it is useful to
discuss the different assumptions, requirements, and rules that are used in the reliability unit
commitment processes versus the day-ahead market. A fundamental difference is the
definition of energy demand between the two studies. The energy demand in the day-ahead
market is determined by the bids submitted by the market participants. The bid-in load may
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not necessarily be a good indicator of the actual energy demand, hence the reliability unit
commitment processes use a load forecast to measure the energy demand.
Another important difference between the two studies is virtual transactions. Market
participants submit virtual bids to buy and virtual offers to sell energy in the day-ahead
market. A virtual transaction is not tied to an obligation to generate or consume energy;
rather, it is a financial instrument that is cleared by taking the opposite position in the realtime market. Since the reliability unit commitment processes must ensure sufficient
generation is online to meet the energy demand, virtual transactions are not used in the dayahead, intra-day, or short-term reliability unit commitment algorithms.
The assumptions regarding wind generation differ as well. While the market participants

FT

determine the participation levels for their wind generators in the day-ahead market through
the use of supply offers, a wind forecast is used by the reliability unit commitment processes.
Import and export transaction data are updated to include the latest information available for
the reliability unit commitment processes.

RA

These types of differences are referred to as resource gaps (i.e., a gap in meeting demand)
between the day-ahead and real-time markets. The resource gap is the difference between
the (1) excess supply between day-ahead and real-time markets, and the (2) excess demand
between the day-ahead and real-time markets.

The primary drivers for the negative resource gaps are differences in virtual supply net of
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virtual demand, differences in real-time wind generation compared to wind cleared in the
day-ahead market, and real-time net exports exceeding day-ahead net exports. It is generally
true that real-time wind generation exceeds the clearing of wind in the day-ahead market.
The mismatch between real-time and day-ahead wind is because market participants with
wind generation assets often choose to avoid taking a day-ahead position given the
uncertainty of the wind generation, and instead take real-time positions.
The resource gaps can help to explain why additional commitments occur after the dayahead market has cleared. Figure 2—29 compares online capacity between the day-ahead
market and the real-time market. The chart indicates that in 2016 there was on average more
than 2,500 MW of additional capacity online during the real-time market relative to the
capacity cleared in the day-ahead market.
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2.4.3
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Figure 2—29 Average hourly capacity increase from day-ahead to real-time

RAMP CONSTRAINTS
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One well-known and much discussed issue with respect to reliability commitments is the
need for ramp capability. Real-time electricity markets continuously ramp up and ramp down
resources in short intervals of time. This is present in all electricity markets and to some
extent is caused by increasing and decreasing load, planned and unplanned outages,
changes in imports and exports, and changes in variable energy resources including wind.
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All of these factors exacerbate the need for ramp capability in the SPP market. The SPP
market design has several products and constraints that allow for additional ramp to be
available above and beyond what is normally needed to meet energy demand. These
include the operating reserve products and the headroom constraint. The headroom
constraint may commit additional resources to ensure there is adequate capacity to meet the
instantaneous peak demand for any given hour. The headroom constraint is defined as the
greater of the forecasted instantaneous peak load, or an SPP defined default value. Because
the default value is used the majority of the time, the MMU does believe that headroom
constraint is a major driver of the reliability commitments in excess of the resource gaps.
The issue with ramp procurement is a problem in many of the ISO/RTO markets. SPP
implemented system changes in compliance with FERC requirements regarding ramp in
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early 2017. The MMU will be monitoring these changes and any findings will be included in
future reports.
Resources committed to provide additional capacity for ramp capability, whether as a result
of applying the headroom constraint in a reliability commitment algorithm or a manual
process, can affect real-time prices. Without the appropriate scarcity pricing rules that reflect
the market value of capacity shortages due to ramp capability the cost of bringing the
resource online may not be fully reflected in the real-time prices.
Figure 2—29 above shows the average energy price for both the day-ahead and real-time
markets. For 2016, the annual average day-ahead price converges closely with the real-time
price, with day-ahead prices higher in some months and real-time prices higher in other
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months. Many factors contribute to the price differences between day-ahead and real-time
prices, and it is difficult to quantify the impacts of reliability commitments on real-time prices.
Nevertheless, the direction of the impact is clear: reliability commitments, along with wind
exceeding the day-ahead forecast, can dampen real-time price signals, as is evidenced by 62
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percent of make-whole payments made for reliability unit commitments. Several ISO/RTOs,
including SPP, are currently studying the possibility of adding a ramping product to their
array of ancillary service products and the MMU supports this effort.

2.4.4

QUICK-START RESOURCES COMMITMENT

A quick-start resource is defined by SPP as a resource that can be started, synchronized, and
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begin injecting energy within 10 minutes of SPP notification. The market monitoring
database indicates that in 2016 the SPP generation fleet included 81 resources that met the
10-minute start-up time requirement for quick-start capability. The total capacity for the
quick-start capable resources totals 3,807 MW and consists of a mix of gas-fired, hydro, and
oil-fired generators. During 2016, the reliability unit commitment processes committed 62 of
the 81 quick-start capable resources.
Figure 2—30 summarizes the start-up instructions issued to resources with real-time offers
indicating a 10-minute start-up capability. In 2016, 1,276 start instructions originated in a
reliability commitment process, 2,967 start instructions originated from the day-ahead
market, and 675 were manually committed. The average minimum run time for this group of
resources is just over one hour. One statistic of particular interest is the average lead time for
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the reliability commitment start-up orders. The lead time is calculated as the number of
hours between the commitment notification time and the first hour of the 10-minute
resource’s commitment period. With the inception of the short-term reliability unit
commitment process in February 2016, there has been large reduction in the number of dayahead reliability unit commitments for these units. The short-term reliability unit commitment
can commit units in as little as 15 minutes ahead, increasing certainty of the need for the unit.
The MMU is monitoring the effects of the new commitment process and will report the results
when more data is available.

Figure 2—30 Commitment of quick-start resources
Number of
starts

Day-ahead RUC

1

Committed
capacity
(MW)

Lead time
(hours)

Hours in
original
commitment
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Commitment
process

Actual
hours
online

98

10.0

9.0

17.0

Intra-day RUC

908

51,612

2.0

4.4

6.0

Short-term RUC

367

20,405

0.3

1.0

8.9

Manual

675

25,709

0.6

2.5

4.9

---

---

---

---

---
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Day-ahead market

The level of make-whole payments associated with the commitment of 10-minute resources
in the reliability processes is still noteworthy. In 2016, 75 percent of the reliability processes
commitments for quick-start units resulted in real-time make-whole payments. This is down
only slightly from 79 percent in 2015. In total, quick-start resources received $9.3 million in
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real-time make-whole payments and $439,000 in day-ahead make-whole payments. This is
an increase from their respective 2015 make-whole payments of $8.9 million and $92,000
respectively. In addition to the efficient 10-minute startup, these resources typically have low
minimum run times and higher than average ramp rates. This operational flexibility coupled
with five-minute settlement in the real-time market should reduce the need for make-whole
payments. Some of the MMU’s concerns expressed in 2014 report have been addressed with
the inception of the short-term reliability unit commitment process, price scarcity revisions for
ramp shortages, and through other quick start logic expected to be implemented during late
2017.
Before the short-term reliability unit commitment process was implemented, units had often
been committed hours ahead of the actual start time—sometimes more than a day—ignoring
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the value of their flexible capability. The short-term unit commitment process was brought
into the market in February 2016, and can evaluate intervals 15 minutes ahead leaving time
to commit these quick-start resources when needed, but allowing the commitment to be held
off longer providing more certainty of the need of the resource. This also minimizes the time
these units are at minimums with market prices below their marginal costs.
The Integrated Marketplace protocols 10 describes the real-time market dispatch of resources
with quick-start capability. However, the ability for the system operator to optimally commit
and dispatch the quick-start resources by waiting until the real-time market appears to be
hampered by concerns that the quick-start resources will not perform when needed.
Uncertainty as to the resources’ true capabilities contributes to these concerns. There is also
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a system issue contributing to the inefficient commitment of 10-minute resources. The issue
is that the automated reliability commitment processes, the day-ahead reliability unit
commitment and intra-day reliability unit commitment, are unable to account for resources
participating in the real-time market as quick-start ready resources, and therefore are unable
to adjust the online capacity calculations to reflect the additional capacity available for
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dispatch. Without changes to the system, a manual workaround must be used to track the
quick-start capacity available in the real-time market.

In May 2015, SPP staff presented a new quick-start design proposal that was well-received by
stakeholders. Subsequently, this proposal was submitted to the Market Working Group
(MWG) by a market participant 11 and was approved in September 2015. In January 2016, the
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Market Working Group also formed a Price Formation Task Force (PFTF) to evaluate the
efficiency and transparency of energy and operating reserve pricing. This task force was
disbanded in February 2017 with the idea that any remaining tasks will be handled through
the Market Working Group.

The new quick-start design is expected to be implemented by the latter half of 2017, and was
developed to address the following concerns:

10

Section 4.4.2.3.1.
Revision Request 116 (Quick-Start Real-Time Commitment) received all the necessary approvals
from FERC and is expected to be implanted in November of 2017.
11
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•

Quick-start resources should not be physically committed prior to the real-time
market for economics, unless the resource receives a day-ahead position, and
therefore quick-start resources should be allowed to be dispatched from an offline
state in real-time.

•

Quick-start resources’ parameters should be respected (economic minimum,
minimum run time, minimum down time, etc.)

•

Quick-start resources should have a clear shutdown process.

•

The real-time market should automatically roll up the start-up and no-load offers
into the quick-start resource energy offer.

•

Quick-start resources should be make-whole payment eligible for their minimum
run time.

FT

A quick-start resource that clears in the day-ahead market will be granted a day-ahead
commitment, and quick-start resources needed for reliability reasons will receive a physical
commitment in real-time. However, quick-start resources needed for economic reasons by
any reliability unit commitment will not receive a commitment.

If any reliability unit commitment determines an economic need for at least the resource’s
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minimum runtime, the unit will be earmarked as quick-start eligible. Once the unit has been
designated as quick-start eligible it will be dispatched at any point that the energy price goes
above the unit’s cost. After the quick-start resource has been dispatched, it will be provided
a commitment for the residual portion of its minimum run time by the unit commitment
process. The MMU feels that holding off the commitment until the time of dispatch will
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greatly increase the certainty in the need for these quick-start resources, and should lead to a
reduction in needed make-whole payments.
Figure 2—31 shows the percent of time quick-start resources generated power when the
energy price was higher than their offer. For the first 12 months of the Integrated
Marketplace, quick-start resources were dispatched during intervals where the price was
above the marginal production cost for just over half the time. In May 2014, 60 percent of the
time quick-start resources on average were generating power when the price was below their
offer. During 2016 and 2015, over two-thirds of the megawatt-hours produced by quick-start
resources were with energy prices above real-time energy offers. This is consistent with
relative relationship of offers to energy price for the balance of the SPP fleet that is
represented by the line in the figure below.
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The MMU recognizes this as progress toward more efficient use of these resources.
Considering economic dispatch of quick-start resources, a trend of more economic dispatch
is observed in 2015 and appears to be holding in 2016 and early 2017.
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Figure 2—31 Efficient operation of quick-start resources

2.5 GROWING IMPACT OF WIND GENERATION CAPACITY
2.5.1

WIND CAPACITY AND GENERATION
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The SPP region has a high potential for wind generation given wind patterns in many areas of
the footprint. Federal incentives and state renewable portfolio standards are additional
factors that have resulted in significant wind investment in the SPP footprint during the last
five years.

Figure 2—32 below shows a high potential for wind development in the SPP footprint, which
is outlined in black.
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Figure 2—32 Wind speed map

Figure 2—33 depicts annual capacity and total generation from wind facilities since 2007.
Total registered wind capacity at the end of 2016 was 16,114 MW, an increase of 30 percent
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from 2015. Wind generation increased 44 percent in 2016 to over 46,000 GWh produced.
Wind technology comprises about 18 percent of the installed capacity in the SPP market,
behind only natural gas with 43 percent and coal with 31 percent. Consistent with previous
years, wind generation fluctuated seasonally, where summer was usually the low wind
season, and spring and fall were the high wind seasons. Also typical of wind patterns is lower
production during on-peak hours than off-peak as well as wind drops across the morning
ramp periods.
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Figure 2—33 Wind capacity and generation

WIND IMPACT ON THE SYSTEM

Average annual wind generation as a percent of average load increased to 19 percent in
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2016 from 14 percent in 2015. The highest level of wind generation for 2016 was just over
12,000 MW. Wind generation as a percent of load for any hour reached a maximum value of
48 percent, which was higher than 38 percent in 2015 and 33 percent in 2014. These records
have since been eclipsed in 2017. 12

Figure 2—34 shows the annual average and the hourly maximum wind generation as a
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percent of load since 2007, illustrating the dramatic increase since the start of the SPP
markets.

12

For the first six months of 2017, wind generation as a percent of load averaged just over 28 percent,
with a maximum of just over 53 percent.
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Figure 2—34 Wind generation as a percent of load

Figure 2—35 shows wind production duration curves that represent wind generation as a
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percent of load by real-time interval for 2014 through 2016. The curve for 2016 is higher
than 2015, reflecting an increase in total wind generation year-over-year. Wind generation in
2016 served at least 17 percent of the total load during half of the year, compared to 13
percent in 2015 and 12 percent in 2014. It is also important to note that the low end to curve
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continues to approach zero while the high end of the curve increases dramatically.
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Figure 2—35 Wind production curve

WIND INTEGRATION

Wind integration brings low cost generation to the SPP region but supports very little in
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future capacity needs. There are a number of operational issues in dealing with substantial
wind capacity. Wind energy output varies by season and time of day. This variability is
estimated to be about three times more than load when measured on an hour-to-hour basis.
Moreover, wind is counter-cyclical to load. As load increases (both seasonally and daily),
wind production typically declines. The increasing magnitude of wind capacity additions
since 2007, along with the concentration, volatility, and timeliness of wind, can create
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challenges for grid operators with regard to managing transmission congestion and
resolution of ramp constraints as well as challenges for short- and long-run reliability.
At the start of the Integrated Marketplace, installed dispatchable variable energy resource
capacity was 27 percent of all wind capacity, increasing to 46 percent by the end of 2015 and
just over 60 percent at the end of 2016. Figure 2—36 illustrates dispatchable variable energy
resources and non-dispatchable variable energy resources (NDVERs) wind output since the
beginning of the Integrated Marketplace, with dispatchable variable energy resource output
mirroring the increasing percentage of installed wind capacity.
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Figure 2—36 Wind generation by month

Figure 2—36 also shows the amount of reduced output of dispatchable variable energy
resources below their forecast. This depicts the increase of reduced dispatchable variable
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energy resource dispatch output since 2014, which is expected due to the increase in wind
capacity. This also follows the seasonal pattern of lower wind output during the summer
months, resulting in the decrease in need to reduce dispatchable variable energy resource
output during these times. This increase in dispatchable wind capacity has helped in the
management of congestion caused by high levels of wind generation in some of the western
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parts of the SPP footprint. December 2016 saw over 4,600 GWh of monthly wind production,
which was the highest since the start of the Integrated Marketplace and over 1,900 GWh of
this output originated from non-dispatchable variable energy resource capacity.
Substantial transmission upgrades in the SPP footprint over the past few years have provided
an increase in transmission capability for wind-producing regions, helping to address
concerns related to high wind production, and resulting congestion. It is worth noting that
the increased transmission capability directly reduces localized congestion, creating a more
integrated system with higher diversity and greater flexibility in managing high levels of wind
production. However, given the historical growth of wind capacity and indicator of future
additions in the generation interconnection queue, additional transmission upgrades may
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only entice further development of wind capacity without regard to the broader fuel mix
needed.
In the SPP market, wind and other qualifying resources were allowed to register as nondispatchable variable energy resources, provided the resource had an interconnection
agreement executed by May 21, 2011 and was commercially operated prior to October 15,
2012. Because 40 percent (or 6,446 MW) of the existing installed wind capacity is composed
of non-dispatchable variable energy resources and these generally produce without regard
to price, grid operators must still issue manual dispatch instructions to reduce or limit their
output at certain times.
Figure 2—37 shows the number of out-of-merit energy directives initiated for wind resources
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for the past three years. These figures include manual dispatch for both dispatchable
variable energy resources and non-dispatchable variable energy resources, with nondispatchable variable energy resources representing the great majority of manual
dispatches. As expected, out-of-merit energy directives (manual dispatches) are fewer
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during the lower wind output and higher demand months of summer. In 2015, over half of
the out-of-merit energy directives were for a group of five non-dispatchable variable energy
resources where transmission is limited, particularly during periods when there are
transmission outages in the area. These same five resources once again appeared in 2016
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accounting for over half of the 170 manual dispatch instances.
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Figure 2—37 Manual dispatches for wind resources

SPP is at the forefront among RTOs in managing wind energy integration with a traditional
fossil fuel run fleet. The Integrated Marketplace has reliably dispatched wind generation, at
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times when wind generation represents more than 50 percent of load. Even though the use
of out-of-merit energy directives are limited and SPP continues to see an expanding
dispatchable wind generation fleet, ramping capability is needed because of the variability of
wind.

MMU CONCERNS
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2.5.4

A non-dispatchable variable energy resource is defined as “a variable energy resource not
capable of being incrementally dispatched down by the transmission provider.” This
definition does not delve into the requirements of a non-dispatchable variable energy
resource but it is discernable through design that these resources, barring absence of fuel or
mechanical limitations, are expected to follow close to their current output or forecast. This
concept also applies to dispatchable variable energy resources not receiving a signal to
follow dispatch and all resources in manual control status that are not in start-up or shutdown.
Significant deviation from the most recent actual or forecasted output causes market
inefficiencies.
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Large swings in generation from non-dispatchable variable energy resources responding to
the ex-ante real-time price is known as “price chasing”. This behavior introduces oscillations
on constraints, adversely impacting prices and dispatch instructions for other resources as
well as an impact on regulation products. Price chasing occurs when non-dispatchable
variable energy resources or resources on manual control respond to prices by curtailing
output in response to lower prices and increasing production when prices rise. Such
behavior can cause operational problems. For instance, they can create breaches on
flowgates when these resources return in response to a price increase. This in turn causes
more relief than necessary and security constrained economic dispatch effectiveness
declines. Other impacts include additional volatility in the real-time market, more regulation
needs, and more output loss due to increased regulation. Operators have at times resorted
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to reducing line ratings to ensure system reliability. As a result, out-of-merit energy directives
are issued to other resources, which means extra cost (uplift) to the system, which translates
into lower market efficiency.

In addition to the inefficiencies introduced to the market because of price chasing behavior,
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there are also inefficiencies introduced by non-dispatchable variable energy resources when
they are physically incapable of responding to dispatch signals or when they are acting as
“price takers”. These inefficiencies exist at times when a non-dispatchable variable energy
resource is operating uneconomically even when considering any (state or federal) subsidies
or contract terms outside the market. This results in uneconomic production, which leads to
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exacerbating transmission congestion and greater price differences and volatility.
Consistent with its 2015 recommendation, the MMU reiterates the need for non-dispatchable
variable energy resources to transition to dispatchable variable energy resource status in
order to lessen the negative impact of such resources on the market. Other markets have
taken measures to move their resources from non-dispatchable variable energy resources to
dispatchable variable energy resources status as much as possible. For instance, FERC
approved ISO-NE market rule changes in December 2016 that require nearly 1,200 MW of
non-dispatchable generation assets to become dispatchable by early 2018. 13

13

See the FERC ruling at https://www.ferc.gov/CalendarFiles/20161209170835-ER17-68%20-000.pdf.
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2.6 EXTERNAL TRANSACTIONS
2.6.1

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

The SPP Integrated Marketplace has greater than 6,000 megawatts of AC interties with MISO
to the east, 810 megawatts of DC ties to ERCOT to the south, and over 1,000 megawatts of
DC ties to WECC to the west. Additionally, SPP has over 1,500 megawatts of interties with
the Southwestern Power Administration (SPA) in Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma, and over
5,000 megawatts of AC interties the Associated Electric Cooperative (AECI) in Oklahoma and
Missouri.

FT

On a monthly basis, SPP generally is a net exporter in real-time as shown in Figure 2—38.

D
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Figure 2—38 Imports and exports, SPP system

Generally SPP exports follow the wind production curve for the day. As wind generation
increases, exports increase. SPA hydro power is imported to serve municipals tied to SPP
transmission and is highest during on-peak hours, but is scheduled day-ahead. MISO
interchange is mostly coordinated using the market-to-market coordination process,
discussed below in Section 2.6.2, while AECI interchange is coordinated on an ad hoc basis.
DC tie imports and exports are scheduled hourly, and the DC ties are not responsive to realtime prices. Nonetheless, many exports and imports with ERCOT and MISO are adjusted
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based on day-ahead price differences in the organized markets and expectations of
renewable generation. Interchange with other parties is less responsive to prices. Figure 2—
39 through Figure 2—41 show the data for the three most heavily used interfaces, namely
SPA, MISO and AECI.
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Figure 2—39 Imports and exports, SPA interface
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Figure 2—40 Imports and exports, MISO interface
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2.6.2

FT

Figure 2—41 Imports and exports, AECI interface

MARKET-TO-MARKET COORDINATION

SPP began the market-to-market (M2M) process with MISO on March 1, 2015 as part of a

RA

FERC mandate that also included regulation compensation and long-term congestion rights,
which were required to be implemented one year after go-live of the SPP Integrated
Marketplace. The market-to-market process under the joint operating agreement allows the
monitoring RTO and non-monitoring RTO to efficiently manage market-to-market constraints
by exchanging information (shadow prices, relief request, control indicators, etc.) and using

D

the RTO with the more economic redispatch. 14

Each RTO is allocated property rights on market-to-market constraints known as firm flow
entitlements (FFE), and each RTO calculates its real-time usage, known as market flow.
Exchange of money (market-to-market settlements) for redispatch is based on the nonmonitoring RTO’s market flow in relation to its firm flow entitlement. The non-monitoring
RTO will receive money from the monitoring RTO if its market flow is below its firm flow
entitlement and will pay if above its firm flow entitlement. Figure 2—42 shows net payments

14

Essentially, the RTO which manages the limiting element of the constraint, is the monitoring RTO. In
most cases, the monitoring RTO has most of the impact and resources that provide the most effective
relief.
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by month between SPP and MISO (positive is payment from MISO to SPP and negative is
payment from SPP to MISO.)
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Figure 2—42 Market-to-market settlements

For 2016, total market-to-market payments from MISO to SPP totaled nearly $9 million, while
market-to-market payments from SPP to MISO totaled just over $2.5 million, resulting in a net
payment of approximately $6 million from MISO to SPP for the year. Figure 2—43 show
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market-to-market payments (over $100,000 in either direction) by flowgate for 2016.
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Figure 2—43 Market-to-market settlements by flowgate

Market-to-market allows for a coordinated approach between markets to provide a more
economical dispatch of generation to solve congestion. In most cases, MISO is paying SPP to

RA

help resolve congestion at a lower cost than what was available to MISO and in a few cases,
SPP pays MISO to help resolve congestion. The following are pics of discussion between
MISO and SPP that could lead to improved benefits for both markets along with MMU
assessment and comments.

2.6.2.1 Monitoring/non-monitoring designation

D

Essentially, the RTO which manages the limiting element of the constraint, is the monitoring
RTO. In most cases, the monitoring RTO has most of the impact and resources that provide
the most effective relief of a coordinated flowgate. MISO and PJM currently implement a
procedure on constraints where the monitoring RTO transfers control to the non-monitoring
RTO when there is what is referred to as “effective control.” Effective control can be a
number of things such as faster ramping resources or resources with lower costs and/or
higher impacts on the constraint. Changing the monitoring RTO/non-monitoring RTO
designation has been discussed with SPP stakeholders but concerns over legal obligations
(transmission operators contract with SPP to manage their facilities) have delayed this being
implemented between SPP and MISO. The market monitor urges both SPP and MISO to
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develop a more effective procedure for transferring effective control of constraints to the
mutual benefits of both markets.

2.6.2.2 Use of transmission loading relief
SPP, per its market protocols, uses the transmission loading relief (TLR) process when tagged
impacts or other external impacts are present on an SPP facility. The market monitor believes
that the transmission loading relief process is not needed when the SPP and MISO markets
have the majority of impacts but is still needed when external impacts from non-market (third
party) entities are significant. Assuming interface price definitions correctly reflect
congestion, tagged transactions would respond to the market conditions and either withdraw
or delay submitting tags during congestion, therefore alleviating the need for transmission

FT

loading relief when impacts on the constraint are mostly between SPP and MISO. When
third-party impacts exist, the MMU believes transmission loading relief is warranted to subject
the third party to redispatch. The scenario observed between SPP and MISO entailed thirdparty firm network and native load (NNL) impacts that are not subjected to redispatch by
either market. The third party does not have an incentive in the form of a price and by the

RA

absence of a transmission loading relief will not have an obligation to provide relief on the
constraint. Transmission loading relief is not as efficient as a market using price and dispatch
to manage congestion on a constraint. Market-to-market is the preferred method in
addressing congestion along the seams, but until further development is made in areas
outside RTO markets, transmission loading relief is the only mechanism to manage impacts

D

between markets and non-markets.

2.6.2.3 Market-to-market flowgate coordination
Flowgates are subjected to a series of coordination tests to determine if they should become
a market-to-market flowgate. These tests are run ahead of time when a flowgate is created
(reanalyzed periodically), and in some cases a flowgate may pass for scenarios that are no
longer present in real-time (resources out-of-service, condition in test not present in realtime, etc.). This may cause the non-monitoring RTO to be asked to provide relief during a
configuration when it physically cannot provide relief (i.e., non-monitoring RTO asked to
provide negative market flow and resource is off-line in real-time). The market monitor feels
automated tests reflecting more recent topology (possibly day-ahead or two-day-ahead)
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could be used to determine when a flowgate should be subject to market-to-market
coordination.

2.6.2.4 Market flow methodology
Different methodologies used by each RTO can, and often do, have a significant impact on
how each RTO serves its load and can have a significant adverse impact on the efficiency of
market-to-market coordination. This condition has existed for years between SPP, MISO, and
PJM. Discussions on this issue ceased with all parties agreeing to accept the differences in
each of their approaches. MISO and PJM utilize a marginal zone methodology (although the
margins are derived in different manners), and SPP uses a tagging impact approach. The
market monitor does not feel any method has proved to be consistently more accurate.

FT

Given the importance of the market flow in market-to-market settlements (market flow is used
to measure what portion of the non-monitoring RTO’s firm flow entitlement is being utilized),
the MMU suggests this topic should be revived to ensure consistency and equitable
measurements across RTOs.
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2.7 FUEL PRICES

Since many generators use coal and natural gas as their primary fuel, this section analyzes the
levels and the trends of coal and natural gas prices over the last three years. Figure 2—44
shows that the trend of declining natural gas prices since 2015 has changed course in the
upward direction starting in March 2016, however on an annual average basis the prices
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were still lower in 2016 compared to the 2015 levels, for all three indices. 15
Even though natural gas-fired units are the marginal units that set the prices in the SPP
market about 50 percent of the time, it is one of the most important factors because the price
of all the other fuels is very stable. The inherent advantage of natural gas units is that they are
more flexible putting them in an advantageous position over the coal units in scheduling or
dispatch by the SPP despite the fact that the relative prices of natural gas and coal usually

The relevant natural gas price indices for the SPP market are those of the Henry Hub, the Panhandle
Eastern Pipeline (PEPL) and Southern Star and do not include transport costs.

15
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favors coal. Meanwhile, the chart below illustrates the expected close link between the cost
of natural gas and the real-time prices and the volatility of gas prices.

FT

Figure 2—44 Fuel price indices and wholesale power prices
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Coal prices, on the other hand, have been relatively stable since 2015 with a slight uptick
observed beginning second half of 2016. 16 More specifically, throughout 2016, monthly
average natural gas prices at the Panhandle hub varied from the low of $1.53/MMBtu in
March to a high of $3.43/MMBtu in December resulting in a 4.6 percent decline on an annual
average basis from 2015.

D

Annual average prices for Powder River Basin 8,400 (Btu/lb.) and the 8,800 (Btu/lb.) type
coals declined by nearly six percent (to $0.48/MMBtu) and by two percent (to $0.60/MMBtu),
respectively compared to the 2015 levels. However, the end of year monthly average prices
for these two types of coal were $0.54/MMBtu and $0.71/MMBtu, respectively indicating a
slightly upward trend.
On annual average terms, shown in Figure 2—45, natural gas prices were down approximately
five percent. However, prices for both electric trading hubs in the SPP market in 2016 were
up by two percent. This is not in conflict with the short–term link established above between

16

The coal prices are inclusive of transport costs.
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natural gas and wholesale power prices as the generators’ offers are mostly fuel-related. The
annual average change figures for real-time prices have the potential to reflect other market
conditions such as higher summer load levels, transmission congestion, temporary scarcities,
and the impact of wind generation on the overall system.

Figure 2—45 Fuel prices, annual
Fuel Price

2015-16
% Change

2015

2016

Henry Hub

$ 4.37

$ 2.63

$ 2.51

-4.8%

Panhandle Pipeline Hub

$ 4.42

$ 2.43

$2.32

-4.5%

Southern Star Hub

$ 4.47

$ 2.43

$2.29

-5.9%

$ 0.59

$ 0.51

$ 0.48

-5.9%

$ 0.71

$ 0.62

$ 0.60

-1.6%

2014

2015

2016

2015-16
% Change

Powder River Basin
8,400, 0.8 Rail
Powder River Basin
8,800, 0.8 Rail
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Energy Price
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2014

SPP North hub, real-time

$ 26.77

$ 18.85

$ 19.27

+2.2%

SPP South hub, real-time

$ 36.26

$ 24.86

$ 25.45

+2.4%

2.8 MARKET PRICES AND COSTS
ENERGY MARKET PRICES

D

2.8.1

Locational marginal prices for energy in the SPP Integrated Marketplace track very closely
with the price of natural gas, as was true in the Energy Imbalance Service market prior to the
implementation of the Integrated Marketplace. Figure 2—46 shows the average energy price
for the past ten years. 17 Both energy prices and gas costs remained virtually unchanged from
2015 to 2016. The average real-time price for 2016 was $22.36/MWh, an increase of two
percent over 2015, while the average day-ahead price for 2016 was $22.43/MWh, a decrease
of two percent from 2015. The average gas cost, using the price at the Panhandle Eastern

17

The 2014 average includes two months of prices from the Energy Imbalance Service market and 10
months of prices from the Integrated Marketplace.
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Pipeline decreased by four percent from 2015 to 2016. This is in sharp contrast to the
change from 2014 to 2015, when energy prices dropped by 30 percent, while gas costs
dropped by 45 percent.
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Figure 2—46 Energy price versus natural gas cost, annual

Figure 2—47 shows a consistent relationship between energy prices and natural gas costs on
a monthly basis for 2016. The strong relationship between energy prices and natural gas
costs is expected in a well-functioning centralized competitive market. Natural gas-fired
resources in the SPP footprint represent the marginal source of supply in about half of all
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intervals in 2016, and gas is the one primary fuel having significant price volatility. As a result,
energy price movement is about half that experienced by gas because gas resources are
marginal about half the time. Average gas prices at the Panhandle Eastern Pipeline hub
remained low throughout the year and ranged from a low of $1.53/MMBtu in March to a high
of $3.43/MMBtu in December.
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2.8.2

FT

Figure 2—47 Energy price versus natural gas cost, monthly

ENERGY PRICE VOLATILITY

RA

Price volatility 18 in the SPP market is shown in Figure 2—48 below. As expected, day-ahead
prices are much less volatile than those in real-time because the day-ahead market does not
experience the actual (unexpected) congestion and changes in load or generation found in
the real-time market. Real-time volatility tends to peak in the spring and fall, roughly
corresponding with times of higher wind. Volatility in 2016 was slightly higher than 2015,
and gas prices tended to vary more during 2016 than 2015. Volatility was higher in 2014

D

driven by significantly higher volatility in gas price and some learning experience in the first
year of the Integrated Marketplace.

18

Volatility is calculated as the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean) using data
for each settlement period using hourly price in the day-ahead market and interval (five minute) price
in the real-time market for load-serving entities in the SPP market.
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Figure 2—48 System price volatility

Price volatility varies across the SPP market footprint primarily because of congestion on the
system, which is based on the layout of the transmission system and because of the

RA

distribution of the types of generation in the fleet. Typically, prices in western Kansas tend to
be the most volatile as shown in Figure 2—49 below, while prices in Oklahoma tend to be the
least volatile. This pattern tends to hold across both the real-time and day-ahead markets.
However, there is an outlier in the day-ahead market, where Southwestern Public Service
(SPSM) experienced the highest volatility. This is because of extreme weather conditions
during a four hour period which caused drastic price swings when units unexpectedly came
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offline and other conditions occurred. Without this four hour event, Southwestern Public
Service price volatility would have been very near their historic average volatility levels, and
the system average for the year.
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2.8.3
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Figure 2—49 Price volatility by market participant

ANCILLARY SERVICES MARKET PRICES

Average monthly real-time prices for operating reserve products are presented in Figure 2—

RA

50. From 2015 to 2016, the average real-time marginal clearing price for regulation-up
decreased by 20 percent, from $8.91/MW to $7.03/MW; regulation down decreased by 40
percent, from $8.71/MW to $5.11/MW; and supplemental reserves decreased by nearly 30
percent, from $1.02/MW to $0.74/MW.

During this same period the average real-time marginal clearing price for spinning reserves

D

increased by nearly 40 percent, from $2.64/MW to $3.62/MW. This is still below the 2014
average of $4.79/MW. Analysis shows that the marginal clearing price for spinning reserves
in 2015 was unusually low due to coal resources offering high levels to of spinning reserves
to the market due to low gas prices.
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Figure 2—50 Operating reserve product prices, real-time

Day-ahead and real-time price patterns vary across the ancillary service products, see Figure
2—51 through Figure 2—54. All four products’ prices have declined since the inception of the
market. Declining gas prices and the overall price of energy is the primary cause of this price

RA

decline. Some portion of the price decline is the result of the normal maturing of the market
reflecting an overall improvement in the efficiency of the market.
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Figure 2—51 Regulation-up service prices
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Figure 2—52 Regulation-down service prices
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Figure 2—53 Spinning reserve prices
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Figure 2—54 Supplemental reserve prices
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In March 2015, SPP introduced a new product paying regulating units for mileage costs
incurred when moving from one set point instruction to another. These mileage payments
are paid directly through the operating reserve prices shown for regulation-up and
regulation-down, shown in Figure 2—55. The market calculates a mileage factor for both
products each month that represents the percentage a unit is expected to be deployed
compared to what it cleared. If a unit is deployed more than the expected percentage, then
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the unit is entitled to reimbursement for the excess at the regulation mileage marginal
clearing price.
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Figure 2—55 Regulation mileage prices, real-time

Units deployed less in real-time than the forecasted percentage of their cleared quantities set
in the day-ahead market are then required to pay back the market the unused quantities at

RA

the respective mileage price. Resources that are charged an unused amount at a mileage
marginal clearing price that is greater than their mileage cost for the product are eligible to
have the excess reimbursed through both regulation-up and regulation-down unused
mileage make whole payment, which will be discussed in Section 2.10.2 below.

MARKET SETTLEMENT RESULTS

D

2.8.4

Ninety-eight percent of the energy consumed in the Integrated Marketplace is settled in the
day-ahead market. This is consistent with last year and in line with improving market
efficiency. Figure 2—56 shows that approximately 250 terawatt-hours of energy were
purchased in the day-ahead market at load settlement locations of which only four and a half
terawatt hours were in excess of the real-time consumption. An additional six terawatt hours
of energy were purchased in the real-time market because the real-time consumption was
higher than that of the day-ahead.
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Figure 2—56 Energy settlements, load

Load (GWh)
Cash flow (millions)

Day-ahead
purchases

Real-time
purchases

Real-time
sales

250,318

6,208

-4,521

$ 5,913

$ 149

-$ 101

Ninety-two percent of generation was settled in the day-ahead market, a two percent
increase from last year. Figure 2—57 presents the settlement numbers for the generation
assets. Ten percent of the energy cleared in the day-ahead market was settled by purchasing
energy in the real-time market rather than generating the energy, which was the same as
experienced in 2015.
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Figure 2—57 Energy settlements, generation
Day-ahead
sales

Real-time
sales

Real-time
purchases

Generation (GWh)

- 256,908

- 16,582

20,513

Cash flow (millions)

-$ 5,558

-$ 280

$ 400
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The RTO plays the role of the customer in the ancillary services market. At hour ending 8 on
the day before the operating day, the RTO posts the forecasted amount of each operating
reserve product that is to be procured, and this data sets the demand for the products for the
day-ahead market. The RTO can change the demand levels after the clearing of the dayahead market. Even though the demand is essentially the same between the day-ahead
market and the real-time market, there is considerable activity with respect to the operating
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reserve products in the real-time market. Figure 2—58 presents the settlements data.

Figure 2—58 Operating reserve product settlements
Day-ahead
sales

Real-time
sales

Real-time
purchases

Regulation up

2,851

1,009

1,009

Regulation down

2,854

1,204

1,206

Spinning reserves

6,413

1,926

1,932

Supplemental reserves

6,414

2,517

2,512

Settlements (GWh)

A large percentage of day-ahead sales are settled in the real-time market by purchasing the
operating reserve product rather than supplying the service in the real-time market. Thirtyfive percent of the day-ahead sales of regulation-up service were settled through purchasing
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the product in the real-time market in 2016. This is in contrast to 98 percent of energy
generation settling at the day-ahead prices. This trend is down two percent from last year
and five percent from the 40 percent that occurred in the first 12 months of the market.
Sixty-five percent of the 2016 real-time regulation-up service was settled at day-ahead prices,
up from 49 percent in the previous year. The corresponding percentages for regulationdown service, spinning reserves, and supplemental reserves are 58 percent, 70 percent, and
61 percent respectively, in line with their respective numbers from 2015 of 49 percent, 55
percent, and 64 percent. This essentially means that the operating reserve products are
being moved around to different resources in about the same volumes as last year, with the
exception of supplemental reserves, which increased in volume. This is likely because of the

2.9 SHORTAGE PRICING

FT

additional capacity online as part of the reliability unit commitment processes.

The Integrated Marketplace employs scarcity pricing demand curves that administratively set
prices during periods of capacity shortages. An efficient electricity price reflects the cost of

RA

the marginal action required to meet the market demand. Generally, the marginal action to
meet demand is the clearing of energy from a generator. However, during shortage pricing
events, the marginal megawatt comes from reducing the amount of operating reserves. The
scarcity pricing demand curves reflect the administratively determined cost of the marginal
action during operating reserve shortages. The real-time market experienced 57 hours of
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capacity shortages in 2016, compared to 18 hours in 2015 and 33 hours in 2014. Most
shortages, approximately 83 percent, were for spinning reserve. There was one hour of
regulation shortage and only one five-minute interval of aggregate operating reserve
shortage. A capacity shortage occurs when there is not enough on-line generation to meet
both the energy demand and the operating reserve requirements. No capacity shortages
occurred in the day-ahead market.
Figure 2—59 displays the number of shortage hours and the corresponding average price.
The high price during the operating reserve shortage reflects the $1,100/MW scarcity
demand curve cap. Similarly, the average prices when short of regulation and spinning
reserves reflect the $600/MW and $200/MW scarcity demand curve caps, respectively. Note
that in each instance the corresponding price is higher than the demand curve because the
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price includes the marginal cost of energy as well as the administratively determined
marginal cost of not clearing sufficient reserves.
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Figure 2—59 Capacity shortages by hours

There were six operating reserve capacity shortage events (see Figure 2—60) in 2016,
compared to one in 2015, and eight in 2014. This chart provides details around the number
of shortage events, the megawatt values of the events, and the duration of the events for all
components for the first three years of the market. The number of events and the magnitude
of the events are up slightly from what was experienced in 2015. Overall, the numbers are
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small, and consistent with an effective market when considering weather patterns and the
degree to which planned and unplanned outages affect the market.
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Figure 2—60 Operating reserve capacity shortage statistics
Shortage
type
Aggregate
operating
reserves
Regulationup
Spinning
reserves

Year

Number of
events

Average
duration
(minutes)

Maximum
duration
(minutes)

Average
shortage
amount
(MW)

Maximum
shortage
amount
(MW)

2016

6

15

15

336

412

2015

1

5

5

231

231

2014

8

12

45

307

586

2016

13

7

10

122

505

2015

10

6

10

98

323

2014

70

7

25

92

430

2016

371

17

55

115

696

2015

97

14

40

125

543

2014

294

10

55

115

602
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Figure 2—61 provides details on the capacity shortages that occurred during 2016 by time of
day. The period of the day experiencing the most shortage events is the hour ending 7:00
AM, right at the morning ramp time. Regulation shortages tend to occur in the morning
ramp, as well as between 10:00 PM and 11:00 PM since the online capacity is reduced for the
off-peak hours of the day. Spinning reserve shortages are more evenly spread throughout
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the peak hours of the day.
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Figure 2—61 Operating reserve capacity shortages, hour of day

Scarcity pricing is an important component of the Integrated Marketplace. It is during the
shortage events that quick-start and fast-ramping resources earn a significant portion of their
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annual revenue. These resources generally have higher costs and low capacity factors, and
therefore must generate income at a much higher rate when they are running than base load
or intermediate load resources. Scarcity pricing is an effective means for sending a correct
price signal to these resources.
Energy prices generally exceed $1,000/MWh during operating reserve capacity shortages.
This provides an incentive for resources to ramp up quickly and for quick-start resources to
come online. In its 2014 and 2015 State of the Market reports, the MMU recommended that
SPP price ramp-constrained operating reserve shortages in a manner similar to the operating
reserve capacity shortages emphasizing that the marginal action during ramp-constrained
shortage pricing events is no different than the marginal action during a capacity shortage

FT

event.

Following FERC Order 825 19, SPP proposed and the market participants approved, a new
design feature of variable demand curve for operating reserve products, which is an
improvement over the previous design. 20 The new design introduces an upward sloping

RA

demand curve for operating reserves—contingency reserves and regulation services—and
energy products during shortages. The scarcity price along the demand curve for
contingency reserves (i.e., spinning and supplemental reserves) is determined as the product
of scarcity factors and sum of energy offer and contingency reserve offer caps. Scarcity
factors are set depending of the level of megawatt shortage. The scarcity prices along the
regulation demand curves are determined by considering ramp as well as capacity

D

shortages. The scarcity price for energy is set at a flat level of $5,000/MWh.

19

FERC Order No. 825 Settlement Intervals and Shortage Pricing in Markets Operated by Regional
Transmission Organizations and Independent System Operators, Docket No. RM15-24-000 (issued on
June 16, 2016). Among other provisions in it, Order 825 directed RTOs/ISOs “…to trigger shortage
pricing for any interval in which a shortage of energy or operating reserves is indicated during the
pricing of resources for that interval.” p. 90. The FERC order further stipulated that the pricing should
reflect the value such resources provides and apply to any shortage regardless of the duration or
cause of the shortage. Ibid.,
20
In the current rules, capacity shortages do not include operating reserve shortages due to ramping
limitations. If scarcity pricing is triggered the situation is mitigated via ramp sharing and ultimately
through constraint relaxation (i.e., scarcity pricing without demand curves).
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RAMP-CONSTRAINED SHORTAGES

Ramp-constrained operating reserve periods of shortage and shortage prices continued to
decline in 2016; see Figure 2—62. The price signals during these events are dramatically
different from the signals during a capacity shortage. During ramp-constrained operating
reserve shortages, the market-clearing engine relaxes the reserve requirement to the level
that the market can provide given the ramp constraints, and then the market resolves and
posts the prices. The resulting prices reflect the marginal cost of energy and cost of meeting
the reduced reserve requirements. There is no indication in the prices that the full amount of
reserves has not cleared and that the marginal action to meet demand was a reduction in
cleared operating reserves. In the first three years of the market, this price signal has not

FT

provided the correct incentives for fast-ramping resources.
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Figure 2—62 Ramp-constrained shortages

Ideally, the prices during ramp-constrained operating reserve shortages should reflect the
cost of a reduction in system reliability, and the cost of any operator actions that are
employed to counteract the ramp shortage such as resource commitment. Prices that reflect
these costs incentivize fast ramping and quick-start capable resources to participate in the
markets. Ramp shortage subject to scarcity pricing was implemented in May 2017 (see
Section 2.9 above for discussion). Figure 2—63 illustrates that the number of events and the
magnitude of these events have not changed significantly over the first three years of the
market.
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Figure 2—63 Ramp-constrained shortage statistics
Number of
events

Average
duration
(minutes)

Maximum
duration
(minutes)

Average
shortage
amount (MW)

Maximum
shortage
amount (MW)

Shortage type

Year

Aggregate
operating
reserves

2016

453

11

55

47

750

2015

425

8

30

45

451

2014

547

7

55

47

454

2016

363

10

55

16

504

2015

271

11

55

23

337

2014

321

7

35

24

304

2016

0

0

0

0

0

2015

0

0

0

0

0

2014

0

0

0

0

0

Regulation-up

2.10

MAKE-WHOLE PAYMENTS

FT

Spinning
reserves

The Integrated Marketplace provides make-whole payments (MWPs) to generators to ensure
that the market provides sufficient revenue to cover the cleared offers providing energy and
operating reserves for a period in which the resource was committed. To preserve the

RA

incentive for a resource to meet its market commitment and dispatch instruction, market
payments should cover the sum of the incremental energy cost, start-up cost, no-load cost,
transition cost, and cost of operating reserve products. Any revenue beyond those costs
supports annual avoidable costs and provide a profit margin. The make-whole payment
provides additional market payment in cases where revenue is below a resource’s market
offers (occasionally mitigated offers), to make the resource whole to its offers of ancillary

D

service products, incremental energy, start-up, transition, and no-load.
The calculations separately evaluate: (1) day-ahead market commitments based on dayahead market prices, cleared offers and dispatch; and (2) reliability unit commitments based
on real-time market prices, cleared offers, and dispatch.
For 2016, day-ahead market and reliability unit commitment make-whole payments totaled
approximately $71 million, up from $58 million last year. Much of the increase is the result of
two factors: 1) the expansion of the market by about 10 percent more load and generation in
late 2015; and 2) more wind generation contributing to a higher frequency of negative
prices. For instance, there were six percent more real-time market intervals with negative
prices in 2016 compared to 2015, approximately 500 negative price intervals in 2016.
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Make-whole payments averaged about $0.27/MWh for 2016. In comparison to other
ISO/RTO markets, SPP’s make-whole payments are comparable to other ISO/RTOs which vary
from $0.22/MWh to $0.57/MWh in 2016. 21 Figure 2—64 shows monthly day-ahead market
and Figure 2—65 shows monthly reliability unit commitment make-whole payment totals by
technology type. Day-ahead make-whole payments constituted about 38 percent of the total
make-whole payments in 2016. SPP pays about 87 percent of all make-whole payments to
gas-fired resources, with 72 percent of all make-whole payments to simple cycle gas
resources through reliability unit commitment make-whole payments.

D
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Figure 2—64 Make-whole payments by fuel type, day-ahead

21

ISO NE State of Market Report https://www.potomaceconomics.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/ISO-NE-2016-SOM-Report_Full-Report_Final.pdf , MISO Annual state of
Market report http://www.monitoringanalytics.com/reports/PJM_State_of_the_Market/2016/2016som-pjm-sec4.pdf , PJM website www.pjm.com
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Figure 2—65 Make-whole payments by fuel type, real-time

Some commitments result from local reliability issues, uncaptured congestion in the dayahead market, and SPP’s rampable instantaneous load capacity (or head-room/floor-room)

RA

requirement.

Figure 2—66 shows the share of each cause of uplift payments in total. In 2016, SPP
introduced the short-term reliability unit commitment process which allowed the day-ahead
and intra-day reliability unit commitments to defer some starts. Additionally, SPP changed
their processes to categorize more starts as transmission instead of reliability unit

D

commitment manual starts to more clearly track for which flowgate they were needed.

Figure 2—66 Make-whole payments, commitment reasons
Real-time
commitment reason

2014

2015

2016

Intra-day RUC

39.9%

21.6%

24.4%

2.2%

8.9%

23.2%

Day-ahead RUC

34.5%

33.8%

20.1%

Short-term RUC

0.0%

0.0%

12.9%

15.4%

17.2%

8.4%

Manual, voltage

5.1%

13.5%

8.0%

Manual, SPP capacity

2.4%

4.3%

2.6%

Manual, day-ahead RUC

0.3%

0.1%

0.3%

Manual, SPP transmission

Manual, intra-day RUC
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Manual, off supplemental

0.0%

0.0%

0.1%

Other

0.1%

0.6%

0.0%

Day-ahead
commitment reason

2016

2015

2016

Day-ahead market

72.8%

53.4%

73.2%

Manual, voltage support

27.2%

46.6%

26.8%

Starting in October 2015 there was a large increase in day-ahead make-whole payments
associated with manual commitments for voltage support. This trend carried into the first
three months of 2016, however at much lower amounts than 2015. Make-whole payments
associated with voltage support commitments bypass the conventional uplift process
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outlined in the next section. Instead, the cost of these make-whole payments are distributed
out to the settlement areas that benefited from the commitment via a load ratio share. The
below chart (Figure 2—67) illustrates the level of make-whole payments associated with
voltage support commitments by month.
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Figure 2—67 Make-whole payments for voltage support

As Figure 2—68 shows, most SPP resources received modest total annual make-whole
payments. Eight resources received over $1.5 million, with two of those resources receiving
over $2 million. Both of these numbers are twice the level as last year. When looking at the
top eight resources we find that five of those resources were run extensively for voltage
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support, with over 90 percent of the top units’ make-whole payments attributed to voltage
support commitments.
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Figure 2—68 Concentration of make-whole payments

Figure 2—69 reveals some concentration in the market participants that received the highest
levels of make-whole payments.

Figure 2—69 Market participants receiving make-whole payments

D

2014

Market
participants
receiving
make-whole
payments
Sum of makewhole
payments

2015

2016

> $1
million

> $5
million

> $10
million

> $1
million

> $5
million

> $10
million

> $1
million

> $5
million

> $10
million

12

6

1

12

5

0

12

4

2

92%

71%

19%

93%

65%

0%

92%

61%

38%
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2.10.1 MAKE-WHOLE PAYMENT ALLOCATION
The allocation of both day-ahead and real-time make-whole payments has important
consequences to the market. In principle, for market efficiency purposes uplift cost allocation
should be directed to those members that contributed to the need for the make-whole
payments (i.e., cost causation).
For the day-ahead market, make-whole payment costs are distributed to both physical and
virtual withdrawals on a per-MWh rate. The per-MWh rate is derived by dividing the sum of
all day-ahead make-whole payments for an operating day by the sum of all cleared dayahead market load megawatts, export megawatts, and virtual bids for the operating day. The
average per-MWh rate for withdrawing locations in the day-ahead market was just over $0.10

FT

in 2016, which is slightly higher than the $0.09 average in 2015.

For the real-time market, make-whole payment costs are distributed through a per-MWh rate
that is assigned to all megawatt-hours of deviation in the real-time market, and had an
average real-time distribution rate of $1.14/MWh for 2016, slightly higher than the

RA

$1.12/MWh in 2015. There are eight categories of deviation and each category receives an
equal amount per megawatt when the cost of make-whole payments is applied.
Even though each category of deviation is applied the same rate for deviation, approximately
76 percent of the real-time make-whole payment costs were paid by entities withdrawing
(physical or virtual) more megawatts in the real-time market than the day-ahead market,

D

through the settlement deviation charge, as show in Figure 2—70 below. Transactions
susceptible to this charge are virtual offer megawatts, real-time load megawatts in excess of
the day-cleared megawatts for a unit, exporting megawatts in real-time in excess of the
export megawatts cleared in the day-ahead market, and units pulling substation power in
excess of any megawatts produced by the unit.
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Figure 2—70 Make-whole payments by market uplift allocation, real-time
Uplift type
Settlement location deviation

Deviation
MWs
(thousands)
28,483

Uplift
charge
(thousands)
$ 33,607

Share of
MWP
charges
76.40%

Cost per
MW of
deviation
$ 1.18

3,902

$ 4,964

11.28%

$ 1.27

Status deviation

1,411

$ 1,765

4.01%

$ 1.25

Maximum limit deviation
Reliability unit commitment
self-commit deviation
Uninstructed resource
deviation
Minimum limit deviation
Reliability unit commitment
deviation

1,220

$ 1,596

3.63%

$ 1.31

636

$ 672

1.53%

$ 1.06

530

$ 604

1.37%

$ 1.14

384

$ 405

0.92%

$ 1.06

299

$ 374

0.85%

$ 1.25

FT

Outage deviation

2.10.2 REGULATION MILEAGE MAKE-WHOLE PAYMENTS
In March 2015, SPP introduced regulation compensation charge types for units deployed for

RA

regulation-up and regulation-down. One component of the regulation compensation charge
types is regulation-up and regulation-down mileage make-whole payments for units that are
charged for unused regulation-up or regulation-down mileage at a rate that is in excess of the
regulation-up or -down mileage offer. Figure 2—71 illustrates both regulating products.
The large change from 2015 to 2016 can be attributed to a higher mileage factor being used

D

early in market. In fact, the mileage factor was set to 100 percent in March 2015 until
forecastable numbers became available April 2015. This resulted in much higher mileage
make-whole payments in March 2015; mileage make-whole payments after May 2015 have
remained consistent. Since that time the mileage factor has averaged around 20 percent.
When the mileage factor is greater than the percentage of deployed megawatts to cleared
megawatts for each product, the resource must buy back the undeployed megawatts at the
mileage marginal clearing price for the respective product. If the mileage marginal clearing
price used for the buyback is greater than the unit’s cost for the product a make-whole
payment may be granted.
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Figure 2—71 Regulation mileage make-whole payments

2.10.3 POTENTIAL FOR MANIPULATION OF MAKE-WHOLE
PAYMENT PROVISIONS

RA

In the 2014 Annual State of the Market Report, the MMU highlighted four specific
vulnerabilities that market participants could potentially manipulate in SPP’s make-whole
payment provisions. Three of the four vulnerabilities were directly associated with the FERC
order regarding the make-whole payments and related bidding strategies of JP Morgan
Ventures Energy Corp. 22 Shortly before the launch of the Integrated Marketplace, SPP and

D

the MMU noted the following exposures in SPP’s market design:
1) make-whole payments for generators committed across the midnight hour;

2) make-whole payments for regulation deployment; and
3) make-whole payments for out-of-merit energy.

In 2014, one of the MMU’s recommendations covered the following with regard to the
manipulations of make-whole payment provisions:

22

See 144 FERC 61,068.
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1) Evaluate solutions adopted by other RTOs to reduce exposure to market
manipulation opportunities in make-whole payment provisions for resources
committed across the midnight hour.
2) Disqualify resources with fixed regulation offers from receiving the regulation
deployment adjustment charge.
3) Utilize automatic mitigation provisions for local reliability commitments for local
reliability out-of-merit energy events.
In each case, a market participant has the ability to position its resource to receive a makewhole payment without economic evaluation of its offers by the market. At the time of the
preparation of this report, all three of these issues are still susceptible to manipulation.
However, RR 221 23 was brought forward by the RTO to ensure that units with long minimum

FT

run times could not manipulate their make-whole payments by inflating their offers on days
subsequent to the initial commitment. Though the Market Working Group rejected the
revision request in early 2017, the MMU appealed the rejection to the Market Operations and
Policy Committee and the revision request was remanded back to the Market Working Group
this issue.

RA

for further review. The MMU will continue to work with the Market Working Group to address

The MMU also worked with SPP’s market design department to draft language concerning
the vulnerability around the regulation deployment adjustment charge type. However, upon
review the MMU discovered that the design gap was more pervasive than just fixed
regulation. The MMU closed this recommendation and is working on a new

D

recommendation to address the full issue.

Because exposures to all three vulnerabilities are still present, the MMU continues to monitor
the market for all three of these gaps. This is necessary for exploitation of the third gap
concerning out-of-merit energy make-whole payments. Because of the infrequency of these
events, the MMU will continue to monitor the gap, as we feel that there may not be a costbenefit present to justify SPP addressing the issue through a market design change at this
time.

23

RR 221 (2014 ASOM MWP MMU Recommendation [3-Day Minimum Run Time])
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In addition to these recommendations, the following recommendation was made concerning
a potential gap allowing the manipulation of make-whole payments by jointly-owned units
though the combined resource option. The market commits these units as one, and it
provides separate dispatch instructions and make-whole payments by ownership share. This
allows a shareowner to benefit from a higher energy offer than its co-owners through high
minimum energy costs in the make-whole payment. At the time this report was released, SPP
has approved but not implemented MRR 127, 24 a change in the market design to address this
issue. The MMU review of this design indicates the change will address this vulnerability.

2.11

TOTAL WHOLESALE MARKET COSTS
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The average price of energy in SPP’s real-time market for 2016 was $21.73/MWh, 25 and the
average day-ahead market energy price was $22.28/MWh. The 12-month average all-in
price, which includes the costs of energy, day-ahead and real-time reliability unit
commitment make-whole payments, operating reserves, 26 reserve sharing group costs, and
payments to demand response resources, was $22.47/MWh, slightly down from the

RA

$23.48/MWh average in 2015. 27 The cost of energy includes all of the shortage pricing
components. Figure 2—72 plots the monthly average all-in price of energy and the cost of

D

natural gas, measured at the Panhandle Eastern Hub.

24

MRR 127 (JOU combined option – aggregate energy offer curve)
The average price is calculated as the withdraw-weighted LMP at all load locations.
26
Operating reserves are resource capacity held in reserve for resource contingencies and NERC
control performance compliance, which includes the following products: regulation-up service,
regulation-down service, spinning reserve and supplemental reserve.
27
The Reserve Sharing Group costs and payments to demand response resources were negligible for
the year.
25
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Figure 2—72 All-in price of electricity and natural gas cost

The preceding figure shows the significant correlation between the price of natural gas and
the price of energy, as expected since gas or coal are the fuel on the margin 92 percent of
the time. Much of the deviation from the energy price/gas cost trend, also known as the

RA

implied heat rate, resulted from monthly fluctuation in load, marginal fuel, and the
coal/natural gas price spread. 28 The graph also shows that the market cost of operating
reserves constituted approximately 1.2 percent of the all-in price, with make-whole payments
and operating reserves amounting to $0.27/MWh and $0.26/MWh, respectively. Shortage
pricing is included in the energy component and not easily separated out in the SPP

D

settlement data; see Section 2.9 for a discussion of shortage pricing impacts.
The overall level and trend in energy prices were consistent with other ISO/RTO markets.
Figure 2—73 shows that the on-peak day-ahead prices for SPP’s hubs compared to prices in
other ISO/RTO markets. The price separation between the north and south hub averaged
$5/MWh in 2016, slightly higher than the $4/MWh in 2015.

28

See Figure 2-24 for implied heat rate.
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Figure 2—73 Comparison of ISO/RTO, on-peak day-ahead prices
2014*

2015

2016

SPP North hub

$ 35

$ 24

$ 24

SPP South hub

$ 43

$ 28

$ 29

ERCOT North hub

$ 44

$ 31

$ 26

ERCOT West hub

$ 44

$ 31

$ 26

MISO Arkansas hub

$ 40

$ 29

$ 27

MISO Louisiana hub

$ 43

$ 33

$ 34

MISO Minnesota hub

$ 37

$ 27

$ 25

MISO Texas hub

$ 50

$ 32

$ 31

PJM West hub

$ 48

$ 44

$ 35

2.12

FT

* 2014 values include prices starting March 1, which was the start of the SPP Integrated Marketplace.

LONG-RUN PRICE SIGNALS FOR INVESTMENT

In the long term, efficient market prices provide signals for any needed investment in new
transmission, generation, and ongoing maintenance of existing generation to meet load.

RA

Given the very high resource margin 29 of about 43 percent in the SPP market footprint for
2016, the MMU does not expect market prices to support new entry of non-wind generation
investments. In this context, the only explanation for wind generation investments can be the
federal and/or state subsidies for those resources.

An analysis was conducted to determine if the SPP market would support investments in new
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generation by analyzing the fixed costs and annual fixed operating and maintenance costs of
three generation technologies relative to their potential net revenues 30 at SPP market prices.
The plants considered include a scrubbed coal plant, a natural gas combined cycle, and a
combustion turbine. Figure 2—74 provides the cost assumptions and Figure 2—75 shows the
results of the net revenue analysis. The analysis assumes the market dispatches the
hypothetical resource when price exceeds the short-run marginal cost of production. In

29

Reserve margin is the system capacity at time of peak load, less peak load, divided by peak load.
(see Section 2.3.6)
30
Net revenue is equal to revenues minus estimated marginal cost.
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addition to these assumptions a capital recovery factor of 13.4 percent was used in the
annual fixed operating and maintenance cost component.
Revenues have been insufficient to support the cost of new entry generation for all three
technologies since the inception of the Integrated Marketplace, and 2016 was no exception.
In 2015, prices did support the ongoing maintenance cost of combined cycle and
combustion turbine units, though it did not support the cost of scrubbed coal units. This is
consistent with the 2016 results shown below. Declining gas prices are the leading
contributor to the decline in the profitability of coal plants.

Figure 2—74 Net revenue analysis assumptions

650

Advanced gas/oil
combined cycle
429

Advanced
combustion Turbine
237

$ 5,098

$ 1,080

$ 644

$ 6.95

$ 1.96

$ 10.47

$ 68.49

$ 9.78

$ 6.65

9,750

6,300

9,800

FT

Scrubbed coal
Size (MW)

RA

Total overnight cost
($/kW-yr.)
Variable overhead and
maintenance ($/MWh)
Fixed overhead and
maintenance ($/kW-yr.)
Heat rate (Btu/kWh)

Source: EIA Updated Capital Cost Estimates for Utility Scale Electricity Generating Plants, January 2017

Figure 2—75 Net revenue analysis results

D

Technology

Average
marginal
cost
($/MWh)

Net revenue
from SPP
market
($/MW yr.)

Annual
revenue
requirement
($/MW yr.)

Able to
recover new
entry cost

Annual fixed
O&M cost
($/MW yr.)

Able to
recover
avoidable
cost

Scrubbed coal

$ 24.71

$ 22,532

$ 751,004

NO

$ 68,490

NO

Advanced gas/oil
combined cycle

$ 17.58

$ 50,373

$ 154,369

NO

$ 9,780

YES

Advanced combustion
turbine

$ 34.77

$ 12,652

$ 92,868

NO

$ 6,650

YES

Figure 2—76 provides results by SPP resource zone, as indicated by the dominant utility in the
area. It shows that the conclusions do not vary geographically, albeit with differing energy
prices and fuel costs. Other ISO/RTO markets have experienced a “missing money problem”
in their markets, where net revenues do not support needed new investments. The MMU
expects the market to signal the retirement of inefficient generation. Aging of the fleet and
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increased environmental restrictions will eventually change the resource margin such that
price signals for higher net revenue become increasingly important. The ability of market
forces to provide these incentives and long run price signals is a strong benefit of the
Integrated Marketplace.

Figure 2—76 Net revenue analysis by zone
Scrubbed coal

Gas/oil combined cycle

Combustion turbine

Net
revenue
from SPP
market
($/MW yr.)

Able to
recover
net entry
costs

Able to
recover
avoidable
cost

Net
revenue
from SPP
market
($/MW yr.)

Able to
recover
net entry
costs

Able to
recover
avoidable
cost

Net
revenue
from SPP
market
($/MW yr.)

Able to
recover
net entry
costs

Able to
recover
avoidable
cost

AEP

$ 23,298

NO

NO

$ 68,478

NO

YES

$ 15,723

NO

YES

KCPL

$ 21,218

NO

NO

$ 49,536

NO

YES

$ 15,451

NO

YES

NPPD

$ 11,823

NO

NO

OGE

$ 20,654

NO

NO

SPS

$ 47,933

NO

NO

WAUE

$ 10,985

NO

NO

WR

$ 16,679

NO

NO

FT

Resource
Zone

NO

YES

$ 10,258

NO

YES

$ 59,036

NO

YES

$ 16,424

NO

YES

$ 79,285

NO

YES

$ 12,139

NO

YES

$ 22,137

NO

YES

$ 10,636

NO

YES

$ 43,651

NO

YES

$ 17,660

NO

YES

RA

$ 33,557

2.13

TRANSMISSION CONGESTION

The locational marginal price (LMP) for the almost 19,000 pricing nodes in the SPP market

D

reflects the sum of three components:
1)

system-wide marginal cost of the energy required to serve the market (marginal
energy component, or MEC)

2)

the marginal cost of any increase or decrease in energy at a location with respect
to transmission constraints (marginal congestion component, or MCC)

3)

the marginal cost of any increase or decrease in energy to minimize system
transmission losses (marginal loss component, or MLC)

Thus,

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
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LMPs are a key feature of electricity markets that ensure the efficient scheduling,
commitment, and dispatch of generation given the system load and reliability constraints.
LMPs also provide price signals for efficient incentives for future generation and transmission
investment. This section describes the many aspects of LMP as:
Geographic pattern of congestion and losses

•

Changes in the transmission system that alter congestion patterns

•

Congestion impacts on local market power

•

Load-serving entities hedging congestion costs in the transmission congestion
rights market

•

Distribution of marginal congestion and loss amounts

FT

•

2.13.1 PRICING PATTERNS AND CONGESTION

Figure 2—77 shows price contour maps representing the day-ahead and real-time average
prices in 2016. Annual average day-ahead market prices range from around $18/MWh in

RA

western Nebraska, southeast Kansas and the Oklahoma and Texas panhandles, to around
$41/MWh in the Woodward area of northwest Oklahoma. 2016 continued to see higher
prices ($34/MWh) in the New Mexico and west Texas area, as well as around Hays, Kansas
($28/MWh). About 72 percent of this price variation can be attributed to congestion and 28
percent to marginal losses. Congestion events are more volatile in the real-time market so
the average geographic price range is slightly higher, from $15/MWh to $44/MWh for real-

D

time market prices versus $18/MWh to $41/MWh for day-ahead prices.
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Figure 2—77 Prices, day-ahead and real-time market

Hays, KS
Oklahoma
and Texas
panhandle

FT

Woodward
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New Mexico/
west Texas

2.13.2 CONGESTION BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
The physical characteristics of the transmission grid and associated transfer capability, the

D

geographic distribution of load, and geographic differences in fuel costs drive the pattern of
congestion in the SPP market. The eastern side of the SPP footprint, with a higher
concentration of load, also has a higher concentration of high voltage (345 kV) transmission
lines. Historically, high voltage connections between the west and east have been limited, as
have high voltage connections into the Texas Panhandle area.
The cost of coal, SPP’s predominant fuel for energy generation (48 percent in 2016), rises
with distance from the Wyoming Powder River Basin, which is near the northwest corner of
SPP’s footprint, because of increased transportation costs. The cost of natural gas, SPP’s
largest fuel type by installed capacity (42 percent in 2016) rises in the opposite direction,
from the southeast to the northwest. Wind-powered generation generally lies in the western
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half of the footprint, and nuclear generation resides near the center, while hydro is located in
the north.
These factors combine to create a general northwest-southeast split in prices. The exception
is slightly higher prices in the northern area of North Dakota resulting from the growth of and
associated demand from oil and gas exploration and production facilities. Outside of the
extreme northern part of North Dakota, the Integrated System typically saw lower prices
compared to the rest of the footprint.
Figure 2—78 depicts the average marginal congestion component by settlement location for
the day-ahead market. The lowest marginal cost components occur in the Oklahoma and
Texas Panhandles, at -$7/MWh, and the highest marginal cost components lie in the

FT

Woodward, Oklahoma area at $16/MWh, and the New Mexico and west Texas areas at
$9/MWh. This congestion cost pattern has remained basically the same since the beginning
of the Integrated Marketplace.

D
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Figure 2—78 Marginal congestion cost map, day-ahead market
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Several major 345 kV transmission projects were completed during 2016 that will support the
efficient transmission of energy across the SPP footprint.
• Hoskins – Neligh 345kV (circuit 1)
o Location: Nebraska
o Energized: June 2016
• Cimarron-Matthewson 345kV (circuit 2)
o Location: Central Oklahoma
o Energized: July 2016
• Sibley-Mullin Creek-Nebraska City 345kV
o Location: Northwest Missouri to southeast Nebraska
o Energized: December 2016

FT

• Elm Creek – Summit 345kV (circuit 1)
o Location: Central Kansas
o Energized: December 2016

The lines depicted on the map in Figure 2—79 below are projects that will further enhance the
SPP transmission grid. Planned projects that may provide relief for the most congested areas

D
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in SPP are listed below in Figure 2—81.
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Figure 2—79 SPP transmission expansion plan

2.13.3 TRANSMISSION CONSTRAINTS

D

Market congestion reflects the economic dispatch cost of honoring transmission constraints.
SPP uses these constraints to manage the flow of energy across the physical bottlenecks of
the grid in the least costly manner while ensuring reliability. In doing so, SPP calculates a
shadow price for each constraint, which indicates the potential reduction in the total market
production costs if the constraint limit could be increased by one megawatt for one hour.
Figure 2—80 provides the top 10 flowgate constraints by shadow price for 2016.
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Region

WDWFPLTATNOW

Western Oklahoma

STAINDTUCCAR #

West Texas (Lubbock)

TEMP50_20937

West Texas (Lubbock)

SHAHAYPOSKNO

Western Kansas

OSGCANBUSDEA
SILSPRTONFLI
TAHH59MUSFTS ^
SARMINELDMOL *
PLXSUNTOLYOA
FRASPECOLMEA

Flowgate location

Woodward-FPL Switch (138) ftlo Tatonga-Northwest (345)
Stanton-Indiana (115) ftlo Tuco-Carlisle (230)

Wolfforth-Terry County (115) ftlo Sundown-Amoco Switching (230)
South Hays-Hays (115) ftlo Post Rock-Knoll (230)

RA

Flowgate name
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Figure 2—80 Congestion by shadow price, top ten flowgates

Texas Panhandle (Amarillo)

Osage Switch-Canyon East (115) ftlo Bushland-Deaf Smith (230)

NW Arkansas

Siloam-Siloam Springs (161) ftlo Tonnence-Flint Creek (345)

Arkansas/Oklahoma

Tahlequah-Highway 59 (161) ftlo Muskogee-Fort Smith (345)

Arkansas/Louisiana

Sarepta-Minden (115) ftlo El Dorado EHV-Mount Olive (500)

West Texas (Lubbock)

Plant X Sub-Sundown (230) ftlo Tolk Sub-Yoakum (230)

Nebraska-South Dakota

Fort Randall-Spencer (115) ftlo Meadow Grove-Kelly (230)

# STAINDTUCCAR also includes congestion from TMP145_21718, which became STAINDTUCCAR

D

^ SPP market-to-market flowgate

* MISO market-to-market flowgate

The chart indicates that the two most congested corridors on the system were the west-toeast flows through the Woodward, Oklahoma area and the north-to-south flows through west
Texas and the Texas Panhandle. Both areas are significantly impacted by inexpensive wind
generation in those regions of the market.
The Woodward, Oklahoma, and surrounding areas, had extensive 345kV buildouts energized
in 2014, allowing higher transfers of wind generation to the more populated and higher-cost
eastern portion of SPP. However, new wind generation keeps pace with transmission
improvements. It is important to note that the Woodward constraint was congested in
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around two-thirds of all intervals in the day-ahead market and around one-third of all intervals
in the real-time market.
The Texas Panhandle corridor relies mainly on 230kV transmission lines between Amarillo
and Lubbock, Texas. The transmission corridor is impacted by the predominantly natural
gas-fired generation in the south that is more expensive than the wind generation to the
north. Texas Panhandle and west Texas constraints are congested in close to 40 percent of
all intervals in the day-ahead market and 20 percent in the real-time market.
The area around Hays, Kansas is congested in 20 percent of all intervals in the day-ahead
market and just under 10 percent of all intervals in the day-ahead market. Constraints in all
ahead and real-time markets.

2.13.3.1

FT

other areas of the footprint are congested less than 10 percent of all intervals in both the day-

Western Oklahoma constraints

One of the most significant changes to the SPP transmission system in the past three years
was the addition of the 345kV double circuit from Hitchland to Woodward, which went into

RA

service in May 2014. The line enables SPP to move more energy from the wind generation
corridor in the west to the load centers in the east. This buildout appears to have resulted in
complications on the lower voltage system in the Woodward area, as reflected in the
significant increase in congestion. The west-east price differentials in this area create a
transmission bottleneck at Woodward, as evidenced by the most congested flowgate in

D

2016. The average Woodward-FPL Switch flowgate shadow price for 2014 was about
$19/MWh, increased to about $39/MWh in 2015, and then to nearly $59/MWh in 2016.
Projects are planned in the Western Oklahoma area that provide for more transfer of wind
generation from west to east as listed in Figure 2—81.

2.13.3.2

West Texas and Texas Panhandle constraints

The west Texas and Texas Panhandle area from Lubbock down into southeast New Mexico
has historically been the most congested transmission corridor in the SPP market. In 2016 it
was the second most congested area, with four of the top ten flowgates in this area. The
Stanton-Indiana 115kV flowgate had the highest real-time market shadow price at $36/MWh.
Of particular note is the Osage Switch-Canyon East 115kV flowgate, which was the fifth most
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congested in 2016 with a $9/MWh shadow price in the real-time market. The 2015 real-time
market shadow price for this flowgate was about $36/MWh compared to nearly $80/MWh in
2014 and around $44/MWh in 2013. The day-ahead market also realized a similar magnitude
decrease from about $73/MWh for the first 12 months of the market to $28/MWh in 2015 and
then $11/MWh in 2016. This significant decline in the cost of congestion for this is as would
be expected given the additional 345kV transmission facilities in the area and the overall
lower electricity prices.

2.13.4 PLANNED TRANSMISSION PROJECTS
Figure 2—81 provides a list of projects that may alleviate congestion on the 10 most

FT

congested flowgates in SPP system.

Figure 2—81 Top ten congested flowgates with projects
Region

Flowgate location

WDWFPLTATNOW

Western
Oklahoma

Woodward-FPL Switch
(138) ftlo TatongaNorthwest (345)

1. Matthewson - Tatonga 345 kV Ckt 2 (July 2018 – ITP10)
2. Woodward EHV phase shifting transformer (June 2017,
Generation Interconnection)

STAINDTUCCAR #

West Texas
(Lubbock)

Stanton-Indiana (115) ftlo
Tuco-Carlisle (230)

1. Tuco - Yoakum 345 kV Ckt 1 (June 2020 – ITPNT)
2. Tuco – Stanton – Indiana – Erskine 115 kV terminal
upgrades (June 2018, 2017 ITP10)

West Texas
(Lubbock)

Wolfforth-Terry County
(115) ftlo SundownAmoco Switching (230)

1. Wolfforth - Terry County 115 kV terminal upgrades
(June 2018 – ITPNT)

Western Kansas

South Hays-Hays (115) ftlo
Post Rock-Knoll (230)

1. Hays - South Hays 115 kV rebuild (Oct 2016 – ITPNT)
2. Post Rock – Knoll 230kV Ckt 2 (Jan 2019, 2017 ITP10)

Texas
Panhandle
(Amarillo)

Osage Switch-Canyon
East (115) ftlo BushlandDeaf Smith (230)

1. Canyon East Sub –Randall County Interchange 115 kV
line (March 2018 – Aggregate Studies)
2. Potter – Tolk 345 kV (Jan 2023, 2017 ITP10 – not yet
approved)

TEMP50_20937

SHAHAYPOSKNO

D

OSGCANBUSDEA

Projects that may provide mitigation
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Flowgate name

SILSPRTONFLI

Northwest
Arkansas

Siloam-Siloam Springs
(161) ftlo Tonnence-Flint
Creek (345)

1. Siloam – Siloam Springs 161kV rebuild (Jan 2019, 2017
ITP10)

TAHH59MUSFTS ^

Arkansas/
Oklahoma

Tahlequah-Highway 59
(161) ftlo Muskogee-Fort
Smith (345)

No projects identified at the time of report publication.

SARMINELDMOL *

Arkansas/
Louisiana

Sarepta-Minden (115) ftlo
El Dorado EHV-Mount
Olive (500)

No projects identified at the time of report publication.

PLXSUNTOLYOA

West Texas
(Lubbock)

Plant X Sub-Sundown
(230) ftlo Tolk SubYoakum (230)

1. Plant X - Sundown 230 kV terminal upgrades (Dec
2018, 2017 ITPNT – not yet approved)

Fort Randall-Spencer
(115) ftlo Meadow GroveNo projects identified at the time of report publication.
Kelly (230)
# STAINDTUCCAR also includes congestion from TMP145_21718, which became STAINDTUCCAR
^ SPP market-to-market flowgate
* MISO market-to-market flowgate
FRASPECOLMEA

Nebraska/
South Dakota
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2.13.5 GEOGRAPHY AND MARGINAL LOSSES
Variable transmission line losses decrease with increased line voltage or decreased line
length for the same amount of power moved. In the SPP footprint, much of the low-cost
generation resides at a distance from the load and with limited high voltage interconnection.
The average variable losses on the SPP system for 2016 were 2.4 percent. The marginal loss
component of the price captures the change in the total system cost of losses with an
additional megawatt of load at a particular location, relative to the load-weighted (reference)
center of the market.
Figure 2—82 maps the annual average day-ahead market marginal loss components. The
average day-ahead marginal loss component ranges from about -$3/MWh near North Platte,
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Nebraska, to -$3/MWh at the Laramie River Station in eastern Wyoming, to zero in the Kansas
City area, to $1/MWh in the Hobbs, New Mexico area, and up to $2/MWh in the southeast
corner of New Mexico.
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Figure 2—82 Marginal loss component map, day-ahead
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2.13.6 FREQUENTLY CONSTRAINED AREAS AND LOCAL
MARKET POWER
Congestion in the market creates local areas where only a limited number of suppliers can
provide the energy to serve local load without overloading a constrained transmission
element. Under these circumstances, the pivotal suppliers have local market power and the
ability to raise prices above competitive levels there by extracting higher than normal profits
from the market. SPP’s tariff provides provisions for mitigating the impact of local market
power on prices, and the effectiveness of market power mitigation is described in Section “6
Competitive assessment”. Local market power can be either transitory, as is frequently the

FT

case with an outage, or persistent, when a particular load pocket is frequently import
constrained.

The SPP Tariff calls for more stringent market power mitigation for frequently constrained
areas, and the MMU analyzes market data at least annually to assess the appropriateness of

RA

the frequently constrained area designations. In December 2015, the MMU conducted the
annual frequently constrained area study for year 2016 based on expectations and
recommended the Texas Panhandle area maintain the designation as a frequently
constrained area and that the Woodward area be designated as a new frequently
constrained area. SPP filed a report with FERC on February 5, 2016 and the new frequently
constrained area designations were effective April 5, 2016. The 2017 analysis completed in
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late 2016 for use in 2017 recommended retaining the two existing frequently constrained
areas. The final reports are available on the SPP web page. 31

2.13.7 MARKET CONGESTION MANAGEMENT
In optimizing the flow of energy to serve the load at the least cost, the SPP market makes
extensive use of the available transmission up to the flowgate constraint limits. This is best
seen in the day-ahead market (see Figure 2—83), where uncongested intervals and breached
intervals are rare. Less than one percent of day-ahead market intervals incur a breached

31

https://www.spp.org/documents/46323/fca%202016%20report%20-%20final.pdf
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condition compared to nearly 25 percent for the real-time market since the start of the
Integrated Marketplace. 32 The high price resulting from breached conditions is consistent
with the objective of promoting reliability.
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Figure 2—83 Breached and binding intervals, day-ahead market

In the more dynamic environment of the real-time market, uncongested intervals were about
14 percent of intervals for 2016, whereas intervals with a constraint breach were at 37 percent

D

intervals, as shown in Figure 2—84.

32

SPP uses hourly intervals in the day-ahead Market and five minute intervals in the real-time market
for scheduling, dispatch, and settlement purposes.
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Figure 2—84 Breached and binding intervals, real-time, monthly

Figure 2—85 shows this trend over time for real-time market in the Energy Imbalance Service
market and the Integrated Marketplace. In 2007 the market experienced no congestion in
more than 40 percent of all market intervals. Uncongested intervals have been below 20
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percent since 2012. The introduction of the Integrated Marketplace in 2014 did not
substantially alter the level of congestion in the market, though the frequency of constraint
breaches has risen.

Market-to-market coordination with MISO, as discussed in Section 2.6, was implemented in
March 2015 and the integration of the Integrated System occurred in October of that year,
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both of which increased the number of constraint breaches. A market-to-market breach of a
MISO constraint could be an indicator that MISO has more efficient generation than SPP to
alleviate congestion on that constraint.
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Figure 2—85 Breached and binding intervals, real-time, annual

2.13.8 MARKET CONGESTION COSTS, DAY-AHEAD AND
REAL-TIME IMPACTS
Congestion payments

RA

2.13.8.1

Market participants in the physical energy market incur congestion costs and receive
congestion payments based on their marginal impact on total market congestion costs,
through the marginal congestion component of price. Most SPP physical market participants
are vertically integrated, so their net congestion cost depends on whether they are a net
buyer or seller of energy and the relative marginal cost components at their generation and
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load. For financial market participants, congestion costs reflect the impact of virtual positions
on a binding or breached constraint in the day-ahead and real-time markets.
Figure 2—86 shows the annual day-ahead and real-time market congestion payments for
load-serving market participants during 2016.
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Figure 2—86 Annual congestion payment by load-serving entity

Most load-serving entities face congestion costs, depicted as negative payments in the
graph, because they are part of vertically-integrated entities with higher marginal congestion
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components at load than at resources. Day-ahead congestion payments by ranked loadserving entities ranged from about $8 million in payments to about $78 million in costs.
Market participants also receive payments and incur costs for real-time market congestion,
which are charged and paid based on deviations between day-ahead and real-time market
positions. Real-time market congestion ranged from $20.1 million in costs to $3.1 million in
payments for load-serving entities. These ranges were from $13.4 million in costs to $24.5
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million in payments for non-load-serving entities. Many of the non-load-serving entities
incurring costs represent wind farms, which may sell at negative prices or buy back dayahead market positions. The real-time market congestion payments result in a net positive
$63.7 million for non-load-serving entities, as shown in Figure 2—87. Virtual transactions
make up the largest payments associated with the real-time congestion to non-load-serving
entities.

2.13.8.2

Hedging Real-Time Congestion

SPP allocates real-time market congestion costs to market participants through revenue
neutrality uplift (RNU) charges. In 2016, SPP allocated about 91 percent of revenue neutrality
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uplift to load-serving entities, resulting in an additional $39.4 million in congestion-related
charges for load-serving entities.
At an aggregate level, the SPP load was not fully hedged for the explicit congestion costs
paid in the day-ahead and real-time markets. Figure 2—87 provides the aggregate
congestion costs and hedging totals for load-serving entities (LSEs) and non-load-serving
entities. It shows that the total of all transmission congestion right and auction revenue right
net payments to load-serving entities of $243 million was less than the total day-ahead and
real-time market congestion costs of $280 million. This is in contrast to 2015 when
transmission congestion right and auction revenue right net payments to load-serving entities
exceeded their congestion costs. This change could be due to a variety of factors, including

FT

the design change with RR 91, 33 market participant behavior, or overall increased congestion
patterns in the market. In aggregate for 2016, non-load-serving entities collected
transmission congestion right and auction revenue right net revenues of nearly $91 million,
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which exceeded their day-ahead and real-time market congestions costs of $18 million.

33

RR 91 (Annual allocation percent change)
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Figure 2—87 Total congestion payments 34
Load-serving entities
2014
2015
2016

Non-load-serving entities
2014
2015
2016

DA congestion

(268.8)

(148.6)

(259.6)

(54.0)

(31.5)

(81.2)

RT congestion

(11.1)

(3.4)

(20.4)

42.3

40.1

63.7

Net congestion

(279.9)

(152.0)

(280.0)

(11.6)

8.6

(17.5)

TCR charges

(360.5)

(148.2)

(51.0)

(65.3)

(76.4)

(63.5)

TCR payments

268.9

126.7

212.4

105.3

83.3

158.7

TCR uplift

(33.5)

(18.3)

(21.0)

(21.5)

(15.2)

(18.0)

2.2

4.2

1.4

4.1

375.5

175.6

74.8

3.1

(15.8)

6.5

45.2

30.6

24.0

1.2

3.4

3.1

TCR surplus ^
ARR payments
ARR surplus
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(in $ millions)

Net TCR/ARR

295.6

168.5

243.3

22.9

19.2

90.8

RT congestion uplift

(17.9)

(20.8)

(39.4)

(1.4)

(5.4)

(4.0)

^ remaining at year end

Distribution of marginal loss revenues (over-collected losses)
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2.13.8.3

Both the congestion and loss components of prices create excess revenues for SPP that must
be distributed to market participants in an economically efficient manner. In the case of
marginal loss revenues, this requires that the distribution does not alter market incentives.
This was not the case during the first year of SPP’s market, and SPP took steps that largely
corrected the incentive issues. SPP proposed changes to the method for distributing over-
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collected losses in FERC Docket No. ER15-763. 35 The Commission accepted these changes,
which went into effect in April 2015.
In April 2015, SPP enhanced the over-collected losses distribution calculations. The
enhanced design consolidates the distributions of day-ahead and over-collected loss rebates
into only one distribution. Under this new design, both day-ahead and real-time over-

34

Transmission congestion right charges and auction revenue right payments are less in 2016 because
of the long-term transmission congestion right design. Long-term transmission congestion rights get
converted directly to transmission congestion rights, and therefore, aren’t accessed auction revenue
right payments or transmission congestion right charges.
35
https://www.ferc.gov/CalendarFiles/20150331172533-ER15-763-000.pdf
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collected loss rebates are distributed on just real-time withdrawing megawatts. This includes
loads, substation power, exports, wheel-throughs, pseudo-ties, and bilateral settlement
schedules (BSS). The only exception is that both day-ahead and real-time bilateral settlement
schedules are entitled to the rebate. In addition to consolidating the distributions to only
real-time withdrawing megawatts, changes were made to loss pool allocations. Under the
old method, virtual transactions drove up the SPP loss pools allocation of over-collected
losses rebates, even though virtual activity was not eligible for rebates. This caused real-time
exporters to get a large percentage of the over-collected losses rebates, which during that
time were typically a charge. Virtual transactions are no longer considered in the loss pool
distributions. These design enhancements better allocate the over-collected losses to the
transactions that contributed to the over-collection while removing some of the adverse
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incentives present under the former design.

As can been seen in Figure 2—88 below, a total of $89 million was paid out in over-collected
losses rebates during 2016, with $85 million or 95 percent going to load. This is down from
the $108 million in over-collected losses rebates paid out in 2015 and the $106 million paid
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in the first 12 months of the market. Since the over-collected losses changes were made in
April 2015, it is not possible to compare annual over-collected losses payments. Instead, we
can compare the April to December 2015 rebates to the April to December rebates of 2016.
This comparison shows that the rebates dropped by seven percent from $78.1 million
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between April and December 2015 to $72.6 million in that same period of 2016.
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Figure 2—88 Over-collected losses, real-time

The use of bilateral settlement schedules changes the distribution of over-collected losses.
The bilateral settlement schedules enables market participants to transfer energy from one
entity to another at a particular settlement location. It creates a financial withdrawal at the
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settlement location for the seller and a financial injection at the settlement location for the
buyer. As long as the bilateral settlement schedules do not change the net withdrawal at the
location, the charges and credits for losses simply change hands between the entities owning
the bilateral settlement schedules. Where the bilateral settlement schedules create a net
withdrawal that would not otherwise exist, it creates credits and charges that would not
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otherwise exist. For example, if a bilateral settlement schedule amount at a resource
settlement location exceeds the cleared output of the resource, it creates a net withdrawal,
and the generation owner receives a loss distribution credit for the excess megawatts of the
bilateral settlement schedule. The same occurs with a bilateral settlement schedule at hubs,
where no energy is withdrawn, other than a bilateral settlement schedule. The majority of the
$930,000 in distributions at resource settlement locations during 2016 occurred for this
reason, as well as $1.4 million at hubs. These distributions cause concern for the MMU,
because they create an incentive to game the market rules by transacting using the bilateral
settlement schedules. Exploitation of this aspect of the loss distribution calculation can
potentially be market manipulation.
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Over-collected losses no longer create charges in the real-time market. Total loss revenues
are calculated from both the day-ahead market and the real-time market. SPP distributes
them based on real-time market withdrawals only. Virtual transactions no longer factor into
the loss pool calculation, reducing the exaggeration of distributions at interfaces and hubs.
However, incentives for transacting bilateral settlement schedules in hours with high
percentages paid to the SPP loss pool still exist. Additionally, as stated above, bilateral
settlement schedules do not contribute to the over-collection of losses, but they are entitled
to rebates. As stated earlier, any scenario where a bilateral settlement schedules creates a
net withdrawal that would not have existed had the bilateral settlement schedules not been
placed creates an opportunity for an over-collected losses rebate. When this happens, the
over-collected losses rebate is diluting other rebates that contributed to the over-collection
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of losses.

A recommendation in the 2014 Annual State of the Market report was to remove
bilateral settlement schedule transactions from the over-collected losses distribution
calculation. The SPP Market Working Group approved a revision request in January
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2017 that should alleviate the adverse incentives given to bilateral settlement
schedules to transact in amounts that vary from the underlying flows of the
transaction. The implementation of these changes are still pending, but are expected
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to be in effect before the end of 2017.
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3 DAY-AHEAD MARKET
3.1 LOAD AND GENERATION SCHEDULING
The day-ahead market provides market participants with the ability to submit offers to sell
energy, regulation-up service, regulation-down service, spinning reserve, and supplemental
reserve and/or to submit bids to purchase energy. The day-ahead market algorithm cooptimizes the clearing of energy and operating reserve products out of the available
capacity. All the day-ahead market products are traded and settled on an hourly basis.
In 2016, participation in the day-ahead market was robust for both generation and load.
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Load-serving entities consistently offered generation into the day-ahead market at levels in
excess of the requirements of the limited day-ahead must-offer obligation. Participation by
merchant generation—for which no such obligation exists—rivaled that of the load-serving
entities.

Figure 3—1 shows generation participation offers in the day-ahead market by commitment
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status. The ‘market’ commitment status averaged 48 percent and ‘self-commit’ status
averaged 35 percent of the total offered capacity for 2016, which is a slight change from
2015 when ‘market’ commitment status averaged 46 percent and ‘self-commit’ status
averaged 39 percent. Resources with commitment statuses of ‘reliability’ and ‘not
participating’ averaged two percent and three percent, respectively, which is very close to
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what was experienced in 2015. Outage status accounted for the final 12 percent, an increase
from 10 percent in 2015. While self-commits are down from 2015, they still constitute a large
amount of the capacity offered into the market. Much of the increase can be attributed to
coal plants needing to burn coal stock while the low gas prices reduced the opportunity for
coal units to be economically cleared in the day-ahead market. The lower outage level could
indicate an improvement in the efficiency of the market if the trend is sustained over time.
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3.2 VIRTUAL TRADING
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Figure 3—1 Day-ahead market offers by commitment status

Market participants in SPP’s Integrated Marketplace may submit virtual energy offers and bids
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at any settlement location in the day-ahead market. Virtual offers represent energy sales to
the day-ahead market that the participant needs to buy back in the real-time market. These
are referred to as ‘increment offers’ which emulate generation. Virtual bids represent energy
purchases in the day-ahead market that the participant needs to sell back in the real-time
market. These are referred to as ‘decrement bids’ which emulate load. The value of virtual
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trading lies in its potential to converge day-ahead and real-time market prices.
Price convergence because of virtual transactions requires sufficient competition in virtual
trading; transparency in day-ahead market, reliability unit commitment, and real-time market
operating practices; and predictability of market events. The first two years of the market
experienced moderate levels of virtual participation, consistent profitability of virtual trading,
and increasing convergence between day-ahead and real-time market prices. All these
factors indicate a reasonably efficient virtual trading market.
Figure 3—2 displays the total volume of virtual transactions as a percentage of real-time
market load. As seen in the figure, virtual transactions averaged 9.4 percent of real-time
market load, compared to 7.5 percent in 2015. The increase was mostly in cleared virtual
offers, 5.4 percent in 2016 compared to 4.0 percent in 2015, but also in virtual cleared bids
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which increased from 3.5 percent in 2015 to 4.2 percent in 2016. In particular, there was a
large increase in cleared virtual offers in October 2016. This is a typical trend as outages
occur following the peak summer season.
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Figure 3—2 Virtual transactions as percent of real-time load

At about nine percent of load, the average hourly total volume of cleared virtuals ranged
from 2,213 MW to 3,627 MW. The average hourly volume that did not clear ranged from
2,291 MW to 3,615 MW. The net cleared virtual positions in the market averaged about 355
MW. As shown in Figure 3—2 above, the percentage of cleared virtual transactions was
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lowest during summer months. Figure 3—3 below indicates that bids (cleared and uncleared)
realize more fluctuation during these summer months. November experienced the highest
levels of virtual activity as a percentage of real-time load.
Figure 3—3 shows cleared demand bids that offered more than $30/MWh over the realized
real-time price, and the supply offers offered at less than $30/MWh under the realized realtime price. These types of bids and offers are called “price-insensitive” and occur more often
with bids (18 percent of cleared bids) as opposed to offers (10 percent). Price-insensitive
bids and offers are willing to buy/sell at a much higher/lower price that could lead to price
divergence rather than competitive, or price-sensitive, bids and offers leading to price
convergence in the day-ahead and real-time markets. Price-insensitive bids and offers
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usually occur at locations with congestion and arbitrage against the day-ahead and real-time
price differences. Given that price-insensitive bids and offers are likely to clear, these can be
unprofitable if congestion around these locations does not materialize, leading to divergence
between the markets.
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Figure 3—3 Virtual offers and bids, day-ahead market

Virtual trades profited in aggregate for the year by about $33 million, which is up from $21
million in 2015. Virtual bids can be charged distribution fees for day-ahead make-whole
payments and virtual offers are susceptible to real-time make-whole payment distribution
fees. In addition, both types of transactions can receive revenue neutrality uplift

D

charge/credits and a $0.05 per virtual bid or offer transaction fee for processing virtual
transactions. The average 2016 rates per megawatt for day-ahead make-whole payments,
real-time make-whole payments, and real-time revenue neutrality uplift distributions are
$0.11/MWh, $1.14/MWh, and $0.05/MWh. When factoring in these charges and credits, the
total profits realized for 2016 are reduced by 52 percent to $16 million. A monthly break
down of these profits and fees can be seen in Figure 3—4. Every month in 2016 was
profitable in aggregate for virtual players, before factoring in the transaction fees. However,
once the fees were accounted for March and April become unprofitable in aggregate.
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Figure 3—4 Virtual profits with distribution charges
Month

Raw profit

Raw loss

Raw net
profit
(prior to
fees)

RNU
charges/
credits

Day-ahead
makewhole
payment
charges

Real-time
makewhole
payment
charges

Virtual
transaction
fee

Total net
profit

$2.5
$2.8
$3.5

-$1.8
-$1.3
-$1.5

$0.8
$1.5
$2.0

$0.0
$0.0
$0.0

$0.1
$0.1
$0.1

$0.2
$0.2
$2.0

$0.0
$0.0
$0.0

$0.4
$1.3
-$1.8

April
May
June
July
August
September

$3.6
$3.0
$7.6
$5.1
$4.2
$6.8

-$2.0
-$2.0
-$2.2
-$2.3
-$2.6
-$3.2

$1.6
$1.0
$5.4
$2.9
$1.6
$3.7

$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0

$0.1
$0.1
$0.1
$0.1
$0.1
$0.1

$1.8
$0.2
$2.4
$0.8
$1.3
$2.1

$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0

-$0.3
$0.7
$2.9
$1.9
$0.1
$1.4

October
November
December
Total

$7.5
$6.7
$9.6
$63.0

-$3.7
-$3.1
-$4.8
-$30.4

$3.8
$3.5
$4.9
$32.6

$0.0
$0.1
$0.1
$0.2

$0.1
$0.1
$0.2
$1.1

$2.3
$0.6
$1.6
$15.4

$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.2

$1.4
$2.8
$3.0
$15.6

All figures in $ millions

FT

January
February
March

Net profits are typically small when assessed on a per megawatt basis. Figure 3—5 below

RA

illustrates the monthly average profit per megawatt for a cleared virtual in 2016. When
factoring in all fees the average profit per megawatt for 2016 was $0.65 per cleared
megawatt.

D

Figure 3—5 Profit and loss per cleared virtual, average
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In general, virtual transactions have been profitable in the SPP marketplace as shown in
Figure 3—6. In the 34 months of the marketplace only five months have had a net loss when
factoring in fees. The highest payout month in 2016 happened in December with net
payouts just over $3 million. The increase in the net revenue can be attributed to the
introduction of the Integrated System, opening new areas for transactions for virtual players.
The overall profitability in virtuals was concentrated with a few market participants, with five
participants accounting for over 50 percent of the total aggregate virtual profits.
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Figure 3—6 Virtual net revenues

D

Cross-product market manipulation has been a concern in other markets, and extensive
monitoring is in place to detect potential cases in the SPP market. For example, a market
participant may submit a virtual transaction intended to create congestion that benefits a
transmission congestion right position. Generally, this behavior shows up as a loss in one
market, such as a virtual position, and a substantial associated benefit in another market, such
as a transmission congestion right position. In the SPP market, six market participants lost
more than $10,000 in 2016, with the most at just more than $49,000. This is substantially less
than what was experienced in 2014 where three market participants lost more than $100,000,
but higher than 2015 when only three market participants lost more $10,000. In addition to
the low net losses, few SPP market participants actively trade in both virtuals and transmission
congestion rights, reducing the potential for cross-product manipulation.
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3.3 MUST-OFFER PROVISION
The Integrated Marketplace has a limited day-ahead must-offer provision that was intended
to incentivize load-serving entities to participate in the day-ahead market. Market
participants that are non-compliant are assessed a penalty based on the amount of available
capacity available into the day-ahead market relative to the market participant’s real-time
load. The requirement is limited in the sense that only market participants with generation
assets that serve load are subject to the rules. Load-serving market participants that offer
enough generation, and/or provide scheduling information indicating a firm power purchase
to cover at least 90 percent of their real-time load are not subject to a penalty. An alternative
assessed in 2016.

FT

way to satisfy the provision is to offer all generation that is not on outage. No penalties were

In 2014, the MMU recommended that SPP simultaneously eliminate the limited day-ahead
must-offer provision and revise the physical withholding rules to include a penalty for noncompliance based on the premise that the recommended penalty provision would be

RA

sufficient to ensure an efficient level of participation in the day-ahead market.

Market participants approved a proposal to eliminate the current limited day-ahead mustoffer provision of the SPP tariff in late 2015. 36 The removal of the day-ahead must-offer was
then tabled by the SPP stakeholders until the Market Working Group completed its review of
the physical withholding revisions proposed by the MMU. The market monitor engaged the
Market Working Group in a discussion on conduct thresholds and impact test requirements

D

for physical withholding penalties, in conjunction with establishing a formula-based penalty
structure. 37 As a result of those discussions, the market monitor developed several
modifications to the proposal. 38 The final proposal adjusted the physical thresholds and
changed the measurement of financial impact so that it did not require off-line market case

36

RR 125 (Removal of day-ahead limited must-offer) was approved by the Market Working Group in
October 2015.
37
The market monitor submitted RR 135 (Revision of physical withholding rules) to the Market Working
Group in December 2015.
38
The market monitor submitted RR 204 (Physical withholding) to the Market Working Group in
December 2016.
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re-runs. This final proposal was rejected by the SPP stakeholders. 39 SPP stakeholders then
approved the removal of the day-ahead must-offer, and SPP plans to file the tariff revision
with FERC in the summer of 2017 with implementation estimated later in 2017 pending FERC
approval.
The market monitor decided to not appeal the Market Working Group decision regarding
the physical withholding penalty and withdrew its proposal, pending additional analysis and
studies including simulations regarding implementation and impact of the new proposal on
the marketplace. The market monitor still maintains that the market is best served by
removing the day-ahead must-offer in parallel with the establishment of a physical
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withholding penalty.

39

RR 204 rejected by Market Working Group in February 2017.
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4 REAL-TIME BALANCING MARKET
4.1 REAL-TIME MARKET OPERATIONS
The real-time market is similar to the day-ahead market, however, the energy, regulation-up
service, regulation-down service, spinning reserves, and supplemental reserves products are
transacted in real-time. Similar to the day-ahead market, the real-time market co-optimizes
the clearing of energy and operating reserve products out of the available offered in
capacity. The real-time market clears every five minutes for all products. The settlement of
the real-time market also occurs at the five-minute level, and the settlement is based on

FT

market participants’ deviations from their day-ahead positions.
Figure 4—1 shows that capacity commitment as a percent of load has been decreasing during
2016, thereby returning to the savings levels in 2014. Some factors in 2016 that contribute to
lower levels of online capacity are fewer coal plants starting via self-commitment and
completion of integration of new market participants. Some of these factors are driving down

RA

system average prices but also driving up volatility and risk. Lower online capacity levels may
be an unintended consequence as individual plant owners and SPP operations adjust to
these changes in market conditions that are resulting in a higher level of volatility and risk.

D

Figure 4—1 On-line capacity as a percent of demand
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4.2 REAL-TIME AND DAY-AHEAD PRICE COMPARISONS
Day-ahead prices are generally higher than real time prices, which indicate a higher value (or
premium) attached to the relative certainty of day-ahead prices for load and generation
compared to the potential volatility in the real-time market. As discussed earlier in Section
2.8.2 of this report, the market generally experiences higher volatility in real-time relative to
the day-ahead because of higher actual (unexpected) congestion and, load and generations
changes. Unexpected congestion is more pronounced during high wind seasons of spring
and fall. Figure 4—2 shows 2016 day-ahead and real-time market prices compared with the
cost of natural gas. In the first 22 months of the Integrated Marketplace, the average realtime price exceeded the day-ahead price only once. In 2016, the real-time price exceeded

FT

the day-ahead price during five months.

In June, the day-ahead price was $1.65/MWh higher than real-time price, while in March the
real-time price exceeded day-ahead price by $1.31/MWh. Coincidentally, March is when the
market experienced record low gas prices – averaging $1.53/MMBtu – as well as the lowest

RA

monthly prices in both the day-ahead ($14.75/MWh) and real-time markets ($16.06/MWh).

D

Figure 4—2 Price, day-ahead and real-time

Figure 4—3 and Figure 4—4 show the day-ahead and real-time energy prices at the two SPP
market hubs. The SPP North hub is composed of pricing nodes in the northern part of the
SPP footprint, generally in Nebraska, and the SPP South hub is composed of pricing nodes in
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the south-central portion of the footprint, generally in central Oklahoma. The general pattern
of higher prices in the south and lower in the north is primarily due to fuel mix and
congestion. Coal, nuclear, and wind are the dominant fuels in the north and west. Gas
generation represents a much larger share of the fuel mix in the south and east.
The day-ahead premium, the amount by which the day-ahead energy price exceeds the realtime energy price, is larger at the SPP North hub. In 2016 the annual average day-ahead
premium is $0.61/MWh at the north hub, in contrast to the South hub, which had an average
real-time premium of $0.47/MWh. High congestion in the real-time market, particularly
around Woodward in western Oklahoma, drove the real-time premium at the South hub.
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Figure 4—3 Hub prices, monthly
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Figure 4—4 Hub prices, annual

Figure 4—5 presents the price density curves (i.e., the frequency of prices at a particular price
level) associated with the energy prices at the SPP North hub. The real-time curve is similar to
the day-ahead curve, though there is an area under the real-time market curve just above the
range.
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zero-dollar tick on the horizontal axis and below for the curves in the $35/MWh to $55/MWh
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Figure 4—5 North hub price density curve
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This is indicative of a low frequency of price spikes at the North hub in the real-time market.
The increase in online capacity contributes to the leftward shift. Real-time congestion related
to wind generation is also a contributing factor. The SPP South hub day-ahead curve is
shifted slightly to the right of the real-time curve indicating a more general price premium for
the South hub, as shown in Figure 4—6.
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Figure 4—6 South hub price density curve
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5 TRANSMISSION CONGESTION RIGHTS MARKET
In the Integrated Marketplace, the market generally charges load a higher price than it pays
generation. Transmission services serve as the underpinning of the transmission congestion
rights market, which provides day-ahead market payments to hedge the cost of congestion.
Annual and monthly transmission congestion right auctions award the “rights” to shares of
day-ahead market congestion revenue. SPP allocates auction revenue rights in annual and
monthly processes based on transmission ownership, and auction revenue right holders
receive payments from the auction revenue that offset the cost of transmission congestion
right purchases and conversions of auction revenue rights into transmission congestion
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rights.
The purpose of the transmission congestion right market is to provide a market mechanism
for SPP load-serving entities to hedge the cost of congestion in the market. The performance
of the transmission congestion right market is expressed by the degree to which transmission
congestion rights and auction revenue rights provided a congestion hedge to load
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customers as well as the efficiency of the market. The degree to which day-ahead market
congestion revenues sufficiently fund the transmission congestion rights awarded in the
transmission congestion right auctions serves as a measure of load hedging, market
efficiency, and transparency.

D

5.1 PAYMENT STRUCTURE

The congestion costs collected in the day-ahead market for any given hour are disbursed to
transmission congestion right holders based on the auction awards (t) and the difference in
prices between the source and sink settlement locations for the award, as follows:
DA Congestion Charge = �(DA Quantity𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∗ DA MCC𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 )
𝑡𝑡

TCR Payment = ��TCR Quantity𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ (DA MCC𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − DA MCC𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )�
𝑡𝑡

To the extent that the day-ahead market does not provide sufficient congestion revenues to
support the full value of all payments to transmission congestion right holders for a given
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day, SPP charges each transmission congestion right holder a share of the underfunding
proportional to the absolute value of its transmission congestion right portfolio for that day.
The absolute value formulation creates a balanced treatment for the payment of both
prevailing flow and counter-flow transmission congestion right positions.
Since Integrated Marketplace implementation in March 2014, SPP’s transmission congestion
right market process has consistently sold transmission congestion rights in excess of what
system capacity was available in the day-ahead market. This over-selling of transmission
congestion rights requires uplift to be charged to market participants resulting in
transmission congestion right underfunding:
DA Congestion Charge
TCR Payment

FT

TCR Funding % =

Transmission congestion rights are awarded in annual and monthly auctions. SPP disperses
the auction revenue to the holders of auction revenue rights.
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TCR Charge = ��TCR Quantity𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ (TCR ACP𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − TCR ACP𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )�
𝑡𝑡

ARR Payment = (−1) ∗ ��ARR Quantity𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘 ∗ (TCR ACP𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − TCR ACP𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )�
𝑡𝑡

Auction revenue rights are allocated for all times of year based on transmission service
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sufficient to meet up to 103 percent of each network transmission owner’s annual peak load
and all point-to-point service, known as the auction revenue right nomination cap. Auction
revenue right holders may self-convert an auction revenue right to a transmission congestion
right, in which case the transmission congestion right charge equals the auction revenue right
payment, or hold the auction revenue right for payment based on the auction clearing prices
for the auction revenue right path. Surplus auction revenue collected by SPP is dispersed to
auction revenue right holders proportionally to the auction revenue right megawatt
nomination cap. SPP’s transmission congestion right market has consistently sold
transmission congestion rights in excess of what was required to fund auction revenue right
payments resulting in a surplus of funds:
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ARR Funding % =

Total TCR Charges
Total ARR Payments

5.2 MARKET TRANSPARENCY AND EFFICIENCY
As pointed out in the 2015 Annual State of the Market report, the MMU noted the degree of
disparity between transmission congestion right payments, net of transmission congestion
right uplift, and transmission congestion right auction charges. This disparity indicated that
transmission congestion right auction prices do not accurately reflect the value of
transmission congestion rights, nor did the transmission congestion right market design
accurately reflect how much system capacity would actually be available in the day-ahead
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market.
In the 2015 Annual State of the Market report, the MMU recognized three contributing factors
to this outcome: 1) the over-allocation of auction revenue rights and resulting over-selling of
transmission congestion rights above and beyond the physical limits of the transmission
system; 2) the delayed reporting of planned transmission outages; and 3) the excessive
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valuing of self-convert transmission congestion right bids. Each of these factors created
difficulty for market participants in estimating the value of transmission congestion rights. In
the latter half of 2016, the MMU has observed that by addressing auction revenue right overallocation through Revision Request 91, SPP has improved transmission congestion right
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funding.

5.3 REVISION REQUEST 91
In the 2014 Annual State of the Market report, the MMU recommended that SPP limit the
over-allocation of auction revenue rights during the annual auction revenue right allocation
by matching the percentage of available system capacity to that of the annual transmission
congestion right auction. At that time the percent of system capacity used throughout the
year was 100 percent for all months and seasons in the annual allocation, but was 100
percent for June, 90 percent for July-September, and 60 percent for fall, winter, and spring in
the annual auction. The goal of this recommendation was to prevent or reduce overallocation of auction revenue rights and the resultant over-selling of transmission congestion
rights through self-converts beyond the physical limits of the transmission system.
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SPP first presented RR 91 in July 2015. SPP stakeholders approved this change in market
design, and in October 2015 SPP filed an amended version of RR 91 wherein the outlying
seasons allocated 80 percent of system capacity rather than matching the annual
transmission congestion rights auction’s 60 percent. FERC conditionally approved this filing
in February 2016 given that SPP instead use 60 percent for the outlying seasons as initially
presented to stakeholders. SPP made an amended filing including this change, which FERC
approved in July 2016. These system changes were implemented prior to running the 2016
annual auction revenue right/transmission congestion right process, and its effects as
expected were positive.
Not only had SPP implemented other recommendations from the MMU, such as educating
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members about the importance of reporting outages well in advance, and better parallel flow
modeling (which reduced transmission congestion right over-selling from 18 percent in 2014
to 12 percent in the twelve months prior to RR 91 implementation 40), but RR 91 further
reduced transmission congestion right over-selling to seven percent. 41 While this shows
excellent progress on the part of SPP, two other factors must still be addressed if a
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cumulative 100 percent of transmission congestion right net funding is to be achieved: 1)
improved self-convert modeling; and 2) improved transmission outage modeling in the
monthly auction revenue right/transmission congestion right process. Each is discussed at
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length later in this sub-section.

40

Transmission congestion rights were 85 percent funded in 2014; commonly called underfunding.
The MMU views this as transmission congestion rights being sold above and beyond that system
capacity available in the day-ahead market. By taking the inverse of 85 percent it can be seen that 118
percent of system capacity was subscribed; 18 percent over-sold. June 2015 through May 2016 saw
TCRs 89 percent funded or 112 percent capacity subscribed; 12 percent over-sold.
41
Transmission congestion rights were 94 percent funded from July to December 2016 or 107 percent
of capacity subscribed; 7 percent over-sold.
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5.4 FUNDING

FT

Figure 5—1 Transmission congestion right funding levels, monthly

Comparing the five months prior to RR 91 implementation to 6 months post (June omitted for
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lack of monthly process), pre-RR 91 showed 85 percent net transmission congestion right
funding, whereas post-RR 91 showed 94 percent net transmission congestion right funding.
Outages in the last four months of the year (notably one for reconductoring of the Hays to
South Hays line) coupled with increasing wind production caused much more congestion.
While the percent of funding was improved by the implementation, higher congestion costs
meant underfunding was around $2.7 million per month both before and after RR 91 was
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implemented. The trend of over-selling transmission congestion rights continues, but was
reduced by RR 91. As long as the tariff and market protocols prescribe selling 100 percent of
expected transmission capacity, this is likely to remain the case.
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Figure 5—2 Auction revenue right funding levels, monthly

Similarly comparing auction revenue right funding for the five months prior to RR 91 and the
six months after (omitting June), it can be seen that auction revenue right funding percentage
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and dollars increased dramatically after the implementation of RR 91. This is due to the
decreased amount of auction revenue right megawatts by having a reduced transmission
capability in the annual allocation. This reduction of auction revenue rights was the known
and expected outcome of RR 91, but the design allows for ‘less infeasible’ auction revenue
rights. The drastic increase in auction revenue right funding was not expected, and presents
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a concern.
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Figure 5—3 Funding levels, annual

In both 2014 and 2015, transmission congestion rights were approximately 86 percent
funded by the day-ahead market while auction revenue rights were 112 percent fund in 2014
and 118 percent funded in 2015. Reduction in natural gas prices meant the order of
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magnitude of funding in 2015 was just over half the funding of 2014. From 2015 to 2016,
day-ahead market revenues and transmission congestion right payments rose again due to
congestion caused by increased wind generation. Meanwhile funding percent rose in the
latter half of the year due to RR 91.

Also in 2016, transmission congestion right revenues and auction revenue right payments
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were halved again because of the implementation of the long-term transmission congestion
right process—allowing market participants to bypass the auction revenue right process when
acquiring transmission congestion rights—and by the implementation of RR 91. Interestingly,
transmission congestion right shortfalls ($49 million, $30 million, and $30 million for the years
of 2014 to 2016, respectively) and auction revenue right surpluses ($40 million, $34 million,
and $33 million for the same years) have correlated well despite many changing factors and
market design. This once again leads the MMU to believe that these are related, and further
that the root cause is over-selling of transmission congestion rights.
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Figure 5—4 Transmission congestion right funding, daily

By plotting the daily funding percentage of transmission congestion from day-ahead market
congestion, a rather flat distribution from 80 percent to 100 percent can be observed.
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Figure 5—5 Transmission congestion right funding, pre-/post-RR 91, daily

This was likely caused by various factors throughout 2016. A primary factor was the long lead
time of auction revenue rights allocated for the spring outage season, which when combined
with the pre-RR91 rules, caused a great deal of underfunding. Compared with the shorter
lead-time and post-RR91 rules, the summer season with forced outages and the fall season
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with planned outages, saw much better funding overall. This can be seen by splitting the
values into pre- and post-RR91 implementation (as shown in Figure 5—5 ).

5.5 MODELING CONCERNS
The MMU has reported on several transmission congestion right modeling issues in its
previous Annual State of the Market reports that still present a cause for concern. These
concerns are related to the auction revenue right funding levels, self-convert logic, and the
inclusion of outages.

5.5.1

AUCTION REVENUE RIGHT FUNDING

FT

As previously noted, the auction revenue right funding levels have drastically increased after
the implementation of RR 91. Auction revenue right surplus in conjunction with transmission
congestion right underfunding tend to point to an overselling of transmission congestion
rights. More revenues are collected from the purchases of transmission congestion rights
than are needed to fund the auction revenue rights. Transmission congestion right owners
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may have paid too much for their transmission congestion rights, but instead of receiving a
refund, the over-payment was allocated to the auction revenue right holders. This extreme
amount of surplus causes a concern for a few reasons. First, the entities that make up the
pool of transmission congestion right holders are not the same entities that make up the pool
of auction revenue right holders. Auction revenue right holders are only those entities with
long-term firm transmission service. Another reason for concern is how the surplus is
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allocated. The over-payment of transmission congestion rights could primarily come from a
small constrained area, but the allocation goes back to auction revenue right holders in a
method similar to the load ratio share and has nothing to do with where the excess funds
came from. The MMU urges SPP, along with the stakeholders, develop a plan to get the
auction revenue right funding to a more reasonable level along with re-analyzing the
distribution of surplus to ensure they are performed in an equitable manner.

5.5.2

SELF-CONVERT MODELING

Many load-serving entities self-convert most or all auction revenue rights to transmission
congestion rights in the annual and monthly transmission congestion right auctions. The
auction assigns the requested self-convert auction revenue rights a bid value equal to 1,000
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times the difference between the highest and lowest submitted bids in the auction. The
clearing of self-converts then functions the same as any other transmission congestion right
bid. These high bids far exceed the economic value of the resulting transmission congestion
rights, yet they influence the economic clearing of the market with the potential to distort
market outcomes from efficient levels. Figure 5—6 conceptually depicts the ranked bids for
transmission congestion right megawatts in a typical auction, as noticed from the 2016 June
on-peak transmission congestion right auction. It shows that approximately one-third of all
auction bid megawatts represent self-converted auction revenue rights with effectively
infinite prices.
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Figure 5—6 Self-convert modeled prices

This creates a situation where a lack of counter flow (either by bids of other self-converts)
could cause price spikes. One extreme example would be where a particular one megawatt
of self-convert from settlement location A to settlement location B required 100 MW of
counter flow to be purchased from settlement location C to settlement location D (because of
different shift factors on a constraint). In this example, all counter flow megawatts would be
bought for asking price (using a monthly minimum bid of -$100,000) and the self-convert
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would clear for $10M/MW ($10/watt). The 2016 self-convert modeled prices are shown in
Figure 5—7 below.

Figure 5—7 Self-convert modeled Prices
Product period

2016 January monthly auction
2016 February monthly auction
2016 March monthly auction
2016 April monthly auction
2016 May monthly auction

January 16
February 16
March 16
April 16
May 16
June 16
July 15
August 16
September 16
Fall 16
Winter 16
Spring 17
July 16
August 16
September 16
October 16
November 16
December 16

$28.7
$22.6
$27.1
$17.1
$19.2
$24.1
$21.0
$25.2
$24.6
$52.2
$100.3
$49.5
$13.0
$24.1
$24.4
$46.3
$41.9
$55.4

2016 annual auction

$32.1
$25.7
$26.2
$21.0
$27.2
$28.5
$31.4
$28.7
$30.3
$63.6
$117.2
$62.3
$19.4
$39.2
$44.1
$49.1
$51.4
$61.2
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2016 July monthly auction
2016 August monthly auction
2016 September monthly auction
2016 October monthly auction
2016 November monthly auction
2016 December monthly auction
($ millions)

Off-peak
self-convert
bid value
($/MW)

FT

Market name

On-peak
self-convert
bid value
($/MW)

In contrast, non-self-convert bids are limited to $100,000/MW per month. 42 Additionally, this
price modeling values off-peak transmission products as more valuable than on-peak
transmission products, which is not normally the case. While it is hoped that no market
participant will, by intent, action, or omission, cause one of these price spikes, they do give
cause for concern.

42

Exceptions are $200,000/MW in the fall and spring periods, and $400,000/MW in winter periods of
the annual transmission congestion right auction.
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TRANSMISSION OUTAGE MODELING

SPP only models transmission outages that were reported 45 days prior to the month of the
transmission congestion rights auction. 43 However, SPP only requires transmission owners to
submit planned outages 14 days in advance. 44 This, when coupled with the Market Working
Group’s request that outages shorter than five days be excluded from auction revenue
right/transmission congestion right processes, means the vast majority of outages do not
appear in system models used to sell transmission congestion rights, as shown in Figure 5—8.
When these outages appear in the day-ahead market, they then reduce system capacity and
cause underfunding.
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Figure 5—8 Transmission outages by market

These transmission outages were calculated using data from SPP’s outage scheduling system,
used by resource owners and SPP operations to report outages. The day-ahead market’s far
less stringent outage requirements means that most outages are seen by the real-time
market. In contrast, the transmission congestion rights market, includes next to none of these
outages.

43
44

SPP Integrated Marketplace Protocols, Section 6.6
SPP Operating Criteria Appendix OP-2
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Figure 5—9 Transmission outages by reporting lead time

At the recommendation of the MMU, SPP staff submitted RR 96 through the stakeholder
process to align the submission requirements of planned transmission outages with the

RA

requirements to be included in the auction revenue right/transmission congestion right
process. The revision request was modified as it went through the process. In its final form,
slight improvements were made, but still did not lead to a much greater accuracy in outage
modeling in transmission congestion right models.

D

Figure 5—10 Transmission outages by duration
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At the request of the Market Working Group, SPP formed the Outage Task Force, which was
charged with finding and addressing the contribution of transmission outages to transmission
congestion right underfunding. In part by submission of RR 96, 45 but also by educating
transmission owners about auction revenue right and transmission congestion right business
practices, several other improvements were made: SPP staff now monitors for dual circuit
outages 46, and outages spanning less than 120 consecutive hours are now omitted. In the
2015 Annual State of the Market report, the MMU noted that these changes provide more
accuracy with respect to individual line availability in the transmission congestion right
market.
The MMU still has concerns with the disparity between outages in the transmission
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congestion right market compared to outages in the day-ahead market. The MMU realizes
the challenges associated with this topic, and knows there can never be an exact match
between the two markets. However, the MMU believes the effects of transmission congestion
rights over-selling can be greatly reduced by allowing SPP staff to make transmission

system predictions based on historical outages and congestion patterns to more

RA

accurately rate the system. The MMU would like to see continued improvement in outage
modeling in the auction revenue right/transmission congestion right processes.

5.6 BIDDING AT ELECTRICALLY EQUIVALENT SETTLEMENT
LOCATIONS

D

As noted in the 2014 and 2015 Annual State of the Market reports, SPP’s tariff prohibits
bidding between pairs of electrically equivalent settlement locations, which allow infinite or
near-infinite quantities of transmission congestion rights to be awarded at zero cost. Until
January 2017, SPP staff removed such bids from the auction. Such bidding constituted a
violation of SPP’s tariff. Since tariff language had not prevented bidding activity between
electrically equivalent settlement location pairs, the MMU recommended in the 2014 Annual
State of the Market report that the RTO implement appropriate safeties in the market user

45

RR 96 (Transmission outage timing requirements modification)
Instances where two outages with non-overlapping durations occur on similar elements, e.g. circuit 1
and circuit 2 of point A to point B lines.
46
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interface (MUI) to prevent this behavior in the future. In the 2015 Annual State of the Market
report, the MMU gave an update stating that the market-user interface fix was due to be
completed, and the MMU would continue to monitor for electrically equivalent settlement
location bidding until the fix was implemented in January 2017. As of this writing, the
software fix has been fully tested and implemented, and the MMU considers this
recommendation successfully completed and closed. MMU staff will continue dialogue with
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SPP and FERC staff if any related issues should arise.
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6 COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT
The SPP Integrated Marketplace provides sufficient market incentives to produce competitive
market outcomes in regions and periods when there are no concerns with regard to local
market power. The MMU’s competitive assessment provides evidence that in 2016 market
outcomes were workably competitive and that the market required mitigation of local market
power infrequently to achieve those outcomes.
The market power analysis in this report considers both the structural and behavioral aspects
of market power concerns. The structural aspects can be detected by various techniques
such as market share analysis, (market-wide) concentration indices, and pivotal supplier
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analysis (PSA). The structural indicators are used to look for the potential for market power
without regard to the actual exercise of market power. Behavioral aspects, on the other
hand, assess the actual offer or bid behavior (i.e., conduct) of the market participants and the
impact of such behavior on market prices by looking for the exercise of market power. These
behavioral indicators include price-cost margin (or markup), economic withholding analysis
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(addressed through automated mitigation, see Section 6.2.2; and through the output gap
analysis, see Section 6.2.3), physical withholding and uneconomic production analyses
(addressed through FERC referrals).

This chapter evaluates the SPP market’s competitive environment first by establishing the
level of structural market power and then examining market prices for indications of market
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power impact. This is done by analyzing the potential existence of global market power and
prices without regard to whether market power mitigation measures were in place.
Mitigation of economic withholding is accomplished ex-ante through automatic market
power mitigation processes that limit the ability of generators with local market power to
raise prices above competitive levels. The mitigation program is monitored and evaluated to
ensure it is efficient and effective. Accordingly, the following subsections examine the
significance of market power and the effectiveness of local market power mitigation in the
SPP markets.
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6.1 STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF THE MARKET
Three core metrics of structural market power are the market share analysis, the HerfindahlHirschman Index (HHI), and pivotal supplier analysis. The first two of these indicators
measure concentration in the market and are of static nature. Pivotal supplier analysis, on the
other hand, takes into account the dynamic nature of power markets and considers changing
demand conditions and locational transmission constraints in assessing potential market
power.
Figure 6—1 displays the market share of the largest online supplier in terms of energy output
in the real-time market by hour for 2016, along with a ranked maximum market share
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duration curve.
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Figure 6—1 Market share of largest supplier
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The market share rank ranged from 9.6 percent to 19.7 percent, never exceeding the 20
percent benchmark 47 in any of the hours for the year. The highest market share hours mostly
occurred during the off-peak months of the year.
The HHI is another general measure of structural market power, analyzing overall supplier
concentration in the market. It is calculated by using the sum of the squares of the market
shares of all suppliers in a market as follows:

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = � �
𝑖𝑖

2
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖
∗ 100�
∑𝑖𝑖 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖

According to FERC’s “Merger Policy Statement,” 48 similar to Department of Justice merger
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guidelines, an HHI less than 1,000 is an indication of an unconcentrated market, an HHI of
1,000 to 1,800 indicates a moderately concentrated market, and an HHI over 1,800 indicates
a highly concentrated market. Figure 6—2 provides the number of hours for each
concentration category over the last three years. In terms of installed capacity, the SPP
market was unconcentrated 100 percent of the hours in 2016. The HHI for the market has
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remained under 1,000 since the Integrated System joined SPP in October 2015. The HHI has
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never risen above the 1,800 threshold determined for high level of concentration.

47

The 20 percent threshold is one of the generally accepted metrics that would indicate structural
market power. Note, however, that neither market share nor the HHI metric alone would be sufficient
for the assessment of market power particularly in today’s spot electricity markets where load pockets
formed by transmission congestion may lead to market power with much smaller market shares and/or
HHI values.
48
Inquiry Concerning the Commission’s Merger Policy Under the Federal Power Act: Policy Statement,
Order No. 592, Issued December 18, 1996 (Docket No. RM96-6-000).
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Figure 6—2 Market concentration level, real-time
2014

2015

Concentration

HHI
Level

Unconcentrated

Below
1,000

4,102

47%

6,234

Moderately
Concentrated

1,000 to
1,800

4,658

53%

Highly
Concentrated

Above
1,800

0

0%

Hours

% of Hours

Hours

2016

% of Hours

Hours

% of Hours

71%

8,784

100%

2,526

29%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Figure 6—3 depicts the hourly real-time market HHI for the third year of the Integrated
Marketplace along with a ranked HHI duration curve. The hourly HHI ranges from 624 to 977
during the course of the year.
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Figure 6—3 HHI duration curve, hourly

SPP market participants with generation spanning all supply segments have the greatest
ability to benefit from structural market power. These market participants may frequently set
prices regardless of the technology type on the margin. Figure 6—4 provides the percent of
real-time market intervals that each ranked market participant had a resource on the margin.
It shows that four market participants each set price in more than 10 percent of all real-time
market time intervals. These percentages are not additive because multiple market
participants may have a resource on the margin at the same time.
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Figure 6—4 Market participants with a marginal resource, real-time

In conclusion, the MMU’s market share analysis and calculated HHI both indicate minimal
potential structural market power in SPP markets outside of areas that are frequently
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congested.

Pivotal supplier analysis takes into account the dynamic nature of the power market,
particularly of demand conditions, and evaluates the potential of market power in the
presence of “pivotal” suppliers. A supplier is pivotal when its resources are needed to meet
demand. There may be one or more pivotal suppliers in a particular market defined by
transmission constraints and load conditions, and a supplier’s status of being pivotal may vary
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between time periods irrespective of its size.

The following analysis identifies the frequency with which at least one supplier was pivotal in
five different reserve zones (regions) of the SPP footprint in 2016. 49 While one amplifying
market condition for a pivotal supplier to have an ability to raise prices above competitive

49

SPP divides market resources (generation) into five reserve zones. For the purpose of this report,
these reserve zones are named as Nebraska, Western Kansas and Panhandles, New Mexico and Texas,
Oklahoma and Kansas City, and Iowa and Dakotas. Thus, each generation resource is mapped to one
of these reserve zones. To define a load zone to match with a resource zone, each load settlement
location was mapped to a reserve zone to approximate demand within a particular zone. Additionally,
import limits are approximated by the average of the reserve zone limits for the times they were
activated in 2016.
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levels is the frequency with which it becomes pivotal, another market condition is the times of
shortage or high demand. The mere size of a supplier has no link to being pivotal; however,
suppliers with high frequency of being pivotal in tight supply periods have a greater ability to
exercise market power. For this reason, the frequency of being a pivotal supplier is also
analyzed vis-à-vis the level of demand across these five regions.
Figure 6—5 shows the frequency when a supplier is pivotal at varying load levels. The results
indicate that the percent of hours with pivotal supplier is the highest (around 100 percent) in
the New Mexico and Texas region—irrespective of demand level—where one of the SPP’s
frequently constrained areas in 2016 was located. This region is followed by Iowa and the
Dakotas where, depending on the level of load, 17 percent to 36 percent of the hours exhibit
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at least one pivotal supplier. The remaining regions of Nebraska, Oklahoma and Kansas City,
and Western Kansas and Panhandles experience pivotal supplier conditions for only
negligible periods.
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Figure 6—5 Hours with at least one pivotal supplier

6.2 BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS OF THE MARKET
In a competitive market, prices should reflect the short-run marginal cost of production of the
marginal unit. In SPP’s Integrated Marketplace, market participants submit hourly mitigated
energy offer curves that represent their short-run marginal cost of energy. Market
participants also submit their market-based offers, which may differ from their mitigated
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offers. To assess market performance, a comparison is made between the market offer and
the mitigated offer for the marginal resources for each real-time market interval. Figure 6—6
provides the average marginal resource offer price markups 50 by month for on-peak and offpeak periods.
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Figure 6—6 Average offer price markup, monthly

In 2016 the average monthly markups ranged from -$1.75 to $0.86/MWh for off-peak periods
and from -$0.17 to $2.31/MWh for on-peak periods. The lowest markups occurred in spring
and fall 2016 for off-peak hours. The spring and fall months have the most wind generation.
In two months, the average on-peak markup was also negative. The observed levels of
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negative markups indicate that some market participants’ real-time market offers are below
their mitigated offers. This could occur where generators decide to offer below their
marginal cost to maintain commitments. Coal plant operators may have a negative
opportunity cost resulting from an oversupply of coal or possible exposure to a take-or-pay
contract. Negative markups could occur when wind units become marginal and their
(negative) offers clear the market. 51 Note that on-peak markups exceeded $2/MWh during

50

Offer price markup is calculated as the difference between market-based offer and the mitigated
offer where the market-based offer may or may not be equal to the mitigated offer. The MMU
calculates a simple average over all marginal resources for an interval. The markups are not weighted
to reflect each marginal resource’s proportional impact on the price.
51
Wind units may have negative mitigated offers due to subsidies they receive.
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the months of June and July. Figure 6—7 below points to a somewhat declining trend of an
off-peak average markup whereas the on-peak average markup is returning to the level
experienced in the first year of the Integrated Marketplace, nearly $1/MWh. Lower offer price
markup levels indicate a competitive pressure on the suppliers in the SPP market.

6.2.1
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Figure 6—7 Average offer price markup, annual

MITIGATION PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
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SPP employs an automated conduct and impact mitigation scheme to address potential
market power abuse through economic withholding. The mitigation applies to resources that
exercise local market power in areas of transmission congestion, reserve zone shortages, and
manual commitments in instances where there is the potential for manipulation due to a
manual commitment that guarantees recovery of a resource’s submitted offers.

6.2.2

MITIGATION FREQUENCY

SPP resources’ incremental energy, start-up, no-load, and operating reserve offers are subject
to mitigation for economic withholding when the following three circumstances occur
simultaneously in a market solution:
1) The resource has local market power;
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2) The offer has failed the conduct test. Resources submit two offers for each
product: a mitigated offer representing the competitive baseline costs that must
adhere to the mitigated offer development guidelines 52 and a second offer
generally referred to as a market offer. An offer fails the conduct test when the
market offer exceeds the mitigated offer by more than the allowed threshold;
3) The resource is manually committed by the SPP for capacity, transmission
constraint, or voltage support or by a local transmission operator for local
transmission problems or voltage support or if committed by a market system the
application of mitigation impacts market prices or make-whole payments by more
than the allowed $25/MWh threshold.
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The mitigation frequency varies across products and markets. Figure 6—8 shows that the
mitigation of incremental energy, regulation and no-load was infrequent in the day-ahead
market in 2016 and has slightly increased starting with February 2016. The application of
mitigation in the day-ahead market is on average 0.05 percent for 2016 with levels of 0.02
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percent for regulation and 0.13 percent for no-load and null for incremental energy.
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Figure 6—8 Mitigation frequency, day-ahead market

52

As indicated in Appendix G of the SPP’s Market Protocols.
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As for the real-time market, the mitigation of incremental energy has been at very low levels
with annual average around at 0.03 percent in 2016, as shown in Figure 6—9 below.
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Figure 6—9 Mitigation frequency, real-time market
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The mitigation of start-up offers has also been slightly increasing in the third year of the
market, starting with May 2016 over the previous year. Figure 6—10 shows the mitigation
frequency for start-up offers for the various means of commitment. The mitigation of start-up
offers increased to nine percent in September 2016 and has since fallen to less than three
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percent in December 2016.
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OUTPUT GAP AS A MEASURE FOR ECONOMIC
WITHHOLDING

RA

6.2.3
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Figure 6—10 Mitigation frequency, start-up offers

Economic withholding by a resource is defined as submitting an offer that is unjustifiably high
such that either the resource will not be dispatched, or if dispatched such that the offer will
sets a higher than competitive market clearing price. Accordingly, the output gap metric
aims to measure the amount of output that was withheld from the market by submitting offers
in excess of competitive levels. Mitigated offers in the SPP market are defined to be the
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short-run marginal cost of production. The output gap is the amount not produced as a
result of offers exceeding the mitigated offer above the conduct threshold. In this report, the
output gap is calculated as the difference between the resource’s economic level of output at
the market clearing price, which corresponds to the level between the minimum and
maximum economic capacity—and the actual amount of production. 53
In 2015, the annual report only showed the SPP-wide overall output gap figures on an annual
average basis. This year the data are shown by month and the output gap percentages are

53

The MMU calculates this metric by including only those resources that can potentially (economically)
withhold (i.e., those with local market power) and use these resources’ total capacity when calculating
output gap percentages.
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also shown for the two frequently constrained areas (FCAs) as well. Furthermore, output gap
is calculated for the largest three suppliers in each area comparing the levels to those of the
remaining suppliers. Similar to the last year’s report, the annual calculations were run against
the level of demand as a potential market condition that can affect the outcome.
Most of the energy for non-quick-start resources was awarded in the day-ahead market,
whereas quick-start resources are generally committed on short notice and fully exposed to
real-time prices. Therefore, day-ahead prices are used for non-quick-start resources and realtime prices are used for quick-start resources for assessing the output gap. Also, this year the
MMU considered only the 25 percent conduct threshold level for economic withholding at
varying demand levels because the mitigation for economic withholding primarily occurs at
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that threshold level. Finally, in order to account for the discrepancy between a resource’s
offered capacity and the dispatched amount (due to possible changes in real-time market
conditions such as transmission constraints), an adjustment is made by taking the maximum
of the day-ahead offer or the real-time dispatched amount to reflect the actual amount of
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production.

The results in Figure 6—11 below show that the SPP footprint-wide monthly levels of the
output gap varies between 0.69 percent and 2.06 percent with the highest gap occurring in
December.
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Figure 6—11 Output gap, monthly
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Figure 6—12 through Figure 6—14 display the output gap calculations by demand level for
three areas, namely the entire SPP market footprint and the two frequently constrained areas.
More output may be withheld in low load periods, as prices are often negative during the
lowest 20 percent of load hours. All results indicate low levels of (economic) capacity
withheld in 2016, which is consistent with competitive market conduct.
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Figure 6—12 Output gap, SPP footprint
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Figure 6—13 Output gap, Texas Panhandle frequently constrained area
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Figure 6—14 Output gap, Woodward frequently constrained area

6.3 OFFER BEHAVIOR DUE TO MITIGATION THRESHOLD
SPP market rules require market participants submit both a ‘market-based’ energy offer curve
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and a ‘cost-based’ mitigated energy offer curve. The FERC imposed offer cap of
$1,000/MWh and the floor of negative $500/MWh are the only limits to the energy offer
curve. Market participants can submit any energy offer curve within these bounds. The
market clearing engine will use the energy offer curve, unless the resource is mitigated.
When mitigated, the mitigated offer curve with replace the energy offer curve.
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In order for offers to be mitigated, the resource must fail all three of the following tests; local
market power test, conduct test, and impact test. These three criteria for activating mitigation
are described in Section 6.2.2.

Market participants directly affect the conduct test and sometimes referred to as the behavior
test. When a market participant submits an energy off that exceeds the mitigated offer by
more than the thresholds described below, then the offer fails the conduct test.
The thresholds are defined as:
•

10 percent above the mitigated energy offer for resources committed to address a
local reliability issue;
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•

17.5 percent above the mitigated energy offer for resources in a frequently
constrained area; and

•

25 percent above the mitigated energy offer for all other resources.

As shown in Figure 6—15, there is a noticeable plateau at the 110 percent and 125 percent
marks, particularly for natural gas and oil-fired resources. In the figure, the dashed red line
represents the 110 percent threshold, and the solid red line represents the 125 percent
threshold. The plateaus appear to be due to participants offering their resources just under
the conduct test thresholds in order to guarantee that they are not mitigated. This selfmitigating behavior is problematic.
The purpose of mitigation for economic withholding is to protect the market from resources
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that have the unilateral ability to increase market prices. Resources flagged for economic
withholding mitigation have local market power, and allowing inflated market offers only
gives them more opportunity to exercise market power. Resources that are committed for a
local reliability issue, often for voltage support, should not fall into this category. Even
though these resources are needed and must be committed, they are committed outside of
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the market clearing engine logic, and do not have the ability to increase prices.
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Figure 6—15 Mitigation offer mark-up by fuel category

Resources receiving a commitment for local reliability (about two percent of all commitments)
are subject to a 10 percent mitigation threshold for the duration of that commitment cycle.
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The market system replaces market offers that are more than 10 percent above the mitigated
offer with the mitigated offer for that commitment. Resources that do not receive
commitments for local reliability are not at risk of being mitigated down to the mitigated offer
level for offers between 10 percent and 25 percent above the mitigated offer (17.5 percent
for resources in designated frequently constrained areas, nine percent of all resources).
When resource owners decide on a market offer for a resource that has the possibility of
receiving a reliability commitment, the owner may factor in the risk of being mitigated to the
mitigated offer level for offers above 10 percent. All other resource owners do not face this
risk and will not have their market offer reduced to the mitigated offer level, if the market
offer does not exceed 25 percent above the mitigated offer. By converting the 10 percent
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threshold for reliability commitments to a 10 percent cap, the risk of making an offer between
10 percent and 25 percent above the mitigated offer would be the same as for all other
resources owners. This is a subtle but important risk for the small number of market
participants exposed to reliability commitments. The resource owners are subject to a higher
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level of risk through no fault of their own and it is therefore inappropriate.

The MMU recommends that mitigation measures for resources committed for a local
reliability issue be treated separately from the mitigation measures for economic withholding.
Resources that fall into this category are not be subject to the three tests associated with
economic withholding, which is appropriate. This viewpoint was submitted by the MMU to
the Market Working Group through Revision Request 231 54 in May 2017, and is still being
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discussed at the stakeholder level.

6.4 SUMMARY ASSESSMENT
The structural and behavioral metrics indicate that the markets were very competitive in its
first three years. The market share, HHI, and pivotal supplier analyses all indicate minimal
potential structural market power in SPP markets outside of areas that are frequently
congested. There were two frequently constrained areas so designated in 2016 where the
potential for concerns of local market power is the highest. Ongoing analysis shows existing

54

Revision Request 231 (Mitigation of locally committed resources).
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mitigation measures to be an effective deterrent in preventing pivotal suppliers from
unilaterally raising prices.
Behavioral indicators were also assessed through the analysis of actual offer or bid behavior
(i.e., conduct) of the market participants and the impact of such behavior on market prices to
look for the exercise of market power. For economic withholding mitigation, although the
frequency of mitigation for incremental energy, no-load, and operating reserve offers in the
day-ahead market was slightly up in 2016 compared to 2015 it is still a low level in absolute
terms. The average real-time market mitigation was extremely low at less than 0.1 percent for
2016. In particular, the real-time market mitigation levels for regulation and no-load were
close to zero in all but one of the first 5 months of the year while the energy mitigation rate
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was essentially zero. The slight increase in the frequency of start-up offer mitigation in the
day-ahead market in 2016 is similar to the trend that was experienced for the other market
components however, it is observed at higher absolute levels. The combined frequency of
mitigation of start-up offers for day-ahead, reliability unit commitment, and manual
commitments increased to 3.8 percent in 2016 from 2.8 percent in 2015. The overall
other markets.
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mitigation frequency levels experienced in 2016 are consistent with the levels experienced in

The system wide output gap results show a very low-level varying from 0.69 percent to 2.06
percent with the highest gap occurring in December. Out of the two frequently constrained
areas, Texas Panhandle experienced the highest monthly output gap at 1.93 percent, again
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occurring in December. The Woodward FCA exhibited very low levels of output gap within
the year with monthly levels ranging from 0.01 percent to 0.39 percent. These low levels of
(economic) capacity withheld in 2016 is consistent with competitive market conduct.
Overall, the SPP Integrated Marketplace provides sufficient and effective market incentives
and mitigation measures to produce competitive market outcomes particularly during market
intervals where exercise of local market power is a concern. The competitive assessment in
this report provides evidence that market results in 2016 were workably competitive and that
the market required mitigation of local market power infrequently to achieve those
outcomes. Nonetheless, mitigation remains an essential tool in ensuring that market results
are competitive during periods when such market conditions offer suppliers the potential to
abuse local market power.
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the core functions of a market monitor as defined by the FERC in Order No. 719 is “to
advise the Commission, the RTO or ISO, and other interested entities of its views regarding
any needed rule and tariff changes.” The MMU accomplishes this responsibility through
many forums, including but not limited to active participation in the SPP stakeholder
meetings process, commenting on FERC notices of proposed rulemakings, submitting
comments at FERC on SPP filings, and making recommendations in the Annual State of the
Market report, to name some of the better-known forums. In order to be effective and
efficient, the MMU identifies and uses the most appropriate forum or combination of forums
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given the issue under consideration.
This section summarizes the status of previous recommendations, discusses revisions to
previous recommendations, identifies open issues, and presents new recommendations. The
MMU has determined several previous recommendations have been addressed to a
satisfactory level as noted below. Those topics will continue to be monitored to ensure the
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changes are effective. Should additional concerns arise; the MMU will present new
recommendations in a forum that is most appropriate for that issue.
Previous annual reports contain recommendations identified during or before the startup of
the Integrated Marketplace. As with the startup of any program the size of the Integrated
Marketplace, it was not surprising that there were a number of concerns identified. The SPP
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board of directors’ and other stakeholders’ serious consideration of those recommendations
is greatly appreciated. Significant progress has been made on most of the recommendations
presented in previous reports and some of the recommendations have been revised given
changes in the market and as a result of additional analysis. Section 7.4 below lists the status
of past and current annual report recommendations.

7.1 LOCAL RELIABILITY COMMITMENT MITIGATION
The MMU recommends converting the 10 percent mitigation threshold for local reliability
commitments to a 10 percent cap. This recommendation addresses an unbalance risk
associated with mitigation of resource commitments for local reliability.
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When resource owners decide on a market offer for a resource that has the possibility of
receiving a reliability commitment, the owner must factor in the risk of being mitigate to the
mitigated offer level for offers above 10 percent. All other resources owners do not face this
risk and will not have their market offer reduce to the mitigated offer level if the market offer
does not exceed 25 percent above the mitigated offer. By converting the 10 percent
threshold for reliability commitments to a 10 percent cap, the risk of making an offer between
10 percent and 25 percent above the mitigated offer would be the same as for all other
resources owners. This is a subtle but important risk for the small number of market
participants exposed to reliability commitments. The resource owners are subject to a higher
level of risk through no fault of their own and it is therefore inappropriate.

FT

7.2 NON-DISPATCHABLE VARIABLE ENERGY RESOURCE
CONVERSION TO DISPATCHABLE
The 2015 Annual State of the Market report identified non-dispatchable variable energy
resources as a concern because of their adverse impact on market price and system
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operations. The adverse impact these resources have on the market continues to increase as
the total volume of wind generation increases in the SPP market. FERC demonstrated strong
support for the elimination of most instances of non-dispatchable resources with the approval
of a rule change for the New England market in December 2016. All market function best
when all market participants make a positive contribution to the market in the form of
dispatchability. The MMU continues to encourage the SPP stakeholders to move forward

D

with rule changes to transition non-dispatchable variable energy resources to dispatchable
variable energy resource status, thereby reducing the adverse impact of this category of
resources on all other market participants.

7.3 PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS THAT ARE NOT CLOSED
7.3.1

DAY-AHEAD MUST OFFER PENALTY REMOVAL AND
NEW PHYSICAL WITHHOLDING PENALTY

The market monitor recommended that SPP simultaneously eliminate the limited day-ahead
must-offer provision and implement physical withholding rules to include a penalty for noncompliance. This was based on the premise that the recommended penalty provision would
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be sufficient to ensure robust participation in the day-ahead market. SPP stakeholders
rejected the physical withholding penalty component but did approve the removal of the
day-ahead must-offer component. Further details are provided in Section 3.3, Must-Offer
Provision. The MMU has closed the recommendation for a physical withholding penalty.
Further study and analysis of physical withholding issues will be used in the development of
potential new recommendations to address MMU concerns.

7.3.2

MAKE-WHOLE PAYMENT MANIPULATION

At the time of publishing of the 2015 Annual State of the Market report, there were three
outstanding recommendations to address potential threats of make-whole payment
manipulation that where either recently closed or still open. The recommendation associated

FT

with the local out-of-merit energy events has been closed. The recommendation associated
with the regulation deployment adjustment charge has been closed, although the issue still
exists. The remaining area of concern regarding resources committed with long minimum
run time.

RA

The potential for exploiting make whole payments related to local out-of-merit energy events
is remote and easily identified. The expense and effort to eliminate the risk appears to
exceed the potential benefits. The Market Working Group officially closed the action item
related to the out-of-merit energy recommendation in October 2016 and the MMU considers
this recommendation officially closed as well. If conditions change, resulting an increase
exposure regarding this design flaw, the MMU will address the concern through a new
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recommendation. The MMU will continue to monitor and refer all incidences to FERC.
The recommendation for resources committed with a long minimum run time was refined to
capture resources with a minimum runtime that took it into the third operating day. As
previously noted, the MOPC recently remanded this topic back to the Market Working Group
for further review. The recommendation to disqualify resources with fixed regulation bids
from receiving a regulation deployment adjustment charge has been withdrawn by the MMU.
After extensive discussions with the RTO staff, it was determined that the issue was not
confined to only resources with fixed regulation bids. The MMU is working with the RTO to
understand the core problem. A new recommendation regarding this issue is pending the
result of additional analysis.
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7.4 RECOMMENDATIONS UPDATE
The table below lists all of the Annual State of the Market recommendations that were closed
in 2016 through the date of this report, those that remain open, and those that are new.
Recommendations closed prior to the completion of the previous year’s report do not appear
in this table. To review closed recommendations that are not covered in this report, please
consult earlier reports. All previous annual reports can be found at https://www.spp.org/sppdocuments-filings/?id=18512.

Figure 7—1 Annual State of the Market recommendations update
Report
Year

FT

Recommendation

Current
Status

2016

Open

2. Non-dispatchable variable energy resource transition
to dispatchable variable energy resource status

2015

Open

3. Quick-start logic

2014

Closed

4. Ramp-constrained shortage pricing

2014

Closed

5. Manipulation of make-whole payment provisions

2014

Open

6. Day-ahead must offer requirement and physical
withholding

2014

Closed

7. Transmission congestion right and auction revenue
right system availability

2014

Closed

8. Transmission outage reporting and modeling

2014

Closed

9. Transmission congestion right bidding at electricallyequivalent settlement locations

2014

Closed

10. Allocation of over-collected losses

2014

Closed

11. Increase conduct test thresholds in frequently
constrained areas

2014

Closed

D
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1. Local reliability commitment mitigation threshold
conversion to a cap
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COMMON ACRONYMS
American Electric Power

ARR

Auction Revenue Rights

BSS

Bilateral Settlement Schedules

BTU

British Thermal Unit

CC

Combined Cycle

CDD

Cooling Degree Days

CT

Combustion Turbine

DA

Day-Ahead

DAMKT

Day-Ahead Market

DA RUC

Day-Ahead Reliability Unit Commitment

DISIS

Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study

EHV

Extra High Voltage

EIA

Energy Information Administration

EIS

Energy Imbalance Service

ERCOT

Electric Reliability Council of Texas

FCA

Frequently Constrained Area

FERC

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

GI

Generation Interconnection

GLDF

Generator to Load Distribution Factor

GMOC

Greater Missouri Operations Company

GW

Gigawatt

GWh

Gigawatt Hour

HDD

Heating Degree Days

HHI

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index

HVDC

High-Voltage Direct Current

IA

Interconnection Agreement

ID RUC

Intra-Day Reliability Unit Commitment

IDC

Interchange Distribution Calculator

IS

Integrated System

D
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Common acronyms

Independent System Operator

ITP

Integrated Transmission Plan

JOU

Jointly Owned Unit

KCPL

Kansas City Power & Light

kV

Kilovolt (1,000 volts)

LIP

Locational Imbalance Price

LMP

Locational Marginal Price

MISO

Midcontinent Independent Transmission System Operator

MLC

Marginal Loss Component

MM

Million

MMBtu

Million British Thermal Units (1,000,000 Btu)

MMU

Market Monitoring Unit

MW

Megawatt (1,000,000 watts)

MWh

Megawatt Hour

MWP

Make-Whole Payment

NDVER

Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource

NERC

North American Electric Reliability Corporation

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NPPD

Nebraska Public Power District

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

OGE

Oklahoma Gas & Electric

OOME

Out-of-Merit Energy

PJM

Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection

PEPL

Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company

PISIS

Preliminary Interconnection System Impact Study

RNU

Revenue Neutrality Uplift

RT

Real-Time

RTBM

Real-Time Balancing Market

RTO

Regional Transmission Organization

RUC

Reliability Unit Commitment

SC

Simple Cycle

D
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ISO
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.

SPS

Southwestern Public Service Company

SECI

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation

TCR

Transmission Congestion Right

WAPA

Western Area Power Administration

WECC

Western Electricity Coordinating Council

WR

Westar Energy, Incorporated
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Human Resources
Committee
Report to SPP Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
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SPP Human Resources Committee
Members
 Mr. Julian Brix, Chair
 Mr. Mark Crisson, Director
 Mr. Duane Highley, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Corporation
 Mr. Noman Williams, South Central MCN, LLC
 Mr. Tom Kent, Nebraska Public Power District
 Mr. John Rhea, Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company
 Ms. Malinda See, Staff Secretary
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May 19, 2017 Teleconference
•

Approved staff recommendation to terminate SPP
Medical Plan Trust
 First approved in 2010
 Trust to hold employee premiums for SPP self-insured medical plan
 No longer required; trust had no assets, as plan expenses always
greater than employee premiums
 Termination of trust saves SPP $12,000 annually in audit expenses

•

Reviewed and approved updated HRC Scope Statement
 Revised HRC Scope Statement will be included on October 2017
SPP Board Consent Agenda

•

Approved staff recommendation to adopt
amendment to SPP 457(f) Plan
 New rules allow for 457(f) Plan payments to be split over two tax
years
 HRC approved amendment to allow split payments to participants
 No additional cost to SPP to adopt amendment
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June 13 & 14, 2017 Meeting
SPP Corporate Offices, Little Rock, AR
•

Results of Benefits Survey of SPP Members presented by
Mercer Consultants
 Comprehensive survey of all aspects of benefits; health and welfare
and retirement plans
 Reviewed results of SPP Members (14 respondents out of 29 on
Members Committee)
 Reviewed results of RTO/ISO data (All US RTO/ISO included)
 SPP overall benefit package is competitive to market, and comparable
to SPP Members and RTO/ISO
 SPP staff looking at additional medical plan options for 2018

•

Reviewed results of SPP Staff Benefits Satisfaction Survey
 Staff satisfied and appreciative of SPP benefit package

•

Reviewed the process utilized to distribute the 2016 SPP
Employee Performance Compensation Plan funds
 Annual committee responsibility
 Staff report on process and methodology of fund allocation
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June 13 & 14, 2017 Meeting
SPP Corporate Offices, Little Rock, AR
•

Breakfast with SPP HR staff
 The SPP HR Staff joined the committee for annual informal discussion
 Round table discussion on HR topics facing SPP:





•

401(k) Investment Manager Report





•

Hiring and recruiting employees that fit the SPP culture
Maintaining employee engagement
Differences in age groups in the work force
Employee education and development.

Reviewed plan statistics and fees
Total portfolio annual growth from $74M to $87M
96% employee participation rate
8.8% average employee deferral rate

SPP Employee Performance Compensation Plan Metrics
 Committee reviewed the compliance metrics for the plan
 SPP staff will present proposal for committee consideration at August
2017 meeting

•

Reviewed SPP HR metrics as of June 1, 2017

5

HR Metrics Snapshot-June 1, 2017
Current numbers in Red, June 2016 number in grey

A
Actual
Headcount
602
571

Average
Years of Service
7.5
7

Promotions
YTD
38
41

Open Requisitions
YTD
21
39

Average Salary
All Staff
$98,260
$95,825

Internal Transfers
YTD
14
13

Vacancy
Rate
3.4%
7.5%

Average Salary
Non-Management
$85,906
$82,772

Requisitions Filled
YTD
35
21

Turnover
Rate
4.1%
5.3%

Staff to
Management
4.75/1 (83% Staff)
4.75/1 (83% Staff)

Separations
YTD
9
12

Average
Age
44
43

New Employees
YTD
31
12
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August 2017 Meeting Agenda
•

Recommend 2018 Compensation Pool funding to SPP
Finance Committee

•

Review and recommend any changes to the SPP Employee
Performance Compensation Plan Metrics

•

Review any proposed changes to SPP Benefit Plans for 2018

•

Review annual SPP Fraud Prevention Report

•

Annual review of committee activities

•

Approve 2018 Meetings & Agendas
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Doubletree Warren Place – Tulsa, Oklahoma
April 25, 2017
-

Summary of Action Items

-

1. Approved Consent Agenda Items
a. Approved Minutes – 1/31/17
b. Corporate Governance Committee
i. Recommendation – Charter Approvals
ii. Recommendation – Vacancy/Finance Committee
iii. Recommendation – Vacancy/Human Resources Committee
iv. Recommendation – Revisions to Bylaws 3.1 and 3.3.2 (Alternating when certain Chair and
Vice Chair terms expire)
c.

Finance Committee
i. Recommendation – 2017 Benefit Plan Funding

d. RARTF
i. Remand of RR155 Potential RCAR Remedies
e. Markets and Operations Policy Committee
i. MWG
1. RR200 Design Change for BSS and OCL Distribution
2. RR203 Adding Second Step to Monthly ARR Allocation
3. RR205 Correction to RR127 for Regulation Limit Requirements
4. RR216 Instantaneous Load Capacity Refiling
5. RR217 Amendment to RR175-Order No. 825 Compliance Filing
6. RR219 ECC Compliance Filing
ii. ORWG
1. RR213 Voltage Stability Control
iii. RTWG
1. RR202 Network Customers Obligation for Redispatch Costs
2. RR208 TPITF Tariff Revisions
3. RR211 Competitive Project Minimal Threshold
iv. TWG
1. RR224 Changes to Planning Horizon SOL Methodology
2. RR215 Remove DME Protection and Control Criteria
3. RR186 Remove Selected Protection and Control Criteria
4. 2017 ITPNT Report
5. 2018 ITPNT Scope
6. Regional Review for Brookline Reactor
v. SSC
1. Morgan Transformer Project
vi. CPWG
1. RR218 Increase Unsecured Credit Allowance Maximum
vii. RARTF
1. RR223 RCAR Frequency Change
viii. Staff
1. Reevaluation – Basin – 345 kV Roundup – Kummer Ridge
2. Approved two Finance Committee Recommendations
a. Recommendation – 2016 Financial Audit Acceptance
b. Recommendation – Auditor Engagements
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3. Approved the Markets and Operations Policy Committee Recommendations
a. MWG
i. RR125 Removal of Day-Ahead Limited Must-Offer
b. ESWG
i. 2017 ITP10 Further Evaluation – Potter to Tolk
c. SSC
i. Revisions to Seams Projects Policy Paper
d. TWG
i. 2017 ITPNT Portfolio
The Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) recommendation from the Market Working Group (MWG)
for RR214 Cost Plus 10% Mitigation Enhancement was remanded back to the MOPC for further review and will be
brought back to the Board for discussion at its 7/25/17 meeting.
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Minutes No. 173
Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS/MEMBERS COMMITTEE MEETING
Doubletree Warren Place – Tulsa, Oklahoma
April 25, 2017
Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
SPP Board of Directors Chair, Mr. Jim Eckelberger called the meeting to order at 8:12 a.m. The following Board of
Directors/Members Committee members were in attendance or represented by proxy:
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer, director
Mr. Jason Atwood, Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr. Brent Baker, The Empire District Electric Company
Ms. Phyllis Bernard, director
Mr. Julian Brix, director
Mr. Nick Brown, director
Mr. Mark Crisson, director
Mr. Phil Crissup, Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company
Mr. Jim Eckelberger, director
Mr. Jon Hansen, Omaha Public Power District
Mr. Bob Harris, Western Area Power Administration – Upper Great Plains Region
Mr. Kelly Harrison, Westar Energy, Inc.
Mr. Andrew Lachowsky for Duane Highley, Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
Mr. David Hudson, Xcel Energy
Mr. Rob Janssen, Dogwood Energy, LLC
Mr. Thomas Kent, Nebraska Public Power District
Mr. John Allen for Jeff Knottek, City Utilities of Springfield
Mr. Brett Leopold, ITC Great Plains, LLC
Mr. Stuart Lowry, Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Mr. Josh Martin, director
Mr. Kevin Noblet, Kansas City Power & Light Company
Mr. Dave Osburn, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Mr. Mike Risan, Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Mr. Bruce Scherr, director
Mr. Harry Skilton, director
Mr. Kevin Smith, Tenaska Power Services Co.
Mr. Stuart Solomon, American Electric Power
Ms. Aundrea Williams, NextEra Energy Resources
Mr. Mike Wise, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Mr. Jim Eckelberger asked for a round of introductions. There were 111 people in attendance either in person or via
the phone representing 26 Members (Attendance List – Attachment 1). Mr. Eckelberger reported proxies (Proxies –
Attachment 2).
The agenda was shifted to accommodate a scheduling conflict. Consequently, Agenda Item 4 was covered first.
Agenda Item 4 – Finance Committee Report
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer provided the Finance Committee (FC) report. BKD, LLP (BKD) has completed and
published its audit of SPP’s 2016 financial statements (Independent Auditor’s Report and Financial Statements –
Attachment 3) and BKD provided its management letter that accompanies the report (BKD Audit Letter –
Attachment 4). There are no reportable items from the audit. There was an executive session held with the auditor
to see if there are any concerns of the quality of the capabilities of the staff or any other issues in respect to the
control system of SPP and there were none cited by BKD.
In the consent agenda, the FC has a recommendation concerning the benefit plan funding. The FC reviews the
funding of the retirement plan and the post-retirement plan and makes recommendations to the funding amount for
the coming year. In 2016, the funding in the plan performed well and offset some of the increased costs. The
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recommendation is to not contribute any money this year to the post-retirement healthcare plan. During the last
meeting there was a presentation on the settlement system replacement project. The FC will continue to monitor
this project. Cyber risk insurance was discussed. Cyber events are believed to be the highest probability and
impact risk that may exist in SPP. The committee discussed the structure and availability of insurance that SPP
might want to consider to help mitigate a post-event impact. This research is on-going.
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer moved to approve the 2016 Financial Audit Report and findings of BKD in its
entirety (Recommendation - 2016 Financial Audit Acceptance – Attachment 5). Mr. Harry Skilton seconded
the motion. The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Larry Altenbaumer moved to approve the engagement of BKD to perform an audit of SPP’s 2017
financial statements and Thomas & Thomas to perform an audit of SPP’s 2017 employee benefit plan
financial statements (Recombination – Auditor Engagements – Attachment 6). Mr. Bruce Scherr seconded
the motion. The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Mike Wise thanked Mr. Harry Skilton for his years of service as the Chair of the FC, stating that he has served
for many years and has done a great job.
Agenda Item 2 – Reports to the Board of Directors
President’s Report
Mr. Nick Brown began his report by focusing on the people of SPP. Internally over the last several months there
have been quite a few changes. The Associate General Counsel left many months ago. Ms. Tessie Kentner was a
senior attorney who has been promoted to a new position as managing attorney over Corporate in Legal. SPP
Associate General Counsel Mr. Mike Riley has been moved to oversee Markets and Regulatory Policy. Mr. Sam
Loudenslager has been promoted to Director of Regulatory Policy. Mr. Richard Dillon has been moved to Director
of Market Policy in the Legal and Regulatory group. Mr. Pat Bourne has been over Transmission Policy and will
work in tandem with Richard. Mr. Dillion will have a high level focus of the linkage with the Tariff. Mr. Sam Ellis,
the former director of SPP Operations, has moved under Ms. Barbara Sugg in her organization of IT as Director of
IT Security and Controls. Mr. CJ Brown has been promoted to Director of Operations. Employees are encouraged
to think laterally in their professional development.
On March 31, Mr. Paul Suskie, Executive Vice President of Regulatory Policy and General Counsel, was promoted
to Colonel in the U.S. Army Reserves.
There have also been some changes within the Board of Directors. In January, the Board took a very deliberate
review of the leadership roles and the committee assignments. This is a follow-up from last year’s expansion of the
Board, with the inclusion of Mr. Graham Edwards, Mr. Bruce Scherr, and, most recently, Mr. Mark Crisson. This
was done with the thought of Board member succession and to rotate some of the representation of the
committees, as well as to balance the responsibilities of the directors within the committees. The Board elected Mr.
Jim Eckelberger to serve as the Chair of the Board. Mr. Larry Altenbaumer will serve as the Vice Chair of the
Board. He will also serve as the Chair of the FC.
Mr. Harry Skilton was the FC Chair. He was elected to the Board the same year as Chairman Eckelberger in 2000.
They are in their seventeenth year of service. At that time they were part of the non-stakeholder sector, a hybrid
board. In 2002, Mr. Skilton entered into the role of Chair of the FC. In 2004, when the Board transitioned to the
non-stakeholder board, Mr. Skilton was elected as Vice Chair of the Board.
Mr. Altenbaumer moved from the Oversight Committee (OC) to the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC). It has
been a tradition that both the Chair and Vice Chair serve on the SPC. Mr. Bruce Scherr has moved to the FC. Mr.
Josh Martin will continue as the Chair of the OC. Ms. Phyllis Bernard will continue to serve on the OC. Mr. Skilton
will join the OC. Last year the OC was given two additional seats due to the expansive nature of the committee’s
responsibilities. Mr. Bruce Scherr and Mr. Graham Edwards will join the OC. Mr. Julian Brix will continue as the
Chair of the Human Resources Committee. Mr. Mark Crisson will join the committee. There will be more director
involvement on the MOPC.
The metrics are included in the financial reporting package (First Quarter 2017 Finance Package – Attachment 7
and Corporate Metrics – Attachment 8).
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Mr. Brown noted that the 2016 Annual Report has been distributed to everyone at the meeting. The annual report
is entitled “Forward.” That is a good title to reflect on all that has occurred during the 2016 year.
Regional State Committee Report (RSC)
Commissioner Dana Murphy provided the report in the absence of Commissioner Steve Stoll who could not attend
the meeting in person. The RSC had a meeting on Monday, April 17 in Dallas. It was the first meeting for
Commissioner Randy Christmann, who is replacing Brian Kalk as the North Dakota RSC representative. Also
leaving the positions are Commissioners Libby Jacobs from Iowa and Donna Nelson from Texas.
The RSC reviewed three revision requests (RR) during the meeting and found none of them inconsistent with prior
guidance given by the RSC. The RRs approved were RR208 Transmission Planning Improvement Task Force
Tariff Revisions, RR203 Monthly Auction Revenue Rights (ARR) Allocation Process, and RR202 Network
Customers Obligation for Redispatch Costs.
The RSC reviewed a tariff revision request related to the work of the Regional Allocation Review Task Force,
RR223 Regional Cost Allocation Review (RCAR) Frequency Change. The proposed request changes how often a
RCAR must occur from at least once every three years to at least once every six years. The RSC had eight
members voting to support the change, with representatives from the South Dakota and New Mexico commissions
voting against.
The State Commission Forum has a call to discuss the Mountain West Transmission Group’s new member
negotiations with SPP on Friday, April 28. Participation in the meeting is only allowed for State Commissioners and
their respective staff that have signed a confidentiality agreement.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Report (FERC)
Mr. Steve Pointer provided the FERC report in the absence of Mr. Patrick Clarey. The Commission is still without a
quorum. There are two technical conferences scheduled in May and June.
Regional Entity (RE) Trustees Report
Mr. Dave Christiano provided the RE Trustees report (SPP RE Update – Attachment 9). There were nine
reportable events in Q1 2017. All of the events were in the lowest assignable risk category. The SPP RE is seeing
some problems with registered entities with high and medium impact Bulk Electric System (BES) cyber systems. In
the area of outreach, there were 228 attendees at the spring workshop. There are several meetings and
workshops scheduled through October 2017.
Oversight Committee Report
Mr. Josh Martin reported on the OC (Oversight Committee Presentation – Attachment 10). The OC now has five
Board members to assist with the expanding scope of the committee’s responsibilities. The OC is now meeting six
times per year. There are two sets of executive sessions at each meeting. The first is with the RTO staff and the
second is with the Market Monitoring Unit (MMU) staff. There will be presentations by Ms. Barbara Sugg on cyber
security, as that is one of the OC’s responsibilities, as well as physical security. During the last meeting there was
a report on the FERC audit compliance. The audit was completed last year and there were some items that had to
be completed and there are only a few items left outstanding. The committee has really pushed to get everything
completed. The largest project of physically separating the workplace of the MMU staff from the workplace of the
RTO staff is just about completed. There will be a report by MMU independent counsel Mr. Eric Callisto, and the
Looking Forward Report provided by Mr. Craig Roach and Mr. Vincent Musco from Bates White. Bates White is the
firm that Boston Pacific merged into.
Ms. Sugg reported on cyber security. There are several initiatives underway at SPP. There is an identity and
access management system project that is underway. SPP has signed a contract to have distributed denial of
service (DDOS) through our internet service providers. SPP is working with an outside firm that helps with cyber
assistance and external vulnerability. They will also do penetration testing and assist with incidence response.
The committee was updated on the cyber security framework. The framework will assist in assessing risks and
prioritizing the risks. The SPP employees are one of the largest risk areas. Training is an on-going focus.
Phishing emails are sent out on a regular basis. A new awareness campaign will be kicked off during the staff
meeting on Thursday of this week.
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Mr. Eric Callisto of Michael Best & Friedrich provided a report on the background on the independence of the SPP
MMU (Presentation on Independence of MMU – Attachment 11). In 1999 with Order 2000 it was declared the
MMU is necessary, flexibility allowed with no position on independence. In Attachment AG of the SPP Tariff it
speaks to the MMU’s independence from the market participants, independence from SPP management and
reports to the Board, there is a code of ethics for the MMU, and confidential issues are referred to FERC. The SPP
Bylaws and Market Protocols are meant to work together to help support and enhance MMU independence. The
OC position statement on the independence of the MMU is to function independently of the RTO to avoid actual or
apparent conflicts in its oversight role. The role of the MMU is advisory, not decisional.
Mr. Vincent Musco and Mr. Craig Roach provided the Looking Forward Report (Overview of the 2017 Looking
Forward Report Presentation – Attachment 12 and Overview of the 2017 Looking Forward Report – Attachment
13). There are seven areas of focus in the report:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Distributed Energy Resources, Decentralization, and Changing Utility Model
Electric Vehicles
An Update on Jurisdictional Issues in the Electricity Industry
RTO Spot Markets and the Early Retirement of Existing Nuclear Generation
Lessons from the (Failed) 2016 Electricity Policy Modernization Act
The Shale Gas (and oil) Revolution (an update)
EPA’s Environmental Campaign (an update)

Strategic Planning Committee Report
Mr. Mike Wise provided the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) report (SPC Report to the Board – Attachment
14). There have been two special meetings to discuss the zonal placement of new transmission that has not been
included in the revenue requirements of SPP. A six-step process was created. In March, the SPC directed staff to
consider proposal revisions and to also address stakeholder comments, consistency with Tariff Attachment A-1.
After several calls with stakeholders, staff found there was no consensus regarding mitigation. A motion was put
forth for a vote to adopt Process Steps 1-4 with notification to potentially affected parties to occur at the beginning
of Step 3, and with the understanding that the SPC does not endorse the outcome of any staff Zonal Placement
decision. Staff will now conform its proposed process is consistent with the motion. There is a second half to the
Zonal Placement matter (cost-shifting). Staff was directed to develop proposed solutions to the three fact scenarios
that would also resolve the cost-shifting problem.
ACTION ITEM: Chairman Eckelberger requested the SPC take on the next steps to address the zonal placement
and the related cost issues and attempt resolution at the July Board meeting.
Mr. Wise also provided an update on the Export Pricing Task Force (EPTF) (Export Pricing Task Force Update –
Attachment 15). The EPTF was formed in response to the SPP strategic plan which recognized that the variable
energy resources within the region provide a possible strategic opportunity for Members and ratepayers. The
EPTF will meet again in June. The conclusion, thus far, is while a market exists for renewable resources, it is
unlikely that these megawatts (MW) will be delivered outside of the region due to rate impacts of the cost of
additional transmission. Additional transmission is no guarantee that the resources would be deliverable to markets
outside SPP.
Human Resources Committee Report
Mr. Julian Brix provided the update on the Human Resources Committee (HRC). There are two new committee
members, Board member Mr. Mark Crisson and committee member Mr. John Rhea. The committee will have a call
in May and a face-to-face meeting in June. Ms. Malinda See and Mr. Brix met with the two new members to
provide an HRC orientation. Work on staff and CEO compensation levels has taken place over the last couple of
years. The compensation has two major pieces, cash and benefit packages. The results from the study with
Mercer, in which there is a comprehensive comparison survey, was completed will be provided in June.
Agenda Item 3 – Consent Agenda
Mr. Eckelberger presented the consent agenda (Consent Agenda – Attachment 16), which included minutes from
the January Board meeting with a small correction from ITC Great Plains. Also included were recommendations
from the FC, Corporate Governance Committee (CGC), MOPC, Regional Allocation Review Task Force (RARTF),
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MWG, Transmission Working Group (TWG), Operating Reliability Working Group (ORWG), Regional Tariff Working
Group (RTWG), Credit Practices Working Group (CPWG), Seam Steering Committee (SSC), and staff.
Mr. Harry Skilton made a motion to approve the consent agenda. Mr. Julian Brix seconded the motion. The
Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Agenda Item 5 – Markets and Operations Policy Committee Report
Mr. Paul Malone provided the MOPC report (MOPC Presentation Report – Attachment 17). Mr. Richard Ross
began by discussing RR125 Removal of the Day-Ahead Limited Must-Offer (MWG RR125 Recommendation
Report – Attachment 18). The benefit realized is the day-ahead must-offer is not necessary in the market.
Removing it reduces SPP workload.
Mr. Nick Brown made a motion to approve MWG RR125, the removal of day-ahead limited must offer. Mr.
Graham Edwards seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted with one abstention (Nebraska
Public Power District) and four no votes (Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc., The Empire District
Electric Company, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority, and Omaha Public Power District). The Board
voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Ross reported on RR214 Cost Plus 10% mitigation enhancement (MWG RR214 Recommendation Report and
Background Material – Attachment 19). This would allow market participants to add a 10% buffer to mitigated
offers. Market participant resources will be mitigated only to cost plus 10% level rather than a cost plus 0%. The
final recommendation is to remand RR214 back to MOPC and the MWG for further review of this revision request.
ACTION ITEM: Chairman Eckelberger would like to also be in a position where SPP takes a larger look as to how
we go about finding the right cost equation for making sure that those units that are being used are not being used
differently than what they were intended and are we recovering the costs.
Mr. Lanny Nickell presented the Economic Studies Working Group (ESWG) report (ESWG 2017 ITP10 Evaluation
Recommendation and Background Material – Attachment 20). A lot of analysis was completed. Mr. Nickell
expressed appreciation for three staff members, Chris Jamieson, Kelsey Allen, and Liz Gephardt. The Potter-Tolk
345 kV line was one project of many within the 2017 ITP10 portfolio. Originally, the line was recommended
because of the net value expected by the benefits. The project was recommended as an alternative to rebuilding
the Hereford to DS#6 7.1 mile line as an economic project. In January, the Board recommended that staff further
evaluate the line and report back at the April Board meeting. A scope was developed and scenarios evaluated.
Chairman Eckelberger commented that if the vote is to construct the Potter-Tolk line a reassessment will have to be
completed to see if we have the right line. If the vote is no to construction, a high priority study will have to be
completed to find the right answer. A “yes” vote is that there not be a Potter-Tolk NTC and a “no” means we are
going to proceed. Either way there will be a follow-on.
Mr. Nick Brown made a motion to approve the removal of the Potter-Tolk 345 kV line from the 2017 ITP10
portfolio. Mr. Julian Brix seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted with one abstention
(Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc.) and one no vote (ITC Great Plains, LLC). The Board voted; the
motion passed.
After the vote, Chairman Eckelberger stated that the Board of Directors would like for a High Priority Study to be
conducted to assess the needs in the Texas panhandle related to the Potter to Tolk 345 kV line. He added that
SPP staff should come back to the Board in July with the assumptions and plans for doing a study, with the study to
be completed no later than April 2018.
Mr. Stuart Solomon suggested that the Texas panhandle is not the only place where SPP is seeing congestion and
that AEP is seeing congestion in western Oklahoma that directly affects their customers. He additionally suggested
taking a broader view to see if there are other areas where severe congestion exists that SPP ought to be taking a
look at in the context of a high priority type study. Chairman Eckelberger concurred with Mr. Solomon.
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ACTION ITEM: SPP staff to bring assumptions and plans for a High Priority Study to the Board of Director’s July
2017 meeting for a Study to be completed by April 2018. The study should include the Texas panhandle and other
areas with severe congestion.
Mr. Jim Jacoby reported on the Seams Steering Committee (SSC) Policy Paper (SSC Revisions to Seams Policy
Paper Recommendation and Background Material – Attachment 21). There were a total of four changes in
Sections 1, 4, 5, and 7.
Mr. Nick Brown made a motion to approve the SSC revisions to the Seams Projects Policy Paper.
Ms. Phyllis Bernard seconded the motion. The Members Committee voted with two abstentions (SPS/Xcel
Energy and ITC Great Plains, LLC) and two no votes (NextEra Energy Resources and Dogwood Energy,
LLC). The Board voted; the motion passed.
Mr. Lanny Nickell reported on the 2017 ITPNT Portfolio (TWG 2017 ITPNT Portfolio Recommendation –
Attachment 22). There are fifteen new projects, one modified project, and eleven projects to be withdrawn.
Mr. Julian Brix made a motion to approve the TWG 2017 ITPNT Portfolio. Ms. Phyllis Bernard seconded the
motion. The Members Committee voted in unanimous approval. The Board voted; the motion passed.
Ms. Denise Buffington provided an update on the Z2 Task Force (Z2TF). The Z2TF is currently focused on
evaluating potential improvements to the crediting for sponsored upgrades provided for in Attachment Z2. There
are two objectives of the group. The first is to evaluate certain waiver requests, and the second is to evaluate the
Z2 process for simplifications and additional transparency in the process. There are three types of sponsored
upgrades. The task force has attempted to identify the “must haves” and the “nice to haves” for the Z2 process
according to FERC policy and precedent. There were ten motions entertained at the last meeting. These motions
were intended to either eliminate or move forward with targeted approaches.
Mr. Bruce Rew provided an update on wind generation. He noted that SPP is breaking North American records.
The maximum wind output record was 13,342 MW in February. All records were made reliably while optimizing
economics, with all NERC RC/BA requirements met.
Chairman Eckelberger thanked Harry Skilton for his years of service as the SPP Board of Directors Vice Chair.
Agenda Item 6 – Future Meetings
BOD Education Session – June 12-13……………Little Rock
RET/RSC/BOD – July 24-25………………..………Denver
RET/RSC/BOD – October 30-31………..…………Little Rock
BOD – December 5………………………………….Little Rock
Adjournment
With no further business, Mr. Eckelberger adjourned the meeting at 2:32 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted,
Paul Suskie, Corporate Secretary
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June 12, 2017
Email Vote

• MINUTES •
Agenda Item 1 – Email Vote
During an email vote the SPP Staff and SPP MOPC requested the SPP Board of Directors and Members
Committee to approve Revision Request 230 (RR230) (attachment 1 – RR230 Recommendation Report
and attachment 2 – Memorandum RR230). RR230 implements a Capacity Margin reduction that equates
to the planning reserve margin already approved by SPP stakeholders and the Board of Directors, but is
still awaiting approval at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The requested effective
date for RR230 is June 1, 2017.
RR230 passed with a majority vote of the Members Committee. Empire District Electric and
Westar Energy voted no. SPP Board approved RR230.
Respectfully Submitted,

Paul Suskie, Corporate Secretary

Revision Request Recommendation Report
Date: 8/23/2016

RR #: 185
RR Title: Clarify SPP Operating Criteria
SUBMITTER INFORMATION
Name: Erin Cathey

Company: Southwest Power Pool

Email: ecathey@spp.org

Phone: 501-590-8298

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION
MOPC and Board approved this RR in October 2016. MWG is requesting MOPC approve the withdrawal of RR185,
because there is a broader effort under way to update references to SPP Criteria across all governing documents, not
just the Market Protocols and Attachment AE of the Tariff. All Secondary Working Groups were notified of the
proposed withdrawal.
MOPC recommends BOD approval of withdrawal.
OBJECTIVE OF REVISION
Objectives of Revision Request:
The SPP Criteria has been split into two separate documents; SPP Planning Criteria and SPP Operating Criteria.
References to SPP Criteria should be revised to correctly direct users to the specific criteria document being referenced
in the Market Protocols. This revision will provide clarity as to which criteria document is referenced within the
Protocols and Tariff, where appropriate.
SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT
SPP staff supports this RR.
IMPACT
Will the revision result in system changes

No

Yes

Will the revision result in process changes?

No

Is an Impact Assessment required?

Yes

No

Yes

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED
Section(s):4.1.3, 4.1.7, 4.4.3.5,
Market Protocols
4.4.3.6, 6.1.8, 6.1.9, Appendix
Protocol Version: 39a
D.12
Operating Criteria
Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Planning Criteria
Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Section(s): Attachment AE: Table of Contents, Sections 2.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 6.3.3,
Tariff (OATT)
6.3.4
Business Practice
Business Practice Number:
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate
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Primary Working Group:
MWG

Date: 8/23/2016
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved
Date: 4/17/2017
Action Taken: Withdrawn

Secondary Working Group:
ORWG

Date: 8/31/2016
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
RTWG

Date: 9/21/2016
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
RCWG

Date: 9/30/2016
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

MOPC

Date: 10/11/2016
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved
Date: 7/11/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved Withdrawal

BOD/Member Committee

Date: 10/25/2016
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved
Date: 7/25/2017
Action Taken:
COMMENTS

Comment Author: Ron Gunderson (NPPD)
Date Comments Submitted: 8/17/16
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Description of Comments: I agree with the intent to identify which specific criteria (Operating Criteria or Planning
Criteria) need to be followed. Exhibit 2.1 still contains the generic SPP Criteria. It would seem this exhibit should also
be updated (at least a notation that SPP Criteria consists of SPP Planning Criteria and SPP Operating Criteria). See
proposed markup below.
In sections 6.1.8 and 6.1.9 there are references to data submittal requirements for DVERs and NDVERs in the SPP
Operating Criteria. I find no specific requirements for DVERs or NDVERs or any wind generation in particular in the
SPP Operating Requirements. There are requirements for generators, but those requirements are for all generators.
What sections in the SPP Operating Criteria are being referenced by sections 6.1.8 and 6.1.9 in the Market Protocols?
Perhaps this reference needs to be cleaned up or clarified additionally.
The first sentence in both section 4.4.3.5 of the Market Protocols and section 6.3.3 of the SPP Tariff are proposed to be
removed by RR 177. Again SPP has two different RR’s modifying the same language (not even different language in
the same section) in the protocols. This leads to confusion and neither revision request may contain the final language
to be included in the protocols. I believe this is a very bad practice. I recommend both sentences be struck in this RR to
match what is being proposed in RR177.
Status: Reviewed
COMMENTS
Comment Author: Erin Cathey on behalf of the ORWG
Date Comments Submitted: 8/31/2016
Description of Comments: The ORWG revised section 6.1.8 (5) to specifically call out the section of the SPP
Operating Criteria referenced and struck some references to NERC standards to align with RR177.
Status: MWG reviewed and incorporated changes.
PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS
Market Protocols

2. Introduction
SPP Market Protocols complement the Governing Documents, as defined in Exhibit 2-1, through
documentation of detailed procedures that implement their provisions. Exhibit 2-1 shows how the
Market Protocols interact with the Governing Documents and business practices related to the
transmission markets.
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Exhibit 2-1: Document Relationships

GOVERNING
DOCUMENTS

TARIFF

BY-LAWS

Establishes services to be provided
and rights and obligations of the
parties pursuant to those services

Establishes Organizational
Framework, structure and purposes
(Members Committee/BOD)

(RTWG/MOPC/BOD)

MEMBERSHIP
AGREEMENT

SPP OPERATING &
PLANNING CRITERIA

Establishes obligations of SPP and
Members pursuant to membership

Rules to promote and protect system
reliability that members are obligated
to follow

(Members Committee/BOD)
(ORWG/TWG/MOPC/BOD)

BUSINESS
PRACTICES/MARKET
PROTOCOLS
Detailed procedures that implement the
provisions of the Governing Documents

OATT BUSINESS
PRACTICES MANUAL

MARKET PROTOCOLS
Detailed procedures that implement
the provisions of the Governing
Documents relating to Energy and
Operating Reserve Market
Operations, TCR Markets,
Settlement and Market Mitigation

Detailed procedures that implement
the provisions of the Governing
Documents relating to
Transmission Markets
(BPWG/MOPC)

(MWG/SUG/MOPC)

4.1.3 Operating Reserve, Head-room and Floor-room Requirements
SPP calculates the amount of Operating Reserve required for the Operating Day, on both a system-wide
basis and a Reserve Zone basis, to comply with the reliability requirements specified in the SPP Operating
Criteria. Additionally, SPP calculates the amount of Head-room and Floor-room required for the
Operating Day to ensure that unit commitment is sufficient to reliably serve load in real-time while
maintaining the Operating Reserve requirements. SPP calculates the hourly Regulation-Up, RegulationDown, Contingency Reserve, Head-room and Floor-room requirements on an SPP BAA basis and
calculates minimum Operating Reserve requirements and maximum Operating Reserve limitations for
each Reserve Zone.
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(1)

SPP BAA Contingency Reserve requirements are set consistent with SPP Operating Criteria and
may vary on an hourly basis.

(2)

SPP BAA Regulation-Up and Regulation-Down requirements are set to ensure compliance with
NERC control performance requirements and are based upon a percentage of forecasted load,
adjusted up or down to account for Resource output variability, and may vary on an hourly basis.

(3)

SPP BAA Head-room and Floor-room requirements are set to ensure that expected variations
between real-time instantaneous load and the average load and variations between real-time
variable Resource output and projected variable Resource output cleared in the Day-Ahead Market
and the projected average load used in the RUC unit commitment processes can be reliably served
in real-time while simultaneously maintaining the SPP BAA Operating Reserve requirements

(4)

The SPP BAA requirements, minimum Reserve Zone Operating Reserve requirements and
maximum Reserve Zone Operating Reserve limitations are calculated and posted no later than 7:00
AM Day-Ahead. At this time, SPP will also communicate each Asset Owner’s estimated
Operating Reserve obligations in each Reserve Zone using the BAA Mid-Term Load Forecast and
the Asset Owner load forecasts developed by SPP under Section 4.1.2.1.5.

(5)

These Operating Reserve requirements and limitations are used by SPP as inputs into the DA
Market and RTBM clearing and RUC processes.
(a)

(6)

SPP may increase Operating Reserve requirements for use in RTBM clearing and RUC
processes above the requirements used in the DA Market clearing, including changes to
Reserve Zone minimums and maximums, as required to meet increases in reliability
requirements caused by changes in system conditions.

Reserve Zone minimum Operating Reserve requirements and maximum Operating Reserve
limitations are determined through reserve zone studies prior to the DA Market. Reserve zone
studies are performed as described under Section 4.1.3.1.

4.1.7 Outage Scheduling and Reporting
SPP is responsible for approving the scheduling of maintenance on all transmission facilities making up
the Transmission System and for coordinating with Resource Asset Owners, as appropriate, to schedule
maintenance on generation facilities.
The roles and responsibilities of SPP and Market Participants regarding submittal of requested
transmission and generation outages through the outage scheduler tool, evaluation and approval of
requests and reporting of generator forced outages through the outage scheduler tool is described in the
SPP Operating Criteria. Additionally, as described under Section 4.2.2.2.1, an outage must be recorded
using the outage scheduler tool in order to select an “Outage” Commitment Status. Outages approved and
recorded using the outage scheduler tool will override any other commitment status submitted by the
Market Participant.
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4.4.3.5 Reserve Sharing Group Scheduling Procedures
SPP administers the reserve sharing program, the energy schedules implemented through the reserve
sharing Contingency Reserve deployment, as created automatically by the Reserve Sharing System (RSS)
are settled through the RTBM as either a fixed export schedule at the applicable External Interface
Settlement Location LMP (SPP BA is providing assistance to a RSG member) or a fixed import schedule
(SPP BA is receiving assistance from an RSG member) at the applicable External Interface Settlement
Location LMP. Any additional compensation over and above the External Interface Settlement Location
LMP as specified in the contractual arrangements between RSG members is also settled as part of the
RTBM.
Deployment of Contingency Reserve by the SPP BA to provide assistance to an RSG member shall be in
accordance with the deployment procedures specified under Section 4.4.3.4.
4.4.3.6 Contingency Reserve Recovery
Following an Operating Reserve contingency, the SPP Balancing Authority will restore its Contingency
Reserve to its pre-disturbance Contingency Reserve requirement by the end of the Assistance Period,
which is defined in the SPP Operating Criteria. During the Assistance Period, the Real-Time Balancing
Market will clear Contingency Reserve up to the pre-disturbance Contingency Reserve requirement or to
the level of available capacity, whichever is less, and Scarcity Pricing will not apply.
6.1.8 Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
All Wind-powered Variable Energy Resources must register as a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
except for (i) Variable Energy Resources with an interconnection agreement executed on or prior to May
21, 2011 and that commenced Commercial Operation before October 15, 2012 or (ii) a Qualifying Facility
exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver its net output to its host utility. VERs included in (i) above
may register as Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources if they are capable of being incrementally
dispatched by the Transmission Provider. A Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under PURPA to
deliver its net output to its host utility may register as a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource if it is
capable of being incrementally dispatched by the Transmission Provider and will be subject to the DVER
market rules including Uninstructed Resource Deviation Charges. Non-wind (e.g. solar, run-of-the-river
hydro, biomass) Variable Energy Resources shall not be required to register as a Dispatchable Variable
Energy Resources unless they choose to register as such. Any Resource that has previously registered as
a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource shall not subsequently register as a Non-Dispatchable Variable
Energy Resources.
(1)

A Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource is eligible to submit Offers for Regulation-Down if that
Resource qualifies to provide Regulation-Down by passing the test described under Section
6.1.11.3.
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Deleted: NERC Reliability Standards and applicable SPP Criteria
will continue to dictate Contingency Reserve deployment between
Reserve Sharing Group (RSG) members. Whereas

(2)

A Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource is not eligible to submit Offers for Regulation-Up,
Spinning Reserve or Supplemental Reserve;

(3)

Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources are committed and dispatched the same as any other
Resource in the Day-Ahead Market.

(4)

For the RUC and RTBM, special commitment and dispatch rules apply as defined under Section
4.2.2.5.5.

(5)

Generator data submittal requirements are defined in the SPP Operating Criteria.

Deleted: Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource

6.1.9 Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
Variable Energy Resources that qualify may register as a Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource.
The Market Participant registering a Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource must provide
documentation to SPP verifying that it meets one or more of the exceptions in Section 6.1.8. Otherwise,
the Resource must be registered as a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource. NDVERs are committed
and dispatched the same as any other Resource in the Day-Ahead Market. For the RUC and RTBM,
special commitment and dispatch rules apply as defined under Section 4.2.2.5.6. Generator data
submittal requirements are defined in the SPP Operating Criteria.

Deleted: Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource

D.12 Real-Time Data Reporting to SPP Balancing Authority
In addition to the data reporting requirements specified in the SPP Operating Criteria , all Resources, other
than Demand Response Resources, are to submit the following data via ICCP to SPP.
(1)

Unit power output (MW);

(2)

Unit MVar output;

(3)

Current on/off line status;

(4)

Current AGC status (on/off).

SPP Tariff (OATT)

Attachment AE:
(Table of Contents)
2.13 Market Protocols and SPP Operating Criteria
2.13

Market Protocols and SPP Operating Criteria
Market Participants must comply with the requirements and procedures described in the
Transmission Provider’s Tariff, the Market Protocols and the SPP Operating Criteria.
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Deleted: under
Deleted: 7

3.1.4

Operating Reserve, Head-room and Floor-room Requirements
The Transmission Provider shall calculate the amount of Operating Reserves required for
the Operating Day, on both a system-wide and Reserve Zone basis, in order to comply with the
reliability requirements specified in the SPP Operating Criteria. In addition, the Transmission
Provider shall calculate the amount of Head-room and Floor-room required for the Operating Day
on a system-wide basis in order to ensure that load can be reliably serviced in real-time. The
Transmission Provider shall, on a daily basis:
(1)

Calculate the hourly Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down and Contingency Reserve
requirements on an SPP Balancing Authority Area basis and post such results by 0600
hours Day-Ahead for use in the Day-Ahead Market, Day-Ahead RUC, Intra-Day RUC and
RTBM;

(2)

Calculate the total minimum and total maximum Operating Reserve requirement for
Operating Reserve deployment in the up direction and for deployment of Operating
Reserve in the down direction for each Reserve Zone. These minimum and maximum
Operating Reserve requirements will be determined by conducting a simulated energy
transfer study for each hour of the Operating Day on the transmission system, reflecting
expected outages and economic energy flows, in order to determine the energy transfer
limitations into or out of a Reserve Zone in any hour. If a Reserve Zone is unable to import
enough Energy after a contingency and still maintain all necessary operating limits, a
minimum amount of Operating Reserve may be required to be carried in that Zone. The
minimum Operating Reserve requirement is the largest difference between the Resource
MW lost in the simulated contingency and the resulting import capability of that Reserve
Zone.

Similarly, if a Reserve Zone is unable to export additional Energy after a

contingency outside of that Reserve Zone, then a maximum amount of Operating Reserve
that is deliverable from that Zone will be specified in order to ensure that deliverable
reserves are carried in other Zones. The maximum Operating Reserve limitation is equal
to the export capability of that Reserve Zone when replacing Energy lost due to a Resource
contingency outside of that Reserve Zone. The Transmission Provider may, at its option,
set specific Regulation-Up and/or Spinning Reserve minimum requirements for each
Reserve Zone, as needed, to address reliability issues that can only be alleviated through
carrying synchronized reserves. In such cases, the Transmission Provider will include
these minimum Regulation-Up and/or Spinning Reserve requirements when posting the
Operating Reserve requirements by 0600 Day-Ahead;
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(3)

Estimate each Market Participant’s Operating Reserve obligation by Asset Owner in each
Reserve Zone and provide such information to Market Participants by 0600 hours DayAhead. The Transmission Provider shall calculate such estimates by multiplying the
system-wide Operating Reserve requirements calculated in (1) above by the Transmission
Provider’s estimate of each Asset Owner’s load in each Reserve Zone divided by the
Transmission Provider’s estimate of system-wide load;

(4)

The Transmission Provider may increase Operating Reserve requirements for the DayAhead RUC, Intra-Day RUC and RTBM above the requirements used in the Day-Ahead
Market, including changes to Reserve Zone minimums and maximums, as required to meet
increases in reliability requirements caused by changes in system conditions; and

(5)

Calculate the hourly Head-room and Floor-room requirements on an SPP Balancing
Authority Area basis for use in the Day-Ahead Market, Day-Ahead RUC and Intra-Day
RUC in accordance with the calculation procedures specified in the Market Protocols.

3.1.5

Outage Scheduling and Reporting
The Transmission Provider is responsible for coordinating and approving the scheduling
of outages on all transmission and generation facilities in the Transmission System. Procedures
regarding submittal of requested transmission and generation outages and reporting of unplanned
outages through the Transmission Provider’s outage scheduler are described in the SPP Operating
Criteria. The Transmission Provider shall approve all requested outages to the extent that such
outage requests can be accommodated reliably. To the extent that granting a requested outage
would cause a reliability issue on the Transmission System, the Transmission Provider may deny
the request. When the Transmission Provider denies an outage request, the Transmission Provider
shall recommend an alternative timeframe within which the outage can be accommodated reliably.

6.3.3

Reserve Sharing Group Scheduling Procedures
The Energy schedules implemented through the reserve sharing Contingency Reserve
deployment, are created automatically by the Reserve Sharing System and are settled through the
RTBM as either a fixed Export Interchange schedule or a fixed Import Interchange schedule in
accordance with Attachment AK to the Tariff and Sections 8.6.17 and 8.6.18 of this Attachment
AE. Except as provided in Attachment AK and in Sections 8.6.17 and 8.6.18 of this Attachment
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Deleted: NERC Reliability Standards and applicable SPP
Criteria will dictate Contingency Reserve deployment between
Reserve Sharing Group members.

AE, the Integrated Marketplace rules and practices are not applicable to Reserve Sharing Group
members.
Deployment of Contingency Reserve by the SPP Balancing Authority to provide assistance
to a Reserve Sharing Group member will be in accordance with the deployment procedures
specified in Section 6.3.2 of this Attachment AE.

6.3.4

Contingency Reserve Recovery
Following an Operating Reserve contingency, the SPP Balancing Authority will restore its
Contingency Reserve to its pre-disturbance Contingency Reserve requirement by the end of the
assistance period, as defined in the SPP Operating Criteria. During the assistance period, the
RTBM will clear Contingency Reserve up to the pre-disturbance Contingency Reserve
requirement or to the level of available capacity, whichever is less, and Scarcity Pricing will not
apply.
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Revision Request Recommendation Report
Date: 4/17/2017

RR #: 225
RR Title: LTCR and ILTCR Language Clean-Up
SUBMITTER INFORMATION
Submitter Name: Micha Bailey

Company: Southwest Power Pool

Email: mcbailey@spp.org

Phone: 501.688.2522

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION
This Revision Request clarifies language in Section 7.2.2. and 7.2.3 of Attachment AE of the Tariff, referring to
Incremental Long-Term Congestion Rights (ILTCRs). The current language is ambiguous in whether an ILTCR is
considered a Load Serving Entity or Non-Load Serving Entity, but they are neither. There are adjustments in title names
and location of ILTCR word placement to enhance clarity.
All working groups have unanimously approved this Revision Request.
MOPC recommends BOD approve this Revision Request as submitted.
OBJECTIVE OF REVISION
Objectives of Revision Request:
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.
This RR is intended to clean up the Incremental Long-Term Congestion Rights (ILTCR) Tariff language. ILTCRs are
neither Load Serving Entities or Non-Load Serving Entities but are evaluated in LTCR round 2 iteration one. Because
of this, language has been cleaned up in Section 7.2.2 and 7.2.3 of Attachment AE. The language in the Tariff could be
confusing and misleading to the reader.
Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision.
Adjustments made in this RR improve clarity of ILTCR language in Attachment AE of the Tariff.
SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT
SPP Staff supports this Revision Request.
IMPACT
Will the revision result in system changes

No

Yes

Summarize changes:
Will the revision result in process changes?

No

Yes

Summarize changes:

Is an Impact Assessment required?

No

Yes

If no, explain:
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Estimated Cost: $

Estimated Duration:

months

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:
SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED
Protocol Section(s): 5.2.3 (no
changes), 5.2.4 (title change
Market Protocols
Protocol Version: 42a
only), 5.2.5 (no changes), and
5.2.6 (no changes)
Operating Criteria
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Planning Criteria
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Tariff
Tariff Section(s): Attachment AE Section 7.2 (no changes), 7.2.2 and 7.2.3
Business Practice
Business Practice Number:
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate
Primary Working Group:
MWG

Date: 4/17/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
RTWG

Date: 5/25/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
CAWG

Date: 5/9/2017

MOPC

Date: 7/11/2017

Action Taken: Review Only; Per CAWG Secretary, Ben Bright – CAWG reviewed
this RR and made the determination that it is ministerial in nature and was not of any
policy concern. CAWG took no action and will not forward to the RSC.

Action Taken: Unanimously Approved
BOD/Member Committee

Date: 7/25/2017
Action Taken:
Abstained:
Opposed:

Reasons for Opposition:

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS
Market Protocols

5.2.3

LTCR Simultaneous Feasibility for LSEs and Incremental LTCRs

A simultaneous feasibility test (SFT) is performed to determine the feasibility of all nominated NITS
Candidate LTCRs, FPTP Candidate LTCRs, GFA NITS Candidate LTCRs and GFA FPTP Candidate
LTCRs identified as described under Section 5.1.2 for all LSEs and all nominated candidate ILTCRs.
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All nominated LSE candidate LTCRs and nominated candidate ILTCRs are modeled as a generation
injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. The feasibility analysis assures
the modeling of the LSE candidate LTCRs and candidate ILTCRs does not violate any normal
transmission line thermal ratings under normal system conditions and does not violate short-term
Emergency transmission line thermal ratings following a single contingency (N-1 contingency analysis).
The SFT is performed consistent with the transmission system loading analysis that is performed as part
the Security Constrained Economic Dispatch process in the DA Market and includes consideration of
the impact of Parallel Flow.
(1)

(2)

The SPP Transmission System topology used in the SFT is the most up-to-date Network Model.
(a)

For withdrawals at Settlement Locations containing more than one PNode, SPP will
distribute the Settlement Location withdrawal down to the PNode level using load
distribution percentages from the peak hour of the corresponding most recent historical
period (i.e. prior year peak). These load distribution percentages are calculated using the
methodology described under Section 4.1.2.1.6.

(b)

For injections at Resource Hubs, SPP will distribute the injection down to the PNode level
on a pro-rata basis using the weighting factors defined for the Resource Hub.

Prior to assessing simultaneous feasibility, the normal and emergency ratings of all flowgates and
monitored transmission system elements are adjusted as follows to arrive at an SPP Residual
Transmission System Capability:
(a)

Adjusted Monitored Transmission Line Rating (normal and Emergency) =
(Monitored Transmission Line Rating [normal and Emergency – Parallel
Flow impact])

(b)

Adjusted Flowgate Rating (normal and Emergency) =
(Flowgate Rating – Parallel Flow impact)

(3)

The feasibility analysis evaluates the nominated LTCR feasibility and candidate ILTCR feasibility
by evaluating line flows against path limits in a single direction only without simultaneous
consideration of line flows created by nominated LTCRs and candidate ILTCRs in the opposite
direction,i. e., counter-flow will not act to increase the feasibility of candidate LTCRs and
candidate ILTCRs.

(4)

The feasibility analysis models previously awarded LTCRs associated with qualified transmission
service as verified under Section 5.1.1 and which were not surrendered as indicated pursuant to
Section 5.2.1 and previously awarded ILTCRs issued subsequent to the initial allocation pursuant
to Section 5.2.8 which were not surrendered as indicated pursuant to Section 5.2.1 as fixed
injections and withdrawals To the extent that these fixed injections and withdrawals are not
feasible, SPP will increase the ratings of the applicable transmission lines to ensure feasibility prior
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to assessing LSE LTCR feasibility. SPP will report back to the MWG when transmission line
ratings had to be adjusted to ensure feasibility.
5.2.4

Annual LTCR Awards for LSEs and Incremental LTCR Awards

If the nominated candidate LSE LTCRs and ILTCRs are confirmed feasible, all nominated candidate LSE
LTCRs and ILTCRs are awarded. If the nominated candidate LSE LTCRs and ILTCRs are not feasible,
the amount of nominated candidate LSE LTCRs and nominated ILTCRs awarded will be reduced using a
weighted least squares method. The weighted least squares method minimizes the least squares deviation
from the nominated candidate LSE LTCR and nominated Candidate ILTCRs MW weighted by the
reciprocal of the nominated candidates resulting in a higher percentage LSE LTCR and ILTCRs reduction
for those candidates having the greatest impact on the constraints. LSE LTCR and ILTCRs reductions
associated with nominated candidates that have an equal impact on the constraints are reduced by the same
percentage.
5.2.5

LTCR Simultaneous Feasibility for Non-LSEs

A simultaneous feasibility test (SFT) is performed to determine the feasibility of all nominated NITS
Candidate LTCRs, FPTP Candidate LTCRs, GFA NITS Candidate LTCRs and GFA FPTP Candidate
LTCRs identified as described under Section 5.1.2 for all non-LSEs. All nominated non-LSE candidate
LTCRs are modeled as a generation injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal at the
sink. The feasibility analysis assures the modeling of the non-LSE candidate LTCRs does not violate
any normal transmission line thermal ratings under normal system conditions and does not violate shortterm Emergency transmission line thermal ratings following a single contingency (N-1 contingency
analysis). The SFT is performed consistent with the transmission system loading analysis that is
performed as part of the Security Constrained Economic Dispatch process in the DA Market and
includes consideration of the impact of Parallel Flow.
(1)

(2)

The SPP Transmission System topology used in the SFT is the most up-to-date Network Model.
(a)

For withdrawals at Settlement Locations containing more than one PNode, SPP will
distribute the Settlement Location withdrawal down to the PNode level using load
distribution percentages from the peak hour of the corresponding most recent historical
period (i.e. prior year peak). These load distribution percentages are calculated using the
methodology described under Section 4.1.2.1.6.

(b)

For injections at Resource Hubs, SPP will distribute the injection down to the PNode level
on a pro-rata basis using the weighting factors defined for the Resource Hub.

Prior to assessing simultaneous feasibility, the normal and emergency ratings of all flowgates and
monitored transmission system elements are adjusted as follows to arrive at an SPP Residual
Transmission System Capability:
(a)

Adjusted Monitored Transmission Line Rating (normal and Emergency) =
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(Monitored Transmission Line Rating (normal and Emergency – Parallel
Flow impact))
(b)

Adjusted Flowgate Rating (normal and Emergency) =
(Flowgate Rating – Parallel Flow impact)

(3)

The feasibility analysis evaluates the candidate LTCR feasibility by evaluating line flows against
path limits in a single direction only without simultaneous consideration of line flows created by
candidate LTCRs in the opposite direction, i. e., counter-flow will not act to increase the feasibility
of candidate LTCRs.

(4)

The feasibility analysis models previously awarded LTCRs associated with qualified transmission
service as verified under Section 5.1.1 and which were not surrendered as indicated pursuant to
Section 5.2.1, previously awarded ILTCRs issued subsequent to the initial allocation pursuant to
Section (4) which were not surrendered as indicated pursuant to Section 5.2.1, and LSE LTCRs
and ILTCRs awarded under Section 5.2.4 as fixed injections and withdrawals. To the extent that
these fixed injections and withdrawals are not feasible, SPP will increase the ratings of the
applicable transmission lines to ensure feasibility prior to assessing Non-LSE LTCR feasibility.
SPP will report back to the MWG when transmission line ratings had to be adjusted to ensure
feasibility.

5.2.6

Annual LTCR Awards for Non-LSEs

If the nominated candidate non-LSE LTCRs are confirmed feasible, all nominated candidate non-LSE
LTCRs are awarded. If the nominated candidate non-LSE LTCRs are not feasible, the amount of
nominated candidate non-LSE LTCRs awarded will be reduced using a weighted least squares method.
The weighted least squares method minimizes the least squares deviation from the nominated candidate
non-LSE LTCR MW weighted by the reciprocal of the nominated candidates resulting in a higher
percentage non-LSE LTCR reduction for those nominated candidates having the greatest impact on the
constraints. Non-LSE LTCR reductions associated with nominated candidates that have an equal impact
on the constraints are reduced by the same percentage.

SPP Tariff (OATT)

Attachment AE
7.2

Annual Long-Term Congestion Right Allocation
Eligible Entities may nominate their candidate LTCRs and Market Participants may
nominate their candidate ILTCRs that they wish to receive as described under Section 7.1.2 of this
Attachment AE. The feasible portion of the nominated candidate LTCRs and nominated candidate
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ILTCRs are awarded during the LTCR annual allocation. Nominated candidate LTCRs and
candidate ILTCRs are evaluated on an annual basis in a two-step, single round process; (i)
nominated candidate LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities that are Load Serving Entities and
nominated candidate ILTCRs issued subsequent to the initial allocation pursuant to Section 7.2.5
of this Attachment AE are evaluated in accordance with Section 7.2.2 and (ii) remaining nominated
candidate LTCRs associated with Eligible Entities which are not Load Serving Entities are then
evaluated in accordance with Section 7.2.3.
The Transmission Provider shall make available fifty percent (50%) of the projected
maximum Transmission System capability for the purpose of LTCR and ILTCR allocation in the
annual LTCR allocation process. No later than five (5) days prior to the start of the annual LTCR
allocation process, the Transmission Provider shall post the Transmission System network
topology, including the corresponding impacts from Parallel Flow, used to determine the projected
maximum Transmission System capability that will be used in the upcoming allocation.

7.2.2

Available Long-Term Congestion Rights for Load Serving Entities and Incremental

Deleted: and Incremental Long-Term Congestion Rights

Long-Term Congestion Rights
A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of awarded
ILTCRs and LTCRs for Eligible Entities that are LSEs. The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is
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performed using the most current Network Model for the corresponding LTCR allocation period.
For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test, nominated candidate ILTCRs and Load Serving Entities’
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nominated candidate LTCRs are modeled as a generation injection at the source and a

Deleted: and candidate ILTCRs

corresponding load withdrawal at the sink. In addition, all previously awarded ILTCRs and
LTCRs issued subsequent to the initial allocation pursuant to Section 7.2.5 of this Attachment
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AE are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals provided that such LTCRs must meet the
criteria as specified in Section 7.1.1 of this Attachment AE, or such ILTCRs and LTCRs have
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not been surrendered as described under Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment AE. To the extent that
these previously awarded ILTCRs and LTCRs are no longer feasible, the Transmission Provider
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will make the minimum adjustments necessary to the ratings of the applicable transmission
facilities in the model in order to allow the model to produce a feasible solution. If all nominated
candidate ILTCRs and all Load Serving Entities’ nominated candidate LTCRs are feasible, then

Deleted: and candidate ILTCRs
Deleted: Load Serving Entities’ nominated LTCRs

all are awarded. If the nominated ILTCRs and Load Serving Entities’ nominated candidate
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LTCRs are not feasible, the amount of awarded ILTCRs and LTCRs will be reduced using a

Deleted: and candidate ILTCRs
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weighted least squares method. The weighted least squares method minimizes the sum of the
squared deviations between the actual ILTCR and LTCR amounts and the candidate ILTCR and
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candidate LTCR amounts, weighted by the reciprocal of the candidate ILTCR and candidate
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LTCR amounts, which results in a higher percentage ILTCR and LTCR reduction for those
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nominations having the greatest impact on the constraints. ILTCR and LTCR reductions
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associated with candidates that have an equal impact on the constraints are reduced by the same
percentage.
7.2.3

Available Long-Term Congestion Rights for Non-Load Serving Entities
A Simultaneous Feasibility Test is performed to determine the amount of awarded LTCRs
for Eligible Entities that are not Load Serving Entities. The Simultaneous Feasibility Test is

Deleted: and Market Participant holders of candidate ILTCRs

performed using the most current Network Model for the corresponding LTCR allocation period.
For the Simultaneous Feasibility Test, all non-Load Serving Entity nominated candidate LTCRs
are modeled as a generation injection at the source and a corresponding load withdrawal at the
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sink. In addition, all Load Serving Entity awarded LTCRs as calculated under Section 7.2.2 of this
Attachment AE are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals and all previously awarded
LTCRs and ILTCRs are modeled as fixed injections and withdrawals provided that such previously
awarded LTCRs must meet the criteria as specified in Section 7.1.1 of this Attachment AE, or such
LTCRs and ILCTRs have not been surrendered as described under Section 7.2.1 of this Attachment
AE. To the extent that these previously awarded LTCRs and ILTCRs are no longer feasible, the
Transmission Provider will make the minimum adjustments necessary to the ratings of the
applicable transmission facilities in the model in order to allow the model to produce a feasible
solution.
If all non-Load Serving Entity nominated candidate LTCRs are feasible, then all non-Load

Deleted: and all nominated candidate ILTCRs

Serving Entity LTCRs are awarded. If the non-Load Serving Entity nominated candidate LTCRs

Deleted: and all nominated candidate ILTCRs

are not feasible, the amount of awarded LTCRs will be reduced using a weighted least squares

Deleted: and nominated candidate ILTCRs

method. The weighted least squares method minimizes the sum of the squared deviations between
the actual LTCR amounts and the candidate LTCR amounts, weighted by the reciprocal of the
candidate LTCR amounts , which results in a higher percentage LTCR reduction for those
nominations having the greatest impact on the constraints. LTCR reductions associated with
candidates that have an equal impact on the constraints are reduced by the same percentage.
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Revision Request Recommendation Report
Date: 4/17/2017

RR #: 226
RR Title: TCR EESL Compliance
SUBMITTER INFORMATION
Submitter Name: Micha Bailey

Company: Southwest Power Pool

Email: mcbailey@spp.org

Phone: 501.688.2522

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION
This RR is in response to a FERC Order on prohibiting bids to buy TCRs from any prohibited Electrically Equivalent
Settlement Location (EESL) pairs. On 1/4/2017, FERC ruled on ER17-310-000 with a compliance from SPP within 30
days. According to paragraph 14 and 15, FERC directed SPP to change “Settlement Location pairs that have the
potential for unconstrained flow” to “Settlement Locations that are electrically equivalent”.
All working groups have unanimously approved this Revision Request.
MOPC recommends BOD approve this Revision Request as submitted.
OBJECTIVE OF REVISION
Objectives of Revision Request:
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.
This RR is in response to a FERC Order on prohibiting bids to buy TCRs from any prohibited Electrically Equivalent
Settlement Location (EESL) pairs. On 1/4/2017, FERC ruled on ER17-310-000 with a compliance from SPP within 30
days. According to paragraph 14 and 15, FERC directed SPP to change “Settlement Location pairs that have the
potential for unconstrained flow” to “Settlement Locations that are electrically equivalent”.
Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision.
This RR complies with FERC’s Order.
SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT
SPP Staff supports this Revision Request as submitted.
IMPACT
Will the revision result in system changes

No

Yes

Summarize changes:
Will the revision result in process changes?

No

Yes

Summarize changes:

Is an Impact Assessment required?

No

Yes

If no, explain: IA was submitted with RR167
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Estimated Cost: $

Estimated Duration:

months

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:
SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED
Protocol Section(s): 5.3, 5.3.2,
Market Protocols
Protocol Version: 42a
5.4, 5.4.1, 5.6, 5.6.1
Operating Criteria
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Planning Criteria
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Tariff
Tariff Section(s): Attachment AE 7.3.2, 7.4.1, 7.5.1
Business Practice
Business Practice Number:
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate
Primary Working Group:
MWG

Date: 4/17/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
RTWG

Date: 5/25/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
CAWG

Date: 5/9/2017

MOPC

Date: 7/11/2017

Action Taken: Review Only; Per CAWG Secretary, Ben Bright – CAWG reviewed
this RR and made the determination that it is ministerial in nature and was not of any
policy concern. CAWG took no action and will not forward to the RSC.

Action Taken: Unanimously Approved
BOD/Member Committee

Date: 7/25/2017
Action Taken:
Abstained:
Opposed:

Reasons for Opposition:

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS
Market Protocols

5.3

Annual ARR Allocation Process

The Annual ARR Allocation Process addresses how candidate ARRs verified
ILTCR/ARR Verification Process may be nominated and converted to ARRs.
nominate the candidate ARRs that they wish to receive up to their Nomination
awarded plus any LTCRs surrendered. Any candidate LTCRs not awarded
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in the Annual LTCR/
Eligible Entities may
Caps less any LTCRs
in the Annual LTCR

Allocation Process and surrendered LTCRs become candidate ARRs. Candidate ILTCRs which were not
awarded and surrendered ILTCRs are not eligible to receive candidate ARRs.
(1)

(2)

5.3.2

The annual allocation process determines the portion of the nominated candidate ARRs that are
simultaneously feasible to allocate to each Eligible Entity. The following percentages of the SPP
Residual Transmission System Capability, as defined under Section 5.2.2, are made available
during the Annual ARR Allocation Process: (i) June – 100%; (ii) July through September – 90%;
and (iii) Fall, Winter, Spring – 60%. Candidate ARRs are nominated on a monthly (June, July,
August and September) and seasonal basis (Fall, Winter and Spring) in a three-round process. No
later than five (5) Business Days prior to the start of the Annual ARR Allocation Process, SPP will
post the transmission system network topology data for each of the monthly and seasonal on-peak
and off-peak models, along with corresponding Parallel Flow, Settlement Location pairs that are
electrically equivalent, and transmission line outage assumptions, that SPP will use in the
upcoming allocation process for use by Eligible Entities in developing their candidate ARR
nomination strategies. Exhibit 5-3 provides a representative timeline of the three-round annual
ARR allocation process.
In addition to the Annual ARR Allocation Process, a Transmission Owner may request that a
Transitional ARR Allocation Process be conducted to the extent that the Transmission Owner is
incorporating existing transmission facilities into the SPP Transmission System under the Tariff
and the timing of such incorporation does not allow participation in the Annual ARR Allocation
Process.
(a)

Only Eligible Entities with firm transmission service associated with such transmission
facilities as verified by SPP using the process described under Section 5.1.1 will be eligible
for candidate ARRs.

(i)

SPP will only conduct a Transitional ARR Allocation Process if the requested ARR
allocations include at least the Winter and Spring periods. Additional periods requested
must align with the existing Annual ARR periods. Otherwise, impacted Eligible Entities
must obtain ARRs in the Monthly ARR Allocation Process.

ARR Allocation

ARRs are allocated in a three-round process as follows:
(1)

In Round 1, Eligible Entities may nominate:
(a)

ARRs from their NITS Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i) zero or
(ii) 50% of their NITS ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of their awarded LTCRs from
their NITS Candidate LTCRs;
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(2)

(3)

(b)

ARRs from their GFA NITS Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i)
zero or (ii) 50% of their GFA NITS ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of their awarded
LTCRs from their GFA NITS Candidate LTCRs;

(c)

ARRs from their FPTP Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i) zero
or (ii) 50% of their FPTP ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of their awarded LTCRs from
their FPTP Candidate LTCRs; and

(d)

ARRs from their GFA FPTP Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i)
zero or (ii) 50% of their GFA FPTP ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of their awarded
LTCRs from their GFA FPTP Candidate LTCRs.

In Round 2, Eligible Entities may nominate:
(a)

ARRs from their NITS Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i) zero or
(ii) 100% of their NITS Nomination Cap less any nominated NITS Candidate ARRs
awarded in Round 1 and less the sum of their awarded LTCRs from their NITS Candidate
LTCRs;

(b)

ARRs from their GFA NITS Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i)
zero or (ii) 100% of their GFA NITS Nomination Cap less any nominated GFA NITS
Candidate ARRs awarded in Round 1 and less the sum of their awarded LTCRs from their
GFA NITS Candidate LTCRs;

(c)

ARRs from their FPTP Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i) zero
or (ii) 100% of their FPTP Nomination Cap less any nominated FPTP Candidate ARRs
awarded in Round 1 and less the sum of their awarded LTCRs from their FPTP Candidate
LTCRs; and

(d)

ARRs from their GFA FPTP Candidate ARRs that total to no more than the greater of (i)
zero or (ii) 100% of their GFA FPTP Nomination Cap less any nominated GFA FPTP
Candidate ARRs awarded in Round 1 and less the sum of their awarded LTCRs from their
GFA FPTP Candidate LTCRs.

In Round 3, Eligible Entities may nominate ARRs from any source to sink that total to no more
than the greater of (i) zero or (ii) 100% of their Nomination Cap less any nominated candidate
ARR amounts awarded in Rounds 1 and 2 and less the sum of their awarded LTCRs. In Round 3,
a Market Participant is limited to a maximum combined submittal of 2000 ARR Nominations per
product for each Asset Owner it represents. ARR nominations between Settlement Location pairs
identified pursuant to section 5.3(1) will not be included in the annual ARR allocation process.

Exhibit 5-4 provides an example of valid Round 1 NITS Candidate ARR nominations for a NITS
Transmission Customer with a three year average historical annual peak load of 1942 MW total
Candidate ARRs of 2400 MWs and 300 MWs of LTCRs.
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5.4

Annual TCR Auction

The Annual TCR Auction Process is the mechanism through which Market Participants may obtain annual
TCRs through submission of TCR Bids to purchase TCRs and/or through conversion of ARRs into TCRs
through self-conversion. Various percentages of the SPP Residual Transmission System Capability, as
calculated under Section 5.3.2.1 is made available during the Annual TCR Auction Process as shown in
Exhibit 5-2. TCRs in the annual auction are auctioned in a single round process for all months and seasons.
TCRs that originated as LTCRs may be sold during this single round process. If there are any changes
after the conclusion of annual ARR allocation process to the transmission system topology, Parallel Flow
data, or Settlement Location pairs that are electrically equivalent in the auction, SPP will post such changes
no later than three (3) Business Days prior to the start of the Annual TCR Auction Process. Exhibit 5-5
provides a representative timeline of the two-round and single round annual TCR auction process.
Exhibit 5-5: Annual TCR Auction Processes Timeline

5/3 - 5/23
Annual
TCR Auction

6/1 - 9/30
Annual TCR
Auction Awards
by Month
On-Peak and Off-Peak

10/1 - 5/31
Annual TCR
Auction Awards
by Season
On-Peak and Off-Peak

12/15 - 5/31
TCR Auctions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

12/15

3

4

5
5/31

5/3 - 5/6
MPs submit
TCR Bids

5/3 - 5/23
Single-Round Annual TCR Auction

5/23

5/3
SPP Performs
TCR Auction
5/7 - 5/14

The following rules apply to the Annual TCR Auction:

5.4.1

TCR Bid and Offer Submittal

(1)

Any Market Participant that has satisfied the applicable credit requirements may participate in the
Annual TCR Auction;

(2)

Market Participants holding ARRs may elect to self-convert all or a portion of those ARRs into
TCRs with the same source and sink by specifying the Self-Convert option as part of the TCR Bid
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submittal. Directly converted TCRs from LTCRs and ILTCRs can be offered for sale in the
Annual TCR Auction.
(3)

For each month and season included in the Annual TCR Auction period, Market Participants may
submit TCR Bids and TCR Offers in 0.1 MW increments separately, for On-Peak and Off-Peak
periods (8 separate transmission system models created representing each month in an annual
auction period and on-peak and off-peak periods within each month and 6 separate transmission
system models created representing each season in an annual auction period and on-peak and offpeak periods within each season). The following information is submitted for a TCR Bid or a TCR
Offer:
(a)

Source (any valid Settlement Location);

(b)

Sink (any valid Settlement Location);

(c)

Class (on-peak or off-peak);

(d)

Period (month or season);

(e)

Type (Bid, Self-Convert, Offer);

(f)

TCR MW;

(g)

TCR Price ($/MW);
(i)

TCR Bids and Offers cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month;

(ii)

TCR Bids and Offers cannot be less than ($100,000/MW-Month).

(4)

For each TCR Round, a Market Participant is limited to a maximum combined submittal of 2000
TCR Bids and/or TCR Offers for each Asset Owner it represents.

(5)

TCR bids between Settlement Location pairs identified pursuant to Section 5.4 will not be included
in the annual TCR auction process.

5.6

Monthly TCR Auction Processes

The Monthly TCR Auction Process is the mechanism through which Market Participants may obtain
TCRs over and above those obtained in the Annual TCR Auction Process through submission of TCR
Bids to purchase TCRs and/or through conversion of remaining ARRs awarded in the Annual ARR
Allocation Process and/or ARRs awarded in the Monthly ARR Allocation Process into TCRs through
Self-Conversion. All awarded monthly ARRs that resulted from GFA Carve Outs will be automatically
submitted to the TCR auction as self-convert TCR Bids for the maximum capacity allowable consistent
with section 5.6.2. Market Participants may also offer for sale TCRs awarded in the Annual TCR Auction
Process. 100% of the SPP Transmission System capability is made available during the Monthly TCR
Auction Process. The remaining TCRs for the months of July through September are auctioned in a singleround process. The remaining TCRs for the months of October through May are auctioned in a two-round
process. No later than three (3) Business Days prior to the start of the Monthly TCR Auction Process,
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SPP will post the transmission system network topology data, along with corresponding Parallel Flow,
Settlement Location pairs that are electrically equivalent in the auction, and transmission line outage
assumptions, that SPP will use in the upcoming Monthly TCR Auction Process for use by Market
Participants in developing their TCR Bid, TCR Offer and/or TCR self-conversion strategies. Exhibit 5-6
provides a representative timeline of the single-round and two-round Monthly TCR Auction Processes.

Exhibit 5-6: Monthly TCR Auction Processes Timeline
9/8 - 9/18
TCR Monthly
Auction for October
Repeats
Remaining
Months

10 - 5
Monthly TCR
Auction Awards
Month-to-Month
On-Peak and Off-Peak

12/15 - 5/31
Monthly TCR Auctions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

12/15

5/31

6/8 - 6/9
Market Participants
Submit TCR Bids
and Offer

TCR Monthly
Auction for July
Repeats for
Remaining
Summer Months
6/8 - 6/18

Monthly TCR
Auction Awards
Month to Month
On-Peak and Off-Peak
7/1 - 9/30
9/8 - 9/9
Market Participants
Submit Round 1 TCR Bids
and Offers

6/8 - 6/18
Monthly TCR Auction – Single Round

6/8

9/14 - 9/15
Market Participants
Submit Round 2 TCR Bids
and Offers

9/8 - 9/18
Monthly TCR Auctions – Two-Round

6/18

9/8

SPP Performs
TCR Auction
6/10 - 6/13

SPP Performs
Round 1
TCR Auction
9/10 - 9/13

SPP Posts
Round 1
Results
9/13

SPP Posts
Results
6/13

9/18
SPP Performs
Round 2
TCR Auction
9/16 - 9/18

SPP Posts
Round 2
Results
9/18

The following rules apply to the Monthly TCR Auction Processes:
5.6.1 TCR Bid and Offer Submittal
(1)

Any Market Participant that has satisfied the applicable credit requirements may participate in the
Monthly TCR Auction Process;

(2)

Market Participants may submit TCR Bids and TCR Offers separately, for On-Peak and Off-Peak
periods (two (2) separate transmission system models created). The following information is
submitted for a TCR Bid or TCR Offer:
(a) Source (any valid Settlement Location);
(b) Sink (any valid Settlement Location);
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(c) Class (on-peak or off-peak);
(d) Type (Bid, Offer or Self-Convert);
(e) TCR MW (0.1 MW increments, may not exceed ARR MW held on path if Self-Convert Type
selected);
(f) TCR Price ($/MW);
(i)

TCR Bids and Offers cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month;

(ii)

TCR Bids and Offers cannot be less than ($100,000/MW-Month).

(3)

For each TCR Round, a Market Participant is limited to a maximum combined submittal of 2000
TCR Bids and/or TCR Offers.

(4)

TCR bids between Settlement Location pairs identified pursuant to Section 5.6 will not be included
in the monthly TCR auction process.

Tariff (OATT)

Attachment AE
7.3.2

Auction Revenue Right Allocation
ARRs are allocated in a three round process as follows:
(1)

In round 1, Eligible Entities may nominate:
(a)

ARRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate
ARRs that total no more than fifty percent (50%) of their Network
Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of
awarded LTCRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service
Candidate LTCRs;

(b)

ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration
Transmission Service Candidate ARRs that total no more than fifty percent
(50%) of their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission
Service ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their
Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service
Candidate LTCRs;
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(c)

ARRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs that total no more
than fifty percent (50%) of their Firm Point-To-Point Nomination Cap less
the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate
LTCRs; and

(d)

ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate
ARRs that total no more than fifty percent (50%) of their Grandfathered
Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap less the sum of
awarded LTCRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-to-Point
Candidate LTCRs.

(2)

In round 2, Eligible Entities may nominate:
(a)

ARRs from their Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate
ARRs that total no more than one hundred percent (100%) of their Network
Integration Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less any nominated
Network Integration Transmission Service Candidate ARRs awarded in
round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Network Integration
Transmission Service Candidate LTCRs;

(b)

ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration
Transmission Service Candidate ARRs that total no more than one hundred
percent (100%) of their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration
Transmission Service ARR Nomination Cap less any nominated
Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service
Candidate ARRs awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from
their Grandfathered Agreement Network Integration Transmission Service
Candidate LTCRs;

(c)

ARRs from their Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs that total no more
than one hundred percent (100%) of their Firm Point-To-Point ARR
Nomination Cap less any nominated Firm Point-To-Point Candidate ARRs
awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their Firm PointTo-Point Candidate LTCRs; and

(d)

ARRs from their Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate
ARRs that total no more than one hundred percent (100%) of their
Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point ARR Nomination Cap less
any nominated Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate
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ARRs awarded in round 1 less the sum of awarded LTCRs from their
Grandfathered Agreement Firm Point-To-Point Candidate LTCRs .
(3)

In round 3, any Eligible Entity may nominate ARRs from any source to sink that
total no more than one hundred percent (100%) of its ARR Nomination Cap less
any nominated candidate ARR amounts awarded in rounds 1 and 2 less the sum of
all awarded LTCRs. In this round an Eligible Entity is limited to a maximum
combined submittal of two-thousand (2,000) ARR nominations for each Asset
Owner it represents. ARR nominations between Settlement Location pairs that are
electrically equivalent will not be included in the annual ARR allocation.

7.4.1

Transmission Congestion Right Offer and Bid Submittal
(1)

Market Participants that have satisfied the applicable credit requirements may
participate in the annual TCR auction.

(2)

Market Participants holding ARRs associated with a specific source and sink may
elect to self-convert all or a portion of those ARRs into TCRs by specifying the
self-convert option as part of the TCR Bid submittal.

(3)

For each month and season included in the annual TCR auction, Market Participants
may submit TCR Bids and/or Offers in 0.1 MW increments, for On-Peak and OffPeak periods. A valid TCR Bid and/or Offer must contain the following
information:
(a)

Source: any valid Settlement Location;

(b)

Sink: any valid Settlement Location;

(c)

Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak;

(d)

Period: specific month or season;

(e)

Type: Bid, Offer or self-convert;

(f)

TCR MW; and

(g)

TCR Price;
(i)

TCR Bids and Offers cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month;

(ii)

TCR Bids and Offers cannot be less than negative $100,000/MW-

Month;
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(4)

For each TCR round, a Market Participant is limited to a maximum of 2,000 TCR
Bids and/or Offers for each Asset Owner it represents. TCR bids between
Settlement Location pairs that are electrically equivalent will not be included in the
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annual TCR auction.

7.5.1

Monthly Transmission Congestion Right Offer and Bid Submittal
(1)

Market Participants that have satisfied the applicable credit requirements may
participate in the monthly TCR auction.

(2)

Market Participants may submit TCR Bids and Offers for On-Peak and Off-Peak
periods. The following information is submitted for a TCR Bid or Offer:
(a)

Source: any valid Settlement Location;

(b)

Sink: any valid Settlement Location;

(c)

Class: On-Peak or Off-Peak;

(d)

Type: Bid, Offer or self-convert;

(e)

TCR MW: 0.1 MW increments, may not exceed ARR MW held on path if
self-convert type selected; and

(f)

(3)

TCR Price:
(i)

TCR Bids cannot exceed $100,000/MW-Month;

(ii)

TCR Bids cannot be less than negative $100,000/MW-Month;

Market Participants may not submit more than a total of 2,000 TCR Bids and Offers
in each TCR round for each Asset Owner it represents. TCR bids between
Settlement Location pairs that are electrically equivalent will not be included in the
monthly TCR auction.
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Revision Request Recommendation Report
RR #: 229

Date: 5/16/2017

RR Title: Order No. 831 Compliance (Offer Caps)
SUBMITTER INFORMATION
Submitter Name: Patti Kelly

Company: Southwest Power Pool

Email: pkelly@spp.org

Phone: 501.614.3381

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION
This RR satisfies the requirements of FERC Order 831 (Offer Caps in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission
Organizations and Independent System Operators). SPP made the compliance filing on May 8, 2017.
All working groups have unanimously approved this Revision Request.
MOPC recommends BOD approve this Revision Request as submitted.
OBJECTIVE OF REVISION
Objectives of Revision Request:
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.
On November 17, 2016, FERC issued Order No. 831 directing RTOs and ISOs to establish the following 3
requirements from paragraph 42 of the Order:
(1) A Resource’s incremental energy offer must be capped at the higher of $1,000/MWh or that Resource’s cost-based
incremental energy offer. For the purpose of calculating Locational Marginal Prices, Regional Transmission
Organizations and Independent System Operators must cap cost-based incremental energy offers at $2,000/MWh (hard
cap). (Offer cap structure requirement)
(2) The costs underlying a Resource’s cost-based incremental energy offer above $1,000/MWh must be verified before
that offer can be used for purposes of calculating Locational Marginal Prices. If a Resource submits an incremental
energy offer above $1,000/MWh and the costs underlying that offer cannot be verified before the market clearing process
begins, that offer may not be used to calculate Locational Marginal Prices and the Resource would be eligible for a makewhole payment if that Resource is dispatched and the Resource’s costs are verified after-the-fact. A Resource would also
be eligible for a make-whole payment if it is dispatched and its verified cost-based incremental energy offer exceeds
$2,000/MWh. (Verification requirement)
(3) All Resources, regardless of type, are eligible to submit cost-based incremental energy offers in excess of
$1,000/MWh. (Resource neutrality requirement)
Based on Paragraph 146 and footnote 331, actual costs will be used for make-whole payments for Energy Offers
above $1,000/MWh.
Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision.
This RR satisfies the requirements of FERC Order 831 (Offer Caps in Markets Operated by Regional Transmission
Organizations and Independent System Operators). SPP made the compliance filing on May 8, 2017.
SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT
SPP Staff supports this Revision Request.
IMPACT
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Will the revision result in system changes

No

Yes

Summarize changes:
Will the revision result in process changes?

No

Yes

Summarize changes:

Is an Impact Assessment required?

No

Yes

If no, explain: Compliance Filing
Estimated Cost: $

Estimated Duration:

months

Primary Working Group Score/Priority: MWG
SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED
Protocol Section(s): 4.2.2.5.1,
Market Protocols
4.2.2.6, 4.2.2.7, 4.2.3.2, 4.2.3.3,
Protocol Version: 43a
8.2.2.3
Operating Criteria
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Planning Criteria
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Tariff Section(s): Attachment AE - 4.1.1, 4.1.2.1, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.3.2, 4.3.3;
Tariff
Attachment AF - 3.2
Business Practice
Business Practice Number:
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate
Primary Working Group:
MWG

Date: 5/16/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
ORWG

Date: 6/1/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
RTWG

Date: 6/22/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

MOPC

Date: 7/11/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

BOD/Member Committee

Date: 7/25/2017
Action Taken:
Abstained:
Opposed:
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Reasons for Opposition:

COMMENTS
Comment Author: Erin Cathey on behalf of the MWG
Date Comments Submitted: 5/16/2017
Description of Comments: The Market Working Group discussed the timeline proposed to provide evidence of actual
cost and determined the timeframe provided herein is more reasonable.
Status: MWG modified and approved language.
PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS
Market Protocols

4.2.2.5.1

Dispatchable Demand Response Resource

The following special modeling rules apply to a DDR Resource.
(1)

A DDR Resource is a special type of Resource created to model demand reduction associated with
controllable load and/or a behind the meter generator that is dispatchable on a 5-minute basis;

(2)

A DDR Resource is modeled in the Commercial Model the same as any other Resource with a
defined Settlement Location and associated PNode or APNode that corresponds to the associated
Demand Response Load PNode or APNode definition;

(3)

A DDR Resource is also included in the SPP Network Model as a generator;

(4)

A DDR Resource must have a corresponding Demand Response Load (DRL);

(5)

The Demand Response Load for a DDR Resource must have telemetering installed;

(6)

The Market Participant must submit the real-time value of the Demand Response Load to SPP via
SCADA on a 10-second basis;

(7)

A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource shall submit Energy Offer Curves based on the
criteria in Section 8.2.2.3(10). For purposes of these Resources, the short-run marginal cost may
equal opportunity cost;

(8)

A DDR Resource may select one of two options for reporting of the actual DDR Resource output:
Submitted Resource Production Option or the Calculated Resource Production Option.
(a)

Submitted Resource Production Option - For DDR Resources that are utilizing strictly
behind the meter Generation to provide the response or DDR Resources where the retail
provider is offering the Resource under an agreed upon Retail Tariff provision that includes
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near real-time measurement and verification terms, the amount of the response provided
may be sent directly to SPP via ICCP and will represent the real-time Resource production.

(b)

(i)

The Market Participant must determine the real-time Resource production and
submit the value to SPP via SCADA on a 10-second basis.

(ii)

After-the-fact integrated meter values will be submitted directly by the Meter Agent
for the DDR Resource.

Calculated Resource Production Option - SPP will calculate the real-time Resource
output for operational dispatch and actual Resource output for settlements.
(i)

Market Participants must submit a baseline hourly load profile for the DRL prior to
the hour for which the DDR Resource has been committed that represents the
forecast consumption for the hour assuming No-Load reduction. Such hourly
baseline shall be submitted and calculated in accordance with Attachment AE to
the Tariff. In addition, SPP may adjust the submitted hourly baseline as described
in Attachment AE to the Tariff.

(ii)

At the start of the Operating Hour for which a DDR Resource is committed, SPP
will take a snapshot of the SCADA demand MW consumption of the Demand
Response Load.

(iii) The Real-Time Resource output for operational dispatch in the Dispatch Interval
will be calculated as the maximum of zero or the difference between (1) and (2)
below. If the baseline hourly load profile of the DRL was not submitted, the
snapshot of the DRL SCADA will be used for the value in (1).
(1) The minimum of the baseline hourly load profile of the DRL submitted under
(i) above or the snapshot of the DRL SCADA demand MW consumption
described in (ii) above.
(2) The Real-Time SCADA value for the DRL.
(iv) The actual Resource output for use in settlements in the Dispatch Interval will be
calculated as described under Section 4.5.9.1.
Exhibit 4-8 shows how a DDR Resource’s Real-Time output for operational
dispatch would be calculated within an Operating Hour using the Calculated
Resource Production Option.
Exhibit 4-8: Calculated DDR Output
Interval

Net
Telemetered
Value of
DRL

Hourly Load
Profile
(2)

Telemetered
Value prior to
Deployment
(3)
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DDR Resource
Production
(4) = Min(2,3)
– (1)

(1)
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Virtual Energy Offers

Virtual Energy Offers are supported in the DA Market only. Virtual Energy Offers are purely financial,
only apply to Energy and are not associated with a physical Resource asset. The following rules apply to
Virtual Energy Offer submittal.
(1)

A Virtual Energy Offer can be submitted by a Market Participant at any Settlement Location;

(2)

A Market Participant may submit a single Virtual Energy Offer for each Asset Owner at any
Settlement Location for a particular Hour in the form of a Virtual Energy Offer Curve (MW,
$/MWh, up to ten (10) price/quantity pairs and slope or block option). The submitted MW values
must be increasing and the submitted $/MWh values must be monotonically non-decreasing. A
Virtual Energy Offer will clear when the price at the applicable Settlement Location is greater than
or equal to the specified curve price for that Operating Hour. The highest MW quantity submitted
in the Virtual Energy Offer Curve representing the maximum MW amount that can be cleared.
The minimum MW amount that can be cleared is equal to zero;
(a) Block and slope pairs may not coexist. The Resource Offer in effect for any given period
of time must be comprised of all block or all slope price/quantity pairs.
(b) If the LMP is less than the lowest $/MWh submitted in the curve, then the cleared MWs
will be zero.
(c) Under the slope option, the set of price points that are submitted are used as the beginning
and ending values for calculating a linear slope for each set of beginning and ending values.
Therefore, each MW between the two price points has a different price due to the
interpolation of the submitted price points. Under the block option, each MW between the
two MW points is offered at the price of the larger MW point. Exhibit 4-9 illustrates Virtual
Energy Offer curves developed from submitted price/MWh pairs for both the slope and
block options.
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Exhibit 4-9: Virtual Energy Offer Curve Development
Virtual Energy Offer Curve
Submitted Data
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0
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400
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600
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(3)

Each Virtual Energy Offer must specify a start and stop Hour within the applicable Operating Day;

(4)

Virtual Energy Offers are subject to a transaction fee as described under Section 4.5.8.20;

(5)

Virtual Energy Offers may be submitted up to $2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost verification.
4.2.2.7

Import Interchange Transaction Offers

Market Participants may submit Offers to sell Energy coming from outside of the SPP Balancing Authority
Area for use in the DA Market and/or RTBM using Market Import Service as defined in the Interchange
Scheduling Reference Manual. A Market Participant must reserve Market Import Service prior to
submittal of the Offer in accordance with the procedures specified in the SPP OATT Business Practices.
The following rules apply to Import Interchange Transaction Offer submittal. Additional detail regarding
scheduling of Import Interchange Transactions can be found in the Interchange Scheduling Reference
Manual.
(1)

The MW amount of Import Interchange Transactions will be limited on a Dispatch Interval basis
by the amount of SPP system ramping capability available. Market Participants must use the SPP
ramp reservation system as described under Section 4.2.5 to ensure there is sufficient ramp to
accommodate their transaction;

(2)

Import Interchange Transaction Offers will be submitted via E-tag and Real-Time Operations
Scheduling System (RTOSS) as described under the SPP OATT Business Practices. Additional
fields will be available through E-tagging to identify transaction type and to submit price-based
information as necessary;
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(3)

Three types of Import Interchange Transaction Offers will be supported: Fixed, Dispatchable and
Up-To-Transmission Usage Charge or ‘Up-to-TUC”.
(a)

A Fixed Offer is a specified MW that will be cleared regardless of the price at the External
Interface Settlement Location (Source GCA specified on E-tag). If the Fixed Import
Interchange Transaction is submitted for use in the DA Market, it will be cleared in the DA
Market and automatically roll forward as a fixed schedule for use in RUC and the RTBM.
If specified for use in the RTBM only, the Fixed Import Interchange Transaction will be
considered a fixed schedule for the RUC processes and RTBM.

(b)

A Dispatchable Offer specifies both a MW amount and a minimum $/MWh price that the
Market Participant must be paid if the transaction clears the DA Market. Dispatchable
Offers are only available for use in the DA Market. Import Transactions may be submitted
up to $2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost verification. If the transaction clears the
DA Market, it automatically rolls forward as a fixed schedule for use in RUC and the
RTBM. Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled as a deviation from the DA Market.

(c)

An Up-To-TUC Offer specifies both a MW amount and the maximum amount of
congestion cost and marginal loss cost, in $/MWh, between the specified E-tag Source and
Sink Settlement Location the Market Participant is willing to pay if the transaction clears
the DA Market. Up-To-TUC Offers are only available for use in the DA Market. If the
transaction clears the DA Market, it automatically rolls forward as a fixed schedule for use
in the RUC and RTBM. Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled as a deviation from
the DA Market.

4.2.3.2

Virtual Energy Bids

Virtual Energy Bids are supported in the DA Market only. Virtual Energy Bids are purely financial in
nature, only apply to Energy and are not associated with a physical Load asset. The follow rules apply to
Virtual Energy Bid submittal.
(1)

A Virtual Energy Bid can be submitted at any Settlement Location;

(2)

A Market Participant may submit a single Virtual Energy Bid for each Asset Owner at any
Settlement Location for a particular Hour in the form of a Virtual Energy Bid Curve (MW, $/MWh,
up to 10 price/quantity pairs and slope or block option). The submitted MW values must be
increasing and the submitted $/MWh values must be monotonically non-increasing. A Virtual
Energy Bid will clear when the price at the applicable Settlement Location is less than or equal to
the specified curve price for that Operating Hour. The maximum MW amount that can be cleared
is equal to the highest MW quantity submitted in the Virtual Energy Bid Curve. The minimum
MW amount that can be cleared is equal to zero. The price of all MWhs below the lowest MW
amount submitted is equal to the first pricing point price;
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(a)
(b)
(c)

Block and slope pairs may not coexist. The Resource Offer in effect for any given period
of time must be comprised of all block or all slope price/quantity pairs.
If the LMP is greater than the highest $/MWh submitted in the curve, then the cleared MWs
will be zero.
Under the slope option, the set of price points that are submitted are used as the beginning
and ending values for calculating a linear slope for each set of beginning and ending values.
Therefore, each MW between the two price points has a different price due to the
interpolation of the submitted price points. Under the block option, each MW between the
two MW points is offered at the price of the larger MW point. Exhibit 4-11 illustrates
Virtual Energy Bid Curves developed from submitted price/MWh pairs for both the slope
and block options.
Exhibit 4-11: Virtual Energy Bid Curve Development
Virtual Energy Bid Curve
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(3)

Each Virtual Energy Bid must specify a start and stop Hour within the applicable Operating Day;

(4)

Virtual Energy Bids are subject to a transaction fee as described under Section 4.5.8.20;

(5)

Virtual Energy Bids may be submitted up to $2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost verification.
4.2.3.3

Export Interchange Transaction Bids

Market Participants may submit bids to purchase Energy from the DA Market for sale outside of the SPP
Balancing Authority Area. A Market Participant must reserve transmission service prior to submittal of
the Bid in accordance with the procedures specified in the SPP OATT Business Practices. Additional
detail regarding scheduling of Export Interchange Transactions can be found in the Interchange
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Scheduling Reference Manual. The following rules apply to Export Interchange Transaction Bid
submittal.
(1)

The MW amount of Export Interchange Transactions will be limited on a Dispatch Interval basis
by the amount of SPP system ramping capability available. Market Participants must use the SPP
ramp reservation system as described under Section 4.2.5 to ensure there is sufficient ramp to
accommodate their transaction;

(2)

Export Interchange Transaction Bids will be submitted via E-tag and RTOSS. Additional fields
will be available through E-tagging to submit price-based information as necessary;

(3)

Three types of Export Interchange Transaction Bids will be supported: Fixed, Dispatchable and
Up-To-TUC;

(4)

(a)

A Fixed Bid is a specified MW that will be cleared regardless of the price at the External
Interface Settlement Location (Sink LCA specified on E-tag). If the Fixed Export
Interchange Transaction is submitted for use in the DA Market, it will be cleared in the DA
Market and automatically roll forward as a fixed schedule for use in RUC and the RTBM.
If specified for use in the RTBM only, the Fixed Export Interchange Transaction will be
considered a fixed schedule for the RUC processes and RTBM.

(b)

A Dispatchable Bid specifies both a MW amount and a maximum $/MWh price that the
Market Participant is willing to pay if the transaction clears the DA Market. Dispatchable
Bids are only available for use in the DA Market. Export Transactions may be submitted
up to $2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost verification. If the transaction clears the DA
Market, it automatically rolls forward as a Fixed schedule for use in RUC and the RTBM.
Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled as a deviation from the DA Market.

(c)

An Up-To-TUC Bid specifies both a MW amount and the maximum amount of congestion
cost and marginal loss cost, in $/MWh, between the specified E-tag Source and Sink
Settlement Location the Market Participant is willing to pay if the transaction clears the
DA Market. Up-To-TUC Bids are only available for use in the DA Market. If the
transaction clears the DA Market, it automatically rolls forward as a Fixed schedule for use
in the RUC and RTBM. Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled as a deviation from
the DA Market.

Export Interchange Transaction Bids are eligible to supply Supplemental Reserve subject to
meeting the follow eligibility requirements:
(a)

The Market Participant must notify SPP as part of their E-Tag of their intent to supply
Supplemental Reserve with an Export Interchange Transaction Bid no later than 5:00 AM
Day-Ahead;

(b)

The Export Interchange Transaction Bid must be fixed and submitted for use in the DA
Market;
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(c)

The Export Interchange Transaction must be fully recallable within a 10-minute period for
the amount of Supplemental Reserve specified;

(d)

An Export Interchange Transaction Bid may reduce the Market Participant’s Supplemental
Reserve obligation. The reduction to Market Participant’s Supplemental Reserve
obligation will be the lesser of (i) the reduction in the system requirement based on the
delivery of reserve energy, provided by the curtailment of the export schedule as
determined by SPP; or (ii) the Market Participant’s Supplemental Reserve obligation. The
reduction, if applied, will be proportional to the Market Participant’s zonal Supplemental
Reserve obligation;

(e)

Supplemental Reserve supplied by an Export Interchange Transaction in excess of the
Market Participant’s Supplemental Reserve obligation within the Reserve Zone will not be
eligible for payment.

(f)

Provision of Supplemental Reserve from an Export Interchange Transaction Bid is limited
to Export Interchange Transactions associated to DC tie-lines.

8.2.2.3
(1)

(2)

Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves

Mitigated energy offer curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market Participant in
accordance with the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines. For Multi-Configuration
Resources (“MCR”), as defined in Attachment AE, for which a single configuration allows
physical units to be swapped (e.g., Combustion Turbine 2 for Combustion Turbine 1), the costs
used in the mitigated offer development for that configuration shall be those of the least cost
physical unit that is available and can be swapped in such configuration. The mitigated energy
offer curve may be updated up to the close of the DA Market for use in the DA Market. In the case
a Resource is not committed by the DA Market, the mitigated energy offer curve may be updated
until the Day-Ahead RUC process begins. For Resources committed by the DA Market, the
mitigated energy offer curve submitted as of the close of the DA Market will apply to the DA
Market on the day before the Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating day; for all other
Resources the mitigated energy offer submitted at the time the Day-Ahead RUC process begins
will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC process on the day before the Operating Day, and the Intra-Day
RUC processes and the RTBM on the Operating Day.
The Energy Offer Curve conduct thresholds are as follows:
(a) For Resources committed to address a Local Reliability Issue, the threshold is a 10%
increase above the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve;
(b) For Resources located in a Frequently Constrained Area and not subject to the threshold in
Section 8.2.2.3(2)(a), the threshold is a 17.5% increase above the Mitigated Energy Offer
Curve.
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(c)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

For all other Resources the threshold is a 25% increase above the Mitigated Energy Offer
Curve.
The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the Energy Offer Curve
with the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve if:
(a) The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve by the
applicable conduct threshold; and
(b) The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 8.2.2.7; and
(c) The Resource either:
(i)
Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section8.2.2.9, or
(ii)
Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local transmission
operator.
An Energy Offer below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures for
economic withholding.
The Mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall be the Resource’s short-run marginal cost of producing
energy as determined by the unit’s heat rate, fuel costs and the costs related to fuel usage, such as
transportation and emissions costs (“total fuel related costs”), and variable operation and
maintenance costs (VOM) as detailed in the Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines. The
formula for Mitigated Energy Offer Curves can be found in Appendix G Section 2.5.
Opportunity costs may be reflected in the total fuel related costs and/or the VOM under the
following circumstances:
(a) Externally imposed environmental run-hour restrictions; or
(b) Physical equipment limitations on the number of starts or run-hours; or
(c) Fuel supply limitations.
The Market Participant shall submit heat rates and the methods for determining fuel costs, fuel
related costs including emissions costs, opportunity costs, and variable operation and maintenance
costs to the Market Monitoring Unit. The information will be sufficient for replication of the
Mitigated Energy Offer Curve and shall include, among other data, the following information:
(a) For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring Unit with an
explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy, indicating whether fuel purchases
are subject to a fixed contract price and/or spot pricing and specifying the contract price
and/or referenced spot market prices. Any included fuel transportation and handling costs
must be short-run marginal costs only, exclusive of fixed costs.
(b)

For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of each of their
units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost.
(c) For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs, calculated in adherence with
the Appendix G of the Market Protocols, reflecting short-run marginal costs, exclusive of
fixed costs.
Further details associated with the development and validation of these costs are included in
SPP’s Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines.
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(7)

(8)

(9)

For Demand Response Resources with behind the meter generation the Mitigated Energy Offer
Curve shall be developed in the same manner, described above, as any other generating Resource.
For load response Demand Response Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall reflect
the quantifiable opportunity costs associated with the reduction, net of related offsetting increases
in usage.
For Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may include, but
shall not exceed, any quantifiable costs that vary by MWh output, including short-run incremental
VOM. Mitigation will not apply to Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources in the RealTime Balancing Market; monitoring for Energy Offers of Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy
Resources will occur.
Intra-day changes to the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve are allowed under the following conditions:
(a) The Market Participant incurs higher fuel procurement costs due to a request by the
Transmission Provider for a Resource to remain online past the scheduled commitment
period by the DA Market or a RUC process; or
(b) A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions;
Intra-day changes to the Mitigation Energy Offer Curve must follow the Mitigated Offer
Development Guidelines and will be validated by the Market Monitor.

(10) Market Participants that have Resources with short-run marginal costs greater than the Safety-Net
Energy Offer Cap specified in Section 8.2.5 may submit an Energy Offer Curve using the same
guidelines for development of the Resource’s Mitigated Energy Offer Curve established in
Appendix G, Section G.2.5. The Energy Offer Curve above $1,000/MWh must be equal to the
Mitigated Energy Offer Curve, and may also include an adder with a maximum of $100/MWh due
to the uncertainty of expected costs. For purposes of LMP calculation, the Energy Offer Curve
will be limited to a maximum of $2,000/MWh and will have to be verified by the Market Monitor
prior to the start of the applicable market clearing process. If the Energy Offer Curve cannot be
verified prior to the start of the applicable market clearing process, then the Resource may be
eligible to receive make-whole payments for its actual costs after verification by the Market
Monitor. The default value is $1,000/MWh for any offer above $1,000/MWh until the offer can
be verified. If the verified Energy Offer Curve is greater than $2,000/MWh, the Energy Offer
Curve will be capped at $2,000/MWh in the applicable market clearing process, and the Resource
may be eligible for make-whole payments for actual costs exceeding $2,000/MWh. Market
Participants must submit evidence of actual costs to the Market Monitor. The Market Monitor
shall verify the actual costs for use in make-whole payments. In order to include the costs in the
make-whole payments of the final Settlement Statement, the submission must occur within 35
calendar days after the Operating Day and the verification must be complete no later than noon on
the business day prior to 45 calendar days after the Operating Day.
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(11) In all cases under this Section 8.2.2.3, cost data submitted for the development of mitigated offers,
including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the confidentiality provisions set forth in
Section 11 of Attachment AE to the Tariff.

8.2.5

Offer Caps and Floors

Submission of Energy Offer Curves and Operating Reserve Offers by Market Participants for use in the
DA Market and the RTBM will be limited by the following offer caps and floors.
1) Safety-Net Energy Offer Cap = $1,000/MWh; Energy Offers greater than $1,000/MWh are subject
to Section 8.2.2.3(10);
2) Virtual Energy Offer Cap = $2,000/MWh;
3) Import/Export Transaction Offer Cap = $2,000/MWh;
4) Regulation-Up Service Offer Cap = $500/MW;
5) Regulation-Down Service Offer Cap = $500/MW;
6) Contingency Reserve Offer Cap = $100/MW;
7) Energy Offer Floor = Negative $500/MWh;
8) Regulation-Up Service Offer Floor = Negative $500/MW;
9) Regulation-Down Service Offer Floor = Negative $500/MW;
10) Regulation-Up Mileage Offer Floor = $0;
11) Regulation-Down Mileage Offer Floor = $0;
12) Contingency Reserve Offer Floor = Negative $100/MW;
13) Start-Up Offer Floor = $0.0;
14) No-Load Offer Floor = $0.0.

SPP Tariff (OATT)

Attachment AE:
4.1.1

Offer Caps and Floors
Submission of Energy Offer Curves, Start-Up Offers, No-Load Offers, and Operating
Reserve Offers by Market Participants for use in the Day-Ahead Market and the RTBM shall be
limited by the following Offer caps and floors:
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1) Safety-net Energy Offer cap = $1,000/MWh; Energy Offers greater than $1,000 are
subject to Attachment AF, Section 3.2 (F);
2) Virtual Energy Offer Cap = $2,000/MWh;
3) Import/Export Transaction Offer Cap = $2,000/MWh
4) Regulation-Up Service Offer cap = $500/MW;
5) Regulation-Down Service Offer cap = $500/MW;
6) Contingency Reserve Offer cap = $100/MW;
7) Energy Offer floor = Negative $500/MWh;
8) Regulation Service Offer floor = Negative $500/MW;
9) Regulation-Up Mileage Offer floor = $0/MW;
10) Regulation-Down Mileage Offer floor = $0/MW;
11) Contingency Reserve Offer floor = Negative $100/MW;
12) Start-Up Offer floor = $0;
13) No-Load Offer floor = $0.
In addition to these Offer caps and floors, submission of Offers may be limited by the
requirements of Attachment AF of this Tariff.
4.1.2.1

Demand Response Resources
(1)

Dispatchable Demand Response Resource - A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource
is modeled in the Commercial Model the same as any other Resource, except that the
Settlement Location associated with the Dispatchable Demand Response Resource must
contain the Price Node, or aggregated Price Node as described in Section 2.2(2) of this
Attachment AE, associated with the Demand Response Load. The Market Participant must
submit the Real-Time value of the Demand Response Load to the Transmission Provider
via telemetering that meets the technical requirements specified in the Market Protocols.
A Dispatchable Demand Response Resource shall submit Energy Offer Curves based on
the criteria in Attachment AF, Section 3.2 (F). For purposes of these Resources, the shortrun marginal cost may equal opportunity cost.

A Dispatchable Demand Response

Resource may select one of two options for reporting of the actual Dispatchable Demand
Response Resource output:
(a)

Submitted Resource production option:
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The Dispatchable Demand Response Resource output is sent directly to the
Transmission Provider by the Market Participant via telemetering for Real-Time
operational purposes and the Meter Agent submits either five (5) minute or hourly
actual output values to the Transmission Provider for use in settlements. The
submitted Resource production option is only allowed for Demand Response
Resources that are: (1) utilizing strictly Behind-The-Meter Generation to provide
the response and are utilizing Real-Time metering capable of reporting both the
Behind-The-Meter Generation output and the load; (2) Demand Response
Resources where the Market Participant is offering the Resource under a retail tariff
provision that includes near Real-Time measurement and verification terms that are
compliant with the Business Practices for Measurement and Verification of
Wholesale Electricity Demand Response of the North American Energy Standards
Board, incorporated by reference in the Commission’s Regulations, 18 C.F.R.
§ 38.2(a)(12); or (3) Demand Response Load utilizing near Real-Time
measurement and verification capability that is compliant with the Business
Practices for Measurement and Verification of Wholesale Electricity Demand
Response of the North American Energy Standards Board, incorporated by
reference in the Commission’s Regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 38.2(a)(12).
(b)

Calculated Resource production option:
(i)

For each Dispatch Interval in each hour in which the Demand Response
Resource has been committed, the Demand Response Resource output for
Real-Time operational purposes is calculated by the Transmission Provider
as the greater of zero (0) or the difference between:
•

The lesser of the Real-Time consumption of the Demand Response
Load associated with the Demand Response Resource in the
Dispatch Interval immediately preceding initial commitment of the
Demand Response Resource or the hourly baseline as described in
(3) below for the hour, and

•

The actual value of the associated Demand Response Load received
via telemetering.

(ii)

For each Dispatch Interval in each hour in which the Demand Response
Resource has been committed, the Demand Response Resource output for
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settlement purposes is calculated by the Transmission Provider as the
maximum of zero (0) or the difference between:
•

The lesser of the Real-Time consumption of the Demand Response
Load associated with the Demand Response Resource in the
Dispatch Interval immediately preceding initial commitment of the
Demand Response Resource or the hourly baseline as described in
(3) below for the hour, and

•

The actual value of the associated Demand Response Load received
from the Meter Agent either on a five (5) minute basis or an hourly
basis.

(2)

Block Demand Response Resource – A Block Demand Response Resource is modeled in
the Commercial Model the same as any other Resource except that the Settlement Location
associated with the Block Demand Response Resource must contain the Price Node, or
aggregated Price Node as described in Section 2.2(2) of this Attachment AE, associated
with the Demand Response Load. The Market Participant must submit the Real-Time
value of the Demand Response Load to the Transmission Provider via telemetering that
meets the technical requirements specified in the Market Protocols. All Block Demand
Response Resources will use the calculated Resource production option, described in
Section 4.1.2.1(1)(b) above, to determine the amount of Real-Time Resource production
and actual Resource production.
(a)

If the Block Demand Response Resource is committed and dispatched in the DayAhead Market, Day-Ahead RUC or Intra-Day RUC, the Block Demand Response
Resource’s Minimum Economic Capacity Operating Limit will be increased in the
RTBM to match the dispatched amount. Spinning Reserve or Supplemental
Reserve will be allowed to clear above minimum output if the Block Demand
Response Resource is a Spin Qualified Resource and Supplemental Reserve will be
allowed to clear above minimum output if the Block Demand Response Resource
is a Supplemental Qualified Resource.

(b)

Spinning Reserve and/or Supplemental Reserve clearing will be based upon
submitted ramp rates for the Block Demand Response Resource, the submitted
Spinning Reserve Offer, the Supplemental Reserve Offer and the Block Demand
Response Resource’s Maximum Economic Capacity Operating Limit.
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(3)

Hourly Baseline
(a)

The Market Participant must submit an hourly baseline for the Demand Response
Load indicating the level of energy consumption expected at that location in MWh
if the Demand Response Resource is not dispatched. The baseline must cover, at a
minimum, all hours the Resource is submitting Offers for in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets. This baseline must be submitted by 1100 hours on the
day prior to the Operating Day and may be updated up to thirty (30) minutes in
advance of the operating hour. The baseline should be based on the average of the
hourly integrated Demand Response Load for the same hours in the last 30 calendar
days when the Resource was not dispatched, adjusted by the Market Participant as
necessary to account for changes in the expected level of energy consumption by
the Demand Response Load.

(b)

If there have been deviations in hourly integrated metered load from the hourly
baseline during periods when the Resource was not dispatched the hourly baseline
will be adjusted as follows by the Transmission Provider prior to the calculation of
the Demand Response Load. If the average of the hourly deviation between
integrated metered load and submitted hourly baseline for the hours in the last thirty
(30) calendar days when the Resource was not dispatched is more than five percent
(5%) below the hourly baseline, the hourly baseline will be adjusted by the average
deviation. The Transmission Provider will perform this assessment each day and
notify the Market Participant of any adjustment.

(c)

If the hourly baseline has not been submitted, the Transmission Provider shall set the hourly

baseline equal to the Real-Time consumption of the Demand Response Load associated with the
Demand Response Resource in the Dispatch Interval immediately preceding initial commitment
of the Demand Response Resource.

4.2.1

Virtual Energy Offers
(1)

Virtual Energy Offers are submitted in the Day-Ahead Market only.

(2)

A Virtual Energy Offer consists of an Energy Offer Curve only.

(3)

A Market Participant may submit no more than one Virtual Energy Offer for itself at each
Settlement Location for each Operating Hour. Where a Market Participant represents
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multiple Asset Owners, the Market Participant may submit no more than one Virtual
Energy Offer for each Asset Owner it represents at each Settlement Location for each
Operating Hour.
(4)

Each Market Participant submitting Virtual Energy Offers shall be subject to a transaction
fee for each Virtual Energy Offer submitted as described under Section 8.5.17 of this
Attachment AE.

(5)

Virtual Energy Offers may be submitted up to $2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost
verification.

4.2.2

Import Interchange Transaction Offers
(1)

The MW amount of Import Interchange Transactions will be limited on a Dispatch Interval
basis by the amount of the Transmission Provider system ramping capability available. A
Market Participant must use the Transmission Provider ramp reservation system as
described in the Market Protocols to ensure there is sufficient ramp to accommodate its
transaction.

An Import Interchange Transaction Offer must have an associated

Transmission Service reservation. There are three types of Import Interchange Transaction
Offers:
(a)

A fixed Offer – Specifies a MW amount that will be cleared regardless of the price
at the External Interface Settlement Location. If the fixed Import Interchange
Transaction is submitted for use in the Day-Ahead Market, it will be cleared in the
Day-Ahead Market and automatically roll forward as a fixed schedule for use in
RUC and the RTBM. If specified for use in the RTBM only, the fixed Import
Interchange Transaction will be considered a fixed schedule for the Day-Ahead
RUC, Intra-Day RUC and RTBM.

(b)

A Dispatchable Offer - Specifies both a MW amount and a minimum dollars per
MW hour price that the Market Participant must be paid if the transaction clears the
Day-Ahead Market. Dispatchable Offers are only available for use in the DayAhead Market and cannot be submitted for use in the RTBM. Import Transactions
may be submitted up to $2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost verification. If the
transaction clears the Day-Ahead Market, it automatically rolls forward as a fixed
schedule for use in Day-Ahead RUC, Intra-Day RUC and the RTBM. Any
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adjustment to the schedule will be settled in the RTBM as a deviation from the DayAhead Market schedule.
(c)

An up-to-transmission usage charge Offer - Specifies both a MW amount and the
combined maximum amount of congestion cost and marginal loss cost between the
specified Source and Sink Settlement Location that the Market Participant is willing
to pay if the transaction clears the Day-Ahead Market. Up-to-transmission usage
charge Offers are only available for use in the Day-Ahead Market and cannot be
submitted for use in the RTBM. If the transaction clears the Day-Ahead Market, it
automatically rolls forward as a fixed schedule for use in the Day-Ahead RUC,
Intra-Day RUC and RTBM. Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled in the
RTBM as a deviation from the Day-Ahead Market schedule.

(2)

All Import Interchange Transactions from a source located in Canada shall be deemed to
have a point-of-receipt at the U.S./Canada border. For purposes of this Section 4.2.2(2),
the point-of-receipt must be located at an interconnection between a transmission facility
under the functional control of the Transmission Provider and a transmission facility
operated by a Canadian transmission service provider.

4.3.2

Virtual Energy Bids
(1)

Virtual Energy Bids may be submitted in the Day-Ahead Market only.

(2)

Virtual Energy Bids only apply to Energy, are not associated with a physical load asset and
can be submitted at any Settlement Location in the form of a Virtual Energy Bid Curve.

(3)

A Market Participant may submit no more than one Virtual Energy Bid at each Settlement
Location for each Operating Hour. Where a Market Participant represents multiple Asset
Owners, the Market Participant may submit no more than one Virtual Energy Bid for each
Asset Owner it represents at each Settlement Location for each Operating Hour.

(4)

Each Market Participant submitting Virtual Energy Bids shall be subject to a transaction
fee for each Virtual Energy Bid submitted as described under Section 8.5.17 of this
Attachment AE.

(5)

Virtual Energy Bids may be submitted up to $2,000/MWh and are not subject to cost
verification.
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4.3.3

Export Interchange Transaction Bids
(1)

Market Participants may submit bids to purchase Energy from the Day-Ahead Market for
sale outside of the SPP Balancing Authority Area. A Market Participant must reserve
Transmission Service prior to submittal of the Bid.

There are three types of Export

Interchange Transaction Bids:
(a)

A fixed Bid:
Specifies a MW amount that will be cleared regardless of the price at the External
Interface Settlement Location. If the fixed Export Interchange Transaction is
submitted for use in the Day-Ahead Market, it will be cleared in the Day-Ahead
Market and automatically roll forward as a fixed schedule for use in RUC and the
RTBM. If specified for use in the RTBM only, the fixed Export Interchange
Transaction will be considered a fixed schedule for the Day-Ahead RUC, Intra-Day
RUC and RTBM;

(b)

A dispatchable Bid:
Specifies both a MW amount and a maximum price that the Market Participant is
willing to pay if the transaction clears the Day-Ahead Market. Dispatchable Bids
are only available for use in the Day-Ahead Market and cannot be submitted for
use in the RTBM only. Export Transactions may be submitted up to $2,000/MWh
and are not subject to cost verification. If the transaction clears the Day-Ahead
Market, it automatically rolls forward as a fixed schedule for use in the Day-Ahead
RUC, Intra-Day RUC and the RTBM. Any adjustment to the schedule will be
settled in the RTBM as a deviation from the Day-Ahead Market schedule; and

(c)

An up-to transmission usage charge Bid:
Specifies both a MW amount and the combined maximum amount of congestion
cost and marginal loss cost the Market Participant is willing to pay if the transaction
clears the Day-Ahead Market. Up-to transmission usage charge Bids are only
available for use in the Day-Ahead Market. If the transaction clears the Day-Ahead
Market, it automatically rolls forward as a fixed schedule for use in the Day-Ahead
RUC, Intra-Day RUC and RTBM. Any adjustment to the schedule will be settled
as a deviation in the RTBM from the Day-Ahead Market schedule.

(2)

The total MW amount of Export Interchange Transactions is limited on a Dispatch Interval
basis by the amount of the Transmission Provider system ramping capability available. A
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Market Participant must use the Transmission Provider ramp reservation system as
described in the Market Protocols to ensure there is sufficient ramp to accommodate its
transaction.
(3)

An Export Interchange Transaction Bid is eligible to reduce a Market Participant’s
Supplemental Reserve obligation subject to meeting the eligibility requirements under
subsections (a) through (c) below. The reduction to a Market Participant’s Supplemental
Reserve obligation will be the lesser of (i) the reduction in the system requirement based
on the delivery of reserve energy provided by the curtailment of the export schedule as
determined by the Transmission Provider; or (ii) the Market Participant’s Supplemental
Reserve obligation.

The reduction, if applied, will be proportional to the Market

Participant’s zonal Supplemental Reserve obligations,
(a)

The Export Interchange Transaction Bid must be fixed and submitted for use in the
Day-Ahead Market and cannot be submitted for use in the RTBM only;

(b)

The Export Interchange Transaction must be fully recallable within a ten (10)
minute period for the amount of Supplemental Reserve specified;

(c)

Supplemental Reserve supplied by an Export Interchange Transaction in excess of
the Market Participant’s Supplemental Reserve obligation within the applicable
Reserve Zone will not be eligible for payment; and

(d)

Provision of Supplemental Reserve from an Export Interchange Transaction Bid is
limited to Export Interchange Transactions associated with DC tie-lines.

(4)

All Export Interchange Transactions to serve load located in Canada shall be deemed to
have a point-of-delivery at the U.S./Canada border. For purposes of this Section 4.3.3(4),
the point-of-delivery must be located at an interconnection between a transmission
facility under the functional control of the Transmission Provider and a transmission
facility operated by a Canadian transmission service provider.

Attachment AF:
3.2

Mitigation Measures for Energy Offer Curves
Mitigated Energy Offer Curves shall be submitted on a daily basis by the Market
Participant in accordance with the mitigated offer development guidelines in the Market
Protocols. For Multi-Configuration Resources (“MCR”), as defined in Attachment AE, for
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which a single configuration allows physical units to be swapped (e.g., Combustion
Turbine 2 for Combustion Turbine 1), the costs used in the mitigated offer development
for that configuration shall be those of the least cost physical unit that is available and can
be swapped in such configuration. The mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated up
to the close of the Day-Ahead Market as defined in Section 5.1 of Attachment AE of this
Tariff for use in the Day-Ahead Market. In the case a Resource is not committed by the
Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve may be updated until the Day-Ahead
RUC begins. For Resources committed by the Day-Ahead Market, the mitigated Energy
Offer Curve submitted as of the close of the Day-Ahead Market will apply to the DayAhead Market on the day before the Operating Day and the RTBM on the Operating Day;
for all other Resources the mitigated Energy Offer Curve submitted at the time the DayAhead RUC begins will apply to the Day-Ahead RUC on the day before the Operating
Day, and the Intra-Day RUC processes and the RTBM on the Operating Day.
A.

The Energy Offer Curve conduct thresholds are as follows:
(1)

For Resources committed to address a Local Reliability Issue, the conduct
threshold is a 10% increase above the mitigated Energy Offer Curve;

(2)

For Resources located in a Frequently Constrained Area and not subject to
Section 3.2(A)(1), the conduct threshold is a 17.5% increase above the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve;

(3)

For all other Resources the conduct threshold is a 25% increase above the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve.

B.

The Transmission Provider shall apply mitigation measures by replacing the
Energy Offer Curve with the mitigated Energy Offer Curve if:
(1)

The Resource’s Energy Offer Curve exceeds the mitigated Energy Offer
Curve by the applicable conduct threshold; and

(2)

The Resource has local market power as determined in Section 3.1; and

(3)

The Resource either:
(a)

Fails the Market Impact Test as described in Section 3.7, or

(b)

Is manually committed by the Transmission Provider or by a local
transmission operator.

An Energy Offer below $25/MWh will not be subject to mitigation measures for
economic withholding.
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C.

The mitigated energy offer shall be the Resource’s short-run marginal cost of
producing energy as determined by the unit’s heat rate; fuel costs and the costs
related to fuel usage, such as transportation and emissions costs (“total fuel related
costs”); and Energy Offer Curve (“EOC”) variable operations and maintenance
costs (“VOM”) as detailed in the Market Protocols.

D.

Opportunity cost shall be an estimate of the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets
revenues net of short run marginal costs for the marginal forgone run time during
the timeframe when the Resource experiences the run-time restrictions as detailed
in the Market Protocols. The run-time restrictions shall be updated as specified in
the Market Protocols, with more frequent updating to occur the fewer hours that
remain available, consistent with the Market Protocols. The Market Participant
may include in the calculation of its mitigated Energy Offer Curve an amount
reflecting the resource-specific opportunity costs expected to be incurred under the
following circumstances:
(1)

Externally imposed environmental run-hour restrictions; or

(2)

Physical equipment limitations on the number of starts or run-hours, as
verified by the Market Monitoring Unit and determined by reference to the
manufacturer’s recommendation or bulletin, or a documented restriction
imposed by the applicable insurance carrier; or

(3)

Fuel Supply Limitations.

Resource specific opportunity costs are calculated by forecasting Locational
Marginal Prices based on futures contract prices for natural gas and the historical
relationship between the SPP system marginal Energy component of LMP and the
price of natural gas, as determined by the SPP Market Monitoring Unit. The
formulas and instructions in the price forecast model shall be determined by the
SPP Market Monitoring Unit and published in the Market Protocols as part of the
Mitigated Offer Development Guidelines, updated, as needed, by the SPP Market
Monitoring Unit.

Such forecasts of LMPs shall take into account historical

variability, and basis differentials affecting the Settlement Location at which the
Resource is located for the three-year period immediately preceding the period of
time in which the Resource is bound by the referenced restrictions, and shall
subtract therefrom the forecasted costs to generate energy at the Settlement
Location at which the Resource is located, as specified in more detail in Appendix
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G of the Market Protocols. If the difference between the forecasted Locational
Marginal Prices and forecasted costs to generate energy is negative, the resulting
opportunity cost shall be zero. The Market Monitoring Unit will verify all Market
Participants’ opportunity cost calculations for consistency and accuracy. When the
Market Monitoring Unit determines that the market price for any period was not
competitive, it will adjust the LMP forecasting process used in the opportunity cost
calculations to ensure that forecasted LMPs do not reflect non-competitive market
conditions.
The following formula shall apply to all mitigated Energy Offer Curves:
Mitigated Energy Offer ($/MWh) = HeatRate (mmBtu/MWh) *
Performance Factor * Total Fuel Related Costs ($/mmBtu) + EOC VOM ($/MWh) +
Opportunity Costs ($/MWh)
The Market Participant shall submit heat rate curves, descriptions of how spot fuel prices
and/or contract prices are used to calculate fuel costs, variable fuel transportation
and handling costs, emissions costs, and VOM to the Market Monitoring Unit. All
cost data and cost calculation descriptions are subject to the review and approval of
the SPP Market Monitoring Unit to ensure reasonableness and consistency across
Market Participants. The information will be sufficient for replication of the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve and shall include, among other data, the following
information:
(1)

For fuel costs, Market Participants shall provide the Market Monitoring
Unit with an explanation of the Market Participants’ fuel cost policy,
indicating whether fuel purchases are subject to a fixed contract price and/or
spot pricing and specifying the contract price and/or referenced spot market
prices. Any included fuel transportation and handling costs must be shortrun marginal costs only, exclusive of fixed costs.

(2)

For emissions costs, Market Participants shall report the emissions rate of
each of their units and indicate the applicable emissions allowance cost.

(3)

For VOM costs, Market Participants shall submit VOM costs, calculated in
adherence with the Appendix G of the Market Protocols, reflecting shortrun marginal costs, exclusive of fixed costs.

Further details associated with the development, validation, and updating of these
costs are included in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.
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For Demand Response Resources utilizing Behind-The-Meter Generation, the
mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall be developed in the same manner as any other
generating Resource as described above.

For Demand Response Resources

utilizing load reduction, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve shall reflect the
quantifiable opportunity costs associated with the reduction, net of related
offsetting increases in usage.
For Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources, the mitigated Energy Offer Curve
may include, but shall not exceed, any quantifiable costs that vary by MWh output,
including short-run incremental VOM.

Mitigation will not apply to Non-

Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources in the Real-Time Balancing Market;
monitoring of Energy Offers for Non-Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources will
occur.
E.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated Energy Offer Curve are allowed under the
following conditions:
1)

In the event that the Transmission Provider requests that a Resource remain
online past their commitment period by the Day-Ahead Market or a RUC
process, the Market Participant may submit an updated mitigated energy
offer curve that reflects the procurement of higher cost fuel;

2)

A Resource must switch fuels due to unforeseen operating conditions; or

3)

A Market Participant employing the Quick-State Resource logic as
described in the Market Protocols may update its mitigated Energy Offer
Curve after the Day-Ahead RUC clears on the day before the Operating
Day, as described in Appendix G of the Market Protocols.

Intra-day changes to the mitigated energy offer curve must follow the mitigated
offer development guidelines in Appendix G of the Market Protocols. Any such
changes will be validated by the Market Monitor.
F.

A Market Participant that has a Resource with short-run marginal costs greater than
the Safety-Net Energy Offer Cap specified in Section 4.1.1 of Attachment AE of
this Tariff may submit an Energy Offer Curve using the same guidelines for
development of the Resource’s Mitigated Energy Offer Curve established in
Appendix G of the Market Protocols. The Energy Offer Curve above $1,000/MWh
must be equal to the Mitigated Energy Offer Curve and may include an adder with
a maximum of $100/MWh due to the uncertainty of expected costs. For purposes
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of LMP calculation, the Energy Offer Curve will be limited to a maximum of
$2,000/MWh and will have to be verified by the Market Monitor prior to the start
of the applicable market clearing process. If the Energy Offer Curve cannot be
verified prior to the start of the applicable market clearing process, then the
Resource may be eligible to receive make-whole payments for its actual costs after
verification by the Market Monitor. The default value is $1,000/MWh for any offer
above $1,000/MWh until the offer can be verified. If the verified Energy Offer
Curve is greater than $2,000/MWh, the Energy Offer Curve will be capped at
$2,000/MWh in the applicable market clearing process, and the Resource may be
eligible for make-whole payments for actual costs exceeding $2,000/MWh. Market
Participants must submit evidence of actual costs to the Market Monitor. The
Market Monitor shall verify the actual costs for use in make-whole payments. In
order to include the costs in the make-whole payments of the final Settlement
Statement, the submission must occur within 35 calendar days after the Operating
Day and the verification must be complete no later than noon on the business day
prior to 45 calendar days after the Operating Day.

G.

In all cases under this Section 3.2, cost data submitted for the development of
mitigated offers, including opportunity cost data, shall be subject to the
confidentiality provisions set forth in Section 11 of Attachment AE of this Tariff.
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Revision Request Recommendation Report
RR #: 82

Date: 8/18/2015

RR Title: Modification of Make-Whole Payment Grace Period
SUBMITTER INFORMATION
Name: Jim Flucke

Company: Kansas City Power & Light
Company

Email: jim.flucke@kcpl.com

Phone: 816-701-7836

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF ACTION AND RECOMMENDATION
MOPC and Board approved this RR October 13, 2015. SPP identified changes to the Staggered Start Resource Tariff
definition and the grandfathered date during the development of the FERC filing letter. MWG approved the changes on
June 20, 2017. This RR ensures Staggered Start Resources do not lose eligibility for Start-Up Cost MWPs due to a
physical or environmental limitation, and avoid outage deviation penalties.
MOPC recommends BOD approval contingent upon the RTWG approval of the Tariff changes July 19, 2017.
OBJECTIVE OF REVISION
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Objectives of Revision Request:
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.
MPRR 207 allowed for the staggered start of a combination of dependent units in order to correctly model start-up time
between resources due to physical (e.g. shared startup transformer capacity) or regulatory constraints (e.g. emission
limitations prohibiting simultaneous startups) which can’t all be started simultaneously by SPP Market Operations.
This MPRR was discussed at the January 20, 2015 MWG meeting, with the Impact Analysis showing the resulting cost
to be $500k-$600k. During the January 20, 2015 MWG meeting, several alternatives to modify MPRR 207 were
discussed by the group and SPP staff. One alternative for a short-term solution is the increase in the make-whole
payment grace period for commitments from one hour to two hours. This alternative would alleviate most of our issues
with cost recovery for concurrent unit starts.
RR82 changes the make-whole payment grace period for Staggered Start Resources from up to one hour to up to two
hours, adds an attestation requirement for these Resources, and only allows Resources registered prior to October 1,
2017 to be considered Staggered Start Resources.
Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision.
The revisions to the Market Protocols and the Tariff identified in this Recommendation Report, would implement the
previously discussed increase in the make-whole payment grace period for commitments of particular Resources from
one hour to two hours. The proposed revisions would provide SPP an efficient and reasonable process to manage
existing Resources that are subject to the staggered startup of multiple dependent units (“Staggered Start Resources”).
The revisions establish a bright-line date for the “grandfathering in” of (1) the Staggered Start Resources which are
currently registered in the Integrated Marketplace as an MP’s asset or (2) qualifying assets of entities that are in the
process of registering as MPs.
These newly formed registration requirements address the existence of current Market Participants in the Integrated
Marketplace with Resources subject to shared restrictions that cannot currently be represented in the market design
model and which potentially lead to these Resources being committed to a timeline that they cannot meet (due to the
dependency of their Resources). Upon implementation of the Tariff language, all current and future MPs will be on
notice of the revised registration requirements.
The grandfathering of Staggered Start Resources and the new registration requirements are a reasonable means to
mitigate economic and operational inefficiencies that could result if SPP were to allow all (or an unidentified future
number of) Resources to have the extra hour grace period. Staggered Start Resources do not lose eligibility for StartUp Cost MWP due to a physical or environmental limitation, and avoid outage deviation penalties.
SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT
SPP staff supports this RR.
IMPACT ANALYSIS REQUIRED:

Yes

No
Estimated Duration: 3 months
Duration is a rough order of magnitude
estimate, approx. +/-50%

Estimated Cost: $52,000
Cost is a rough order of magnitude estimate, approx. +/-50%
Priority Rank for System Change:

Market Protocols
Criteria
Tariff
Business Practice

1 – Critical

2 – High

3 – Medium

SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED
Protocol Section(s): 4.5.8.12,
Protocol Version:
4.5.9.8
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Tariff Section(s): 8.5.9, 8.6.5
Business Practice Number:
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4 – Low

WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate
Primary Working Group:
MWG

Date: 8/18/2015
Action Taken: Approved with MWG modifications
Abstained: EDE
Date: 6/20/2017
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved SPP Comments 061217

Secondary Working Group:
ORWG

Date: 9/3/2015
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:
RTWG

Date: 9/24/2015
Action Taken: Approved
Abstained: Westar Energy, Empire
Date: 7/19/2017
Action Taken:

MOPC

Date: 10/13/2015
Action Taken: Unanimously Approved
Date: 7/11/2017
Action Taken: Approved
Abstained: Flat Ridge 2

BOD/Member Committee

Date: 10/27/2015
Action Taken: Approved
Date: 7/25/2017
Action Taken:
COMMENTS

Comment Author: Micha Bailey on behalf of MWG
Date Submitted: 8/13/2015
Description of Comments: MWG changed the definition of Staggered Start Resource. MWG changed “one full day”
to “thirty days” to notify SPP that the Staggered Start Resource ceases to use the two-hour grace period.
Status: Reviewed
COMMENTS
Comment Author: Micha Bailey on behalf of SPP
Date Submitted: 8/14/2015
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Description of Comments: SPP Staff changed the definition of Staggered Start Resources to include a grandfathering
requirement. These comments add to the registration section and add an attestation requirement. These comments
clarify the language on start-up eligibility MWP period.
Status: Reviewed and modified by MWG
COMMENTS
Comment Author: Micha Bailey on behalf of MWG
Date Submitted: 8/18/2015
Description of Comments: MWG changed the definition of Staggered Start Resource. MWG changed “one full day”
to “thirty days” to notify SPP that the Staggered Start Resource ceases to use the 2-hour grace period.
Status: Approved by MWG
COMMENTS
Comment Author: Brenda Fricano on behalf of RTWG
Date Submitted: 8/27/2015
Description of Comments: The RTWG recommended SPP Legal review to ensure the revisions are just and
reasonable.
Status: RTWG approved the RR after SPP Legal presented their comments to the RTWG on 9/24/2015.
COMMENTS
Comment Author: Debbie James (SPP)
Date Submitted: 6/12/2017
Description of Comments: SPP made Protocols and Tariff changes to address a loophole in the language that could
allow MPs to potentially add another unit at an existing plant location and take advantage of the Staggered Start logic.
SPP also believes that MPs need at least 60 days notice prior to closing the grandfather window.
Status: MWG approved and incorporated language into Recommendation Report.
COMMENTS
Comment Author: Kristen Darden on behalf of MWG
Date Submitted: 6/20/2017
Description of Comments: MWG adjusted the reference to the Tariff, Attachment AE, Section 2.2 (15) in Section
6.1.13 of the Protocols to reference the correct Section 2.2(17).
Status: MWG approved and incorporated language into Recommendation Report.
PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS
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Market Protocols

1. Glossary
Staggered Start Resource
As defined in Attachment AE of the Tariff.

4.5.8.12 Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount
(1) The Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount is a credit or charge 1 to a Resource Asset Owner
and is calculated for each Resource with an associated DA Market Commitment Period,
including the commitments from the Multi-Day Reliability Assessment as defined under Section
4.2.6.3. Asset Owners of Resources previously committed by a local transmission operator to
address a Local Emergency Condition are eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market Make Whole
Payment if such commitment is included in the Day-Ahead Market; except that, if the Market
Monitor determines such Resources were selected in a discriminatory manner by the local
transmission operator, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of Attachment AE to the Tariff,
and such Resources were affiliated with the local transmission operator, then such Resources are
not eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment. A payment is made to the
Resource Asset Owner when the Resource’s eligible costs are greater than the eligible DA
Market revenues received for that Resource during the Resource’s DA Market Make Whole
Payment Eligibility Period.
(2)

A Resource’s DA Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period is equal to a Resource’s DA
Market Commitment Period except as defined in (a) below:
(a)

(3)

For Resources with an associated DA Market Commitment Period that begins in one
Operating Day and ends in the next Operating Day, two DA Market Make Whole
Payment Eligibility Periods are created. The first period begins in the first Operating
Day in the hour that the DA Market Commitment Period begins and ends in the last hour
of the first Operating Day. The second period begins in the first hour of the next
Operating Day and ends in the last hour of the DA Market Commitment Period.

The following cost recovery eligible rules apply to each DA Market Make Whole Payment
Eligibility Period. Offer costs are calculated using the DA Market Offer prices in effect at the
time the commitment decision was made except under the situation described under Section
(b)(v) below.

1

Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit. The charge is included here for the rare occasion when a
charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement.
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(a)

There may be more than one DA Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period for a
Resource in a single Operating Day for which a credit or charge is calculated. A single
DA Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period is contained within a single
Operating Day.

(b)

A Resource’s DA Market commitment level offer costs include Start-Up Offer,
Transition State Offer, and RUC remainder amount for a DA Market Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period in which that Resource is committed with a Day-Ahead
Market Resource Offer Commitment Status of “Self”, “Market” or “Reliability” as
defined under 4.2.2.2.1, including commitments from the Multi-Day Reliability
Assessment as defined under 4.2.6.3. The commitment level cost eligible for recovery is
calculated by subtracting all Start-Up and Transition State Offer costs associated with a
“Self” commitment from all eligible commitment level offer costs associated with a DA
Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period. The resulting difference can represent a
debit or a credit and is a cost component when determining a DA Market Make-Whole
Payment.
(i)

In any DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for which the DayAhead Market SCUC did not consider the Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the
original commitment decision, unless the Start-Up Offer is associated with the
manual commitment as described under Sections 4.2.6.2 and 4.3.1.2(1)(b) caused
an additional scheduled start, the Resource’s Start-Up Offer will equal zero.

(ii)

A Resource’s DA Market Start-Up Offer cost is not eligible for recovery in the
following DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Periods:
(1)

(2)

(iii)

Any DA Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period for which a Resource is
a Synchronized Resource prior to the commitment period at a time one
hour prior to that Resource’s DA Market Commit Time in addition to the
Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the DA Market Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period is following a DA Market or RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period that ends within the one hour in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time; or
Any DA Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for which a Staggered
Start Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to the commitment period
at a time two hours prior to that Resource’s DA Market Commit Time in
addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless such time is within a
contiguous RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period that is created
subsequent to the DA Market Make-Whole-Payment Eligibility Period.

When a RUC commitment is made at a point in time after the existing DA Market
commitment was made, but the RUC commitment is scheduled for a time
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adjacent and prior to the existing DA Market commitment, the cost considered by
the Market Clearing Engine at the point at which the RUC and DA Market
commitment meet may be allocated between the two commitments for MakeWhole Payment purposes.
(1)

The cost allocated to the RUC Make-Whole Payment will not be greater
than the difference between (a) the DA Market Start-Up Offer and
Transition State Offer costs at the adjacency point of the RUC and DA
Market commitment and (b) DA Market Start-Up Offer and Transition
State Offer costs associated with “Self” commitments at the adjacency
point.

(2)

The commitment level cost in the DA Market Make-Whole Payment is
reduced by the non-negative cost allocated to the RUC Make-Whole
Payment.

(iv)

A Resource’s DA Market Transition State Offer costs for a DA commitment are
eligible for recovery in the DA Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period
except when the Day-Ahead Market SCUC did not consider the Resource’s
Transition State Offer in the DA commitment decision unless the Transition State
Offer costs are associated with manual commitments as described under Sections
4.2.6.2 and 4.3.1.2(1)(b)

(v)

As described under Section 4.5.9.8(3)(f), to the extent that the full amount of the
eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is not accounted for in the adjacent RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period, any remaining RTBM Start-Up cost is carried
forward for recovery in the adjacent Day-Ahead Make-Whole Payment Eligibility
Period;

(vi)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Start-Up Offer cost for the reason
described in 4.5.8.12(3)(b)(ii)(1) or 4.5.8.12(3)(b)(ii)(2), the commitment level
cost is adjusted by the lesser of (a) its Start-Up Offer and Transition State Offer
costs associated with “Self” commitments or (b) the ineligible DA Market StartUp Offer cost to prevent overstating avoided costs.

(vii)

For each DA Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period within an Operating
Day, a Resource’s eligible Start-Up cost is divided by the lesser of (a) the
Resource’s applicable Minimum Run Time rounded down to the nearest hour or
(b) 24 Hours, to achieve an hourly proration for the purpose of allocating Start-Up
costs across adjacent Day-Ahead commitments.
(1)

If the number of participating hours of a DA Market Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period meets or exceeds the duration of the divisor as
describe in (vi) above, the full cost of the Start-Up Offer is included in the
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commitment level cost for the DA Market Make-Whole Payment
Eligibility Period.
(2)

If the number of participating hours of a DA Market Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period is less than the duration of the divisor as
describe in (vi) above, the hourly proration is multiplied by the number of
participating hours to achieve a single Start-Up Offer amount included in
the commitment level cost for that DA Market Make-Whole Payment
Eligibility Period. Any remaining DA Market Start-Up Offer cost will be
included in the commitment level cost for the following and adjacent DA
Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period in the next Operating
Day. For example, consider a Resource that is committed starting at 10:00
PM in Operating Day 1 that has a Minimum Run Time of 10 hours and a
Start-Up Offer of $10,000. The DA Market Commitment Period is from
10:00 PM in Operating Day 1 through 8:00 AM of Operating Day 2. For
DA Market Make Whole Payment calculation purposes, the DA Market
Commitment Period is split into two separate DA Market Make Whole
Payment Eligibility Periods as described above. The first DA Market
Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period will consider $2000 of eligible
Start-Up cost ($10,000 / 10 Hours multiplied by 2 participating hours).
The second DA Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period will
consider $8000 of eligible Start-Up cost.

(c)

If a Resource has registered as an MCR as described under Section 6.1.7.1, any cost or
revenue associated with the Resource not being eligible to clear Contingency Reserve in
the RTBM as a result of transitioning between configurations will be considered as an
adjustment when determining a DA Market Make-Whole Payment. These costs or
revenues must be incurred during a time period in the DA Market Make-Whole Payment
Eligibility Period in which the MCR is transitioning in Real-Time due to a DA scheduled
transition that is not forced by the Resource Offer. In such cases, the adjustment is equal
to the Real-Time MCP multiplied by the Day-Ahead Market cleared Contingency
Reserve MW amounts. This adjustment to the DA Market Make-Whole Payment is
limited to the time period defined as the Transition State Time submitted in the Resource
Offer.

(d)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s Minimum Run Time,
SPP will relax the Resource’s Minimum Run Time to equal the self-commit period.

(e)

If SPP clears a Resource with a Commitment Status of Market or Reliability in the DayAhead Market, the Resource will be eligible to recover applicable recurring costs defined
in Section 4.5.8.12 for that period in the Day-Ahead Market Make Whole Payment
Eligibility Period.
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(i)

(4)

Recurring costs are composed of the following: (1) No-Load Offer costs, (2)
Energy Offer costs, (3) Operating Reserve Offer costs, (4) any Day-Ahead
Unused Regulation (up and/or down) Mileage cost and (5) any MCR Spin and/or
Supplemental adjustment amount.

The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for each
hour in a given DA Market Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period is calculated as follows:

…

4.5.9.8 RUC Make-Whole Payment Amount
(1) The RUC Make Whole Payment Amount is a credit or charge 2 to a Resource Asset Owner and is
calculated for each Resource with a RUC Commitment Period, or committed in the RUC processes
by a local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency Condition are eligible to receive a
RUC Make-Whole Payment, except that, if the Market Monitor determines such Resources were
selected in a discriminatory manner by the local transmission operator, as determined pursuant to
Section 6.1.2.1 of Attachment AE to the Tariff, and such Resources were affiliated with the local
transmission operator, then such Resources are not eligible to receive a RUC Make-Whole Payment.
A payment is made to the Resource Asset Owner when the Resource’s eligible RTBM costs are
greater than the RTBM revenues received for that Resource during the Resource’s RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period.
(2) A Resource’s RUC Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period is equal to the set of a Resource’s RUC
contiguous Commitment Periods and adjacent DA Market Commitments except as described below:
(a)

For Resources with a set of contiguous DA Market and RUC Commitment Periods that
continues from one Operating Day to the next Operating Day, a RUC Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period is created for each Operating Day in which there is a RUC
commitment. As shown in Exhibit 4-19, a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is
created for each Operating Day with a RUC commitment. The start of a RUC make
whole payment eligibility period is the later of (1) beginning of the Operating Day or (2)
the beginning of the set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market and RUC commitments. The
end of a RUC make whole payment eligibility period is the earlier of (1) the end of the
set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market and RUC commitments or (2) the end of the
Operating Day.

2

Note that this charge type will almost always produce a credit. The charge is included here for the rare occasion when a
charge may be produced as a result of a data error and/or a resettlement.
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Exhibit 4-1: RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period–Multiple Operating Days
Operating Day 1
Real-Time Make
Whole Payment
Eligibility Period

Operating Day 2
Real-Time Make
Whole Payment
Eligibility Period

Time
RUC
Commitment
Period

(b)

If the Resource is an MCR that has registered under the option described under Section
6.1.7.1 committed in the DA Market and then, during an RTBM hour within the DA
Market Commitment Period, the Resource is moved into a configuration that is different
from the configuration used in the DA Market Commitment period, the costs in intervals
preceding the RUC commitment for the purpose of including the buy-back of Operating
Reserve Products are included in that RUC Make-Whole Payment calculation.

(3) The following cost recovery eligible rules apply to each RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility
Period. Resource production costs are calculated using the RTBM Offer prices in effect at the time
the commitment decision was made for start-up, transition, no-load, and minimum-energy; and the
RTBM Offer prices in effect at the solving of a dispatch interval for incremental energy, RegulationUp, Regulation-Down, Spin, and Supplement Reserve Products.
(a)
If SPP cancels a start-up order prior to the start of the associated RUC Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period, the Asset Owner will receive reimbursement for a time-based
pro-rata share of the Resource’s RTBM Start-Up Offer unless precluded by (e)(i) below.
Asset Owners may request additional compensation through submittal of actual cost
documentation to SPP. SPP will review the submitted documentation and confirm that
the submitted information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion
of the actual costs are eligible for recovery.
(b)

In order to receive Start-Up Offer recovery within a RUC Make-Whole Payment
Eligibility Period, the Resource must be a Synchronized Resource for at least one
Dispatch Interval in the RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period.
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(c)

In order to receive recovery of No-Load Offer costs in any Dispatch Interval in the RUC
Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period, the Resource must be a Synchronized Resource
in that Dispatch Interval.

(d)

There may be more than one RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for a Resource
in a single Operating Day for which a credit or charge is calculated. A single RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period is contained within a single Operating Day.

(e)

A Resource’s RUC commitment level offer costs include Start-Up Offer and Transition
State Offer costs for the RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period in which that
Resource is committed with a RTBM Resource Offer Commitment Status of “Self”,
“Market” or “Reliability” as defined under Section 4.2.2.2.1. The commitment level cost
eligible for recovery is calculated by subtracting (1) all Start-Up Offer and Transition
State Offer costs associated with the schedule created by combining all DA Market
commitments and all RUC “Self” commitments from (2) all eligible commitment level
offer costs associated with a RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period. The resulting
difference can represent a debit or a credit and is a cost component when determining a
RUC Make-Whole Payment.
(i)

When a RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is created after a DayAhead Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period, excluding all MCRs that have
registered under the option described under Section 6.1.7.1 that are committed by
RUC in a different configuration as the DA Market, which is adjacent and
preceding the Day-Ahead Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period in which the
Day-Ahead Start-Up Offer was considered, the eligible Day-Ahead Start-Up
Offer is used in place of the RUC start-Up Offer Costs.

(ii)

In any RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for which the RUC SCUC
did not consider the Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the original commitment
decision, unless the RTBM Start-Up Offer is associated with a manual
commitment as described under Sections 4.3.2.2(3)(c), 4.3.2.2(3)(d), 4.4.1.2(3)(c)
and 4.4.1.2(3)(d) causing an additional scheduled start, the Resource’s Start-Up
Offer will equal zero.

(iii)

A Resource’s RUC Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period Start-Up costs are
not eligible for recovery in the following RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility
Periods:
1. Any RUC Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period for which a
Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to this commitment
period at a time one hour prior to that Resource’s RUC Commit
Time in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the
RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is following a DA
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Market or RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period that ends
within the one hour in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min
Time; or
2. Any RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for which a
Staggered Start Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to this
commitment period at a time two hours prior to that Resource’s
RUC Commit Time in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min
Time unless the RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is
following a DA Market or RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility
Period that ends within the two hours in addition to the Resource’s
Sync-To-Min Time.
(iv)

When there is a cost transferred from the DA Market Make-Whole Payment as
described in section 4.5.8.12(3)(b)(iii), the commitment level cost in the RUC
Make-Whole Payment is increase by the amount allocated to the RUC MakeWhole Payment as described in 4.5.8.12(3)(b)(iii).
1. When any Dispatch Interval of the RUC commitment is in a “Self”
committed status, then the cost transferred to RUC Make-Whole
Payment becomes ineligible for recovery.

(v)

In any RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period for which the RUC SCUC
considered the MCR’s Transition State Offer in the original commitment
decision, or the RTBM Transition State Offer is associated with a manual
commitment as described under Sections 4.3.2.2(3)(c), 4.3.2.2(3)(d), 4.4.1.2(3)(c)
and 4.4.1.2(3)(d), the MCR’s RTBM Transition State Offer costs are eligible for
recovery when the following conditions are met:
1. The MCR is in target “from” configuration and has its breaker
closed for at least one interval during the scheduled configuration
period; and
2. The MCR is in the target “to” configuration and has its breaker
closed for at least one interval during the scheduled configuration
period.

(vi)

If SPP cancels a transition order prior to the start of the transition associated with
a RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period in which it was planned to be in
the “To” configuration, the Asset Owner will be eligible to recover a time-based
pro-rata share of the Resource’s RTBM Transition Offer through the RUC make
whole payment unless precluded by (e)(i) above. Asset Owners may request
additional compensation through submittal of actual cost documentation to SPP.
SPP will review the submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted
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information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion of the
actual costs are eligible for recovery.
(vii)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Start-Up Offer cost for the reason
described in 4.5.9.8(3)(e)(iii)(1) or 4.5.9.8(3)(e)(iii)(2) or Transition State Offer
cost for the reason described in 4.5.9.8(3)(e)(v), the commitment level cost is
adjusted by the lesser of (a) its Start-Up Offer and Transition State Offer costs
associated with “Self” commitments or (b) the ineligible RTBM Start-Up Offer
cost plus the ineligible Transition State Offer costs, to prevent overstating avoided
costs.

(viii)

For each RUC Make Whole Payment Eligibility Period within an Operating Day,
a Resource’s eligible Start-Up cost is divided by the lesser of (1) the Resource’s
applicable Minimum Run Time multiplied by 12 rounded down to the nearest
whole interval or (2) 24 Hours multiplied by 12 to achieve a Dispatch Interval
proration for the purpose of allocating Start-up costs across adjacent Day-Ahead
Market or RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Periods.
1. If the number of participating Dispatch Interval of a RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period meets or exceeds the duration of
the divisor as describe in (viii) above, the full cost of the Start-Up
Offer is included in the commitment level cost for the RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period.
2. If the number of participating Dispatch Intervals of a RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period is less than the duration of the
divisor as described in (viii) above, the proration is multiplied by
the number of participating Dispatch Intervals to achieve a single
Start-Up Offer amount included in the commitment level cost for
that RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period. Any remaining
eligible RUC Start-Up cost will be included in the commitment
level cost for the following and adjacent DA Market Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period as described in section 4.5.9.8(3)(f) or
the following and adjacent RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility
Period in the next Operating Day. For example, consider a
Resource that is committed starting at 10:00 PM in Operating Day
1 that has a Minimum Run Time of 10 hours and a Start-Up Offer
of $12,000. The RUC Commitment Period is from 10:00 PM in
Operating Day 1 through 8:00 AM of Operating Day 2. For RUC
Make Whole Payment calculation purposes, the RUC Commitment
Period is split into two separate RUC Make Whole Payment
Eligibility Periods as described above. The first RUC MakePage 13 of 33

Whole Payment Eligibility Period will consider $2400 of eligible
Start-Up cost ($12,000 / 120 intervals multiplied by 24
participating intervals). The second RUC Make Whole Payment
Eligibility Period will consider $9600 of eligible Start-Up cost.
(f)

If the Resource has been committed in the DA Market in a period adjacent to and
following a RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period to the extent that the full
amount of the eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is not accounted for in the RUC Make-Whole
Payment Eligibility Period, any remaining eligible RTBM Start-Up costs are carried
forward for recovery in the DA Market Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period.

(g)

If the Resource is an MCR that has been registered as described under Section 6.1.7.1,
additional cost or revenue associated with situations in which the Resource has cleared
Operating Reserve in the Day-Ahead Market and must buy back that position in RealTime will be considered as an adjustment when determining a RUC Make-Whole
Payment. These costs or revenues must be incurred during a time period in which the
Resource is ineligible to clear Operating Reserve Products due to transitioning between
configurations in Real-Time where at least one configuration is within a RUC MakeWhole Payment Eligibility Period, and the transition is not forced by the Resource Offer.
The Market Participant may also be eligible to recover Operating Reserve Product buy
back costs incurred during a Real-Time transition if the Resource is transitioned by a
local transmission operator to address a Local Emergency Condition, except that, if the
Market Monitor determines such Resources were selected in a discriminatory manner by
the local transmission operator, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of Attachment
AE to the Tariff, and such Resources were affiliated with the local transmission operator,
then such Resources are not eligible to recover any costs associated with the transition as
part of a RUC Make-Whole Payment. In such cases, the adjustment is equal to the
difference between the average Real-Time MCPs and the Day-Ahead MCP multiplied by
the Day-Ahead Market cleared Operating Reserve MW amounts. The adjustment
associated with Contingency Reserve is limited to the time period defined as the
Transition State Time submitted in the Resource Offer. The adjustment associated with
Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down is limited to all Dispatch Intervals within the
transition hour.

(h)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s Minimum Run Time,
SPP will relax the Resource’s Minimum Run Time to equal the self-commit period.

(i)

If SPP clears a Resource with a Commitment Status of Market or Reliability in the
RTBM, the Resource will be eligible to recover applicable recurring costs as defined in
Section 4.5.9.8 for that period in the RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period.
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(j)

Recurring costs are composed of the following: (1) No-Load Offer costs, (2) Energy
Offer costs, (3) Operating Reserve Offer costs, (4) any Real-Time Unused Regulation (up
and/or down) Mileage cost and (5) any MCR Operating Reserve Product adjustment
amount.
(4) The amount to each Asset Owner (AO) for each eligible Resource Settlement Location for a given
RUC Make-Whole Payment Eligibility Period is calculated as follows:
…
6.1.13 Staggered Start Resource
A Staggered Start Resource is a Resource that meets the relevant definition in Attachment AE of the
Tariff.
(a) Met attestation requirements of the Tariff, Attachment AE, Section 2.2 (17).
(b) Changes in registration must be according to the Tariff, Attachment AE, Section 2.2 (17).

SPP Tariff (OATT)

Attachment AE
1. Definitions
Staggered Start Resource A Resource that submitted an attestation prior to October 1, 2017, identifying
system configuration, mechanical, or environmental constraints which limits the start-up of that
Resource with another Resource and that registered in the Integrated Marketplace prior to October 1,
2017.
2.2

Application and Asset Registration
(1)

Applications for a Market Participant to provide services in the Integrated Marketplace
must be submitted to the Transmission Provider prior to the expected date of participation
consistent with Section 6.4 of the Market Protocols. Applications must conform to the
procedures specified in the Market Protocols and may be rejected if not complete. New
Market Participants will follow the timeframe as specified in Section 6.4 of the Market
Protocols in addition to the detailed model update timing requirements in Appendix E of
the Market Protocols.

(2)

As part of the application process, Market Participants must register all Resources and
load, including applicable load associated with Grandfathered Agreements (“GFAs”),
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Non-Conforming Load and Demand Response Load with the Transmission Provider in
accordance with the registration process specified in the Market Protocols. As part of
Resource registration, Market Participants must specify whether settlement meter data
will be submitted on a gross basis or net basis, where gross meter data does not include
reductions for auxiliary load and net meter data is gross meter data reduced by auxiliary
load. Both Non-Conforming Load and Demand Response Load may only be associated
with a single Price Node except that Non-Conforming Load and Demand Response Load
may be associated with an aggregated Price Node that contains multiple electrically
equivalent Price Nodes. Non-participating embedded load and/or generation must either:
(i) register its load and/or generation in the Integrated Marketplace; or (ii) transfer its load
and/or generation to an external Balancing Authority.
(3)

Market Participants may elect to define a single Settlement Location that aggregates
multiple Meter Data Submittal Locations associated with their load assets. Market
Participants may not aggregate multiple Resource Meter Data Submittal Locations into a
single Resource Settlement Location unless the Resources are at the same physical and
electrically equivalent injection point to the Transmission System.

(4)

In addition to the responsibilities described in Section 4.1.2 of this Attachment AE and
under the Market Protocols, Market Participants wishing to model each participant’s
share of a Jointly Owned Unit as a separate Resource must choose one of the two options
described below and provide the specified additional information. A Resource registered
as a combined cycle Resource may not register as a Jointly Owned Unit.
(a)

Individual Resource Option
Under the individual Resource option, each participant’s share is modeled
as a separate Resource for the purposes of commitment and dispatch and each
Resource may be committed independent of the other Resource shares.
The operating owner’s Meter Agent will be the Meter Agent for that
Jointly Owned Unit unless each individual Jointly Owned Unit participant
registers a Meter Agent for its share of the Resource.
Unless otherwise agreed to by the Jointly Owned Unit participants, the
operating owner will be responsible for submitting the following data:
•

Jointly Owned Unit maximum physical capacity operating limit;

•

Jointly Owned Unit minimum physical capacity operating limit;
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•

(b)

Jointly Owned Unit minimum physical regulation capacity
operating limit; and

•
Maximum physical ten (10) minute response from an off-line state.
Combined Resource Option
Under the combined Resource option each participant’s share is modeled
and must be registered as a separate Resource. Under this option, the
commitment decision is made assuming that all Resource shares must be
committed or none at all. Each Asset Owner of a Jointly Owned Unit under the
combined Resource option must submit a zero for the Minimum Emergency
Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum Normal Capacity Operating Limit, Minimum
Regulation Capacity Operating Limit, and Minimum Economic Capacity
Operating Limit. The Jointly Owned Unit minimum physical capacity operating
limit and minimum physical regulation capacity operating limit when the Jointly
Owned Unit is selected to Regulate, can be achieved by any combination of
Jointly Owned Unit shares during the commitment period. A Jointly Owned Unit
under the combined Resource option will be dispatched using an aggregated
Energy Offer Curve. Once committed, each Jointly Owned Unit share is
dispatched independently and is eligible for recovery of Start-Up Offer and NoLoad offer costs as described under Sections 8.5.9 and 8.6.5 of this Attachment
AE. This option must be selected if the eligibility criteria stated under the
individual Resource option cannot be met.
The operating owner’s Meter Agent will be the Meter Agent for that
Jointly Owned Unit unless each individual Jointly Owned Unit participant
registers a Meter Agent for its share of the Resource.
Unless otherwise agreed to by the Jointly Owned Unit participants, the
operating owner will be responsible for submitting the following data:
•

Jointly Owned Unit maximum physical capacity operating limit;

•

Jointly Owned Unit minimum physical capacity operating limit;

•

Jointly Owned Unit minimum physical regulation capacity
operating limit;

•

Maximum physical ten (10) minute response from an off-line state;
and

•

Participant share percentage by Market Participant.
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(5)

Market Participants may modify their registered assets in accordance with the asset
registration procedures specified in the Market Protocols.

(6)

All loads and all Resources, excluding Behind-The-Meter Generation less than 10
Megawatts (“MWs”), must register. Failure or refusal to register a load will result in the
Transmission Provider filing an unexecuted version of the service agreement as specified
in Attachment AH of this Tariff for that load with the Commission under the name of the
load Asset Owner. Failure or refusal to register a Resource will result in the
Transmission Provider filing an unexecuted version of the service agreement as specified
in Attachment AH of this Tariff for that Resource with the Commission under the name
of the generation interconnection customer under an interconnection agreement with the
Transmission Provider or the applicable Transmission Owner. In the case of a Qualifying
Facility exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver all of its net output to its host
utility, such registration will not require the Qualifying Facility to participate in the
Energy and Operating Reserve Markets or subject the Qualifying Facility to any charges
or payments related to the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. Any Energy and
Operating Reserve Market charges or payments associated with the output of the
Qualifying Facility will be allocated to the Market Participant representing the host utility
purchasing the output of the Qualifying Facility under PURPA, and the Market
Participant will be provided the settlement data required to verify the settlement charges
and payments.

(7)

A Market Participant wishing to Offer an External Resource in the Energy and Operating
Reserve Markets will utilize an External Resource Pseudo-Tie in accordance with
Attachment AO. In addition to the responsibilities outlined in Attachment AO, the
Market Participant registering the External Resource will be responsible for registering
and performing all responsibilities that are required of Resources in the Energy and
Operating Reserve Markets.

(8)

A Market Participant wishing to offer Demand Response Load as a Demand Response
Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must include in its application
and registration a certification that participation in the Energy and Operating Reserve
Markets by its Demand Response Resource is not precluded under the laws or regulations
of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority. Consistent with Section 2.8.1 of this
Attachment, an aggregator of retail customers wishing to offer Demand Response Load
in the form of a Demand Response Resource on behalf of one or more retail customers
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must also include in its application and registration a certification that participation of
each retail customer is either: (1) not precluded by the laws or regulations of the relevant
electric retail regulatory authority if the customer is served by a utility that distributed
more than 4 million MWh in the previous fiscal year; or (2) affirmatively permitted by
the laws or regulations of the relevant electric retail regulatory authority if the customer is
served by a utility that distributed 4 million MWh or less in the previous fiscal year.
Demand Response Resources must meet all application, registration and technical
requirements applicable to the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets. The
Transmission Provider is not responsible for interpreting the laws or regulations of a
relevant electric retail regulatory authority and shall be required only to verify that the
Market Participant has included such a certification in its application materials. The
Transmission Provider is not liable or responsible for Market Participants participating in
the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets in violation of any law or regulation of a
relevant electric retail regulatory authority including state-approved retail tariff(s).
(9)

An aggregator of retail or wholesale customers offering Demand Response Load of one
or more end-use retail customers or wholesale customers as a Demand Response
Resource in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must be a Market Participant,
satisfying all registration and certification requirements applicable to Market Participants
as well as certification consistent with Section 2.8 of this Attachment, as required.

(10)

All Variable Energy Resources must register as a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource
except for (1) a wind-powered Variable Energy Resource with an interconnection
agreement executed on or prior to May 21, 2011 and that commenced Commercial
Operation before October 15, 2012 or (2) a Qualifying Facility exercising its rights under
PURPA to deliver its net output to its host utility or (3) a non-wind powered Variable
Energy Resource registered on or prior to January 1, 2017 and with an interconnection
agreement executed on or prior to January 1, 2017. Variable Energy Resources included
in (1) and (3) above may register as Dispatchable Variable Energy Resources if they are
capable of being incrementally dispatched by the Transmission Provider. A Qualifying

Facility exercising its rights under PURPA to deliver its net output to its host utility may
register as a Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource if it is capable of being
incrementally dispatched by the Transmission Provider and will be subject to the
Dispatchable Variable Energy Resource market rules including Uninstructed Resource
Deviation charges. Any Resource that has previously registered as a Dispatchable
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Variable Energy Resource shall not subsequently register as a Non-Dispatchable Variable
Energy Resource.
(11)

A Market Participant that is selling firm power to the load asset under a bilateral contract
may, with the agreement of the buyer, register all or a portion of the buyer’s load as its
load asset. For purposes of this Section 2.2(11) of this Attachment AE, the sale of firm
power shall refer to power sales deliverable with firm transmission service, with the
supplier assuming the obligation to serve the buyer’s load with both capacity and energy.
For the purposes of Section 2.11.1 of this Attachment AE, such registration of the buyer’s
load by the seller shall be accounted for by including such load in the seller’s Reported
Load and not including such load in the buyer’s Reported Load, as described under
Section 2.11.1(A)(1) of this Attachment AE, and such associated bilateral contracts shall
not be included in either the buyer’s or seller’s net resource capacity described under
Section 2.11.1(A)(4) of this Attachment AE.

(12)

A Transmission Owner providing firm transmission service under a GFA eligible for
GFA Carve Out must request removal of congestion and marginal loss charges and
designate the GFA Responsible Entity within the timeframe set forth in Section 2.2 (1) of
Attachment AE.

(13)

A GFA Responsible Entity shall provide to the Transmission Provider the information
necessary to administer the GFA Carve Out. The required information shall include the
following:

(14)

(a)

Resource Settlement Location;

(b)

Load Settlement Location;

(c)

The maximum MW capacity contracted under the GFA Carve Out;

(d)

The identification of the GFA in Attachment W; and

(e)

Any other information reasonably required by the Transmission Provider.

Market Participants with assets interconnected to the Transmission System that are not
participating in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets must pseudo-tie the Resource
or load out of the SPP Balancing Authority Area in accordance with Attachment AO.
Such assets shall continue to be registered in the Integrated Marketplace for the purposes
of accounting for congestion and loss charges between the Resource Price Node and the
applicable External Interface Settlement Location as described under Sections 8.6.23 and
8.6.24 of this Attachment AE.
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(a)

To the extent that the SPP Balancing Authority or associated external Balancing
Authority can no longer maintain the Resource pseudo-tie for reliability reasons,
the Market Participant representing the pseudo-tied Resource must immediately
reduce the output of the pseudo-tied resource to the available pseudo-tie
capability after receiving notification from the affected Balancing Authority of the
reduced capability. A Market Participant shall not generate any energy in excess
of the available pseudo-tie capability after receiving such notification and shall
not be compensated in the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets settlement for
any energy generated in excess of the available pseudo-tie capability.

(15)

Western-UGP shall provide to the Transmission Provider the information necessary to
administer the FSE. The required information shall include the following:
(a) Resource Settlement Locations;
(b) Load Settlement Locations;
(c) The maximum MW capacity contracted under the FSE;
(d) The identification of the FSE Statutory Load Obligations as described in the SPPWestern-UGP NITSA; and
(e) Any other information reasonably required by the Transmission Provider.

(16)

The Transmission Provider shall establish FSE Transfer Points consistent with the FSE
transmission service power flow impacts.

(17)

A Market Participant registering a Staggered Start Resource shall attest that the Resource
meets the Staggered Start Resource definition in this Attachment AE. The attestation
shall contain sufficient detail regarding the specific circumstances of the Resource to
demonstrate that it meets the definition of a Staggered Start Resource. A Market
Participant that has registered a Staggered Start Resource shall change the registration
status no later than thirty (30) business days from the date the Resource ceases to meet
the Staggered Start Resource Definition.

8.5.9

Day-Ahead Make Whole Payment Amount
(1)

The Day-Ahead make whole payment amount is a payment to an Asset Owner and is
calculated for each Resource with an associated Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period
that was committed by the Transmission Provider including commitments from the
Multi-Day Reliability Assessment as defined under Section 4.5.3 of this Attachment AE.
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Asset Owners of Resources previously committed by a local transmission operator to
address a Local Emergency Condition are eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment if such commitment is included in the Day-Ahead Market; except that, if
the Market Monitor determines such Resources were selected in a discriminatory manner
by the local transmission operator, as determined pursuant to Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE, and such Resources were affiliated with the local transmission operator,
then such Resources are not eligible to receive a Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment. A payment is made to an Asset Owner when a Resource’s costs are greater than
the Day-Ahead Market revenues received during the Resource’s Day-Ahead Market
make whole payment eligibility period.

The make whole payment is equal to this

difference between those costs and revenues.
(2)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period is equal to a
Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period except as defined herein. For
Resources with an associated Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period that begins in one
Operating Day and ends in the next Operating Day, two (2) Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility periods are created.

The first period begins in the first

Operating Day in the hour that the Day-Ahead Market Commitment Period begins and
ends in the last hour of the first Operating Day. The second period begins in the first
hour of the next Operating Day and ends in the last hour of the Day-Ahead Market
Commitment Period.
(3)

The following cost recovery rules apply to each Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility period. Offer costs are calculated using the Day-Ahead Market Offer prices in
effect at the time the commitment decision was made except under the situation described
under Section (b)(iiv) below.
(a)

There may be more than one Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility
period for a Resource in a single Operating Day for which a charge or payment is
calculated. A single Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period is
contained within a single Operating Day.

(b)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market commitment level offer costs include Start-Up
Offer, Transition State Offer, and RUC remainder amount (as described in
Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(v) of this Attachment AE) for a Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility period in which that Resource is committed with a DayAhead Market Resource Offer commitment status under Section 4.1(10)(a), (b) or
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(c) of this Attachment AE, including commitments from the Multi-Day Reliability
Assessment as described under Section 4.5.3 of this Attachment AE.

The

commitment level cost eligible for recovery is calculated by subtracting all StartUp Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost associated with a Day-Ahead
Market Resource Offer commitment status as described under Sections 4.1(10)(a)
of this Attachment AE from all eligible commitment level Offer costs required to
execute the Day-Ahead schedule associated with the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility period. The resulting difference represents either a
charge or a payment and is a cost component when determining a Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment.
(i)

In any Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period for
which the Day-Ahead Market SCUC algorithm did not consider the
Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the original commitment decision, except
Day-Ahead Start-Up Offer costs associated with the commitments made
under Sections 4.5 and 5.1.2(1)(b) of this Attachment AE that caused an
additional scheduled start, the Resource’s Start-Up Offer shall equal zero.

(ii)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer cost is not eligible for
recovery in the following Day-Ahead Market make whole payment
eligibility periods:
(1)

For any Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period for
which a Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to this
commitment period at a time one (1) hour prior to that Resource’s
Day-Ahead Market Commit Time in addition to the Resource’s
Sync-To-Min Time unless the Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment eligibility period is following a Day-Ahead Market or
RUC make whole payment eligibility period that ends within the
one (1) hour in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time; or

(2)

For any Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period for
which a Staggered Start Resource is a Synchronized Resource
prior to this commitment period at a time two (2) hours prior to
that Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Commit Time in addition to
the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the Day-Ahead Market or
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RUC make whole payment eligibility period that ends within the
two (2) hours in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time.
(iii)

When a RUC commitment is made at a point in time after the existing
Day-Ahead Market commitment was made, but the RUC commitment is
scheduled for a time adjacent and prior to the existing Day-Ahead Market
commitment, the cost considered at the point of adjacency between the
RUC and Day-Ahead Market commitments will be allocated between the
two commitments for make whole payment purposes as described in (1)
and (2) below.
(1)

The cost allocated to the RUC make whole payment will not be
greater than the difference between: (a) the Day-Ahead Market
Start-Up Offer and Transition State Offer costs at the adjacency
point of the RUC and Day-Ahead Market commitment; and (b)
Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer and Transition State Offer costs
associated with a Day-Ahead Market Resource Offer commitment
status as defined under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment AE
commitment at the adjacency point.

(2)

The commitment level cost in the Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment is reduced by the non-negative cost allocated to the RUC
make whole payment.

(iv)

A Resource’s Day-Ahead Market Transition State Offer costs for a DayAhead Market commitment are eligible for recovery in the Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period except when the DayAhead Market SCUC algorithm did not consider the Resource’s Transition
State Offer in the Day-Ahead commitment decision unless Transition
State Offers costs are associated with manual commitments as described
under Sections 4.5.2 and 5.1.2 of this Attachment AE.

(v)

As described under Section 8.6.5(3)(g) of this Attachment AE, to the
extent that the full amount of the eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is not
accounted for in the adjacent RUC make whole payment eligibility period,
any remaining RTBM Start-Up cost is carried forward for recovery in the
adjacent Day-Ahead make whole payment eligibility period.
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(vi)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Day-Ahead Market StartUp Offer cost for the reason described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(ii)(1) of this
Attachment AE, to prevent overstating avoided costs, the commitment
level cost is adjusted by the lesser of: (a) the Resource’s Start-Up Offer
cost and Transition State Offer cost associated with a Day-Ahead Market
Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Sections 4.1(10)(a) of
this Attachment AE commitments; or (b) the ineligible Day-Ahead Market
Start-Up Offer cost.

(vii)

For each Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period
within an Operating Day, a Resource’s eligible Start-Up cost is divided by
the lesser of (1) the Resource’s applicable Minimum Run Time rounded
down to the nearest hour or (2) twenty-four (24) hours, to achieve an
hourly proration for the purpose of allocating Start-Up costs across
adjacent Day-Ahead commitments.
(1)

If the number of participating hours of a Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility period meets or exceeds the duration of
the divisor as described in (vii) above, the full cost of the Start-Up
Offer is included in the commitment level cost for the Day-Ahead
Market make whole payment eligibility period.

(2)

If the number of participating hours of a Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility period is less than the duration of the
divisor as described in (vii) above, the hourly proration is
multiplied by the number of participating hours to achieve a single
Start-Up Offer amount to be included in the commitment level cost
for that Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period.
Any remaining Day-Ahead Market Start-Up Offer cost will be
included in the commitment level cost for the following and
adjacent Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility
period in the next Operating Day.

(c)

For an MCR, additional costs or revenues are incurred when the Resource has
cleared Contingency Reserve in the Day-Ahead Market and must buy back that
position in Real-Time at an average hourly Real-Time MCP. These costs or
revenues will be considered as an adjustment when determining a Day-Ahead
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Market make whole payment. These costs or revenues must be incurred during a
time period in the Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility period in
which the Resource is transitioning in Real-Time due to a Day-Ahead scheduled
transition that is not forced by the Resource Offer. The Market Participant may
also be eligible for adjustments to a Day-Ahead Market make whole payment for
costs or revenues incurred during transition if the Resource is transitioning in
Real-Time in response to a local transmission operator to address a Local
Emergency Condition, (unless such transition instruction fails the discrimination
and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE) then
such Resources are not eligible to receive an adjustment to a Day-Ahead make
whole payment for these costs or revenues. In such cases, the adjustment is equal
to the Real-Time MCP multiplied by the Day-Ahead Market cleared Contingency
Resource MW amounts. Recovery of these costs of revenues is limited to the
dispatch interval time periods defined by the Transition State Time submitted in
the Resource Offer.
(d)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s Minimum Run
Time, the Transmission Provider will relax the Resource’s Minimum Run Time to
equal the self-commit period.

(e)

If a Resource is committed by the Transmission Provider as specified in Section
4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE in the Day-Ahead Market, the Resource
will be eligible to recover applicable recurring costs as defined in Section
8.5.9(4)(a) of this Attachment AE for that period in the Day-Ahead Market make
whole payment eligibility period.

…
8.6.5

Reliability Unit Commitment Make Whole Payment Amount
(1)

Asset Owners of Resources committed by the Transmission Provider during the RUC
processes, are eligible to receive a RUC make whole payment.

Asset Owners of

Resources committed by a local transmission operator during the RUC processes to
address a Local Emergency Condition are eligible to receive a RUC make whole
payment, except that, if the Market Monitor determines such Resources were selected in
a discriminatory manner by the local transmission operator, as determined pursuant to
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Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE, and such Resources were affiliated with the local
transmission operator, then such Resources are not eligible to receive a RUC make whole
payment. A RUC make whole payment is made to the Asset Owner when the sum of a
Resource’s costs associated with actual Energy and cleared RTBM Operating Reserve is
greater than the RTBM revenues received over the Resource’s RUC make whole
payment eligibility period.

Recovery of such compensation shall be collected in

accordance with Section 8.6.7 of this Attachment AE.
(2)

A Resource’s RUC make whole payment eligibility period is equal to the set of a
Resource’s contiguous RUC Commitment Periods and adjacent Day-Ahead Market
commitment periods except;
(a)

For Resources with a set of contiguous Day-Ahead and RUC Commitment
Periods that continue from one Operating Day to the next Operating Day, a RUC
make whole payment eligibility period is created for each Operating Day in which
there is a RUC commitment. A RUC make whole payment eligibility period is
created for each Operating Day with a RUC commitment. The start of a RUC
make whole payment eligibility period is the later of (1) beginning of the
Operating Day or (2) the beginning of the set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market
and RUC commitments. The end of a RUC make whole payment eligibility
period is the earlier of (1) the end of the set of contiguous Day-Ahead Market and
RUC commitments or (2) the end of the Operating Day; or

(b)

For an MCR that cleared in the Day-Ahead Market and was transitioned to a
different configuration in Real-Time by the Transmission Provider or by a local
transmission operator to address a Local Emergency Condition (unless such
transition instruction fails the discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in
Section 6.1.2.1 of this Attachment AE), the costs in the intervals preceding the
RUC commitment for the purpose of buying back Operating Reserve products
while the Resource transitions to the RUC committed configuration, as defined by
the Transition State Time of the Resource’s offer parameters in Section 4.1(9) of
this Attachment AE, are included in the RUC make whole payment calculation.

(3)

The following cost recovery rules apply to each RUC make whole payment eligibility
period. Resource production costs are calculated using the RTBM Offer prices in effect
at the time the commitment decision was made for start-up, transitions, no-load, and
minimum-energy; and the RTBM Offer price in effect at the solving of a dispatch interval
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for the Energy above minimum energy, Regulation-Up, Regulation-Down, Spinning
Reserve, and Supplemental Reserve.
(a)

If the Transmission Provider cancels a Commitment Instruction prior to the start
of the associated RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Asset Owner
will receive reimbursement for a time-based pro-rata share of the Resource’s
RTBM Start-Up Offer unless precluded by Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(i) of this
Attachment AE. Asset Owners may request additional compensation through
submittal of actual cost documentation to the Transmission Provider.

The

Transmission Provider will review the submitted documentation and confirm that
the submitted information is sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a
portion of the actual costs are eligible for recovery.
(b)

In order to receive the full amount of Start-Up Offer recovery within a RUC make
whole payment eligibility period, the Resource must be a Synchronized Resource
in at least one Dispatch Interval in the RUC make whole payment eligibility
period.

(c)

In order to receive recovery of No-Load Offer costs in any Dispatch Interval in
the RUC make whole payment eligibility period, the Resource must be a
Synchronized Resource in that Dispatch Interval.

(d)

There may be more than one RUC make whole payment eligibility period for a
Resource in a single Operating Day.

A single RUC make whole payment

eligibility period is contained within a single Operating Day.
(e)

A Resource’s RUC commitment level offer costs include Start-Up Offer cost and
Transition State Offer cost for a RUC make whole payment eligibility period in
which that Resource is committed with a RTBM Resource Offer commitment
status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a), (b) or (c) of this Attachment AE. The
commitment level cost eligible for recovery is calculated by subtracting: (1) all
Start-Up Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost associated with the schedule
created by combining all Day-Ahead Market commitments with a Day-Ahead
Market Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a),
(b) or (c) of this Attachment AE contained within a RUC make whole payment
eligibility period and all RUC commitments that are associated with a RTBM
Resource Offer commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a) of this
Attachment AE within a RUC make whole payment eligibility period; from (2) all
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eligible commitment level offer costs associated with the final Resource schedule
in a RUC make whole payment eligibility period. The resulting difference can
represent a charge or a payment and is considered as an adjustment when
determining a RUC make whole payment.
(i)

Except for an MCR that is committed by RUC in a different configuration
than in the Day-Ahead Market, when a RUC make whole payment
eligibility period is created after a Day-Ahead make whole payment
eligibility period and is adjacent and preceding that Day-Ahead make
whole payment eligibility period where the Day-Ahead Start-Up Offer
Amount defined in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(i) of this Attachment AE was
considered, the Day-Ahead Start-up Offer Amount is used in place of the
RUC Start-up costs.

(ii)

In any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which the RUC
SCUC did not consider the Resource’s Start-Up Offer in the original
commitment decision, except for commitments made as described under
Sections 5.2.2(3), 6.1.2(3) and 6.1.2(4) of this Attachment AE, the
Resource’s Start-Up Offer shall equal zero.

(iii)

A Resource’s RTBM Start-Up costs are not eligible for recovery in the
following RUC make whole payment eligibility periods:
(1)

Any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which a
Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to this commitment
period at a time one (1) hour prior to that Resource’s RUC Commit
Time in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time unless the
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RUC make whole payment eligibility period is following a DayAhead Market or RUC make whole payment eligibility period that
ends within the one (1) hour in addition to the Resource’s SyncTo-Min Time; or
(2) For any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which a
Staggered Start Resource is a Synchronized Resource prior to this
commitment period at a time two (2) hours prior to that Resource’s
RUC Commit Time in addition to the Resource’s Sync-To-Min
Time unless the RUC market whole payment eligibility period is
following a Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
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Deleted: .

eligibility period that ends within the two (2) hours in addition to
the Resource’s Sync-To-Min Time.

(iv)

When there is a cost transferred from the Day-Ahead Market make whole
payment as described in Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this Attachment AE, the
commitment level cost in the RUC make whole payment is increased by
the amount allocated to the RUC make whole payment as described in
Section 8.5.9(3)(b)(iii) of this Attachment AE.

(v)

In any RUC make whole payment eligibility period for which the RUC
SCUC considered the Resource’s Transition State Offer in the original
commitment decision, or the RTBM Transition State Offer is associated
with a manual commitment as described under Sections 5.2.2(3), 6.1.2(3)
and 6.1.2(4) of this Attachment AE, the Transition State Offer cost is
eligible for recovery when the following conditions are met:
(1)

In at least one Dispatch Interval during the scheduled configuration
period, the Resource is in the target “from” configuration and the
Resource must be a Synchronized Resource; and

(2)

In at least one Dispatch Interval during the scheduled configuration
period, the Resource is in the target “to” configuration and the
Resource must be a Synchronized Resource.

(vi)

If the Transmission Provider cancels a transition between configurations
prior to the scheduled transition associated with a RUC make whole
payment eligibility period, the Asset Owner will be eligible to recover a
time-based pro-rata share of the Resource’s RTBM Transition State Offer
through the RUC make whole payment unless precluded by Section
8.6.5(3)(e)(i) of this Attachment AE.

Asset Owners may request

additional compensation through submittal of actual cost documentation to
the Transmission Provider. The Transmission Provider will review the
submitted documentation and confirm that the submitted information is
sufficient to document actual costs and that all or a portion of the actual
costs are eligible for recovery.
(vii)

When a Resource loses eligibility to recover a Start-Up Offer cost for the
reason described in Section 8.6.5(3)(e)(iii)(1) of this Attachment AE, or
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loses eligibility to recover Transition State Offer costs for the reason
described in Section 8.6.5(3)(v) of this Attachment AE, to prevent
overstating avoided costs, the commitment level cost is adjusted by the
lesser of: (1) its Start-Up Offer cost and Transition State Offer cost
associated with commitments that have a RTBM Resource Offer
commitment status as defined under Section 4.1(10)(a) of this Attachment
AE; or (2) the ineligible RTBM Start-Up Offer cost plus the ineligible
Transition State Offer costs.
(viii) For each RUC make whole payment eligibility period within an Operating
Day, a Resource’s eligible Start-Up cost is divided by the lesser of (1) the
hours of RUC commitment within the Resource’s applicable Minimum
Run Time multiplied by twelve (12), rounded down to the nearest whole
interval, or (2) twenty-four (24) hours multiplied by twelve (12), to
achieve a Dispatch Interval proration for the purpose of allocating StartUp costs across adjacent Day-Ahead Market or RUC make whole payment
eligibility periods.
(1)

If the number of participating Dispatch Interval meets or exceeds
the duration of the divisor as described in (viii) above, the full cost
of the Start-Up Offer is included in the commitment level cost for
the RUC make whole payment eligibility period.

(2)

If the number of participating Dispatch Intervals is less than the
duration of the divisor as described in (viii) above, the proration is
multiplied by the number of participating Dispatch Intervals to
achieve a single Start-Up Offer amount to be included in the
commitment level cost for that RUC make whole payment
eligibility period. Any remaining eligible RUC Start-Up cost will
be included in the commitment level cost for the following and
adjacent Day-Ahead Market make whole payment eligibility
period as described in Section 8.6.5(3)(f) of this Attachment AE or
the following and adjacent RUC make whole payment eligibility
period in the next Operating Day.

(f)

If the Resource has been committed in the Day-Ahead Market in a period adjacent
to and following a RUC make whole payment eligibility period to the extent that
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the full amount of the eligible RTBM Start-Up cost is not accounted for in the
RUC make whole payment eligibility period, any remaining eligible RTBM StartUp cost is carried forward for recovery in the Day-Ahead make whole payment
eligibility period.
(g)

If a Resource has operated outside of its Operating Tolerance in any Dispatch
Interval, any cost associated with energy output above the Resource’s economic
operating point is not eligible for recovery for that Dispatch Interval where such
cost is calculated as described under Section 8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(h)

If a Resource becomes non-dispatchable in any Dispatch Interval, any cost
associated with energy output above the Resource’s economic operating point is
not eligible for recovery for that Dispatch Interval where such cost is calculated as
described under Section 8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(i)

If a Resource’s minimum operating limit is increased above the Resource’s
minimum operating limit that was used to make the commitment decision, the
increase is greater than the Resource’s Operating Tolerance and the Resource
remains dispatchable in any Dispatch Interval, any cost associated with energy
output above the Resource’s economic operating point is not eligible for recovery
for that Dispatch Interval where such cost is calculated as described under Section
8.6.5(4)(d) of this Attachment AE.

(j)

If a Resource’s self-commitment period is less than the Resource’s Minimum Run
Time, the Transmission Provider will relax the Resource’s Minimum Run Time to
equal the self-commit period.

(k)

If a Resource is committed by the Transmission Provider as specified in Section
4.1(10)(b) and (c) of this Attachment AE in the RTBM, the Resource will be
eligible to recover applicable recurring costs as defined in Section 8.6.5(4)(b) of
this Attachment AE for that period in the RUC make whole payment eligibility
period.

(l)

For an MCR, additional costs of revenues incurred when the Resource has cleared
Operating Reserve in the Day-Ahead Market and must buy back that position in
Real-Time will be considered as an adjustment when determining a RUC make
whole payment. These costs or revenues must be incurred during time periods in
which the Resource is ineligible to clear Operating Reserve products due to
transitioning between configurations in Real-Time where at least one
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configuration is the result of a RUC commitment, and the transition is not forced
by the Resource Offer. The Market Participant may also be eligible to recover
Operating Resource product buy back costs or revenue incurred during a RealTime transition is the Resource is transitioned by a local transmission operator to
address a Local Emergency Condition (unless such transition instruction fails the
discrimination and affiliation screens set forth in Section 6.1.2.1 of this
Attachment AE), then such Resources are not eligible to recover any costs or
revenues associated with the transition as part of a RUC make whole payment. In
such cases, the adjustment is equal to the sum of the cleared Day-Ahead Market
Operating Reserve revenue as calculated from the Day-Ahead Operating Reserve
MCP and the cleared incremental RTBM Operating Reserve revenue as calculated
from the RTBM Operating Reserve MCPs.

For Contingency Reserve, the

adjustment is limited to the time period defined as the transition State Time
submitted in the Resource Offer. For Regulation-Up and/or Regulation-Down,
the adjustment is limited to all Dispatch Intervals within the transition hour.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Markets and Operations Policy Committee
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
FERC Waiver for Repricing

Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Market Working Group:
Richard Ross (Chair), AEP
Jim Flucke (Vice Chair), KCPL
Lee Anderson, LES
Neal Daney, KMEA
Carrie Dixon, Xcel Energy
Clifford Franklin, Westar
Kevin Galke, TEA for CU
Shawn Geil, KEPC
Jack Madden, GDS for ETEC/Tex-LA/NTEC

Michael Massery, AECC
Shawn McBroom, OG&E
Matt Moore, GSEC
Aaron Rome, Midwest Energy
Ronald Thompson, Jr., NPPD
John Varnell, Tenaska
Valerie Weigel, BEPC
Aundrea Williams, NextEra
Rick Yanovich, OPPD

The following MWG members participated in the Fort Calhoun FERC Waiver conference call on July 6,
2017. These MWG members voted unanimously to approve the waiver:
Richard Ross (Chair), AEP
Jim Flucke (Vice Chair), KCPL
Carrie Dixon, Xcel Energy
Kevin Galke, TEA for CU
Shawn Geil, KEPC

Shawn McBroom, OG&E
Aaron Rome, Midwest Energy
Ronald Thompson, Jr., NPPD
John Varnell, Tenaska
Dan Gallagher, BEPC proxy for Valerie Weigel
Rick Yanovich, OPPD

Background
Fort Calhoun resource was retired effective December 1, 2016. Because Transmission Congestion Rights
(TCRs) were granted at this location, a Settlement Location for TCR settlement purposes was modeled for the
period of December 1, 2016 through May 31, 2017. It was discovered that the modeling of the shift factors from
December 1, 2016 through December 14, 2016 was incorrect on this location, resulting in the Marginal
Congestion Component (MCC) being overstated and the TCR settlements sourcing at this location being
understated.
Analysis
After review, SPP determined that the MCC at this location and only this location had been overstated due to a
modeling error resulting in a shift factor calculation error for the Fort Calhoun Settlement Location from December
1, 2016 through December 14, 2016. This error impacted Day-Ahead Market settlements. The majority of the
transactions at this location are TCRs. The only other transactions were Virtual Transactions. A review of the
impact on the clearing of the Virtual Transactions noted that the clearing would have changed by approximately 2
MWs. The estimated impact of the resettlement is a net payment to TCR holders at this location of $145
thousand and a net charge to the Virtual Transactions of $400.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends the BOD approve SPP filing a waiver request with FERC to restate the prices at Fort
Calhoun for the period of December 1 – 14, 2016.
Action Requested: Approve Recommendation

APPROVAL: MOPC
Passed Unanimously

July 11-12, 2013

Revision Request Recommendation Report
RR #: 228

Date: 7/14/2017

RR Title: SPP SOL Methodology Clarification
SUBMITTER INFORMATION
Submitter Name: Neil Robertson

Company: Southwest Power Pool

Email: nrobertson@spp.org

Phone: 501-614-3322

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION
This Revision Requests clarifies existing SPP Planning Criteria language to reduce the potential for misinterpretation by entities
required by NERC Reliability Standards to implement this Criteria.
All reviewing working groups have approved.
All reviewing working groups recommend MOPC approve this Revision Request as submitted.
OBJECTIVE OF REVISION
Objectives of Revision Request:
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.
SPP Planning Criteria 7.3 System Operating Limits requires revision to eliminate confusion surrounding how System Operating
Limits are determined and utilized in the Operating Horizon.
Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision.
Eliminating this confusion will allow entities in the SPP Reliability Coordination region to more clearly align entity specific
policies and procedures with the SPP Planning Criteria.
SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT
SPP staff submitted.
IMPACT
Will the revision result in system changes

No

Yes

Summarize changes: N/A
Will the revision result in process changes?

No

Yes

Summarize changes: N/A

Is an Impact Assessment required?

No

Yes

If no, explain: This RR involves changes to SPP Planning Criteria only.
Estimated Cost: N/A

Estimated Duration: N/A

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:

N/A
SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED

Planning Criteria

Criteria Section(s): 7.3

Criteria Date: 4/26/2017
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WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate
Co-Primary Working Group:

Date: 6/8/2017

ORWG

Action Taken: Approved
Abstained: 1

Co-Primary Working Group:

Date: 6/21/2017

TWG

Action Taken: Unanimously Approved

Secondary Working Group:

Date: 6/29/2017

RCWG

Action Taken: Approved
To not delay this RR, the RCWG agreed to approve it as written with some minor nonsubstantive changes. However, there are still concerns that the SOL methodology for the
operations horizon is not sufficiently clear to satisfy the objectives of FAC-011 and FAC014, which is to achieve consistent SOL application by TOPs within the SPP RC Area.
Therefore, the approval was accompanied by an agreement for the RCWG to expedite
creation of new language to address those concerns. The new language will be submitted in a
future RR.
Abstained: 2
Opposed: 2

Reasons for Opposition:
AECC:
I voted no on RR228 as amended to direct that a new RR with further revisions be developed and submitted via a new RR for the
following reasons:
•

The RR228 was written to address the concerns of one of the eight NERC regional entities;

•

The ORWG and TWG, the co-primary working groups, had already approved RR228 from an operational and planning
perspective;

•

Today’s RCWG discussion clearly indicated that several of the RCWG members have compliance concerns regarding the
language in RR228; and

•

I believe an RCWG vote of no on RR228 would have more been a more effective means of communicating the RCWG
members’ compliance concerns regarding RR228 and the new for a new RR, which as I understood it was the underlying
reason for the amendment.

BPU:
Initiating another Revision Request to clarify the disputed language of the current RR228 may not substantially improve the SOL
Methodology given that SPP Operations does not agree with the statement that every Facility has an associated System Operating
Limit (SOL). I provided evidence that the SPP RE does not agree with the SPP Operations position and assigned a Potential
Violation to BPU in our 2016 Operations & Planning Audit. The RE position was very clear that every BPU Facility is required to
have an associated SOL. In most instances, this SOL is equal to the Facility Rating, but is not always the case.
The concerns expressed in the explanation of the Nay vote for the Amendment to RR228 (see above) are applicable to this response
as well as the following comments. A concern was raised by Mr. Allen (CUS) regarding the inclusion of compliance requirements
from FAC-011 and the response from SPP Operations did not adequately resolve the concerns to my satisfaction.
•

There are some inconsistencies in the language of RR228 (some were identified during the meeting) that should have been
“cleaned up”. Most of these are what would be considered “grammatical”, however the inconsistency of SPS and RAS
(see item 11 of Section 7.3.2) indicates that RR228 was not adequately reviewed before presenting to the working groups.

o

Section 7.3 (electrical engineer pet peeves) – “MVAr” (or MVAR) not “Mvar”; “Amperes” not “amperes”; “Volts” not
“volts” (capitalized because the units are derived from a person’s name)

o

Section 7.3.1, Item 1 – Replace “at minimum” with “at a minimum”.
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o

Section 7.3.2, Item 3 – “Voltage SOL exceedances” not “Voltage SOLs exceedances”

o

Section 7.3.2, Item 11 – “Special Protection Schemes (SPS’s)” not removed, inconsistent with changes in Section 7.3.1,
Item 9.



NOTE: the NERC Reliability Standards are not consistent with replacing SPS with RAS in all Standards, however the
issue with RR228 is that within the SOL Methodology language, the SPS/RAS identification is not consistent (either show
RAS only or SPS/RAS in all places).

•

Section 7.3.2.1, Item 5 – In line 2, replace “planning event” with “planning events”; correct grammar and then becomes
consistent with the similar statement in Item 6.

•

In item 2 of Section 7.3.1 the following statement is made: “The Facility Ratings used in the Operating Horizon or RealTime Horizon may be higher or lower than the Facility Ratings used in the Planning Horizon.” The use of “Facility
Ratings” is inconsistent with the purpose of the SOL Methodology and may be due to the position of SPP Operations to
operate with a “subset” of the SOLs. The NERC Reliability Standards clearly indicate that TOPs are required to monitor
and operate the BES according to the SOLs. This has been reinforced by the SPP RE in our compliance audit. Finally,
how does SPP Operations resolve the issue of why different Facility Ratings exist between operational and planning
horizons. The purpose of including this statement is unclear and raises the question of why there are differences. This
type of language draws the attention of auditors and does not aid telling the story of compliant activities. If there is a
defensible position for having different Facility Ratings, then a brief statement should be included to explain why this is
appropriate. Otherwise, the statement should be removed.

•

In item 4 of Section 7.3.1 the following statement is made: “Pre-contingency and first contingency studies will be
conducted to identify Facility Rating exceedances for current and next day.” The exceedance of System Operating Limits
precedes the exceedance of Facility Ratings. The sentence should use “System Operating Limit” in place of “Facility
Rating”.

MOPC

Date: 7/11-12/2017
Action Taken: Approved Unanimously
Abstained:
Opposed:

Reasons for Opposition:

BOD/Member Committee

Date: 7/25/2017
Action Taken:
Abstained:
Opposed:

Reasons for Opposition:
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COMMENT
Comment Author: Scott Jordan
Date Comments Submitted: 5/1/2017
Description of Comments: Additional revisions not capture in original RR to Section 7.3.2.3
Status: Suggested changes have been incorporated into RR revisions as described below.
COMMENT
Comment Author: Ron Gunderson
Date Comments Submitted: 5/1/2017
Description of Comments: The language for voltage SOLs is inconsistent with NERC Reliability Standards. TO’s set the Facility
Ratings that include voltage ratings.

Deleted:
Deleted: f
Deleted: r

Status: Suggested changes have been incorporated into RR revisions as described below.

Deleted: ,
Deleted:

PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS

Deleted: T
Deleted: S
Deleted: R

7.3

Deleted: A

System Operating Limits (SOLs)

Deleted: S

The value (such as MW, Mvar, amperes, frequency or volts) that satisfies the most limiting of the prescribed
operating criteria for a specified system configuration to ensure operation within acceptable reliability criteria.
System Operating Limits are based upon certain operating criteria. These include, but are not limited to:
• Facility Ratings (Applicable pre- and post-Contingency Equipment Ratings or Facility Ratings)
• transient stability ratings (applicable pre- and post-Contingency stability limits)
• voltage stability ratings (applicable pre- and post-Contingency voltage stability)
• system voltage limits (applicable pre- and post-Contingency voltage limits)

Deleted: L
Deleted: ,
Deleted:
Deleted: V
Deleted: S
Deleted: R
Deleted: A
Deleted: V
Deleted: S
Deleted: , and
Deleted:

7.3.1 Methodology for Determination of Operating Horizon SOLs

Deleted: S

SPP’s Methodology designates System Operating Limits in the Operating Horizon to consist of defined
flowgate limits, limits defined in operating guides, and limits designated by agreement between the RC and
TOP. SPP respects all BES Facility Ratings in both Real-Time Assessments and through Operational Planning
Analysis. SPP primarily controls the BES using both permanent and temporary flowgates per defined
congestion management processes. SPP also controls the BES using coordinated operating plans or operator
actions in specific situations in the absence of a flowgate. During the time a flowgate or an operating guide
is being created, SPP shall issue Operating Instructions to implement manual actions as deemed necessary by
the Reliability Coordinator to control the BES and operate within SOLs.
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Deleted: V
Deleted: L
Deleted: A
Deleted: V
Deleted: L
Deleted: SPP monitors and controls the BES using Flowgates
and the NERC TLR process.¶
¶
SPP also monitors numerous other BES facilities within its footprint
and creates temporary flowgates when operating conditions reveal
any additional limiting system configurations. Since SPP is utilizing
these flowgates to ensure the system is operating within acceptable
reliability criteria, these flowgate limits serve as the SPP System
Operating Limits.

(1) TOPs shall develop, at minimum, thermal SOLs that respect all BES Facility Ratings in coordination
with the SPP RC. In addition, SOLs may be developed based on transient stability ratings, voltage
stability ratings, system voltage limits, and/or other operating criteria.
(2) SOLs shall not exceed Facility Ratings. SOLs equal applicable Facility Ratings unless additional studies
have established a lower limit based on other operational issues such as transient, dynamic and voltage
stability, etc. The Facility Ratings used in the Operating Horizon or Real-Time Horizon may be higher
or lower than the Facility Ratings used in the Planning Horizon. All Facility Ratings shall be calculated
in accordance with the appropriate Transmission Owner’s Facility Rating methodology. Ratings that
have been adjusted must be coordinated so that the impacted operating entities are aware of the duration
that the adjusted rating may be used.
(3) Including anticipated system topology, generation dispatch, and load levels, SOLs shall be determined
per this SOL methodology and based on results of system studies as described below.
(4) Pre-contingency and first contingency studies will be conducted to identify Facility Rating exceedances
for current and next day.
(5) Voltage stability and angular stability issues are studied as deemed necessary by operator and engineer
experience and engineering judgment to identify stability SOLs.
(6) As deemed necessary by study results, an operating guide to aid operators in mitigating potential SOL
exceedances may be produced. These guides may be temporary or permanent, depending whether the
violation is due to a short-term outage, seasonal loading issues, etc. At a minimum, this operating guide
will include:
(a) Statement of type(s) of limit exceedances revealed by study (voltage/thermal/stability)
(b) Applicable dates
(c) Available/recommended mitigation methods, including generation redispatch (maximum MW
and/or minimum Mvar generation), transmission reconfiguration, reclosing reconfiguration, load
shedding, and Transmission Loading Relief (TLR).
(7) Identified SOLs are screened to compile a list of potential IROLs per the following criteria:
(a) Potential IROLs will be investigated when a contingency analysis highlights a thermal overload
in excess of 120% of the SOL of the monitored facility.
(b) Potential IROLs will also be investigated when a contingency analysis highlights an undervoltage condition characterized by bus voltages of less than 90% across three or more BES
facilities.
The potential IROL condition will be reviewed further by evaluating the system response to the
loss of the facility with the SOL expected to be exceeded. The original potential IROL condition
will be assumed to be a confirmed IROL condition if the evaluation reveals that the ensuing loss
of the facility with the SOL exceedance results in another BES facility being overloaded to
greater than 120% of its SOL or three or more additional BES facilities with bus voltages in the
area experiencing projected post-contingency voltages less than 90% of nominal voltage, unless
there are studies or system knowledge that the SOL is not an IROL.
(8) The IROL TV is 30 minutes unless studies dictate a shorter time.
(9) Remedial Action Schemes (RAS’s) are allowed to prevent prolonged undervoltage and to preserve
system voltage and machine stability.

Moved down [1]: <#>Based on results of system studies (as
described below), SOLs are determined per the definition.¶
Deleted: <#>This methodology is applicable for developing
SOLs used in the operating horizon.¶

Moved (insertion) [1]
Deleted: i
Deleted: shall be utilized.( (as described below)
Deleted:
Deleted: are
Deleted: the
Deleted: definition
Deleted: (
Deleted: )
Deleted: .
Deleted: <#>¶
Deleted: <#>investigated

Deleted: Special Protection Schemes (SPS’s) or

Deleted: <#>¶
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7.3.2
(1)

Methodology for Determination of Planning Horizon SOLs
This methodology is applicable for developing SOLs used in the planning horizon. SPP monitors all
BES facilities within its footprint in its planning assessments.

(2)

SOLs shall not exceed applicable Facility Ratings. SOLs equal applicable Facility Ratings unless
additional studies have established a lower limit based on other operational issues such as transient,
dynamic and voltage stability, etc.
(3) Voltage SOLs exceedances are identified as any pre-contingent or post-contingent bus voltages outside
the Transmission Owner’s applicable Facility Ratings and applicable voltage limits.
(4) Anticipated system topology, generation dispatch, and load levels are based on the modeling data
provided in the annual Loadflow Model Development process coordinated by the MDWG. Individual
Transmission Owners may request development of additional models for SOL analysis as needed to
evaluate regional transfer conditions which are not captured in existing MDWG models.
(5) Pre-contingency, first contingency and multiple contingency studies will be conducted to investigate
thermal and voltage violations for all those future year loadflow models developed by the MDWG.
(6) Voltage and angular stability issues are studied in the annual Dynamic Stability models developed by
the MDWG.
(7) As deemed necessary by study results, an operating guide to aid operators in mitigating potential SOL
violations may be produced. These guides may be temporary or permanent, depending whether the
violation is due to a short-term outage, seasonal loading issues, etc. At a minimum, this operating guide
will include:
(a) Statement of type(s) of violations revealed by study (voltage/thermal/stability)
(b) Applicable dates
(c) Available/recommended mitigation methods, including generation redispatch (maximum MW
and/or minimum Mvar generation), transmission reconfiguration, reclosing reconfiguration, load
shedding, and Transmission Loading Relief (TLR).
(8) Identified SOLs are screened to compile a list of potential IROLs per the following criteria:
(a) Potential IROLs will be investigated when a contingency analysis highlights a thermal overload in
excess of 120% of the SOL of the monitored facility.
(b) Potential IROLs will also be investigated when a contingency analysis highlights an under-voltage
condition characterized by bus voltages of less than 90% across three or more BES facilities.
(9) The potential IROL condition will be reviewed further by evaluating the system response to the loss of
the SOL violated facility. The original potential IROL contingency will be assumed to be a confirmed
IROL condition if the evaluation reveals that the ensuing SOL violated facility contingency results in
another BES facility being overloaded to greater than 120% of its SOL or three or more additional BES
facilities with bus voltages in the area experiencing projected post contingency voltages less than 90%,
unless there are studies or system knowledge that the SOL is not an IROL.
(10) The IROL TV is 30 minutes.
(11) R emed i al A ct ion S ch emes (RAS ’S )are allowed to prevent prolonged undervoltage and to
preserve system voltage and machine stability. The Transmission Owner shall provide the RC with the
location and description of each SPS, and shall notify the RC when the schemes are enabled/disabled.
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Deleted: Based on results of planning studies (as described
below), SOLs are determined per the definition.

Deleted: defined

Deleted: Special Protection Schemes (SPS’s) or

7.3.2.1

SOL Provisions

(1) In the pre-contingency state, the BES shall demonstrate transient, dynamic, and voltage stability; all
Facilities shall be within their Facility Ratings and within their thermal, voltage, and stability limits. In
determining SOLs, the BES condition used shall reflect future system conditions with all facilities
operated in their normal operating condition.
(2) Following single contingencies as defined in (a) and (b) below, the system shall demonstrate transient,
dynamic, and voltage stability; all Facilities shall be operating within their Facility Ratings and
within their thermal, voltage, and stability limits; and Cascading Outages or uncontrolled separation
shall not occur.
(a) Single-line-to-ground or three-phase fault (whichever is more severe), with normal clearing, on
any faulted generator, line, transformer, or shunt device.
(b) Loss of any generator, line, transformer, or shunt device without a Fault.
(3) In determining the system’s response to a single Contingency starting with all facilities operated in their
normal operating condition, the following shall be acceptable:
(a) Planned or controlled interruption of electric supply to radial customers or some local network
customers connected to or supplied by the Faulted Facility or by the affected area. System
reconfiguration should be implemented to minimize the interruption of electric supply to the extent
possible.
(b) System reconfiguration through manual or automatic control or protection actions.
(c) Single pole block, with Normal Clearing, in a monopolar or bipolar high voltage direct current
system.
(4) To prepare for the next Contingency, system adjustments may be made, including changes to generation,
uses of the transmission system, and the transmission system topology.
(5) Starting with all facilities operated in their normal operating condition and following any of the multiple
contingency planning event, excluding extreme events, identified in Reliability standard TPL-001-4
the system shall demonstrate transient, dynamic and voltage stability; all facilities shall be operating
within their facility ratings and within their thermal, voltage and stability limits; and cascading or
uncontrolled separation shall not occur.
(6) In determining the system’s response to any of the multiple contingency p l a n n i n g e v e n t s ,
e x c l u d i n g e x t r e m e e v e n t s , identified in Reliability standard TPL-001-4, in addition to the
actions identified in (a) and (b) above, the following shall be acceptable:
(a) Planned or controlled interruption of electric supply to customers (load shedding) the planned
removal from service of certain generators, and/or curtailment of contracted firm electric power
transfers. System reconfiguration should be implemented to minimize the interruption of electric
supply to the extent possible.
7.3.2.3

Methodology Distribution
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Deleted: planning event
Deleted: ies

Deleted: planning event
Deleted: ies

SPP shall issue this methodology and any changes to the methodology, prior to the changes taking
effect, to all the following:
(1)

Adjacent Planning Coordinator and each Planning Coordinator that has indicated it has a reliabilityrelated need for the methodology

(2) Each RC and Transmission Operator that operates any portion of the Planning Coordinator’s Planning
Coordinator Area.

Deleted: PA
Deleted: Planner
Deleted: models

(3)

Each Transmission Planner (TP) that works in the Planning Coordinator’s Planning Coordination Area.

Deleted: RC footprint
Deleted: TOP
Deleted: within the RC footprint
Deleted: ¶
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Revision Request Recommendation Report
RR #: 233

Date: 07/14/2017

RR Title: Reduction for SPP NITS for Zone 10 for Federal Power – Southwestern Power Administration
SUBMITTER INFORMATION
Name: Aiden Smith

Company: Southwestern Power Administration

Email: Aiden.Smith@swpa.gov

Phone: 918-595-6764

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION FOR MOPC AND BOD ACTION
The purpose of this RR is to ensure that eligible Network Customers will avoid being billed twice for the same deliveries. The
eligible Network Customers will also not be assessed charges against a specific use of a single owner’s facilities that do not receive
the benefit those charges provide to other Transmission Owners under the SPP Tariff.
The RTWG recommends that the MOPC and the BOD approve RR 233 as submitted in this recommendation report.
OBJECTIVE OF REVISION
Objectives of Revision Request:
Describe the problem/issue this revision request will resolve.
Southwestern Power Administration (Southwestern) and the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP) have entered into a contract filed as
Attachment AD to the SPP Tariff which provides for, among other things, SPP to offer transmission service on Southwestern’s
facilities under the SPP Tariff, including Network Integration Transmission Service (NITS) in Zone 10. Also, through this contract,
Southwestern participates in SPP’s transmission planning, although Southwestern receives no funding from the region for any
upgrades made to its facilities. Southwestern has also agreed in Attachment AD to voluntarily contribute to Schedule 11 in a
manner that is representative of the Grandfathered Transmission Service Agreements (GFAs) Southwestern has in place for nonFederal uses of Southwestern’s transmission facilities.
As Southwestern works with SPP to transition customers with GFAs to NITS under the SPP Tariff, there are implications for those
new Network Customers in Zone 10 who also receive Federal hydropower deliveries from Southwestern. Southwestern’s Federal
hydropower deliveries are made pursuant to Section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944 and are not made pursuant to the SPP
Tariff. Southwestern charges a bundled rate for Federal Power, which includes the use of Southwestern’s transmission facilities for
the delivery of Federal Power to either (1) a customer’s load or (2) another Transmission Owner’s facilities of which the customer
is responsible for securing the transmission service beyond Southwestern’s system to the customer’s load. All Federal Power
customers are charged the same bundled rate, including those Network Customers in Zone 10 who receive Federal Power from
Southwestern.
For Network Customers in Zone 10 who are directly interconnected with Southwestern’s transmission facilities and who do not use
intermediate Transmission Owner facilities for their deliveries of Federal Power, the assessed charges under Schedule 9 for NITS,
effectively bill these Network Customers twice for the same deliveries. The SPP Tariff revisions requested by Southwestern will
address this double billing for eligible Network Customers.
Furthermore, because these same Network Customers are directly connected to Southwestern’s transmission system, do not use
intermediate Transmission Owner facilities for Federal Power deliveries, and Southwestern’s transmission facilities are not
beneficiaries of funding through Schedule 11, Southwestern also proposes Tariff changes to not assess Schedule 11 charges to these
Network Customers for their Federal Power deliveries. However, the eligible Network Customers would be assessed charges under
Schedule 11 for all of their other uses of SPP Tariff transmission facilities.
Section 34.9B.4 specifically defines the narrow qualifications for a Network Customer to be considered eligible under these
proposed revisions. Namely, the customer must reside in Zone 10, where a point of delivery for NITS is the same as a point of
delivery identified in their contract with Southwestern for the delivery of Federal Power, and the customer must not utilize any
other Transmission Owner facilities or facilities under the SPP Tariff for the delivery of their Federal Power.
Describe the benefits that will be realized from this revision.
The fundamental benefit is that eligible Network Customers will avoid being billed twice for the same deliveries. The eligible
Network Customers will also not be assessed charges against a specific use of a single owner’s facilities that do not receive the
benefit those charges provide to other Transmission Owners under the SPP Tariff.
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The number of eligible transmission customers is small; only 9 transmission customers currently qualify, and these customers are
all small municipalities. These eligible customers are either already Network Customers of SPP or could transition GFAs to SPP
NITS in Zone 10. For several of these eligible customers, this proposal may make the difference between whether these customers
transition to SPP NITS in the near term, thereby reducing the number of GFAs, or continue to operate under such GFAs for
multiple decades. The transitions of such customers to SPP NITS would further decrease the thin seam between Southwestern and
SPP.
Lastly, this proposal aligns with how SPP and Southwestern currently operate and does not impact the service provided within the
other zones.
SPP STAFF ASSESSMENT
SPP staff does not oppose the changes proposed in RR 233.
IMPACT
Will the revision result in system changes

No

Yes

Summarize changes:
Will the revision result in process changes?

No

Yes

Summarize changes:

Is an Impact Assessment required?

No

Yes

If no, explain:
Estimated Cost: $

Estimated Duration:

months

Primary Working Group Score/Priority:
SPP DOCUMENTS IMPACTED
Market Protocols
Operating Criteria
Planning Criteria
Tariff
Business Practice

Protocol Section(s):
Protocol Version:
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Criteria Section(s):
Criteria Date:
Tariff Section(s): 34.9, 41, Schedule 9, Schedule 11
Business Practice Number:
WORKING GROUP REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
List Primary and any Secondary/Impacted WG Recommendations as appropriate

Primary Working Group:

Date: 6/22/2017

RTWG

Action Taken: To approve SPA comments as modified
Abstained: KCPL, NPPD, Tenaska, Westar, Xcel
Opposed: None

Reason for Abstaining:
NPPD: NPPD believes that all SPP recipients of Federal Power Exceptions should be treated equally. Zones 10 & 19 are not
charged for Schedules 9 & 11 for their Federal Power and NPPD would like to receive the same benefits.
Tenaska: I am voting to abstain on SPP RR233 because it give yet another exception to Federal Power loads and NITS without
extending it to all Federal Power loads within SPP.
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Date: 7/11/2017

MOPC

Action Taken: Approved Unanimously
Abstained:
Opposed:
Reasons for Opposition:

BOD/Member Committee

Date: 7/25/2017
Action Taken:
Abstained:
Opposed:

Reasons for Opposition:

COMMENTS
Comment Author: Aiden Smith (SWPA)
Date Comments Submitted: 6/8/2017
Description of Comments: Additional edits of original proposal
Status: Comments were considered by the RTWG
Comment Author: Brad Hans (MEAN)
Date Comments Submitted: 6/14/2017
Description of Comments: Municipal Energy Agency of Nebraska represents numerous participants that have WAPA UGP Firm
Electric Service (FES) allocations. These participants all have SPP NITS and therefore pay transmission costs for their total load.
At the same time, they pay a component of WAPA UGP transmission costs through the FES rates. We would like this issue to be
considered as part of the RR233 review.
Status: Comments were considered by the RTWG
PROPOSED REVISION(S) TO SPP DOCUMENTS
Tariff (OATT)

34.9

Monthly Demand Charge – Zone 10:
A.

Calculation of the Monthly Demand Charge
1.

For all Network Load located within Zone 10, the Network Customer shall pay

monthly Demand Charges, which shall be determined by multiplying its Load Ratio Share times
one twelfth (1/12) of the total Zonal ATRR for Zone 10.
2.

The total Zonal ATRR for Zone 10 for purposes of the Monthly Demand Charge for

Network Integration Transmission Service shall be calculated in accordance with the following:
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Commented [ETR1]: Changes in italics were filed with FERC
on 6/5/2017 in Docket No. ER17-1759.

a.

The component of the total Zonal ATRR associated with Southwestern Power

Administration’s Non-Federal Transmission Service (“NFTS”) ATRR shall be the
NITS ATRR shown in 10a(i) of Column (3) of Table 1 of Attachment H of the Tariff
and shall be calculated in accordance with Section II.8 of Attachment H of the Tariff.

b.

The component of the total Zonal ATRR for a Transmission Owner other than

Southwestern Power Administration in Zone 10 shall be as provided in Table 1 of
Attachment H of the Tariff.

B.

Reduction of Network Integration Transmission Service Charges for Deliveries of
Federal Power-Southwestern
1.

A Network Customer taking Network Integration Transmission Service in Zone 10

may have its Network Load reduced for deliveries of Federal Power-Southwestern. The
Transmission Provider shall apply a reduction of the Network Customer’s monthly zonal Demand
Charge under Schedule 9 and Schedule 11 of this Tariff for the amount of energy scheduled under
Transmission Transactions (as defined in Attachment AD of this Tariff) during the hour of the
monthly Zonal peak.
2.

Such reduction shall be one hundred percent (100%) of the scheduled deliveries of

Federal Power-Southwestern to the Network Customer’s charges for only Schedule 9 and Schedule
11 of this Tariff. All other Tariff charges, as applicable, shall be based on the total Network Load
of the Network Customer.
3.

The reduction of Network Integration Transmission Service charges provided

pursuant to this Section 34.9.B shall only be provided to Network Customers where the point of
delivery identified for deliveries of Federal Power-Southwestern shall also be a point of delivery
identified in the Network Customer’s Service Agreement which is physically connected to
Southwestern Power Administration transmission facilities located in Zone 10.

41.

Applicability to Resident Load
A.

Resident Load in Zones 1 through 9 and 11 through 19
Base Plan Zonal Charges and Region-wide Charges shall be determined in accordance with

Schedule 11 and assessed to:
(1)

Network Customers taking Network Integration Transmission Service to serve their

Deleted: a

Network Load under the Tariff; and
(2)

Transmission Owners providing transmission service to: (a) bundled retail load for which
such Transmission Owners are not taking Network Integration Transmission Service or
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Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service under the Tariff; and (b) load being served

Deleted: ii

under Grandfathered Agreements for which such Transmission Owners are not taking
Network Integration Transmission Service or Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
under the Tariff. Load being served under Grandfathered Agreements shall be treated as
Resident Load only in the Zone of the Point of Delivery or the point of exit from the SPP
Region, as applicable, and shall not be treated as Resident Load if its continuous
transmission path includes one or more segments with Firm Point-To-Point Transmission
Service under this Tariff.
B.

Resident Load in Zone 10

Deleted: For the purposes of Schedule 11, the load defined in
Sections 41

Base Plan Zonal Charges and Region-wide Charges shall be determined in accordance with

Deleted: (a) and (b) shall be classified as Resident Load. All
entities responsible for reporting Resident Load information to the
Transmission Provider, for the purpose of determining charges
under Schedule 11, shall provide such information no later than
January 25 of each year for the twelve months of the prior
calendar year. If January 25 falls on a weekend, the information
shall be provided no later than the immediately preceding Friday.
The Transmission Provider shall post on its website and/or
communicate to the membership of the Markets and Operations
Policy Committee the reporting status of the entities responsible
for reporting Resident Load information.¶

Schedule 11 and assessed to loads defined in Sections 41.A.(1) and (2), except that the
determination of Resident Load for Zone 10 shall not include:
(1)

Transmission Transactions (as defined in Attachment AD of this Tariff) related to
Grandfathered Agreements of Southwestern Power Administration listed in Attachment W
of this Tariff; and

(2)

Scheduled deliveries of Federal Power-Southwestern to Network Customers pursuant to
Section 34.9 of this Tariff.

C.

Reporting Resident Load
For the purposes of Schedule 11, the load defined in Sections 41.A and 41.B shall be

classified as Resident Load. All entities responsible for reporting Resident Load information to
the Transmission Provider, for the purpose of determining charges under Schedule 11, shall
provide such information no later than January 25 of each year for the twelve months of the prior
calendar year. If January 25 falls on a weekend, the information shall be provided no later than
the immediately preceding Friday. The Transmission Provider shall post on its website and/or
communicate to the membership of the Markets and Operations Policy Committee the reporting
status of the entities responsible for reporting Resident Load information.

SCHEDULE 9
NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE
The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider for Network Integration
Transmission Service at the applicable charges set forth below in addition to other applicable charges
specified in the Tariff.
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1.

Zonal Rates: The Transmission Customer taking Network Integration Transmission

Service shall pay a monthly demand charge for the Zone where the load is located. Each month, the
Transmission Customer shall pay the Transmission Provider the applicable monthly zonal Demand
Charge, determined in accordance with Section 34.1. If a Transmission Customer has load in multiple
Zones, the Transmission Customer shall pay the monthly demand charge for each Zone in which its load
is located. For load not physically interconnected with the Transmission System designated as Network
Load pursuant to Section 31.3, the Network Customer shall pay the zonal Demand Charge for the Zone
interconnected with the Balancing Authority Area, external to the SPP Region, that is the designated Point
of Delivery. For Network Customers in Zones 1 through 18 designating load external to the SPP Region,
where there is more than one Zone interconnected with such Balancing Authority Area, the lowest zonal
Demand Charge of the interconnected Zones is applicable.

For Network Customers in Zone 19

designating load external to the SPP Region, where there is more than one Zone interconnected with such
Balancing Authority Area, the zonal Demand Charge of Zone 19 is applicable. For Network Customers
in Zone 10 that receive deliveries of Federal Power-Southwestern from the Southwestern Power
Administration, the Network Customer shall have its Demand Charge under this Schedule 9 reduced in
accordance with the provisions of Section 34.9 of this Tariff. A Transmission Customer that is serving
load on the Xcel Energy Operating Companies’ transmission system taking Network Integration
Transmission Service under the Xcel Energy Operating Companies’ OATT and also takes transmission
service under Part III of this Tariff to export over the Lamar Tie Line resources from the SPS Zone to
serve load on the Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCo) transmission system shall have its zonal
rate charges under this Schedule 9 reduced by 100%. A Transmission Customer that is serving load on
the Xcel Energy Operating Companies’ transmission system taking Network Integration Transmission
Service under the Xcel Energy Operating Companies’ OATT and also takes transmission service under
Part III of this Tariff to import over the Lamar Tie Line resources to serve its load in the SPS Zone shall
be subject to the applicable charges under this Schedule 9, without reduction.

The Zonal Annual

Transmission Revenue Requirement of each Zone is stated in Attachment H. Notwithstanding anything
to the contrary in this Tariff, a Transmission Owner taking Network Integration Transmission Service may
elect not to pay (in whole or in part) the monthly demand charges specified in the preceding paragraph to
the extent that the Transmission Owner would have received under Attachment L (revenue distribution)
the amounts it seeks to not pay under this provision. A Transmission Owner electing this option shall
remain obligated to pay any applicable charges for transmission services using any other Transmission
Owner’s facilities unless the transmission is provided pursuant to a Grandfathered Agreement (in which
case compensation provisions under the Grandfathered Agreement control). A Transmission Owner
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electing this option shall remain responsible for any credits pursuant to Section 30.9 and for all other
applicable charges under this Tariff. This election will only be effective through January 31, 2010.
The Zones are as follows:
Zone 1:

American Electric Power - West

Zone 2:

Reserved for Future Use

Zone 3:

City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri

Zone 4:

Empire District Electric Company

Zone 5:

Grand River Dam Authority

Zone 6:

Kansas City Power & Light Company

Zone 7:

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company

Zone 8:

Midwest Energy, Inc.

Zone 9:

KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company

Zone 10:

Southwestern Power Administration

Zone 11:

Southwestern Public Service

Zone 12:

Sunflower Electric Cooperative

Zone 13:

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative

Zone 14:

Westar Energy, Inc. (Kansas Gas & Electric and Westar Energy)

Zone 15:

Mid-Kansas Electric Company

Zone 16:

Lincoln Electric System

Zone 17:

Nebraska Public Power District

Zone 18:

Omaha Public Power District

Zone 19:

Upper Missouri Zone

No changes in Zones shall be made without submitting a filing to the Commission.
2.

Redispatch Costs: The redispatch costs shall be calculated in accordance with the formula

and protocols shown on Attachment K.
3.

Real Power Losses: The Transmission Customer shall be responsible for real power losses

determined in accordance with Attachment M.
4.

a.) Direct Assignment Costs: Where a Facilities Study indicates the need to construct

Direct Assignment Facilities to accommodate a request for Transmission Service, the Transmission
Customer shall be charged the full cost of such Direct Assignment Facilities in addition to the charges
specified in this Schedule and Tariff. The annual costs of the facility shall be calculated by multiplying
the levelized fixed charge rate of the Transmission Owner by the nondepreciated cost of the facility. Each
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month the Transmission Customer shall pay a charge based on such annual costs divided by twelve. Any
such charge will be filed with the Commission.
b.) Directly Assigned Upgrade Costs: Where a Facilities Study indicates the need to
construct Network Upgrades to accommodate a request for Transmission Service, the Transmission
Customer may be allocated Directly Assigned Upgrade Costs in accordance with Attachments J and Z1.
Any such charge will be filed with the Commission. The Transmission Customer shall be charged the
Directly Assigned Upgrade Costs in addition to the charges specified in this Schedule and any other
applicable charges under this Tariff. If the Transmission Customer is charged the Directly Assigned
Upgrade Costs, upon completion of construction of such assigned upgrades, the Transmission Provider
shall reconcile the Directly Assigned Upgrade Costs against the actual construction costs. Based on the
reconciliation, the Transmission Customer’s cost responsibility shall be adjusted as appropriate.
5.

Wholesale Distribution Service: Where Wholesale Distribution Service is provided to

effectuate Network Integration Transmission Service, the Network Customer shall pay all charges levied
pursuant to the Wholesale Distribution Service Agreement and Schedule 10.
6.

Base Plan Zonal Charges and Region-wide Charges: The Transmission Customer shall

pay all charges assessed pursuant to Schedule 11.

SCHEDULE 11
BASE PLAN ZONAL CHARGE AND REGION-WIDE CHARGE
I.

Introduction
Except as provided herein, pursuant to Part V of this Tariff, Base Plan Zonal Charges and Region-

wide Charges shall be assessed to Network Customers and, where applicable, Transmission Owners based
on Resident Load. Likewise, Base Plan Zonal Charges and the Region-wide Charge shall be assessed to
each Transmission Customer taking Point-To-Point Transmission Service under the Tariff based on
Reserved Capacity. These charges will be applied only to service taken in whole or in part within the
Eastern Interconnection. Western-UGP shall be exempt from the Region-wide Charge under this Schedule
11 in accordance with Section 39.3(e) of this Tariff. For the purpose of determining the Region-wide Load
Ratio Shares for application of Schedule 11, transmission of Federal Power-Western-UGP to the Statutory
Load Obligations served by Western-UGP shall be excluded from the Transmission Provider's monthly
Zone transmission load for Zone 19 used as a component of the divisor for all Zones and from the
numerator used for Zone 19. The charges stated in Schedule 11 shall not be changed absent a filing with
the Commission.
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II.

Base Plan Zonal Charges and Region-wide Charge to Resident Load
A.

Calculation of Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement
In calculating the Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements and

Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement, the Transmission Provider shall sum
the applicable, Commission-approved annual transmission revenue requirements for upgrades
eligible for cost recovery under this Schedule 11, as allocated in accordance with Attachment J of
this Tariff. Subject to the limitations in subsections 1 and 2 below, such annual transmission
revenue requirements shall be reduced by the previous calendar year’s amount of (i) point-to-point
revenue received by each Transmission Owner resulting from charges under Section III of this
Schedule 11 and (ii) revenue distributed to each Transmission Owner under Section IV of
Attachment AU and allocated in proportion to Point-To-Point Transmission Service Schedule 11
revenue under Section V of Attachment AU. Any such adjustment for the previous calendar year
point-to-point revenue shall be set forth in the RRR File.
1.

For each Transmission Owner utilizing a formula rate, the Transmission Provider
shall not make an adjustment of the Transmission Owner’s annual transmission
revenue requirements under this Section II.A if point-to-point revenue resulting
from charges under Section III of this Schedule 11 and revenue distributed and
allocated under Attachment AU is credited and updated on an annual basis in the
Transmission Owner’s formula rate in a manner that reduces the annual
transmission revenue requirements for upgrades eligible for cost recovery under
this Schedule 11.

2.

For each Transmission Owner utilizing a stated rate or utilizing a formula rate
without annual update of the Schedule 11 revenue credits, the revenue adjustment
described in this Section II.A shall be only the difference, whether positive or
negative, between the previous calendar year Point-To-Point Transmission Service
Schedule 11 revenue and the amount of point-to-point revenue and revenue
distributed and allocated under Attachment AU, if any, already credited in the
calculation of the Transmission Owner’s annual transmission revenue requirements
included in the Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements and
Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement. The amount of revenue
resulting from charges under Section III of this Schedule 11 and revenue distributed
and allocated under Attachment AU that is already credited in the calculation of the
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Transmission Owner’s annual transmission revenue requirements included in the
Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements and Region-wide
Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement is shown in Table 3, Section 1 of
Attachment H.
B.

Base Plan Zonal Charge to Resident Load
The Network Customer and the Transmission Owner shall pay a monthly Base Plan Zonal

Charge, which shall be determined by multiplying its Base Plan Zonal Load Ratio Share by one
twelfth (1/12) of the Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement specified in
Attachment H less any amount reallocated in accordance with Section IV.A of Attachment J for
each Zone in which the Network Customer’s or Transmission Owner’s Resident Load is physically
located. Where a Network Customer has designated Network Load not physically interconnected
with the Transmission System under Section 31.3, Network Customer shall pay a monthly Zonal
Base Plan Charge, which shall be determined by multiplying its Base Plan Zonal Load Ratio Share
by one twelfth (1/12) of the Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement specified
in Attachment H less any amount reallocated in accordance with Section IV.A of Attachment J
for the Zone that is the basis for charges under Schedule 11.
1.

Determination of Network Customer's and Transmission Owner’s Monthly
Zonal Resident Load
The Network Customer's or Transmission Owner’s monthly zonal Resident Load

is its integrated hourly load coincident with the monthly peak of the Zone where the
Resident Load is physically located. Where a Network Customer or Transmission Owner
has Resident Load in more than one Zone, the monthly Resident Load will be determined
separately for each Zone. Where a Network Customer has designated Network Load not
physically interconnected with the Transmission System under Section 31.3, the Network
Customer's monthly Resident Load will be its hourly load coincident with the monthly
peak of the Zone that is the basis for charges under Schedule 11.
2.

Determination of Network Customer’s and Transmission Owner’s Monthly
Zonal Resident Load for Zone 10
The Network Customer's or Transmission Owner’s monthly zonal Resident Load

shall be calculated in accordance with Section B.1 of this Schedule 11; except that the
Network Customer’s monthly zonal Resident Load shall be reduced by the Federal-Power
Southwestern as identified in Section 34.9 of this Tariff.
3.

Determination of Transmission Provider’s Monthly Zone Transmission Load
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The Transmission Provider's monthly Transmission System load shall be
determined in accordance with Section 34.5 of this Tariff.
C.

Region-wide Charge to Resident Load
Network Customers and Transmission Owners shall pay a monthly Region-wide Charge,

which shall be determined as (i) the product of its Region-wide Load Ratio Share applicable to
Section I, Table 2-A of Attachment H and one twelfth (1/12) of the Region-wide Annual
Transmission Revenue Requirement specified in Section I, Table 2-A of Attachment H, plus (ii)
the product of its Region-wide Load Ratio Share applicable to Section I, Table 2-B of Attachment
H and one twelfth (1/12) of the Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement specified
in Section I, Table 2-B of Attachment H.
1.

Determination of Network Customer's and Transmission Owner’s Monthly
Regional Resident Load in Zones 1 through 9 and 11 through 18
For Zones 1 through 9 and 11 through 18, the Network Customer's or Transmission

Owner’s monthly regional Resident Load is the sum of its monthly zonal Resident Load
for each Zone, where the monthly zonal Resident Load is determined separately for each
Zone coincident with the monthly peak of the Zone in accordance with Section II.B.1.
2.

Determination of Network Customer’s and Transmission Owner’s Monthly
Regional Load in Zone 19
For application of the Region-wide Charge under this Schedule 11, the Network

Customer’s or Transmission Owner’s load for Zone 19 shall be the integrated hourly load
coincident with the monthly peak of Zone 19 calculated in accordance with Section II.B.1
less: (i) load in the Western Interconnection to the extent that such load is served only by
resources in the Western Interconnection, and (ii) service provided under the Western-UGP
Federal Service Exemption.
3.

Determination of Network Customer’s and Transmission Owner’s Monthly
Regional Load in Zone 10
For application of the Region-wide Charge under this Schedule 11, the Network

Customer’s or Transmission Owner’s load for Zone 10 shall be the integrated hourly load
coincident with the monthly peak of Zone 10 calculated in accordance with Section II.B.2.
4.

Determination of Transmission Provider’s Monthly Regional Transmission
System Load
The Transmission Provider's monthly regional Transmission System load is the

sum of the monthly Zone transmission load for each Zone, where the monthly zone
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transmission load for each Zone is determined on a non-coincident basis in accordance
with Section II.B.2, but with (a) Zone 19 load modified in accordance with Section II.C.2
and (b) Zone 10 load modified in accordance with Section II.C.3.
D.

Special Provision for Non-Federal Service Exemption service to Western-UGP’s
Statutory Load Obligations
Western-UGP’s Statutory Load Obligations ordinarily served by Federal Power
Western-UGP, may be served on occasion from resources where the Western-UGP Federal
Service Exemption from Schedule 11 Region-wide Charges is not applicable. In any such
instance, Region-wide Charges will be applied as calculated pursuant to Sections III.C.1.a
and III.C.3 of this Schedule 11.

III.

Base Plan Zonal Charge and Region-wide Charge for Point-To-Point Transmission Service
A.

Base Plan Zonal Charge for Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Base Plan Zonal Charge shall be assessed to Transmission Customers taking Firm or

Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service under the SPP Tariff.

The Transmission

Customer shall pay the Base Plan Zonal Rate (per kW of Reserved Capacity) based upon the Zone
where the load is located for Point-To-Point Transmission Service where the generation source is
outside the SPP Region and the load is located within the SPP Region and for Point-To-Point
Transmission Service where both the generation source and the load are located within the SPP
Region. For Point-To-Point Transmission Service where the generation source is located within
the SPP Region and the load is located outside of the SPP Region, and for Point-To-Point
Transmission Service where both the generation source and the load are located outside of the SPP
Region, the Transmission Customer shall pay the Base Plan Average Zonal Rate (per kW of
Reserved Capacity). The Base Plan Zonal Rates and the Base Plan Average Zonal Rate shall be
calculated in accordance with Section III.D and set forth in the RRR File posted on the SPP
website.
B.

Region-wide Charge for Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Region-wide Charge shall be assessed to Transmission Customers taking Firm or Non-

Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service under the SPP Tariff. The Transmission Customer
shall pay the Region-wide Rate (per kW of Reserved Capacity) for Point-To-Point Transmission
Service. The Region-wide Rate shall be calculated in accordance with Section III.C and set forth
in the RRR File posted on the SPP website.
C.

Region-wide Rate for Point-To-Point Transmission Service
1.

Determination of Annual Region-wide Rate
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a.

The Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement specified in

Attachment H are the basis for the Region-wide Rate. Except for service where the load is
located within Zone 19, the annual Region-wide Rate for Firm Point-To-Point
Transmission Service shall be determined in accordance with the following formula:
RR = RATRR2A/MRTL 1 to 18 + RATRR2B/MRTL
in which
RR = the annual Region-wide Rate
RATRR2A = the Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement
specified in Table 2-A of Section I, Attachment H
RATRR2B = the Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement
specified in Table 2-B of Section I, Attachment H
MRTL 1 to 18 =
the average of the monthly regional Transmission System
loads in Zones 1 to 18 only, for the twelve months of the calendar
year prior to the billing year. The monthly regional Transmission
System load shall be determined in accordance with Section II.C.3
less the Zone 19 load modified in accordance with Section II.C.2.
MRTL =

the average of the monthly regional Transmission System loads, for
the twelve months of the calendar year prior to the billing year. The
monthly regional Transmission System load is determined in
accordance with Section II.C.3.

b.
For service where the load is located within Zone 19, the annual Regionwide Rate for Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service shall be determined in accordance
with the following formula:
RR19= RATRR2B/MRTL
in which
RR19= the annual Region-wide Rate applicable to load in Zone 19
RATRR2B= as defined above
MRTL= as defined above
2.

Region-wide Rate for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Region-wide Rate for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall be:
Per month =

annual Region-wide Rate divided by 12;

Per week =

annual Region-wide Rate divided by 52;

Per day “on-peak” = the “per week” Region-wide Rate divided by 5; provided
that the rate for 5 to 7 consecutive days may not exceed the
“per week” Region-wide Rate; and
Per day “off-peak” = the “per week” Region-wide Rate divided by 7.
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3.

Region-wide Rate for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Region-wide Rate for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall be:
Per month =

annual Region-wide Rate divided by 12;

Per week =

annual Region-wide Rate divided by 52:

Per day “on-peak” = the “per month” Region-wide Rate multiplied by 12 then
divided by 260;
Per day “off-peak” = the “per month” Region-wide Rate multiplied by 12 then
divided by 365;
Per hour “on-peak” = the “per month” Region-wide Rate multiplied by 12 then
divided by 4160; and
Per hour “off-peak” = the “per month” Region-wide Rate multiplied by 12 then
divided by 8760.
4.

Total Region-wide Charge
The total Region-wide Charge paid by a Transmission Customer pursuant to a

reservation for hourly delivery shall not exceed the above on-peak daily rate multiplied by
the highest amount of Reserved Capacity in any hour during such day. The total Regionwide Charge in any week, pursuant to a reservation for hourly or daily delivery, shall not
exceed the above Region-wide Rate specified for weekly delivery multiplied by the highest
amount of Reserved Capacity in any hour during such week.
5.

Rate Sheet for Region-wide Point-To-Point Transmission Service
Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider
each month for Reserved Capacity at the sum of the applicable charges set forth in
the (“RRR File”) posted on the SPP website.
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider
for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service up to the sum of the applicable
charges set forth in the RRR File.

D.

Base Plan Zonal Rates for Point-To-Point Transmission Service
1.

Determination of Annual Base Plan Zonal Rate
The Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement specified in

Attachment H less any amount reallocated in accordance with Section IV.A of Attachment
J is the basis for the Base Plan Zonal Rates. The annual Base Plan Zonal Rates for Firm
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Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall be determined in accordance with the following
formula for each Zone.
BPZR =

BPZATRR/MZTL

in which
BPZR =

the annual Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone

BPZATRR = the Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement for
the Zone as specified in Attachment H less any amount reallocated
in accordance with Section IV.A of Attachment J
MZTL =

2.

the average of the sum of the monthly Zone transmission load for
the Zone for the twelve months of the calendar year prior to the
billing year. The monthly Zone transmission load is determined in
accordance with Section II.B.2.

Base Plan Zonal Rate for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Base Plan Zonal Rate for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service for each

Zone shall be:
Per month =

annual Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone divided by 12;

Per week =

annual Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone divided by 52;

Per day “on-peak” = the “per week” Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone divided
by 5; provided that the rate for 5 to 7 consecutive days may
not exceed the “per week” Base Plan Zonal Rate;
Per day “off-peak” = the “per week” Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone divided
by 7.
3.

Base Plan Zonal Rate for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Base Plan Zonal Rate for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service for

each Zone shall be:
Per month =

annual Base Plan Zone Rate for the Zone divided by 12;

Per week =

annual Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone divided by 52:

Per day “on-peak” = the “per month” Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone
multiplied by 12 then divided by 260;
Per day “off-peak” = the “per month” Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone
multiplied by 12 then divided by 365;
Per hour “on-peak” = the “per month” Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone
multiplied by 12 then divided by 4160; and
Per hour “off-peak” = the “per month” Base Plan Zonal Rate for the Zone
multiplied by 12 then divided by 8760.
4.

Base Plan Average Zonal Rate
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The total Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement specified
in Attachment H for all Zones less the total of all zonal amounts reallocated in accordance
with Section IV.A of Attachment J is the basis for the Base Plan Average Zonal Rate. The
annual Base Plan Average Zonal Rate for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall
be determined in accordance with the following formula.
BPAZR =

TBPZATRR/MRTL

in which
BPAZR =

the annual Base Plan Average Zonal Rate

TBPZATRR =

the total Base Plan Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue
Requirement for all Zones as specified in Attachment H less
the total of all zonal amounts reallocated in accordance with
Section IV.A of Attachment J

MRTL =

as defined in Section III.C.1

The Base Plan Average Zonal Rates for Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
and Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service for each month, week, day on-peak,
day off-peak, hour on-peak, and hour off-peak shall be based on the annual Base Plan
Average Zonal Rate and calculated consistently with the formulas shown in Sections
III.D.2 and III.D.3.
5.

Total Zonal Base Plan Charge
The total zonal charge paid by a Transmission Customer under this Schedule 11

pursuant to a reservation for hourly delivery shall not exceed the applicable on-peak daily
rate multiplied by the highest amount of Reserved Capacity in any hour during such day.
The total zonal charge under this Schedule 11 in any week, pursuant to a reservation for
hourly or daily delivery, shall not exceed the applicable rate specified for weekly delivery
multiplied by the highest amount of Reserved Capacity in any hour during such week.
6.

Rate Sheets for Base Plan Zonal Point-To-Point Transmission Service
Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider
each month for Reserved Capacity at the sum of the applicable charges set forth in
the RRR File posted on the SPP website.
Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service
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The Transmission Customer shall compensate the Transmission Provider
for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service up to the sum of the applicable
charges set forth in the RRR File posted on the SPP website.
E.

On-Peak and Off-Peak
Off-Peak days shall be Saturdays and Sundays and all NERC holidays. All other days shall

be On-Peak. All hours during Off-Peak days shall be Off-Peak. On-Peak hours during On-Peak
days shall be all hours from HE 0700 through HE 2200 Central Prevailing Time. All other hours
during On-Peak days shall be Off-Peak.
ATTACHMENT H
ANNUAL TRANSMISSION REVENUE REQUIREMENT FOR NETWORK
INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE
SECTION I: General Requirements
1.

The Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (“Zonal ATRR”) for each Transmission
Owner for purposes of determining the charges under Schedule 9, Network Integration
Transmission Service, is specified in Column (3) Section I, of Table 1. The Base Plan Zonal
Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (“Base Plan Zonal ATRR”) used to determine the
zonal charges under Schedule 11 for Base Plan Upgrades issued a Notification to Construct
(“NTC”) prior to June 19, 2010 is specified in Column (4) Section I, of Table 1. The Base Plan
Zonal ATRR used to determine the zonal charges under Schedule 11 for Base Plan Upgrades
issued an NTC on or after June 19, 2010 is specified in Column (5) of Section I, Table 1. The
amount of Zonal ATRR and Base Plan Zonal ATRR that is included in Columns (3), (4), (5), and
(7) and reallocated to the Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (“Region-wide
ATRR”), in accordance with Attachment J, is specified in Column (6) of Section I, Table 1. The
Base Plan Zonal ATRR to pay Upgrade Sponsors in accordance with Attachment Z2 is specified
in Column (7) of Section I, Table 1.
Table 1
(See Note A below)

(1)
Zone

(2)

(3)
Zonal ATRR

(4)
Base Plan Zonal
ATRR
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(5)
Base Plan
Zonal ATRR
after June 19,
2010

(6)
ATRR
Reallocated
to Balanced
Portfolio
Region-wide
ATRR

(7)
Base Plan
Zonal
ATRR
to pay
Upgrade
Sponsors

American Electric
Power –West
(Total)

1

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

1b

East Texas
Electric
Cooperative, Inc.

$4,531,387

1c

Tex-La Electric
Cooperative of
Texas, Inc.

$1,844,377

1d

Deep East Texas
Electric
Cooperative, Inc.

$1,045,531

1g

1h

4

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

1a

1f

3

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

American
Electric Power
(Public Service
Company of
Oklahoma and
Southwestern
Electric Power
Company) See
Section II.3

1e

2

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

Oklahoma
Municipal Power
Authority
AEP West
Transmission
Companies (AEP
Oklahoma
Transmission
Company, Inc and
AEP
Southwestern
Transmission
Company, Inc)
Coffeyville
Municipal Light
and Power
(CMLP)
Arkansas Electric
Cooperative
Corporation
(AECC)

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

$768,624
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

$391,790 posted RRR File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

Reserved for
Future Use
City Utilities of
Springfield,
Missouri

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

Empire District
Electric Company

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
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5

Grand River Dam
Authority

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

6

Kansas City Power
& Light Company
(TOTAL)

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

6a

6b

7

Kansas City
Power & Light
Company
City of
Independence,
Missouri

Oklahoma Gas and
Electric (Total)

7a

7b

7c

Oklahoma Gas
and Electric
Oklahoma
Municipal Power
Authority
Arkansas Electric
Cooperative
Corporation

$3,750,000 posted RRR File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

$368,501 posted RRR File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

8

Midwest Energy,
Inc.

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

9

KCP&L Greater
Missouri
Operations
Company (Total)

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

9a

KCP&L Greater
Missouri
Operations
Company

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

9b

Transource
Missouri, LLC

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

10

Southwestern
Power
Administration
(Total)

10a

Southwestern Power
Administration Zonal
ATRR (Non-Federal
Transmission Service
ATRR)

10a(i)

NITS ATRR

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

$15,533,800

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File
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Commented [ETR2]: Changes in italics were filed with FERC
on 6/5/2017 in Docket No. ER17-1759.

10b

Reserved for Future
Use

11

Southwestern
Public Service
Company (Total)

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

Southwestern
Public Service
Company
Reserved for
Future Use
Lea County
Electric
Cooperative, Inc.

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

$388,000

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

12

Sunflower Electric
Power Corporation

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

13

Western Farmers
Electric
Cooperative

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

14

See Att. H tab,
Westar Energy,
Inc. (Kansas Gas & posted RRR File
Electric and
Westar Energy)
(Total)

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

$350,243

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

Mid-Kansas
Electric
Company
ITC Great Plains

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

Prairie Wind
Transmission,
LLC.

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

Lincoln Electric
System

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

11a

11b
11c

14a

14b

14c

15

Mid-Kansas
Electric Company
(Total)
15a

15b

15c

16

Westar Energy,
Inc. (Kansas Gas
& Electric and
Westar Energy)
Prairie Wind
Transmission,
LLC.
Kansas Power
Pool
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17

Nebraska Public
Power District
(Total)

17a

Nebraska Public
Power District

17b

Central Nebraska
Public Power and
Irrigation District

17c

Tri-State G&T
Association

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
$450,000

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

18

Omaha Public
Power District

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19

Upper Missouri
Zone – Total

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19a

Western-UGP

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19b

Basin Electric
Power
Cooperative

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19c

Heartland
Consumers
Power District

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19d

Missouri River
Energy Services

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

(Total)
19d
(i)

Missouri River
Energy Services

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

19d
(ii)

Moorhead Public
Service

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

19d
(iii)

Orange City
Municipal Utilities

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

19d
(iv)

City of Pierre,
South Dakota

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

19d
(v)

City of Sioux
Center, Iowa

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File
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19d
(vi)

Watertown
Municipal Utility
Department

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

19e

East River
Electric Power
Cooperative, Inc.

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19f

Corn Belt Power
Cooperative

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19g

NorthWestern
Corporation
(South Dakota)

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19h

Northwest Iowa
Power
Cooperative

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19i

Harlan Municipal
Utilities

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

19j

Central Power
Electric
Cooperative

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

See Att. H tab,
posted RRR
File

See Att. H
tab, posted
RRR File

20

Total

Note A: The Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements (“ATRR”) for each Zone are set forth
in the Revenue Requirements and Rates File (“RRR File”) posted on the SPP website.
2.

Table 2-A specifies the Region-wide ATRR for Network Upgrades needed prior to October 1,
2015 and Table 2-B specifies the Region-wide ATRR for Network Upgrades needed on or after
October 1, 2015. The Region-wide ATRR, shown in Line 8 of Section I, Table 2-A, shall be the
sum of (i) the Base Plan Region-wide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements (“Base Plan
Region-wide ATRR”) (reflected in Line 1 and Line 2), (ii) the total Balanced Portfolio Regionwide Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements (“Balanced Portfolio Region-wide ATRR”)
(reflected in Line 3 and Line 4), (iii) for transmission service beginning prior to October 1, 2015,
the Base Plan Region-wide ATRR to pay Upgrade Sponsors as determined in accordance with
Attachment Z2 of this Tariff (reflected in Line 5), and (iv) the Interregional Planning Region
Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements (“Interregional Planning Region ATRR”) allocable
to customers receiving transmission service under this Tariff for any Interregional Project(s)
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constructed within the SPP Region (Line 6) and/or within other Interregional Planning Regions
(Line 7).
The Region-wide ATRR shown in Line 8 of Section I, Table 2-B, shall be the sum of (i) the Base
Plan Region-wide ATRR (reflected in Line 1 and Line 2), (ii) the total Balanced Portfolio Regionwide ATRR (reflected in Line 3 and Line 4) and (iii) for transmission service beginning on or after
October 1, 2015, the Base Plan Region-wide ATRR to pay Upgrade Sponsors as determined in
accordance with Attachment Z2 of this Tariff (reflected in Line 5), and (iv) the Interregional
Planning Region Annual Transmission Revenue Requirements (“Interregional Planning Region
ATRR”) allocable to customers receiving transmission service under this Tariff for any
Interregional Project(s) constructed within the SPP Region (Line 6) and/or within other
Interregional Planning Regions (Line 7).
As described in Schedule 11, the Region-wide Charges for Zones 1 through 18 shall be based upon
Line 8 of Table 2-A and Line 8 of Table 2-B. The Region-wide Charges for Zone 19 shall be based
upon Line 8 of Table 2-B.
Table 2-A
(See Note B below)
1

Base Plan Region-wide ATRR (NTC prior to June 19, 2010)

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

2

Base Plan Region-wide ATRR (NTC on or after June 19, 2010)

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

3

Total ATRR reallocated to Balanced Portfolio Region-wide ATRR
from Column (6), Section I, Table 1

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

4

Balanced Portfolio Region-wide ATRR

5

Base Plan Region-wide ATRR to pay Upgrade Sponsors

6

SPP Interregional Planning Region ATRR

7

Other Interregional Planning Region ATRR

8

Region-wide ATRR (Sum of Lines 1 through 7)

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

Table 2-B
(See Note B below)
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1

Base Plan Region-wide ATRR (NTC prior to June 19, 2010)

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

2

Base Plan Region-wide ATRR (NTC on or after June 19, 2010)

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

3

Total ATRR reallocated to Balanced Portfolio Region-wide ATRR
from Column (6), Section I, Table 1

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

4

Balanced Portfolio Region-wide ATRR

5

Base Plan Region-wide ATRR to pay Upgrade Sponsors

6

SPP Interregional Planning Region ATRR

7

Other Interregional Planning Region ATRR

8

Region-wide ATRR (Sum of Lines 1 through 7)

See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File
See Att. H tab, posted
RRR File

Note B: The Region-wide ATRRs are set forth in the RRR File posted on the SPP website.
3.

A Transmission Owner’s revenue requirement referenced or stated in this Attachment H shall not
be changed absent a filing with the Commission, accompanied by all necessary cost support, unless
such Transmission Owner utilizes Commission-approved formula rate processes contained in this
Tariff to determine its revenue requirements.

4.

A new or amended revenue requirement referenced or stated in this Attachment H shall not be
filed with the Commission by the Transmission Provider unless such revenue requirements have
been provided by or for a Transmission Owner. Such revenue requirements shall have been
accepted or approved by the applicable regulatory or governing authority except in the event of a
simultaneous filing with the Commission by the Transmission Owner and Transmission Provider.

5.

If a Transmission Owner has a Commission-approved formula rate, the successful completion of
its approved annual formula rate update procedures shall constitute regulatory acceptance
sufficient to authorize the Transmission Provider to update that Transmission Owner’s revenue
requirements posted on the SPP website. Such update by the Transmission Provider shall not
require a filing with the Commission, provided that the Transmission Owner posts the populated
formula rate for public review and comment as required under the applicable protocols and/or
procedures contained in this Attachment H. The Transmission Provider shall follow any special
procedures related to updating a Transmission Owner’s revenue requirements as outlined in
Section II of this Attachment.
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6.

The Transmission Provider shall allocate the accepted or approved revenue requirement associated
with a Base Plan Upgrade, in accordance with Attachment J to this Tariff, to the Base Plan Regionwide ATRRs in Section I, Table 2-A and Table 2-B above and to the appropriate Base Plan Zonal
ATRR in Column (4) or (5) in Section I, Table 1.

7.

For each Transmission Owner not using a formula rate, the amount of (i) Schedule 7 and 8 revenue
received under this Tariff and (ii) revenue distributed to the Transmission Owner under Section
IV of Attachment AU and allocated in proportion to Schedule 7 and 8 revenues under Section V
of Attachment AU, that is credited in the determination of the Transmission Owner’s Commission
approved Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement is specified in Column (3) of Table
3. For each Transmission Owner not using a formula rate, the amount of (i) Point-To-Point
Transmission Service Schedule 11 revenue received under this Tariff and (ii) revenue distributed
to the Transmission Owner under Section IV of Attachment AU and allocated in proportion to
Point-To-Point Transmission Service Schedule 11 revenue under Section V of Attachment AU,
that is credited in the determination of the Transmission Owner’s Commission approved annual
transmission revenue requirement for upgrades eligible for cost recovery under Schedule 11 is
specified in Column (4) of Table 3. For a Transmission Owner using a formula rate that does not
annually update the amount of point-to-point revenues received under this Tariff and revenues
distributed and allocated under Attachment AU, Column (3) and Column (4) of Table 3 shall
reflect any amount of such revenue embedded in its formula rate. For a Transmission Owner using
a formula rate and where Schedule 7 and 8 revenues and revenues distributed and allocated under
Attachment AU are credited and annually updated to adjust the Transmission Owner’s
Commission approved Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement, the entry in Column
(3) of Table 3 shall be Not Applicable (N/A). For a Transmission Owner using a formula rate and
where Point-To-Point Transmission Service Schedule 11 revenue received under this Tariff and
revenue distributed and allocated under Attachment AU are credited and annually updated to adjust
the Transmission Owner’s Commission approved annual revenue requirement for upgrades
eligible for cost recovery under Schedule 11, the entry in Column (4) of Table 3 shall be Not
Applicable (N/A).
Table 3
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(1)
Zone

1
1a
1b
1c
1d
1e
1f
1g
1h
2
3
4
5
6
6a
6b
7
7a
7b
7c
8
9
9a
9b
10
11
11a
11b
11c
12
13
14
14a

(2)
Zone Name / Transmission Owner

American Electric Power –West
American Electric Power (Public Service
Company of Oklahoma and Southwestern
Electric Power Company) See Section II.3
East Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Tex-La Electric Cooperative of Texas, Inc.
Deep East Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
AEP West Transmission Companies (AEP
Oklahoma Transmission Company, Inc. and
AEP Southwestern Transmission Company,
Inc.)
Coffeyville Municipal Light and Power
(CMLP)
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
(AECC)
Reserved for Future Use
City Utilities of Springfield, Missouri
Empire District Electric Company
Grand River Dam Authority
Kansas City Power & Light Company
Kansas City Power & Light Company
City of Independence, Missouri
Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
Midwest Energy, Inc.
KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations Company
KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations
Company
Transource Missouri, LLC
Southwestern Power Administration
Southwestern Public Service Company
Southwestern Public Service Company
Reserved for Future Use
Lea County Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Westar Energy, Inc. (Kansas Gas & Electric and
Westar Energy)
Westar Energy, Inc. (Kansas Gas
& Electric and Westar Energy)
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(3)
Zonal ATRR
Credit
Included

(4)
Schedule 11
Credit
Included

N/A

N/A

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
N/A

N/A

$0
N/A

$0
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
$0
N/A

N/A
$0

N/A
$0

N/A
$0
N/A
N/A

N/A
$0
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
$0

$0
$0

N/A
N/A
$0
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
$0
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

14b
14c
15
15a
15b
15c
16
17
17a
17b
17c
18
19
19a
19b
19c
19d
19d
(i)
19d
(ii)
19d
(iii)
19d
(iv)
19d
(v)
19d
(vi)
19e
19f
19g
19h
19i
19j

Prairie Wind Transmission, LLC
Kansas Power Pool
Mid-Kansas Electric Company
Mid-Kansas Electric Company
ITC Great Plains
Prairie Wind Transmission, LLC
Lincoln Electric System
Nebraska Public Power District
Nebraska Public Power District
Central Nebraska Public Power and
Irrigation District
Tri-State G&T Association
Omaha Public Power District
Upper Missouri Zone
Western-UGP
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Heartland Consumers Power District
Missouri River Energy Services (Total)
Missouri River Energy Services
Moorhead Public Service
Orange City Municipal Utilities
City of Pierre, South Dakota
City of Sioux Center, Iowa
Watertown Municipal Utility
Department
East River Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.
Corn Belt Power Cooperative
NorthWestern Corporation (South Dakota)
Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative
Harlan Municipal Utilities
Central Power Electric Cooperative

N/A
$0

N/A
$0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

$0

$0

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
$0
N/A

N/A
$0
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
$0
N/A
N/A
N/A

SECTION II: Transmission Owner-Specific Requirements
1.

Southwestern Public Service Company
For Southwestern Public Service Company (“SPS”), the Existing Zonal ATRR for Zone 11 in
Column (3), of Section I, Table 1 of this Attachment H shall be calculated using: (1) the formula
rate as specified in Attachment O – SPS of the Xcel Energy Operating Companies Joint Open
Access Transmission Tariff (“Xcel Energy OATT”), (2) will be equal to the Current Year Revenue
Requirement with True Up as specified on line 6, page 1 of Attachment O – SPS of the Xcel
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Energy OATT, (3) and subject to the Implementation Procedures in Appendix 1 of Attachment O
– SPS of the Xcel Energy OATT. The results of the formula calculation shall be posted on the
SPP website and in an accessible location on SPS’s OASIS website by October 1 of each calendar
year and shall be effective on January 1 of the following year. The Existing Zonal ATRR for Zone
11, in Column (3), Section I, Table 1 of this Attachment H shall not be subject to adjustment
pursuant to section 34.1 for the previous calendar year’s total firm Point-to-Point transmission
revenue allocated to SPS under Attachment L when determining the monthly zonal Demand
Charge for Zone 11.
2.

American Electric Power
The American Electric Power ATRR for purposes of the Network Integrated Transmission Service
shall be (i) calculated using the formula rate set forth in Addendum 1 to this Attachment H, (ii)
posted on the SPP website by May 25 of each calendar year, and (iii) effective on July 1 of such
year.

3.

Nebraska Public Power District: Formula Rate Implementation Protocols and Formula
Rate Template
Section 1.

Annual Updates

The Formula Rate Template set forth in Addendum 7 and these Formula Rate
Implementation Protocols (“Protocols”) together comprise the filed rate by Southwest
Power Pool (“SPP”) for calculating Nebraska Public Power District’s (“NPPD”) Zonal
ATRR for Transmission Service under the SPP OATT. NPPD must follow the instructions
specified in the Formula Rate Template to calculate the rates for NITS, the rates for
Schedule 1 Service, the rates for Point-to-Point services over facilities in SPP Zone 17 and
the ATRR for Base Plan Upgrades and other network upgrades.
The initial Zonal ATRR and the initial rates will be in effect for a partial year from the
effective date of NPPD’s transfer of operational control of its transmission facilities to SPP
until December 31, 2009. The Formula Rate shall be recalculated each year with the
resulting rates to become effective on and after January 1 of each year through December
31 of such year. The resulting rates implemented each January 1 will be subject to review
and true-up as further provided in the Protocols.
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No later than September 1, 2009 and September 1 of each year thereafter, NPPD, upon
initial approval of NPPD’s Board of Directors, shall determine its projected Zonal ATRR,
and resulting rates for the following calendar year, in accordance with the Protocols and
the Formula Rate Template of Addendum 7 of this Attachment H. NPPD will post such
determination on its website and will send such determination to SPP for posting on the
publicly accessible portion of the SPP website. Contemporaneously, NPPD shall provide
notice to its wholesale customers and interested parties of its projected Zonal ATRR and
resultant rates, including all inputs in sufficient detail to identify the components of
NPPD’s Zonal ATRR. Commencing September 1 of each year, such parties may submit
written questions and answers will be provided by NPPD within ten (10) business days.
NPPD will post on the NPPD website responses to any such inquiries and information
regarding frequently asked questions. No later than September 30 of each year, NPPD will
hold a meeting with wholesale customers and interested parties to explain the formula rate
input projections and provide an opportunity for oral and written comments. Written
comments must be submitted no later than October 30. No later than December 15 of each
year, NPPD will provide to SPP for posting on the publicly accessible portion of the SPP
website NPPD’s final Zonal ATRR and resulting rates to become effective January 1 of
the following calendar year.
Section 2.

True-Up Adjustments

On or before June 1, 2010 and on or before June 1 of each year thereafter, NPPD will
calculate the True-Up Adjustment with supporting data inputs in sufficient detail to identify
the projected and actual cost of each element of NPPD’s Zonal ATRR and actual revenues.
NPPD will reflect the True-Up Adjustment as a line item in its Zonal ATRR noticed on
September 1, 2010 and in the ATRR noticed on September 1 of each year thereafter. The
True-Up Adjustment will be determined in the following manner:
(1)

Actual transmission revenues associated with transactions included in the Divisor of the
Formula Rate Template for the previous calendar year will be compared to the Actual Zonal
ATRR. The Actual Zonal ATRR shall be calculated in accordance with the Formula Rate
Template and actual data for the previous year. For each year, NPPD will complete and
make available for review, on its website, actual data as recorded in accordance with
FERC’s Uniform System of Accounts, including an affidavit of the Chief Financial Officer
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of NPPD attesting to the accuracy of the cost and revenue data set forth therein. In addition,
NPPD shall provide an explanation of any change in accounting policies and practices that
NPPD employed during the preceding twelve-month period that affect transmission
accounts or the allocation of common costs to transmission. Actual costs incurred during
the applicable calendar year will be compared to actual revenues recovered during such
period to determine whether there was any under-recovery or over-recovery. The True-Up
Adjustment and related calculations shall be posted no later than June 1 on NPPD’s website
and on the publicly accessible portion of the SPP website. Commencing June 1 of each
year, any interested party may submit written questions and answers will be provided by
NPPD within ten (10) business days. NPPD will post on the NPPD website responses to
any such inquiries and information regarding frequently asked questions.

Written

comments must be submitted no later than July 15 of each year. NPPD will post on the
NPPD website the final True-Up Adjustment no later than September 1 of each year.
(2)

Interest on any over-recovery or under-recovery of the Zonal ATRR shall be based on the
interest rate equal to NPPD’s actual short-term debt costs, capped at the applicable interest
rate set forth in 18 C.F.R. §35.19a of the Commission’s regulations. The interest rate equal
to NPPD’s actual short-term debt costs shall be calculated in accordance with Worksheet
K to the Formula Rate Template.

(3)

The Zonal ATRR for transmission services for the following year shall be the sum of the
projected Zonal ATRR for the following year and a True-Up Adjustment for the previous
year, including interest as explained above.

Section 3.

NPPD Formula Rate Blank Template

NPPD’s Formula Rate Template to be used for calculating the Zonal ATRR and NITS
rates, Schedule 1 rates, Point-to-Point rates, ATRR Base Plan Upgrade and other network
upgrades set forth in Attachment H – Addendum 7. The provisions of such Formula Rate
Template are not subject to changes except through a filing under Section 205 or 206 of
the Federal Power Act.
4. Omaha Public Power District
For the Omaha Public Power District (“OPPD”), the ATRR for purposes of the Network
Integration Transmission Service, Base Plan Upgrades, Scheduling, System Control, and
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Dispatch Service, and for the determination of Point-to-Point rates shall be calculated using the
Formula-based Rate Template set forth in Attachment H - Addendum 8 of this Tariff. The
ATRR and rates calculated pursuant to the formula-based rate template shall be revised annually.
The results of such annual calculations shall be posted on OPPD’s OASIS website and in a
publically accessible location on the Transmission Provider’s website by May 15 of each
calendar year. Written comments will be accepted until June 15 and the annual revenue
requirement and rates shall become effective from August 1 of such year through July 31 of the
following year. Initially, the rates calculated pursuant to the formula-based rate template and
incorporated into this SPP OATT will be in place through July 31, 2009.

5. Lincoln Electric System
For the Lincoln Electric System (“LES”), ATRR of Network Integration Transmission Service,
Base Plan Upgrades, Scheduling, System Control and Dispatch Service, and for the determination
of Point-to-Point rates shall be calculated using the forward-looking Formula Rate Template set
forth in Attachment H - Addendum 6 of this Tariff. The ATRR and rates calculated pursuant to
the forward-looking formula rate template shall be revised annually. The results of such annual
calculations shall be posted on LES’ public page of the SPP OASIS website by October 31 of each
calendar year. Customers will be given an opportunity to ask questions by November 30 and to
seek information regarding the calculations. Written comments will be accepted until November
15. The annual revenue requirement and rates derived therefrom shall become effective from
January 1 through December 31 of the following year. Initially, the rates calculated pursuant to
the historical formula based rate template and incorporated into this SPP OATT will be in place
through December 31, 2012. Rates calculated pursuant to the forward-looking formula rate
template and incorporated into this SPP OATT will be in place through December 31, 2013.

1.

Actual Net Revenue Requirement (calculated in accordance with page 1, line 7 of

Attachment H, Addendum 6) for the previous year shall be compared to the projections made for
that same year (True-Up Year) to determine any excess or shortfall in the projected revenue
requirement that was used for billing purposes in the True-Up Year. In addition, actual divisor
loads (based on a 12 CP average) will be compared to projected divisor loads (page 1, line 10 of
Attachment H, Addendum 6) and the difference multiplied by the rate actually billed to determine
any excess or shortfall in collection due to volume. The sum of the excess or shortfall due to the
actual versus projected revenue requirement and the excess or shortfall due to volume shall
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constitute the True-up Adjustment. The True-up Adjustment and related calculations shall be
posted to the Transmission Provider’s public webpage of the SPP OASIS website no later than
June 1. LES will provide an explanation of the True-up Adjustment in response to customer
inquiries and will post on its public page of the SPP OASIS website information regarding
frequently asked questions.
2.

Interest on any over recovery of the net revenue requirement or any over recovery due to

volume changes shall be determined based on the Commission’s regulation at 18 C.F.R. § 35.19a.
Interest on any under recovery of the net revenue requirement or any under recovery due to volume
changes shall be determined using the interest rate equal to LES’s actual short-term debt costs
capped at the applicable FERC refund interest rate. In either case, the interest payable shall be
calculated using an average interest rate for the twenty-four (24) months during which the over or
under recovery in the revenue requirement or volume changes exists. The interest rate to be applied
to the over or under recovery amounts will be determined using the average rate for the nineteen
(19) months preceding August of the current year. The interest amount (page 1, line 6e of
Attachment H, Addendum 6) will be included in the projected costs made available October 31.
3.

The Net Revenue Requirement for transmission services for the following year shall be the

sum of the projected revenue requirement for the following year (page 1, line 1 of Attachment H,
Addendum 6) minus Total Transmission Revenue Credits (page 1, line 5 of Attachment H,
Addendum 6), plus or minus the True-up Adjustment (page 1, line 6c minus line 6d plus line 6e
of Attachment H, Addendum 6) from the previous year, if any, including interest, as explained.
4.

Example True-up of 2012 Net Revenue Requirement
• 2012 Projected Net Revenue Requirement was $20,000,000, projected load was
500,000 kW and the resulting rate was $40.0000 per kW-year.
• 2012 Actual Net Revenue Requirement was $19,500,000, actual 12 CP load was
475,000 kW resulting in a rate of $41.0526 per kW-year.

5.

True-Up Calculation
• There is an over recovery of the net revenue requirement equal to $500,000
($20,000,00 - $19,500,000 = $500,000).
• There is a $1,000,000 shortfall in revenue collection due to volume ((500,000 kW –
475,000 kW) x $40.00 per kW-year = $1,000,000).
• The total True-up Adjustment amount would be a net under recovery of $500,000
($500,000 (over recovery) - $1,000,000 (shortfall) = -$500,000 (shortfall))

6.

Interest on True-up Adjustment
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Interest will be applied to the True-up Adjustment for the twenty-four (24) months
during which the under recovery existed, from January 1, 2012 through December 31,
2013. The interest rate applied will be Lincoln Electric System’s average monthly
short-term debt interest rate, capped at the FERC refund interest rate, in effect January
1, 2012 through July 31, 2013.
7.

Informational Posting
Lincoln Electric System will post all information relating to the True-up Adjustment
no later than June 1, 2014, affording interested parties at least seven months to review
these calculations in advance of the related January 1 rate change. LES will provide an
explanation of the True-up Adjustment amounts in response to customer inquiries and
will post on the OASIS information regarding frequently asked questions. This Trueup Adjustment with interest will be included in the projected 2015 net revenue
requirement and estimated rates will be made available to customers by October 31,
2014. New rates will take effect on January 1, 2015.

6. Mid-Kansas Electric Company, LLC
No changes to the ratios used to establish rates pursuant to Addendum 19 of this Attachment H
will take effect unless accepted for approval by the FERC pursuant to the Federal Power Act.

7. Sunflower Electric Power Corporation
No changes to the ratios used to establish rates pursuant to Addendum 20 of this Attachment H
will take effect unless accepted for approval by the FERC pursuant to the Federal Power Act.
Commented [ETR3]: Changes in italics were filed with FERC
on 6/5/2017 in Docket No. ER17-1759.

8. Southwestern Power Administration
The NITS ATRR component shown in 10a(i) of Column (3) in Table 1 of Attachment H
associated with the Southwestern Power Administration Zonal ATRR stated in 10a of Column (3)
of Table 1 of Attachment H shall be calculated as follows:
A. Southwestern Power Administration shall determine the ratio of: (i) the capacity on
Southwestern Power Administration’s transmission system utilized for Network Integration
Transmission Service which shall be based on Southwestern Power Administration’s Power
Repayment Study filed before the Commission and employed in the Commission’s final
confirmation of Southwestern Power Administration’s Zonal ATRR to (ii) the total capacity on
the transmission system of Southwestern Power Administration available for Network
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Integration Transmission Service which is as stated in Section 2.3.3 of Southwestern Power
Administration’s Rate Schedule NFTS-13A and is 872,000 kilowatts.
B. Southwestern Power Administration shall apply this ratio to Southwestern Power
Administration’s Zonal ATRR stated in 10a of Column (3) of Table 1 of this Attachment H.
C. Southwestern Power Administration shall provide the Transmission Provider with supporting
documentation when the calculation of the NITS ATRR is revised pursuant to this section,
which shall be posted on the SPP website. Southwestern Power Administration will provide
electronic notice of the revised NITS ATRR to all interested parties through the Formula Rate
Posting Information Notification List. As used in this section “Formula Rate Posting
Information Notification List” means the email exploder maintained by the Transmission
Provider of interested parties, provided that such interested parties request to be added to the
Formula Rate Posting Information Notification List through the “Exploder List” link on the
SPP website.

As of April 2017, the Exploder List was titled “Formula Rate Posting

Information Notification” and could be accessed at http://www.spp.org/stakeholdercenter/exploder-lists/.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Markets and Operations Policy Committee
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
Kummer Ridge-Roundup Re-evaluation Scope

Organizational Roster
The following members represent the Transmission Working Group (TWG):
Travis Hyde (Chairman), OG&E
Scott Benson, LES
John Boshears, CUS
John Fulton, SPS
Joe Fultz, GRDA
Daniel Benedict, Independence P&L
Dan Lenihan, OPPD
Randy Lindstrom, NPPD
Jim McAvoy, OMPA
Matt McGee, AEP
Chris Pink, Tri-State G&T
John Knofczynski, East River

James Ging, Kansas Power Pool
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric
Michael Mueller, AECC
Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains
John Payne, KEPCo
Jason Shook, GDS Associates
Richard Dahl, MRES
Kalun Kelley, WFEC
Harold Wyble, KCPL
Noman Williams, South Central MCN
Matthew Stoltz, BEPC
Gayle Nansel, WAPA

Background
In April 2016, the SPP Board approved the 2016 ITPNT Portfolio including the 115kV transmission line
between the Roundup and Kummer Ridge substations. At that time Basin Electric (BEPC) requested for
the upgrade to be re-evaluated via an expedited process due to concerns about right of way and right
sizing. The Board approved the expedited re-evaluation. On July 26, 2016 the Board approved to change
the voltage of the new line from 115kV to 345kV from the re-evaluation.
On February 23, 2017, BEPC submitted a written request to SPP stating they received updated load
forecasts from member companies. The new load forecasts showed a reduced rate of growth than was
previously projected for this region. The reduced forecast could affect the need for some of the facilities
included in the NTC.
SPP Staff, acting on behalf of BEPC, presented an out-of-cycle expedited re-evaluation proposal at the
Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) and the SPP Board of Directors. The SPP Board of
Directors (Board) approved the proposed expedited re-evaluation of the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV
line for an expedited re-evaluation due to updated load forecasts from member companies.
Analysis
The scope of this re-evaluation is to determine if the needs that drove the project no longer appear when
the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV line is removed from the models. If the need no longer appears, staff
will recommend withdrawal of the NTC.
If the need appears within the models, staff will recommend, according to Tariff or Business Practices:
A. The current NTC as it is written
B. The modification of the NTC, or

C. Withdrawal of the NTC if the need appears in later years that fall outside the financial expenditure
window.
A contingency analysis will be performed a subset of 2018 ITPNT models for Years 5 and 10 while
monitoring voltage and thermal limits per the SPP Planning Criteria and local planning criteria. A
comparison will be done between the cases with and without the project to determine if the needs that drove
the project appear when the project is removed.
SPP Transmission Services and SPP Generator Interconnection will perform a high-level review to
determine preliminary impacts of the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV upgrade on executed agreements.
If preliminary impacts are found, Transmission Services and Generator Interconnection may need to
perform more detailed analysis based upon the results of this re-evaluation.
Once the analysis has concluded, the recommendation will be presented to the TWG in September, and
the MOPC and to the BOD in October 2017.
TWG approved the Kummer Ridge-Roundup Re-evaluation scope on June 21, 2017 with a unanimous
vote.
Recommendations
The MOPC recommends the BOD approve the Kummer Ridge-Roundup Scope.
Approved:

MOPC
Passed Unanimously

July 11-12, 2017

Approved:

TWG

6/21/2017

Approved unanimously in favor with 17 out of 24 members present
Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

Scope of Work
Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV
Re-evaluation
NTC-C #200417-UID #51501

June 21, 2017
Southwest Power Pool

Scope of Work
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NTC-C #200417 – UID #51501
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Version Control
Version

Date

Author

Change Description

1.0

6/14/2017

Staff

Initial document

Overview
Basin Electric Power Cooperative (BEPC) submitted a written request to SPP stating they have updated
the load forecast to a reduced rate of growth for this region. The reduced forecast may have an effect on
facilities in the region. SPP Staff, acting on behalf of BEPC, presented an out-of-cycle expedited reevaluation proposal at the Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC). The SPP board of directors
(Board) approved the proposed expedited re-evaluation of the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV line due
to updated load forecasts from member companies.
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Scope of Work
Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV Re-evaluation
NTC-C #200417 – UID #51501

On May 17, 2016, SPP issued BEPC a Notification to Construct with Conditions (“NTC-C”) No. 200387 for
Network Upgrade 51501 for a project identified as needed in the 2016 Integrated Transmission Planning
Near-Term Assessment (ITPNT) approved by the Board on July 26, 2016. On August 17, 2016, SPP issued
BEPC a Notification to Construct with Conditions (“NTC-C”) No. 200409 for Network Upgrade 51501 with
modifications to Network Upgrade Description approved by the Board on July 26, 2016, to change the
voltage of the new line from 115kV to 345kV. On December 9, 2016, SPP received BEPC’s NTC-C Project
Estimate (“CPE”) for the Network Upgrade specified in NTC-C No. 200409. On December 27, 2016, SPP
issued a Notification to Construct (NTC) No. 200417 to BEPC directing them to construct the Network
Upgrade.
BEPC requested the Upgrade ID No. 51501, Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV Ckt 1 New Line, be
considered for an expedited re-evaluation.

Figure 1 – Kummer Ridge-Roundup Map

On February 23, 2017, BEPC submitted a written request to SPP stating they received updated load
forecasts from member companies. The new load forecasts showed a reduced rate of growth than was
previously projected for this region. The reduced forecast could affect the need for some of the facilities
included in the NTC.
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Scope of Work
Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV Re-evaluation
NTC-C #200417 – UID #51501

Scope Determination
This re-evaluation will look at the need for the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV upgrade. The study will
use 2019, 2022 and 2027 model sets.

If the needs that drove the project no longer appear when the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV line is
removed from these models, then staff will recommend withdrawal of the NTC.
If the need appears within these models, staff will recommend, according to Tariff or Business Practices:

A. The current NTC as it is written
B. The modification of the NTC, or
C. Withdrawal of the NTC if the need appears in later years that fall outside the financial expenditure
window.

Study Process

Models
The models used for the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV re-evaluation will be the final 2018 ITPNT
models. SPP will analyze models for the following seasons: 2022 light load, 2022 summer peak, 2022
winter peak, 2027 summer peak and 2027 winter peak. One set of the models will include the Kummer
Ridge 345 kV line and the other set will not. The modeling set is summarized in the table below.
Description
Year 5
(2022)

Year 10
(2027)

Scenario 0

Scenario 5

Summer Peak
Winter Peak

Winter Peak

Summer Peak
Winter Peak

Winter Peak

Base Reliability
Scenario
Summer Peak
N/A

SPP BA

Summer Peak
Winter Peak
Summer Peak
Winter Peak

Table 1 – Model Scenario Summary for Re-Evaluation

Analysis
A contingency analysis will be performed on all models while monitoring voltage and thermal limits per
the SPP Planning Criteria and local planning criteria. A comparison will be done between the cases with
and without the project to determine if the needs that drove the project appear when the project is
removed.
o Thermal violations: Loadings observed greater than 100% of Rate A for system intact conditions
or greater than 100% of Rate B for emergency situations
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o Voltage violations: Per-unit values less than 0.95 or greater than 1.05 for system intact conditions
or less than 0.90 or greater than 1.1 for emergency situations

Modeling areas 652, 659 and all first-tier modeling areas will be monitored during the study, while all nontariff facilities will be omitted. The contingencies that will be studied in the 2018 ITPNT will be utilized
during this study.

Other Impacts

SPP Transmission Services and SPP Generator Interconnection will perform a high-level review to
determine preliminary impacts of the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV upgrade on executed agreements.
If preliminary impacts are found, Transmission Services and Generator Interconnection may need to
perform more detailed analysis based upon the results of this re-evaluation.

Schedule
The table below shows a high-level estimated timeline of the project. Any delay of scope would have an
impact on project timelines.
Item
Model Development
Reliability Analysis
Generator Interconnection Analysis
Transmission Services Analysis
Results and Recommendation Development
Staff Review
TWG Meeting
MOPC Meeting
Board Meeting

Start Date
May 1
July 28
July 28
July 28
Aug. 28
Sept. 6

Figure 2 – NTC Re-evaluation Timeline

Completion Date
July 27
Aug. 27
Aug. 27
Aug. 27
Sept. 5
Sept. 12
Sept. 20
Oct. 17-18
Oct. 31
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Impact
The impact to SPP resources to complete this re-evaluation would be approximately 300 hours due to
this re-evaluation being unscheduled. Changes in workload, priorities, or a change in dedicated resources
required to complete this re-evaluation may necessitate outside resources with an estimated cost of up to
$54,300. The costs include labor to gather and prepare data, perform analysis, verify results and produce
the final presentation and recommendation. Restudies that may be requested are not included in this
scope of work.

Deliverables
A final presentation and recommendation will be completed in September and submitted as background
material for the TWG, MOPC and SPP Board of Directors meetings.

Risks
The following table gives the risks associated with the project and the measures to be taken for
mitigation:
Risk

Studies will be performed by SPP Staff. Existing SPP
workload, priorities or a change in dedicated resources
may change, causing resource deficiencies.
A change in scope may necessitate an extension to the
evaluations timeline.

Mitigation

Contract the study to a third party or dedicate
additional SPP resources. All costs associated with a
third party shall be borne by SPP membership.
Reschedule the presentation of re-evaluation
findings to subsequent working group meetings in
Q1 2018.

Table 2 – Risks
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Appendix
Link to NTC #200417:

https://www.spp.org/documents/46278/ntc%20200417%20bepc.pdf
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 11-12, 2017
XFR - Ft Smith 500/161 kV Ckt 3 Recommendation

Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Project Cost Working Group:
Tom Hestermann (Chair), Sunflower
Brian Studenka (Vice-Chair), ITC Great Plains
Al Ackland, KCPL
Peter Day, OG&E
Larry Holloway, KPP
Brenda Jessop, Westar
Brian Johnson, AEP
Tom Littleton, OMPA

Jonah Martin, Tri-State G&T
Kenny Munsell, SPS
Boyd Trester, Basin Electric
Art Wiese, NPPD
Shawnee Claiborn-Pinto, Public Utility
Commission of Texas (CAWG Liaison)
John O’Dell, SPP Staff Secretary

Background
The PCWG reviews projects in accordance with SPP Business Practice 7060 which establishes
applicable precision bandwidths for construction projects.
SPP identified the Project as a part of the final iteration of 2006-AG3 aggregate study, which was posted
September 16, 2008. The scope of the project included conversion of the Ft. Smith 161 kV substation to
a breaker and a half design and added a third 500/161 kV transformer bank. Estimated costs included in
the aggregate study 2006-AG3-AFS-11 was $ 9,750,000. Because the Study Estimate received met the
requirements of Condition No. 1 for NTC-C No. 200244, NTC No. 200296 was issued to OKGE on
September 2, 2014.
SPP issued NTC #20017 to Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company (OKGE) on January 16, 2009, with a
need date of June 1, 2017. Estimated costs included in the NTC was $11,000,000. Per Section 5.2 of
Business Practice 7060, baseline for this project was set at $14,000,000 on January 31, 2014.
In May 2017, OKGE submitted an updated cost estimate of $25,635,367. After escalation was applied to
the baseline established in 2014 for this legacy project at the beginning of 2017, a cost variance of
70.04% was identified for the Project.

UID

Owner

Latest Cost

50168

OGE

$25,635,637

Baseline Cost Estimate
Variance
(Including Escalation)
$15,076,469
$10,559,168

Variance %
70.04%

Analysis
Rock encountered in an area of 161 kV breaker and a half expansion that required extensive site work,
cost of keeping 161 kV lines energized throughout the project, cost of additional steel, and contingency
costs above estimate were among reasons contributing to variance.
OKGE listed an expected in-service date of May 2018.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends that the BOD accept the current cost estimate deviation for the XFR - Ft Smith
500/161 kV Ckt 3 as reasonable and reset the baseline used to evaluate future cost deviations.
Approved:

MOPC

July 11-12, 2017

Passed Unanimously
Approved:

PCWG

6/7/2017

PCWG passed a motion to approve the recommendation above without
opposition. SPS abstained from this motion.

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
MULTI – CHISHOLM – GRACEMONT 345 KV PCWG Recommendation
Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Project Cost Working Group:
Tom Hestermann (Chair), Sunflower
Brian Studenka (Vice-Chair), ITC Great
Plains
Al Ackland, KCPL
Peter Day, OG&E
Larry Holloway, KPP
Brenda Jessop, Westar
Brian Johnson, AEP
Tom Littleton, OMPA

Jonah Martin, Tri-State G&T
Kenny Munsell, SPS
Boyd Trester, Basin Electric
Art Wiese, NPPD
Shawnee Claiborn-Pinto, Public Utility
Commission of Texas (CAWG Liaison)
John O’Dell, SPP Staff Secretary

Background
The PCWG reviews projects in accordance with SPP Business Practice 7060 which establishes
applicable precision bandwidths for construction projects.
SPP identified this Project as part of the 2012 ITP10 study that was approved by the Board on January
31, 2012. The scope of this Project included construction of the Chisholm 345/230 kV substation, two
miles of 230 kV line to tap into an existing line from Sweetwater to Elk City, creating termination points at
the new Chisholm substation and 100 miles of new 345 kV line from Chisholm to Gracemont with
substation work at Gracemont Substation. SPP issued American Electric Power (AEP) and OKGE NTCCs 200183 and 200185, respectively. The study estimate for the Project was listed as $175,061,392.
SPP received NTC-C Project Estimate (“CPEs”) for Network Upgrades totaling $162,952,357. SPP
approved the CPEs as meeting requirements for Condition No. 1 of the NTC-Cs. AEP’s portion of the
CPE totaled $119,098,857. SPP issued NTC 200240 to OKGE on 12/20/2013 and NTC 200255 to AEP
on 2/6/2014.
In May 2017, AEP submitted updated cost estimates. As a result, cost estimates totaled $127,678,129.
After escalation was applied to the established baseline estimate at the beginning of 2017, a cost
variance of -29.02% was identified for the Project.
Baseline Cost
Estimate
UID
Owner Latest Cost
Variance
Variance %
(Including
Escalation)
50413

AEP

$65,082,311

$103,053,724

($37,971,413)

-36.85%

50414

AEP

$17,471,695

$ 22,529,425

($5,057,730)

-22.45%

50768

AEP

$1,270,623

$ 5,879,705

($4,609,082)

-78.39%

50419

OGE

$43,853,500

$ 48,406,059

($4,552,559)

-9.40%

Total

$127,678,129

$179,868,913

($52,190,784)

-29.02%

Analysis
AEP listed that costs were reduced due to determination of a shorter line route, which resulted in material
and construction costs being lower than estimated. There was also a reduction in project contingency.
AEP lists an in-service date of March 1, 2018.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends that the BOD accept the current cost estimate deviation for the MULTI –
CHISHOLM – GRACEMONT 345 KV as reasonable and reset the baseline used to evaluate future cost
deviations.
Approved:

MOPC

July 11-12, 2017

Passed Unanimously

Approved:

PCWG
Motion passed unanimously

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

6/7/2017

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
Multi - Viola 345/138kV Transformer and 138 kV Lines to Clearwater and Gill PCWG
Recommendation
Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the PCWG:
Tom Hestermann (Chair), Sunflower
Brian Studenka (Vice-Chair), ITC Great
Plains
Al Ackland, KCPL
Peter Day, OG&E
Larry Holloway, KPP
Brenda Jessop, Westar
Brian Johnson, AEP
Tom Littleton, OMPA

Jonah Martin, Tri-State G&T
Kenny Munsell, SPS
Boyd Trester, Basin Electric
Art Wiese, NPPD
Shawnee Claiborn-Pinto, Public Utility
Commission of Texas (CAWG Liaison)
John O’Dell, SPP Staff Secretary

Background
The PCWG reviews projects in accordance with SPP Business Practice 7060 which establishes
applicable precision bandwidths for construction projects.
SPP identified this Project as part of the 2013 ITPNT that was approved by the Board on January 29,
2013. The scope of the project included a new 345/138 kV transformer at Viola substation, a new 21.8mile 138 kV line from the new Viola substation to the Clearwater 138 kV substation, a new 27.9-mile 138
kV line from the new Viola substation to the Gill 138 kV substation, and 345 kV breakers at the Viola
substation. SPP issued Westar Energy, Inc. (WR) an NTC-C on February 20, 2013. The study estimate
listed for the Project was $78,162,713. On August 30, 2013, SPP received WR’s CPE for the Network
Upgrade specified in the NTC-C No. 200213. SPP approved the CPE as meeting the requirements of
Condition No. 1. The CPE submitted by WR totaled $77,566,974.
On September 10, 2013, NTC No. 200228 was issued to WR to construct the Project with a need date of
June 1, 2018.
In May 2017, WR submitted cost estimate updates totaling $67,066,974 for the Project. After escalation
was applied to the established baseline at the beginning of 2017, a cost variance of -21.67% was
identified for the Project.

UID

Owner

Latest Cost

Baseline Cost
Estimate
(Including Escalation)

50582
50583
50584
50612

WR
WR
WR
WR
Total

$13,331,670
$31,492,903
$17,234,744
$5,007,657
$67,066,974

$15,819,482
$39,729,430
$24,542,997
$5,527,516
$85,619,425

Variance

Variance %

($2,487,812)
($8,236,527)
($7,308,253)
($519,859)
($18,552,451)

-15.73%
-20.73%
-29.78%
-9.40%
-21.67%

Analysis
Reduction in engineering costs, costs of construction, and right of way acquisition resulted in reduction of
cost estimates.
Westar lists an in-service date of December 31, 2018 for this project.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends that the BOD accept the current cost estimate deviation for the Multi - Viola
345/138kV Transformer and 138 kV Lines to Clearwater and Gill as reasonable and reset the baseline
used to evaluate future cost deviations.
Approved:

MOPC

July 11-12, 2017

Passed Unanimously

Approved:

PCWG
Motion passed unanimously.

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

6/7/2017

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
MARKETS AND OPERATIONS POLICY COMMITTEE
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
Multi – Hoskins – Neligh PCWG Recommendation

Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Project Cost Working Group:
Tom Hestermann (Chair), Sunflower
Brian Studenka (Vice-Chair), ITC Great
Plains
Al Ackland, KCPL
Peter Day, OG&E
Larry Holloway, KPP
Brenda Jessop, Westar
Brian Johnson, AEP
Tom Littleton, OMPA

Jonah Martin, Tri-State G&T
Kenny Munsell, SPS
Boyd Trester, Basin Electric
Art Wiese, NPPD
Shawnee Claiborn-Pinto, Public Utility
Commission of Texas (CAWG Liaison)
John O’Dell, SPP Staff Secretary

Background
The PCWG reviews projects in accordance with SPP Business Practice 7060 which establishes
applicable precision bandwidths for construction projects.
SPP identified this Project as part of the 2012 ITP10 study that was approved by the Board on January
31, 2012. The scope of the project included 41 miles of new 345 kV line from Hoskins to Neligh, a new
substation at Neligh with 345 kV transformer and all necessary 345 kV equipment, necessary 115 kV
terminal equipment at the new Neligh substation, and approximately 18 miles of new 115 kV transmission
line to Neligh East 345/115 kV to the existing 115 kV transmission system. SPP issued Nebraska Public
Power District (NPPD) an NTC-C on April 9, 2012. The study estimate for this Project was $96,702,400.
SPP received NPPD’s CPE for the Network Upgrade specified in NTC-C No. #200186 and later approved
the CPE as meeting the requirements of Condition No. 1 of the NTC-C. The CPE submitted by NPPD
was $98,697,720.
On March 11, 2013, NTC #200220 was issued to NPPD to construct the project with a need date of
March 1, 2019.
On February 19, 2014, NTC #200253 was issued to NPPD to accelerate the need date from March 1,
2019, to June 1, 2016 pursuant to the Board’s approving the 2014 ITPNT study.
In April 2017, NPPD submitted updated cost estimates totaling $81,544,519 for the Project. After
escalation was applied to the established baseline at the beginning of 2017, a cost variance of -23.28%
was identified for the Project.

UID

Owner

Latest Cost

Baseline Cost
Estimate
(Including Escalation)

Variance

Variance %

50440

NPPD

$51,692,703

$74,062,375

($22,369,672)

-30.20%

50441

NPPD

$10,082,325

$13,050,368

($2,968,043)

-22.74%

50621

NPPD

$19,769,491

$19,173,906

$595,585

3.11%

Total

$81,544,519

$106,286,649

($24,742,130)

-23.28%

Analysis
Original estimates for this project reflected more mileage of new 115 kV line, rebuilt 115 kV line, and new
345 kV line than actually required. Substantial reduction in engineering, material and construction costs
also contributed to reported cost variance.
Recommendation
The MOPC recommends that the BOD accept the current cost estimate deviation for the Multi – Hoskins
– Neligh project line as reasonable and reset the baseline used to evaluate future cost deviation.
NPPD lists an in-service date of April 1, 2018 for this project.
Approved:

MOPC

July 11-12, 2017

Passed Unanimously

Approved:

PCWG
Motion passed at PCWG unanimously

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

6/7/2017

SPC Report to the
Board
Mike Wise
July 2017

1

SPC Update Items
•

High Priority Study Considerations

•

Zonal Placement Update

•

Export Pricing Task Force Update

•

Strategic Plan Update

2

High Priority Study
Considerations
•

Discussed on 6/27 Conference Call

•

Discussed again at SPC Meeting 7/13

•

General to proceed as follows:

•

Perform study incorporating AEP’s ideas

•

No speculative wind (i.e., over 5 GW)

•

Recommend to Board proposal to move forward

•

Don’t get trapped by the study label(i.e., step away from
the “High Priority” label

•

Urge MOPC/MWG to move forward with the study
innovations proposed by AEP.

3

SPC Update Zonal Placement
•

SPC Met 6 times to consider staff proposals

•

See Zonal Placement Process Slide Deck

•

SPC Endorsed Zonal Placement Process
 2 No votes (Xcel, NPPD)
 1 Abstention (KEPCo)

•

SPC Seeking Board’s endorsement

4

SPC Update Export Pricing Task Force
 Task Force has met 5 times
 Focus has been on understanding opportunities and learning
 Inputs include: Regulatory, Operations, Legal, Markets, and
Planning, stakeholders
 No “Silver Bullet”
 Recommendations will likely be changes to the “marketplace”
 implemented over the next few years as resources (staff time and
dollars) are available.

 Task Force to be mothballed
 Encourage MWG to consider changes to accommodate hedging for
exports (Network and Point-to-Point)
 Encourage SSC to review price separation along the seams
(between MISO & SPP) to ensure Joint Planning capturing
opportunities
 SPC Open to consider new business cases

5

Strategic Plan Update
•

SPC met in its annual retreat to consider signposts

•

Discussed / Takeaways





Consumption
Distribution Generation
Generation
Other Matters

•

No Changes to the Four Foundational Strategies

•

Some modifications to the Initiatives/priorities

6

7

Reliability Assurance Strategy
Initiatives

•

Integration of Variable Energy
Resources (A)
 Including DERs

•

Grid Resiliency (A)
 Cyber and Physical Security

•

Reliability Excellence (B)
 Relay Misoperations Improvement

•

Regional Resource Need and Value
Assessment (C)

Initiatives
•

ARR/TCR Feasibility (A)

•

Optimization Strategies for the
Future (Policies/Economics) (B)

•

Value Pricing (A)
 Import/Export Strategy
 Cost Allocation
 Market Initiatives

9

Economical, Optimized Transmission
System Strategy

10

Interdependent Systems Strategy
Initiatives

•

Transmission (Seams) (A)

•

Optimize Markets Efficiencies
Along Seams (A)
 Mkt Initiatives for exports

•

Optimize Natural Gas Pipeline
System Seams (A)

Initiatives

•

Communication Strategy (A)

•

PMO Best Practices (B)

•

Strategic Membership Exp. (A)
 Exit Policies

•

Communication/Education (A)

11

Member Value & Affordability
Strategy

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE
Recommendation to the SPP Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
Zonal Placement Process

Organizational Roster
The following persons are members of the Strategic Planning Committee:
Michael Wise (Chairman)
Larry Altenbaumer
Traci Bender
Mark Crisson
Jim Eckelberger
Graham Edwards
Les Evans
Dennis Florom
Bill Grant
Robert Janssen
Jake Langthorn
Venita McCellon-Allen
Mike Risan
Ray Wahle
Michael Desselle (Staff Secretary)

Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Director
Nebraska Public Power District
Director
Director
Director
Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Lincoln Electric System
Southwestern Public Service
Dogwood Energy, LLC
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co.
SWEPCO
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Missouri River Energy Services
Southwest Power Pool

Background
In July 2016, Kansas City Power & Light Company submitted Revision Request 172 for consideration by
the Regional Tariff Working Group. The purpose of RR 172 was to address cost shifts associated with
new Transmission Owners being placed in pre-existing rate zones. The revision request was presented
and discussed in an RTWG meeting in September 2016 and no action was taken at that time. The issue
was brought to the attention of the Strategic Planning Committee during its meeting on October 13, 2016.
SPP Staff was asked to draft a straw proposal to address the issue for consideration by the SPC at its
meeting in January.
On January 19, 2017, SPP staff presented a straw proposal which addressed various issues associated
with zonal placement of existing transmission facilities. The proposal included requirements for the
potential Transmission Owner (“Applicant Transmission Owner” or “ATO”) to provide information
regarding existing transmission facilities to be transferred to SPP’s functional control, criteria for
determining the rate zone in which to place those facilities, and options for mitigation of cost shifts that
may result from including the associated revenue requirements in zonal rates under Schedule 9. The
issue was discussed further in subsequent meetings of the SPC on March 21, April 20, June 2, and July
13, 2017. In addition, SPP staff received feedback from interested parties regarding aspects of the
proposal. At each meeting, the draft proposal by SPP staff was further revised, with various elements
added or removed, taking into account the comments of meeting participants and recommendations by
the SPC.
During its meeting on July 13, 2017, the SPC approved a document to direct SPP staff’s internal
processes when addressing a request for existing transmission facilities to be placed under the functional
control of SPP.

Analysis
The document approved by the SPC is entitled “Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process” and is
attached to the Board’s meeting materials. It establishes a four-step process for SPP staff to follow when
addressing placement of an ATO’s existing transmission facilities under the SPP Tariff:
(1) Notification by the ATO of its intent to transfer functional control;
(2) Collection of information necessary for analysis of zonal placement and resulting cost shifts;
(3) Notification of potentially affected parties and analysis to determine the rate zone in which the
facilities are to be integrated and the cost shifts associated with the integration; and
(4) Negotiation period prior to filing with the FERC.
This process can serve to enhance transparency and the timely provision of information to all parties
concerned, including the affected Transmission Customers and Transmission Owners, SPP staff, and the
ATO. In addition, the possibility of a negotiated outcome is improved with a period set aside for the
purpose of discussion among affected parties.
Two additional elements were considered by the SPC during its discussions but were not included in the
approved process: criteria for SPP staff to follow in determining zonal placement of the transferring
facilities and a plan to mitigate adverse cost impacts on Transmission Customers. Because these were
not included in the process, SPP staff will continue to apply internally-developed criteria in making the
zonal placement assessments necessary for filings with the FERC. Even without these two elements,
however, the four steps described in the approved process document are expected to improve the flow of
information related to both zonal placement assessments and resulting cost impacts.
Recommendation
The SPC recommends the Board of Directors endorse the document entitled, “Transmission Owner Zonal
Placement Process.”
Approved:

Strategic Planning Committee
2 opposed (NPPD, SPS)
1 abstained (KEPCO)

Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

Date Approved: July 13, 2017

Zonal Placement
Process
July 25, 2017

Outline
I.

Background

II.

Development of the Zonal Placement Process

III.

Overview of the Four Steps

IV.

SPC Recommendation

V.

Discussion

2

Background
3

Transmission Owner Changes
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15
13

7

11
8
14
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16 2

10

12
9

5

3

4 17

1

16

Stars do not indicate exact placement of Facilities

Transmission Owner Placed in Tariff
1.

ETEC in AEP (1/1/2007)

2.

ITC Great Plains in MKEC (8/18/2009)

3.

OMPA in AEP (1/1/2010)

4.

OMPA in OGE (1/1/2010)

5.

Transcos in AEP (7/1/2010)

6.

Prairie Wind (4/1/2011)

7.

Prairie Wind (4/1/2011)

8.

Kansas Power Pool in Westar (12/20/2011)

9.

Tri-County in SPS (4/1/2012)

10.

Coffeyville in AEP (7/1/2013)

11.

Transource MO (1/1/2014)

12.

Lea County in SPS (4/1/2014)

13.

CNPPD in NPPD (1/1/2015)

14.

City of Independence in KCPL (6/1/2015)

15.

Tri-State in NPPD (1/1/2016)

16.

AECC in AEP (7/1/2016)

17.

AECC in OGE (7/1/2016)

18.

Integrated System (10/1/2015)
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UMZ Additions
Upper Missouri Zone – Total
19a
19b
19c
19d
19d(i)
19d(ii)
19d(iii)
19d(iv)
19d(v)
19d(vi)
19d(vii)
19d(viii)

19e
19f
19g
19h
19i
19j
19k

Western-UGP
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Heartland Consumers Power District
Missouri River Energy Services (Total)
Missouri River Energy Services
Moorhead Public Service
Orange City Municipal Utilities
City of Pierre, South Dakota
City of Sioux Center, Iowa
Watertown Municipal Utility Department
Denison Municipal Utilities
Vermillion Light & Power

East River Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.
Corn Belt Power Cooperative
NorthWestern Corporation (South Dakota)
Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative
Harlan Municipal Utilities
Central Power Electric Cooperative
Mountrail-Williams Electric Cooperative

5

Upper Missouri Zone Information
Number from
Zone
Zonal
Number
Placement
from
Changes Attachment
Map
H
16
16

19

Transmission Owner

Effective Date

Resolution

Upper Missouri Zone – Total

19a

Western-UGP

10/1/2015

As Filed

16

19b

Basin Electric Power Cooperative

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19c

Heartland Consumers

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19d

Missouri River Energy Services - Total

10/1/2015

Settled

Power District

16

19d (i)

Missouri River Energy Services

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19d(ii)

Moorhead Public Service

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19d(iii)

Orange City Municipal Utilities

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19d(iv)

City of Pierre, South Dakota

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19d(v)

City of Sioux Center, Iowa

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19d(vi)

Watertown Municipal Utility Department

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19d(vii)

Denison Municipal Utilities

2/1/2107

In Settlement

16

19d(viii)

Vermillion Light & Power

2/1/2017

In Settlement

16

19e

East River Electric Power Cooperative,

10/1/2015

Settled

16

19f

Corn Belt Power Cooperative

10/1/2015

In Settlement

16

19g

NorthWestern Corporation (South Dakota)

10/1/2015

Settled

16
16

19h

Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative

19i

Harlan Municipal Utilities

10/1/2015
10/1/2015

Settled
As Filed

16

19j

Central Power Electric Cooperative

1/1/2016

Settled

16

19K

Mountrail-Williams Electric Cooperative

7/1/2017

In Settlement

6

New Transmission Owner Information
% Increase
Requested Existing Zonal
of
FERC
Existing
Zonal
ATRR Before
New Transmission Owner (TO)
Effective
Requested Approved
Zone
ATRR
New
& Docket Number
Date
Zonal
Zonal ATRR
Placement
(Schedule Transmission
ATRR to (Schedule 9)
9)
Owner
Zone

% Increase
from FREC
Approved
Zonal ATRR
to the Zone

Resolution

1

ETEC

ER07-396

AEP

1/1/2007

3,750,884

$88,681,579

0.47%

no change

no change

As Filed

2

ITC Great Plains

ER10-45

MKEC

8/18/2009

$673,368

$5,947,002

11.32%

no change

no change

As Filed

3

OMPA

ER10-273

AEP

1/1/2010

$748,647

$150,913,384

0.50%

no change

no change

As Filed

4

OMPA

ER10-273

OGE

1/1/2010

$106,268

$81,045,221

0.13%

no change

no change

As Filed

5

Transcos

ER11-2198

AEP

7/1/2010

$6,400

$133,972,249

0.005%

no change

no change

As Filed

6

Prairie Wind

ER11-3455

Regional

4/1/2011

No Sch 9

N/A

0.00%

No Sch 9

N/A

As Filed

7

Prairie Wind

ER11-3455

Regional

4/1/2011

No Sch 9

N/A

0.00%

No Sch 9

N/A

As Filed

8

Kansas Power Pool ER12-140

$122,022,353

0.43%

$350,243

0.29%

Settled

9

Tri-County

ER012-959

SPS

4/1/2012 $1,982,840

$110,464,906

1.79%

$0

0.00%

Hearing

10

Coffeyville

ER14-418

AEP

7/1/2013

$391,790

$183,137,376

0.21%

no change

no change

As Filed

11

Transource MO

ER14-236

Regional

1/1/2014

No Sch 9

N/A

0.00%

No Sch 9

N/A

As Filed

12

Lea County

ER14-1225

SPS

4/1/2014

$462,556

$109,581,048

0.42%

$388,000

0.35%

Settled

13

CNPPID

ER15-279

NPPD

1/1/2015

$536,767

$47,541,737

1.13%

$450,000

0.95%

14

City of Indepedence ER15-1499

KCPL

6/1/2015 $7,237,454

$35,262,529

20.52%

$3,000,000

8.51%

1/1/2017

$38,973,963*

$3,750,000

9.62%

Settled
Settled-Phase
In
Settled-Phase
In

1/1/2018

$38,973,963*

$5,000,000

12.83%

Settled-Phase
In

1/1/2016 $8,127,996

$45,213,710

17.98%

Pending

???

In Settlement

Westar

12/20/2011 $528,917

15

Tri-State

ER16-204

NPPD

16

AECC

ER16-1546

AEP

7/1/2016

$584,186

$218,568,931

0.27%

Pending

???

In Settlement

17

AECC

ER16-1546

OGE

7/1/2016

$433,586

$93,307,022

0.46%

Pending

???

In Settlement

* The % increase is based on the Schedule 9 ATRR for the Existing Zone’s TO at the time of the Phased-In ATRR for the New TO
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FERC Cases on Zonal Placement
SPP Case:
Tri-State/NPPD Case (Docket No. ER16-204):
* FERC Administrative Law Judge’s order -- dated February 23, 2017.
* Briefs were filed in March and April.

MISO Case:
MISO/City of Rochester, MN/NPS-Xcel Case(Docket Nos. ER15277 & ER14-2134):
* FERC order -- dated December 30, 2014; FERC conditionally approved a

request by MISO and the City of Rochester “to make proposed revisions to . . .
the MISO [Tariff] … subject to refund” and set the issues/dockets for hearing
and settlement judge procedures.

FERC 206 Docket (Docket No. EL17-44):
* In a rehearing Order in MISO/Rochester Docket – dated February 3, 2017,
FERC “institute[d] a proceeding pursuant to section 206 of the Federal Power Act
(FPA) to examine the Joint Pricing Zone Revenue Allocation Agreement (JPZ
Agreement) for Zone 16 of the MISO Tariff.”
* Briefs were filed in March and April.

8

Sch. 7 Zonal Rates – Jan. 2017
Zone
American Electric Power
City Utilities of Springfield
Empire District Electric
Grand River Dam Authority
Kansas City Power & Light
Oklahoma Gas & Electric
Midwest Energy
KCP&L Greater Missouri Operations
Southwestern Power Administration
Southwestern Public Service
Sunflower Electric
Western Farmers
Westar Energy
Mid-Kansas Electric
Lincoln Electric System
Nebraska Public Power District
Omaha Public Power District
Upper Missouri Zone

Monthly Rate
per MW
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

* Regulatory proceedings were pending in Jan. 2017

2,223
1,459
2,606
3,257
1,075
1,628
4,038
1,878
1,184
2,172
2,271
1,547 *
3,195
1,383
2,330
1,655 *
1,092
5,090 *

9

Development of the
Zonal Placement
Process
10

Zonal Placement Discussions
Introduction of Revision Request 172
 July 2016

SPP Organizational Group Meetings









September 2016 – RTWG
October 2016 – SPC
January 2017 – SPC
March 2017 – SPC
April 2017 – SPC
June 2017 – SPC
July 2017 – MOPC
July 2017 – SPC

Ad Hoc Stakeholder Meetings
 March 2017 – 2 Meetings
Individual Stakeholder Contacts by SPP Staff
AEP; Basin; Gridliance; KCP&L; KPP; MJMEUC; NPPD; OG&E

11

Key Issues
•

Timely notification of the integration of existing
facilities in a rate zone

•

Transparency and provision of information to
affected parties

•

Criteria used in determining:
 Whether to create a new zone
 If not placed in a new zone, which existing zone the
facilities will be placed in

•

Cost impacts associated with zonal placement of
the facilities

12

Result of SPC Discussions
•

On July 13, 2017, the SPC approved a fourstep process document to address zonal
placement

•

The document includes provisions for
notification, information flow, analysis, and
negotiation

•

The process does not address:
 Criteria for zonal placement
 A plan to mitigate cost shifts

13

Overview of the
Four Steps
14

Scope of the Process
• Applies

to existing transmission facilities:

 Facilities of a new Transmission Owner
 Facilities purchased by an existing Transmission
Owner
 In either case, the owner is referred to as the
“Applicant Transmission Owner” or “ATO”
• The

costs of such facilities are to be recovered
through Schedule 9 zonal rates

• The

process does not apply to construction of
new facilities, for which there are current Tariff
provisions in Attachments J, O, and Y
15

Process Flow Chart – 4 Steps
1. SPP Notified by ATO

2) SPP Requests Data from ATO

3) SPP Notifies Affected Parties and
Conducts Analysis
(A) Zonal Placement & (B) Cost Analysis

4) Negotiations – ATO & Zone

File Agreement
or Default

16

SPC Recommendation
Endorse the document entitled,
“Transmission Owner Zonal
Placement Process”

17

TRANSMISSION OWNER
ZONAL PLACEMENT
PROCESS

Published July 2017

For Strategic Planning Committee Review

Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION, SCOPE & STEPS
SUBSECTION A: INTRODUCTION TO ZONAL PLACEMENT
As the SPP region has expanded, the number of transmission pricing Zones in the SPP Tariff and the
number of Transmission Owners has grown commensurately. When SPP was approved as a
Regional Transmission Organization in 2004, the Tariff included 15 pricing Zones and 15 separate
Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (ATRR) amounts for Transmission Owners
receiving revenue under the Tariff. As of January 2017, the Tariff included 18 pricing Zones and 47
separate Zonal ATRR amounts for Transmission Owners. This expansion has been addressed over
the years through a variety of proceedings at the FERC. In view of the proceedings at FERC related
to these zonal placement issues and concerns expressed by parties affected by the proceedings, the
following zonal placement process was developed for application when existing facilities are to be
transferred to the functional control of SPP.

SUBSECTION B: SCOPE
The scope of the process for the placement of the costs of existing facilities in SPP zonal rates
(“zonal placement process”) is limited to:

1. Integration of a potential SPP Transmission Owner’s existing facilities with resulting impact on
Zonal ATRR under Schedule 9, or
2. Purchase by a current SPP Transmission Owner of existing facilities that were not previously
included in Zonal ATRR under Schedule 9.

The Tariff already contains rules for ratemaking and cost recovery for newly planned and
constructed facilities under Schedule 11 and Attachment J and for designation of ownership of new
facilities under Attachments O and Y. Therefore, this process focuses on the ownership of existing
facilities and Zonal ATRR only and it does not address Order 1000 issues associated with new
facilities. This process also does not address facilities that already are under the Tariff and included
in Schedule 9 because such facilities already have been placed in a Zone.
Capitalized terms in this document that are not used in the SPP Tariff are defined in Appendix A.

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process
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SUBSECTION C: STEPS IN THE ZONAL PLACEMENT PROCESS
Four Steps in the Zonal Placement Process:
1. Notification: An entity (“Applicant Transmission Owner” or “ATO”) notifies SPP of its intent
to transfer functional control of existing facilities to SPP and to initiate a filing with FERC to
recover the ATRR of such facilities through Schedule 9.
2. Information Request: Upon receipt of notification from the ATO, SPP requests that the ATO
provide information necessary for evaluating zonal placement of the facilities. Details are
provided in Section 2: Informational Requirements below.

3. Integration Analysis: Upon receipt of the requested information and based on preliminary
review of the information, SPP promptly notifies the TO(s) and Network Customers in
Zones that may be considered for designation as an Integration Zone(s). SPP then reviews
the information provided and conducts a zonal placement analysis to determine whether a
new zone should be established, and if not, which existing Zone the facilities are to be
placed within. SPP also evaluates the cost shifts resulting from the transfer of facilities and
provides the results of the zonal placement and cost shift analysis to the ATO and to the
TO(s) and Network Customers in the Integration Zone(s). The affected Network Customers
are those paying a load ratio share of SPP Tariff Schedule 9 charges in the Integration
Zone(s). SPP staff shall provide the zonal placement and cost shift analysis to the affected
parties no later than 45 days after receipt of all necessary information. In addition to the
zonal placement and cost shift analyses, SPP will conduct an assessment of whether the
Transferring Facilities meet the conditions of Attachment AI for classification as
transmission.
4. Affected Parties’ Negotiation: The ATO and the TO(s) and affected Network Customers in
the Integration Zone(s) are provided an opportunity to discuss the zonal placement
decision and any resulting issues, including potential cost shifts. The discussion period will
be 45 days unless otherwise agreed by the parties. SPP will be available to facilitate such
discussion if requested. This discussion may lead to a mutually agreed arrangement for
addressing cost shifts. Such an agreement can be effectuated by a filing at FERC.

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process
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SECTION 2: INFORMATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The ATO must provide information to SPP for the purpose of SPP’s evaluation of the zonal
placement of the facilities for which an ATRR is to be added to Schedule 9 by inclusion in
Attachment H, Table 1, Column 3. This data set is to contain information about the following:

1. Data on the integration of facilities, including the number, voltage, and capacity of
interconnections with existing SPP Zones and degree to which the facilities are embedded in
existing SPP Zones
2. Current integration of planning and operations of the facilities with existing SPP Zones or
existing SPP TOs
3. Identification of those facilities the ATO intends to transfer to SPP’s functional control and
include in its transmission rate base under Attachment AI criteria, including any planned
facilities for which the ATO will have made a financial commitment prior to the expected date of
facilities transfer
4. Information that addresses the reliability and comparability of the Transferring Facilities relative
to the existing facilities in the Integration Zone(s) and under NERC Reliability Standards, SPP
Criteria, and local planning criteria
5. Revenue requirement of the Transferring Facilities and the primary components of that revenue
requirement calculation, plus:
- Projected cost and revenue requirement of any planned upgrade for which a financial
commitment will have been made prior to the facilities transfer date and which is not
included in the ATO’s current total revenue requirement
- Estimated per MW rate effects the facilities transfer would have on the Network Customers
served through the Transferring Facilities and on the other Network Customers’ load in the
Integration Zone(s). These rate impact estimates will not be required initially but will be
calculated after the zonal placement analysis has been conducted.
- Cost effect of termination or modification of any agreement(s) with existing SPP TOs and
cost effect of any elimination of rate pancaking as a result of zonal integration
6. Peak load and annual energy usage of the load associated with the Transferring Facilities and
identification of any such load and energy in existing SPP Zones
7. Miles of transmission lines at each voltage level and number of substations that the ATO intends
to include in its ATRR under Schedule 9
8. Geographical service area of the load associated with the Transferring Facilities

After determination of the Integration Zone(s), SPP also will require information from the existing
TO(s) in the Zone(s) regarding the projected cost and revenue requirement of any planned
Schedule 9 upgrade for which a financial commitment will have been made prior to the ATO’s
facilities transfer date and which is not included in the existing TO’s current zonal ATRR.

All information submitted will be subject to review and verification by SPP. Based on this review,
SPP may correct the data as it deems appropriate, with notification to the submitting entity, prior to
using it in evaluation of zonal placement.

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process
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The ATO must provide the information with sufficient lead time for SPP staff to perform its review
and formulate a zonal determination prior to the next step that includes discussions between the
ATO and the existing TO(s) and Network Customer(s) in the Integration Zone(s).

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process
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SECTION 3: NEGOTIATION AND FILING
After notification of the results of SPP’s cost shift analysis, the ATO will have an opportunity to
address potential cost shifts in discussions with the other TO(s) and the Network Customers in the
Integration Zone(s). If this discussion results in mutual agreement regarding mitigation of cost
shifts, the agreed arrangement shall be filed with the FERC. If agreement is not reached, SPP shall
submit any other filings that are required under the Membership Agreement.

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITIONS
Applicant Transmission Owner (ATO)
An entity owning transmission facilities that it proposes to transfer to SPP’s functional control and
for which the entity intends to seek cost recovery under Schedule 9. This may include either a
company that is not currently a Transmission Owner under the Tariff or a current Transmission
Owner that is purchasing facilities not previously under the Tariff.
Integration Zone

The pricing Zone in which the Transferring Facilities are to be placed.
Transferring Facilities

The existing facilities not currently under the functional control of SPP and not included in Tariff
rates, which an Applicant Transmission Owner proposes to place under SPP’s functional control,
which meet the criteria of Attachment AI to qualify as transmission facilities under the Tariff, and
for which an Applicant Transmission Owner intends to seek cost recovery through Schedule 9.

Transmission Owner Zonal Placement Process
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MOPC Report to
the Board of
Directors
Paul Malone
Chairman Market and Operations Policy Committee
July 25, 2017

1

Agenda
•

Action Items
 Z2TF
 Recommendations for Changes

 KCPL
 Appeal of RR172

•

Informational Items
 MWG
 RR221 2014 ASOM MWP MMU Recommendation: 3-Day Minimum Run
Time MMU
 Review TCR Underfunding
 RR214 Cost Plus 10% Mitigation Enhancement

 RTWG
 Network Load Definition

 Staff
 Variable Integration Study Recommendations
 Seams Projects Update

2

Consent Agenda
 MWG







RR185 Clarify SPP Operating Criteria
RR225 LTCR and ILTCR Language Clean-Up
RR226 TCR EESL Compliance
RR229 Order No. 831 (Offer Caps)
RR82 Modification of MWP Grace Period
FERC Waiver Request for Repricing

 ORWG
 RR228 SPP SOL Methodology Clarification

 RTWG
 RR233 Reduction for SPP NITS for Zone 10 for Federal Power-SWPA

 TWG
 Kummer-Ridge Roundup 345kV Reevaluation

 Staff
 Quarterly Project Tracking

3

Z2 Task Force Update

4

Process Improvement Review
•

Reviewed Z2 Regulatory and Legal requirements
from FERC orders and historical process from
inception to present Tariff.

•

Reviewed cost recovery mechanisms from MISO
and PJM and other regions

•

Task Force members provided process
improvement alternatives for consideration.

5

Alternatives reviewed
•

Converting Z2 to an Incremental Long-Term Congestion Right
(ILTCR) only process
 There would be no revenue crediting for future upgrades

•

Roll-in and partial roll-in of facilities

•

Modifications to existing Z2 process
 Elimination of short-term transmission service credits
 Fixed Credit Payment Obligation (CPO)
 Removal of non-capacity upgrades
 Elimination of credit stacking of subsequent users
 Combinations of listed options

6

ILTCRs
•

Current Z2 process includes a provision for Upgrade
Sponsors to elect to receive ILTCRs

•

Converting Z2 to an ILTCR-only process garnered a
significant amount of discussion and review.

•

Several members expressed concern about receiving
adequate hedges under the existing process. Therefore,
there is reluctance to create additional congestion rights
by moving to an ILTCR-only process

•

Motion was made and voted on for ILTCRs-only but failed
by a vote of 6 in favor, 9 opposed and 1 abstention

7

Roll-in or Partial Roll-in
•

The Z2TF discussed how upgrades may eventually get
rolled into rates under the SPP Tariff

•

There were a least three different proposals submitted
looking at variations of roll-in of upgrade costs

•

Concern was expressed by different members regarding
the potential to increase transmission service rates with
additional facilities included

•

Ultimately no vote was taken to change Z2 to provide for
additional facilities being rolled-in

8

Simplification of existing Z2
process
•

SPP Staff spent some time evaluating alternatives to
simplify the process.

•

Several proposals were reviewed with the Task Force

•

Some members preferred a simplification approach over
a more dramatic change to reduce risk and potential cost
to convert.

•

Options and combinations thereof consisted of:





Fixed CPO
Elimination of short-term transmission service credits
Elimination of credit stacking
Non-capacity upgrade removal

9

Recommendation 1

Eliminate credits from new upgrades that do not add
transfer capability under Tariff Attachment Z2.
•

Non-capacity upgrades are those upgrades which do not
add transfer capability such as tapping into an existing
line to place a generator interconnection substation

•

Associated upgrades are primarily generator
interconnection

•

Non-capacity upgrades are the majority of the Z2 costs
for generator interconnections
 For 2008-2016, non-capacity upgrades accounted for 69% of
credits paid to generator interconnection sponsors and 24% of
credits paid to all sponsors

10

Eliminate Credits for New
Upgrades that Do Not Add
Transfer Capability
•

Pros:
 Reduced staff time to administer
 Reduced shadow settlement burden for sponsors,
customers, and TOs
 Less Base Plan funding and less direct assignment of
credit payment obligations

•

Cons:
 Upgrade sponsors would have to recover their costs
through another means

11

Recommendation 2
Eliminate credits from short-term service under Tariff
Attachment Z2.
•

Short-term service under the pro-forma tariff is primarily for
use of the existing transmission system and doesn’t consider
transmission expansion costs.

•

Cost recovery through credits from short-term service was
on average about 2.5% of the total credit revenue after
implementation of the Integrated Marketplace

•

Sponsor impacts will vary depending on use of each
upgrade

12

Eliminate Credit Payments
by Short-Term Service
•

Pros:
 Reduced staff time to administer
 Improved auditability
 Reduced shadow settlement burden for sponsors,
customers, and TOs
 Lower transmission rates

•

Cons:
 Slower rate of reimbursement for upgrade sponsors

13

Recommendations
Approved by MOPC: 56 yes, 10 no, 3 abstain
1.

Eliminate credits from new upgrades that do not add transfer
capability under Tariff Attachment Z2.
 Z2TF Passed with 12 in favor, NextEra and Enel opposed, Westar and
AECC abstaining

2.

Eliminate credits from short-term service under Tariff
Attachment Z2.
 Z2TF Passed with 12 in favor, NextEra opposed, and AECC, CU, and Enel
abstaining

3.

Recommend concluding the work of the Task Force and
allowing the Task Force to expire.
 Z2TF Passed with AEP and SPS opposed, abstaining were KPP, SPS, and
CUS
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Appeal of RR172
15

Informational
Items
16

MWG
17

RR221 2014 ASOM MWP MMU Recommendation (3-Day
Minimum Run Time)
•

Background
 Resources with min run time of 3 days or greater could increase
Energy and No Load Offers
 Receive MWPs to the higher offers

 RR established a percentage threshold above the Mitigated Energy
and No Load Offers
 Threshold determined at the time of the original commitment
 Threshold applies to Energy Offer at minimum energy
•

Reason for Rejection
 Tariff gives MMU authority to refer inappropriate market behavior to
FERC Office of Enforcement
 Members concerned that violating the percent threshold would cause
an automatic Tariff violation
 No room for error when updating offers for fuel price changes
 Burden of implementation on MPs to run calculations

•

MOPC requested MWG reconsider action taken if threshold is
violated
 Target October 2017 MOPC with revisions to RR221 and provide cost estimate

18

MOPC Action Item #259
•

TCR Underfunding after RR91 Implementation
 RR91 Design:
 Adjust capacity made available in Annual ARR Allocation to match
capacity available in Annual TCR Auction
 Major impact in October 2016 – May 2017

 Desired Impacts were to help address:
 Underfunding
 Limit expansion
 Mismatch of ARR/TCR system capabilities being
allocated/awarded

 Goals Accomplished
 Improved funding
 Provided 94% funding (Tariff target range implied 90% to 100%)
 Greatly reduced limit expansion (reduced from 62 GWs to 12
GWs)
 Matched Allocation and Auction available system capabilities

•

MWG recommends MOPC close this action item
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MOPC Action Item #279
•

MOPC remanded RR214 (Cost + 10% Mitigation
Enhancement) back to the MWG for additional
review
 MWG reviewed RR214 and confirmed that the concerns
raised at the BOD meeting were addressed correctly in the
language of the RR, the Impact Analysis and planned system
changes
 RR214 remains in an approved state at MOPC
 An alternate approach was presented at the May 2017
meeting
 MWG would like to continue the discussion and
development of an alternate approach to this issue and
targeting October MOPC for approval
 Broader benefits
 Quicker implementation
 Lower cost implementation
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RTWG: Network
Load Definition
David Kays
Chairman – Regional Tariff Working Group
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Contents
•

RR 158 – Determination of Network Load

•

RR 232 – SPC Language on Determination
of Network Load

•

Background Items
• RR 233 – Reduction for SPP NITS for Zone 10 for
Federal Power – Southwestern Power
Administration – Consent Agenda

22

RR 158 and RR 232 –
Determination of
Network Load

23

Background
•

Inconsistency and uncertainty about how to
treat behind the meter resources with
respect to Network Load at a discrete
delivery point

•

In April 2014 MOPC directed RTWG/BPWG
to develop language to address the issue
(MOPC Action Item 239)
 Billing Determinants Task Force (BDTF) developed
RR 158

•

In January 2017 the SPC provided additional
guidance to the BDTF to: (1) follow the intent
of FERC Order 890 to report all generation
and (2) establish a 1 MW threshold
 RR 232 was created to implement SPC’s guidance

24

Revision Request Comparisons
RR 158
•

Network Load includes generators
at discrete delivery points

•

Inclusions:
 Any Designated Resource
 Any generator owned by Network
Customer
 QFs whose outputs are purchased by
Network Customer
 Any generator registered in IM
 Any generator or combinations of
generators greater than x MW(s) not
included above

•

RR 232
•

Network Load includes generators
at discrete delivery points

•

Any generator or group of
generators totaling 1 MW or less
may be excluded from Network
Load

•

Actual metered data not available
then nameplate value shall be used

Exclusions:
 Any generator where load is shed
automatically with loss of generator
 Any generator of individual retail
customer involved in regulatory body
approved net metering

•

Any generator that is not metered
use AC MW(s) of nameplate in its
place

25

RTWG Actions &
Recommendation
•

A motion to reject RR 158 passed

•

Two motions to approve modified versions of RR 232
failed

•

No recommendation concerning the treatment of
Behind the Meter Resources with respect to the
determination of Network Load for transmission
billing purposes

•

The default position is FERC’s current policy that ALL
load at discrete delivery points is Network Load
 Effectively sets the threshold at zero (0) MWs which
includes the load served by behind the meter
resources

26

MOPC Direction
• MOPC

recommends as Policy:
Any generation in front of a
retail meter should be
included.
Any generation behind a retail
meter greater than 1 MW shall
be included.
Approved with 66.2% vote
TO’s 10 yes, 3 no, 5 abstentions
TU’s 20 yes, 16 no, 15 abstentions
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RR 233 – Reduction for
SPP NITS for Zone 10 for
Federal Power –
Southwestern Power
Administration
28

Background
•

Southwestern Power Administration (SWPA) Federal
Power-Southwestern customers pay a bundled rate
for the firm delivery of their individual shares of
Federal Power-Southwestern deliveries

•

These customers also pay SWPA for Non-Federal
Transmission Service deliveries which are either
Grandfathered Agreements, SWPA OATT, SPP OATT
Service or Interconnection Facilities Services

•

Many customers are either already taking or
transitioning to SPP NITS

•

Those customers taking SPP NITS would pay SWPA’s
bundled rate for their Federal Power-Southwestern
deliveries plus Schedule 9 charges for the same MWs

•

SWPA legally cannot credit those customers their
Federal charge
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Background
•

By reducing the Network Customer’s Network
Load, SPP is effectively “crediting” those
customer’s for their Federal Power-Southwestern
scheduled deliveries

•

This treatment is only applicable to Schedule 9
and Schedule 11 Network Load

•

All other SPP Tariff billings (i.e. Schedule 1, 1-A
and 12) will be for the customer’s total Network
Load

•

The transmission customer must meet the
following criteria to qualify:

• Point of delivery for Federal hydropower must be the
same as the point of delivery for SPP NITS
• Must be directly connected to the transmission system
of SWPA in Zone 10
• Must not utilize any other transmission facilities for the
delivery of Federal hydropower
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RTWG/MOPC Action &
Recommendation
•

RTWG approved RR 233 on June 22, 2017
with five (5) abstentions

•

MOPC approved RR 233 on July 11, 2017

•

Recommend that the BOD approve RR 233

31

VIS Report and
Recommendations
32

SPP Breaking North American
Records!
•

2/12/2017
 52.08% wind serving load

•

3/6/3017
 52.65% wind serving load

•

3/19/2017
 54.45% wind serving load
 57.42% renewable penetration (Includes Solar/Hydro)

•

4/24/2017
 54.47% wind serving load
 58.67% renewable penetration (Includes Solar/Hydro)

•

All records made reliably, while optimizing economics, with all NERC RC/BA
requirements met

•

While these records are instantaneous, high wind penetration levels around 50%
have been sustained for hours at a time
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SPP Wind Capacity and
Yearly Installed Wind
Capacity

• In 2001 SPP installed 80 MWs of wind generation and has experienced significant wind growth as wind turbine
technology has advanced.
• SPP is one of the leading footprints for wind development in North America
• SPP at the beginning of the VIS had 15728 MWs of installed capacity, and was projecting to increase the total
capacity to 16345 MWs by the end of 2016.
• SPP currently has 16,434 MW of wind generation, and is currently projecting 17162 MWs by the end of 2017
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2017 Variable Generation
Integration Study Overview
•
•

Analyzed the SPP transmission area to determine what is
required to reliably operate at higher penetration levels
The study performed the following scenarios:
1. Transient Stability Analysis for 45% and 60% wind
penetration.
2. Frequency Response Analysis for 45% and 60% wind
penetration
3. Seasonal Voltage Stability Analysis 2017 and 2021
4. Seasonal Load Pocket Stability Analysis for 2017
5. Targeted 5 Minute Future Ramping 5 Year Outlook
Analysis

• Study link
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Generation by Fuel Type
Generation by Fuel Type
30.0
25.0

GW

20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

10.7

11.1

14.3

10.2

10.4

6.8

1.9

1.9

2017 - 45%

2017 - 60%

14.7

7.0

1.9

1.9

2021 - 45%

2021 -60%

SPRING
Nuclear

ST Coal

ST Gas

Wind
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VIS Study Recommendations
1.

SPP Staff shall manage voltage stability to an appropriate stability margin using an online
voltage stability analysis (VSA) tool.

2.

The Transmission Working Group (TWG) shall assess and define requirements for SPP to
perform voltage stability analysis during low load scenarios as part of SPP Planning process.

3.

TWG shall revisit the existing Damping Ratio of 0.8% found in the SPP Disturbance
Performance Requirements criteria.

4.

SPP Staff shall install online transient stability contingency screening and time domain analysis
tools for next day operational analysis.

5.

SPP Staff shall analyze and quantify the risk of short-term and long-term load and renewable
forecast deviations.

6.

TWG shall assess the cause and impact of modes of inter-area oscillation for machines
identified within the VIS report for the SPP Planning area. (Recommendation was placed on
hold)

7.

Synchrophasor Strike Team (SST) shall use the VIS report findings as parameters for future PMU
siting.
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ORWG Action
•

ORWG Approved the VIS report and all recommendations.

TWG Action
•

TWG Approved recommendations 2 and 3 and placed
recommendation 6 on hold.

MOPC Action
•

MOPC approved 2017 VIS recommendations 1-5 and 7.

BOD Recommendation
•

Recommend approval of 2017 VIS recommendations 1-5 and 7.
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SPP-AECI Joint
Projects
39

Morgan
Transformer
Project
•

Addition of a new 400
MVA 345/161 kV
Transformer at AECI’s
Morgan substation and
an uprate of the 161 kV
line between Morgan
and Brookline
• Located in
southwest Missouri
• Wholly on AECI’s
transmission system
• $13.75M Cost
Estimate
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Brookline
Reactor Project
•

Addition of a 50
MVAR Reactor at
City Utilities
Brookline 345 kV
substation
• Located in
southwest
Missouri
• Wholly on SPP’s
transmission
system
• $5.0M Studylevel Cost
Estimate
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Approvals
•

SPP Board of Directors

 Approved the Morgan Transformer Project as a
part of the 2017 SPP ITP10 Portfolio
 Approved Regional Cost Allocation of the Morgan
Transformer Project
 Approved the Brookline Reactor Project out of the
Regional Review of the SPP-AECI JCSP

•

Regional State Committee

 Approved Regional Cost Allocation of the Morgan
Transformer Project

•

AECI Board of Directors

 Met on May 24th, 2017 to approve AECI’s
participation in both the Morgan Transformer and
Brookline Reactor Projects
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FERC Filings
•

SPP will make a filing at FERC for the two projects
 Approval of SPP-AECI Joint Projects
 Cost Sharing between SPP and AECI
 SPP Regional Cost Allocation
 Other Issues Related to the Treatment of the
Projects

•

SPP and AECI met with FERC staff for a pre-filing
meeting on June 13th to discuss the purpose of the
filing

•

SPP is targeting to make the filings shortly
following Board of Director’s meeting in July
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Cost Sharing between SPP and
AECI
• Morgan Transformer Project
 $13.75* Million Study Level Cost Estimate
 SPP Cost Responsibility - $12.25 Million (89.1%)
 AECI Cost Responsibility - $1.5 Million (10.9%)

• Brookline Reactor Project
 $5.0 Million Study Level Cost Estimate
 SPP Cost Responsibility - $4.85 Million (97%)
 AECI Cost Responsibility - $150 Thousand (3%)

*Original $9.2 Million Study Level Cost Estimate
*Project still cost beneficial at new cost estimate
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Payment Obligations
• Morgan Transformer Project
 SPP’s payment obligation for its portion of the
Morgan Transformer Project shall be
determined by utilizing SPP’s portion of the
final costs of the Facility multiplied by a 16%
levelized carrying charge for the physical
service life of the Facility
• Brookline Reactor Project
 AECI intends to provide its portion of the
costs of the Brookline Reactor Project in a
lump sum payment to SPP or CUS as a
contribution in aid of construction
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Ownership / Capacity
•

Morgan Transformer Project

 AECI will own 100% of the project
 AECI will construct the project and be responsible for
the maintenance and operation of the facility

•

Brookline Reactor Project

 City Utilities of Springfield will own 100% of the project
and will be responsible for the maintenance and
operation of the facility
 SPP will assign City Utilities of Springfield to construct
the project in accordance with the provisions of the
Tariff

•

Allocation of Capacity

 SPP and AECI will allocate the additional transmission
capacity based on the allocation of the cost assumed
by each Party for the Facilities
 “Capacity” includes physical capacity of the project
and any change in flowgate allocations
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Revised 2017 ITP10 Analysis
Project

Future

APC
Benefit
($M) 40year

Cost ($M)
40-year

Net Benefit
($M) 40year

B/C 40-year

Morgan

F1

$43.3

$24.30

$19.00

1.78

Morgan

F3

$70.1

$24.30

$45.80

2.88

JTEC

F1

$80.1

$34.40

$45.70

2.33

JTEC

F3

$42.4

$34.40

$8.00

1.23

• Revised analysis simply reflects impact of updated cost estimates
for both projects
• F1 = Regional Clean Power Plan Implementation
• F3 = Reference Case
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Recommendation
•

SPP Staff recommends the Board of Directors
reaffirm approval of the Morgan Transformer
Project
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Consent Agenda
49

MWG Consent
Agenda
50

RR185 – Clarify SPP Operating Criteria
•

Clarifies which SPP Criteria document is referenced when used
in Market Protocols and Attachment AE of the Tariff

•

MOPC and Board approved this RR in October 2015

•

Secondary Working Groups received notification of proposed
withdrawal

•

Reason for Withdrawal:
 Broader effort to update references to SPP Criteria across all SPP
Governing Documents

•

MOPC recommends the Board approve the withdrawal of RR185
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RR225 – LTCR and ILTCR Language Clean-Up
•

Clean-up of Incremental Long-Term Congestion Rights (ILTCR)
language in the Tariff
 Adjusted title names and location of ILTCR word placement

•

Benefit Realized
 Removes ambiguity of ILTCRs not being Load Serving Entities and
Non-Load Serving Entities.

•

Impact Analysis: Not required
Working
Group

•

Voting
Date

Voting Record

MWG

4/17/17

Unanimously Approved

RTWG

5/25/17

Unanimously Approved

Opposed

Abstained

MOPC recommends the Board approve RR225
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RR226 – TCR EESL Compliance
•

Response to FERC’s response to docket ER17-310 to replace
“Settlement Location pairs that have the potential for
unconstrained flow” to “Settlement Locations that are electrically
equivalent”.

•

Benefit Realized
 SPP is compliant with FERC’s order

•

Impact Analysis: Not required
Working
Group

•

Voting
Date

Voting Record

MWG

4/17/17

Unanimously Approved

RTWG

5/25/17

Unanimously Approved

Abstained

Opposed

MOPC recommends the Board approve RR226
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RR229 – Order No. 831 Compliance (Offer Caps)
•

RR satisfies requirements of FERC Order 831
 Energy Offers capped at higher of $1,000/MWh or resource’s costbased incremental offer
 Cost-Based incremental offers capped at $2,000/MWh for calculating LMPs
 Must be verified by MMU before offers can be used to calculate LMPs

 All resources are eligible to submit cost-based incremental offers
above $1,000/MWh
•

Benefit Realized
 SPP compliant with FERC Order 831

•

•

Impact Analysis: Not required
Working
Group

Voting
Date

Voting Record

MWG

5/16/17

Unanimously Approved

ORWG

6/1/17

Unanimously Approved

RTWG

6/22/17

Unanimously Approved

Opposed

MOPC recommends the Board approve RR229

Abstained
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RR82 – Modification of Make-Whole Payment Grace
Period
•

Ensures Staggered Start Resources do not lose eligibility for Start
Up cost MWPs due to a physical or environmental limitation
 Also allows Resources to avoid outage deviation penalties

•

MOPC and Board approved this RR in October 2015
 Original implementation scheduled for August 2017 due to other high
priority Settlement system changes
 SPP staff identified additional changes during the development of the
filing letter
 Incorporated changes to address a loophole that could allow MPs to
potentially add another unit at an existing plant location and take advantage
of the Staggered Start logic
 Original implementation date of August 1, 2017 was revised to October 1,
2017 to ensure MPs were provided 60 days notice prior to closing the
grandfather window
 FERC filings cannot occur more than 60 to 120 days prior to the effective date

•

MWG approved additional changes on 6/20/2017

•

MOPC recommends Board approve the modifications contingent
upon RTWG approval on 7/19/2017
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FERC Waiver on Repricing
•

Ft. Calhoun resource retired 12/1/2016
 Active TCRs at this settlement location through 5/31/2017
 SPP created a settlement location for TCR purposes
 Error in modeling shift factors from 12/1-12/14, 2016
 MCC was overstated and TCR settlements were understated

 Error impacted Day-Ahead Market Settlements
 Estimated impact to TCR holders is net payment of $145k
 Estimated impact to Virtual transactions is net charge of $400

 Tariff requires FERC approval if the error is identified after 5day notice period
 RTO staff reviewed the error and resettlement with MWG on
7/6/2017
 MWG unanimously approved filing waiver with FERC

 MOPC recommends the Board approve the FERC waiver
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RR228
57

RR228 – SPP SOL Methodology Clarification
•

Background
 Clarifies existing SPP Planning Criteria language to reduce the
potential for misinterpretation by entities required by NERC Reliability
Standards to implement this Criteria.

•

Benefit Realized
 Eliminating this confusion will allow entities in the SPP Reliability
Coordination region to more clearly align entity specific policies and
procedures with the SPP Planning Criteria.

•

Impact Analysis: $0 “This RR involves changes to SPP Planning
Criteria only”
Working Group

Voting Date

Voting Record

ORWG

6/8/2017

Approved

TWG

6/21/2017

Unanimously Approved

RCWG

6/29/2017

Approved

MOPC

7/11/2017

Unanimously Approved

Opposed

Abstained

1

2

2
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Kummer-Ridge
Roundup 345 kV
Re-evaluation
59

Project Recap

•

Project Name

Owner

Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV Ckt 1 New Line

BEPC

Need
Date

Study Cost
Estimate

6/1/2017 $52,312,877

BOD approved NTC-C modification
recommendation during July 2016
meeting
 Change in voltage from 115 kV to 345 kV

•

BEPC requested expedited reevaluation of Kummer Ridge-Roundup
345 kV line due to updated load
forecasts from member companies

•

Board endorsed MOPC
recommendation to approve BEPC
request
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Scope Determination
•

Re-evaluation study will use 2018 ITP model set

•

SPP staff will make a determination based on removal
of the Kummer Ridge-Roundup 345 kV line from
these models, in accordance with Tariff or Business
Practices:
Needs that Drove the
Project No Longer
Emerge

Project Need Appears

Recommend withdrawal
of NTC

Recommend continuing with current
NTC as written, OR
Recommend modifying the NTC, OR
Recommend withdrawal of NTC if
need appears in later years that fall
outside financial expenditure window
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Timeline, Cost & Outputs
• Estimated cost up to:
$54,000

7/26/20179/13/2017
6/14/20177/26/2017

9/14/201710/31/2017

• Stakeholder
Review of
Study Results
• Study Scope
Execution

• Stakeholder
Scope Review
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Quarterly Project
Tracking Update

Antoine Lucas
Board of Directors 7/25/2017
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Review Process Overview
•

Outlined in Business Practice 7060

•

Projects subject to PCWG review (Applicable
Projects)
 Regionally funded (nominal operating voltage > 100 kV)
 Current or previous cost estimate >= $20 million

•

Baseline cost estimates established after NTC
issuance

•

PCWG reviews projects when updated cost
estimates exceed ±20% bandwidth of established
baseline cost estimate

•

All estimates provided in current year dollars

•

Baseline cost estimates escalated annually at rate
assumed in source study
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Out-of-bandwidth
PID

Owner

Project Name

XFR - Ft Smith 500/161 kV Ckt 3
(Legacy Project)*
Multi - Chisholm - Gracemont
30361
345 kV
30374 Multi - Hoskins - Neligh 345 kV
Multi - Viola 345/138kV
30484 Transformer and 138 kV Lines to
Clearwater and Gill

OGE

30160

15,076,469 $

Upgrade Type

In-Service
Date

SPP-2006-AG3-AFS-11 Transmission Service

5/1/2018

AEP/OGE

2012 ITP10

Regional Reliability

3/1/2018

NPPD

2014 ITPNT

Regional Reliability

4/1/2018

WR

2013 ITPNT

Regional Reliability

12/31/2018

Baseline Cost
Latest
PID Estimate With Estimate or
Escalation
Final Cost
30160 $

NTC Source Study

Variance

25,635,637 $

Variance
%

10,559,168

70.04%

30361 $

179,868,913 $ 127,678,129 $ (52,190,784)

-29.02%

30374 $

106,286,649 $

81,544,519 $ (24,742,130)

-23.28%

30484 $

85,619,425 $

67,066,974 $ (18,552,451)

-21.67%

Reasons for Variance
Unforeseen site work required, E&C
needed temporarily to keep 161kV lines
energized throughout project, & OG&E
internal costs increased.
Shorter line route, 61 miles as opposed to
72. Material costs & E&C cost lower than
estimates.
Labor & material costs less than
estimates.
Reduction in material cost & contingency
costs.

*Baseline cost estimate for a Legacy Project shall be established as the value submitted in Project Tracking as of
January 31, 2014, listed on the 2014 Quarter 2 SPP Project Tracking Report and approved by the BOD
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Recommendations
Project Name

Owner

XFR - Ft Smith 500/161 kV Ckt 3
(Legacy Project)

OGE

Multi - Chisholm - Gracemont 345 kV

AEP/OGE

Multi - Hoskins - Neligh 345 kV

NPPD

Multi - Viola 345/138kV Transformer
and 138 kV Lines to Clearwater and
Gill

WR

MOPC Recommendation

Cost estimate deviation for this project should be considered
acceptable and the baseline cost be reset to the new value of
$25,635,367.
Cost estimate deviation for this project should be considered
acceptable and the baseline cost be reset to the new value of
$127,678,129.
Cost estimate deviation for this project should be considered
acceptable and the baseline cost be reset to the new value of
$81,544,519.
Cost estimate deviation for this project should be considered
acceptable and the baseline cost be reset to the new value of
$67,066,974.

On July 12, 2017, MOPC approved recommending acceptance of
these cost estimate deviations as reasonable and acceptable in
order reestablish the baselines used to evaluate future cost
estimate deviations.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Markets and Operations Policy Committee
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 2017
Z2 Improvement Recommendations

Organizational Roster
The Z2 Task Force (Z2TF) was established under the direction of the Market and
Operations Policy Committee. The following members represent the Z2TF:
Denise Buffington (Chair), KCPL
Bruce Rew (Secretary), SPP
Meena Thomas, PUCT
Bill Grant, SPS
Davis Rooney, SUNF
Grant Wilkerson, Westar
Greg Garst, OPPD
Lisa Szot, Enel
Larry Holloway, KPP

Les Evans, KEPCO
Greg McAuley, OGE
Julie Tackett, WFEC
Paul Malone, NPPD
Richard Ross, AEP
Aundrea Williams, NextEra
Bruce Walkup, AECC
John Stephens, CUS

Background
The Z2TF began in August of 2016 to address requests for waiver of directly assigned
costs for credit payment obligations and then to evaluate and recommend
improvements to Attachment Z2 going forward. The Z2TF reviewed and provided a
recommendation to the MOPC on “Group B and C” waivers in the fall of 2016. Since
that time the group has been meeting approximately monthly to evaluate future
enhancements to the Z2 process.

Attachment Z2 is titled “Compensation for Upgrade Sponsors” and is applicable for
transmission projects where costs have been directly assigned to an entity.
Transmission Upgrades from generation interconnections, transmission service and
sponsored projects are eligible for credit under certain conditions. The implementation
of this approved tariff language has been challenging due to the complexity of the
process. The Z2TF was charged to evaluate the existing Z2 process and recommend
the best future action for the organization regarding compensation for upgrade
sponsors.

1

Analysis
The Z2TF began its work by reviewing the Z2 processes used by SPP. SPP legal and
regulatory provided background on the FERC Orders and historical process from
inception to the current tariff. SPP staff reviewed the mechanisms for cost recovery of
sponsored upgrades in MISO and PJM and other regions and some relevant FERC
action in those regions. Task force members and SPP staff were encouraged to
provide recommendations for process improvements. Several meetings were held to
review and understand different alternatives for improvement. Alternatives varied
widely, from rolling-in all upgrade sponsor costs to SPP converting to Incremental LongTerm Congestion Rights (ILTCRs). One of the major provisions was that changes were
proposed be implemented prospectively. Below is an abbreviated list of the major areas
discussed as possible enhancements, in no particular order.
a) ILTCRs: SPP was required by FERC to include ILTCR’s for upgrade sponsors,
which is now an option provided in Attachment Z2. To date, no customer has
elected to receive ILTCRs over the revenue credit financial compensation offered
by Z2. The Z2TF discussed this as becoming the only option under Z2.
b) Roll-in and Partial Roll-in: An alternative was for creditable upgrades to be
rolled-in either fully or partially. This would lead to additional funding through
rates under the Tariff. The advantages and disadvantages of doing this were
discussed by the task force. There were at least three alternatives proposed that
varied in what types of upgrades would be included as well as the portion
eligible.
c) Simplify the existing Z2 process: Several options were reviewed that could
provide minor improvements to substantial changes. Examples of
enhancements included developing a fixed Credit Payment Obligation (CPO)
calculation, elimination of short-term transmission service credits, removal of
non-capacity transmission upgrades, and elimination of credit stacking of
subsequent users. Various combinations of the different alternatives were
discussed.
The ILTCR process was discussed at length. Significant concern was expressed over
SPP’s existing congestion rights processes and the perceived lack of hedging that many
transmission customers are unhappy about. Existing customers may prefer the risk of
waiting on cash recovery versus getting ILTCR’s which may have limited value in the
future.

2

The Z2TF ultimately approved two recommendations. The first motion was to eliminate
credits from new transmission upgrades that do not add transfer capability (“noncapacity upgrades”). An example of this would be a new substation for a generation
interconnection request that taps into an existing line. The non-capacity upgrades are a
major portion of the generation interconnection facilities eligible for Z2 credit. This
recommendation was passed with 12 in favor, NextEra and Enel opposed, Westar and
AECC abstaining.

The next Z2 process change was to eliminate credits from short-term service under Z2.
The primary focus of this change was the fact that transmission upgrades are not
constructed under short-term transmission requests. Assigning Z2 credits and requiring
the subsequent processing of these was not consistent with that. The financial impact
on recovery would be relatively minor for most upgrades as historical short-term service
was, on average, about 2.5% of the total credit revenue subsequent to implementation
of the Integrated Marketplace in 2014. The motion passed with 12 in favor, NextEra
opposed, and AECC, CU, and Enel abstaining.
The Task Force discussed the need for continuing on as a task force. The Z2TF
recommended that current work conclude on the Z2TF. This was passed with AEP and
SPS opposed; KPP, SPS, and CUS abstaining.

Recommendations
1. Eliminate credits from new upgrades that do not add transfer capability under
Tariff Attachment Z2.
Passed with 12 in favor, NextEra and Enel opposed, Westar and
AECC abstaining
2. Eliminate credits from short-term service under Tariff Attachment Z2.
Passed with 12 in favor, NextEra opposed, and AECC, CU, and Enel
abstaining
3. Recommend concluding the work of the Task Force and allowing the Task
Force to expire.
Passed with AEP and SPS opposed, abstaining were KPP, SPS, and
CUS

3

APPROVAL: MOPC

July 11-12, 2017

Passed with ten opposed-DATC, DETHCO, KMEA, OMPA, ENEL, EDP
Renewable, NEER, NEET, GSEC, and Southern Power; and three
abstentions-ITC Great Plains, Plains and Eastern Clean Line, and Grain Belt
Express Clean Line

Action Requested: Approve Recommendations
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Recommendation to the Board of Directors
July 25, 2017
Morgan Transformer Project Recommendation
Organizational Roster
The following persons represent the Southwest Power Pool:
•
•

Carl Monroe, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
David Kelley, Director of Seams and Market Design

Background
The Board of Directors approved the Morgan Transformer Project as part of the recommended 2017
ITP10 portfolio on January 31, 2017. The project was reviewed and recommended in both the 2017
ITP10 Study and the SPP-AECI 2016 Joint Coordinated System Plan Study. The original study level cost
estimate for the Morgan Transformer Project was $9.2 Million. SPP was recently informed that AECI had
conducted detailed scoping analysis of the project which identified that the cost estimate should be
revised to be $13.75 Million. The increase in costs was a result of field assessments which determined
that the line uprate of the existing Morgan to Brookline 161kV line would require work to be done at many
more structures than originally anticipated when developing the original cost estimate. Based on
negotiations with AECI, SPP’s share of the Morgan Transformer Project is expected to be $12.25 Million.
Because the 2017 ITP10 had also identified an alternative project that was also cost beneficial, SPP
updated its analysis of the costs and benefits of both the Morgan Transformer Project and the alternative
JTEC Project. To complete the analysis, SPP staff worked with staff at the City Utilities of Springfield
(CUS) to refine the study level cost estimate for the JTEC project alternative. The revised JTEC cost
estimate is $15.85 Million.
Analysis
To revise the analysis, SPP staff recalculated the 40-year costs for both the Morgan Transformer Project
and the JTEC Project while also accounting for SPP’s negotiated share of the Morgan Transformer
Project. The 40-year costs were compared to the 40-year APC benefits identified in the 2017 ITP10
Study for both Future 1 (Regional Clean Power Plan) and Future 3 (Reference Case).

Recommendation
SPP Staff recommends the Board of Directors reaffirm approval of the Morgan Transformer Project.
Action Requested:

Approve Recommendation

January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal:
Process Improvements and
Mitigation of Cost Shifts from
Zonal Placement Decisions

SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017

Background / Problem
There is a gap in the SPP Tariff.
Current Situation

Problem

SPP uses internal, informal criteria for
new member zonal placement

Lack of transparency and notice to
potentially impacted entities

SPP’s criteria include:
• Size of ATRR
• Expansion of the SPP footprint
• Level of integration

Cost shifts resulting from zonal
placement inevitably lead to litigation at
FERC because the SPP Tariff is silent on
the issue

Criteria do not include cost impacts
January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017
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History of RR172
• July 14, 2016 – Original Submission of RR172
• Included 365-day pre-filing process
• Included a bright-line hold harmless for all legacy transmission
facilities
• July 2016 – June 2017 – Robust Year-Long Stakeholder Debate
• Regional Tariff Working Group (1x)
• Ad-hoc Stakeholder Group (2x)
• Strategic Planning Committee (6x)
• June 2, 2017 – SPC Decision to Move RR172 to MOPC
• July 11, 2017 – MOPC Debate and Rejection
• Transmission Owners and Transmission Users clearly divided
January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017
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Goals of Revised RR172
• Incorporates stakeholder feedback
• Increases transparency in Zonal placement decisions
• Provides advance notice to potentially impacted
Transmission Customers and Owners
• Allows potentially impacted entities to provide input
before SPP makes a Zonal placement decision
• Mitigates cost impacts of new member zonal placement
decisions
• Protects both existing and new customers to some
extent from cost shifts
• Zonal placement becomes less contentious with cost
shift mitigation
January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017
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Zonal Placement Process
Impacted Transmission Owners and Transmission Customers should have
notice and a seat at the table to ensure fair zonal placement decisions
•

Revised RR172 is consistent with SPP’s April 25, 2017 Straw Proposal
process recently approved by the Strategic Planning Committee
Process

Straw Proposal

Revised RR172

ATO Notice

√

√

SPP information collection

√

√

Notice to potentially affected entities

√

Combined with ATO notice

√

Plus information related to
rate impacts

SPP provides zonal placement analysis and
decision

√

√

Ability to negotiate cost shift mitigation

√

√

January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017

In addition to standard
mitigation process
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Revised RR172: Sample Zonal Placement Timeline
• ATO submits ATO Notice
Aug. 1
Aug.
11
Aug.
31
Sept.
5
Sept.
14
Interim

• SPP provides ATO notice to Potentially Affected Entities
• Potentially Affected Entities provide feedback/additional information relevant to zonal placement to SPP
• SPP conducts meeting with ATO and Potentially Affected Entities
• SPP completes Zonal Placement Analysis

• Opportunity for ATO and Potentially Affected Entities to negotiate alternative cost shift mitigation

• SPP makes Integration Filing at FERC to amend Attachment H of the Tariff to include ATO’s ATRR and any
Nov. 2 appropriate cost shift mitigation
• ATO transfers functional control of facilities to SPP
Jan. 1 • Effective date for Tariff changes to incorporate ATO’s ATRR and any cost shift mitigation
January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017
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Cost Impacts of Zonal Placement Decisions
Cost impacts of zonal placement decisions should be minimized

• License plate rates are the foundation of SPP’s zonal rate
design
• Consistent with this founding principle, the costs of legacy facilities
should be borne by legacy customers

• Revised RR172 proposes a bi-directional protection from
unintended cost shifts
• Caps cost shifts for legacy facilities at 2% or $1 million
• Creates 18-month hold harmless period
• Provides exclusion for legacy facilities that were jointly planned for
the benefit of all customers in the zone

• Transmission Projects planned by SPP after a Transmission
Owner joins a zone should be allocated based on current
Tariff
provisions
January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017
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Recommendation

SPP BOD should direct the RTWG to
prepare tariff language to incorporate the
applicant transmission owner process and
cost shift mitigation as reflected in Revised
RR172 Whitepaper dated June 30, 2017,
prepared by KCP&L.
January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017
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Questions?

January 19, 2017

Revised RR172 Appeal
SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee Meeting – July 25, 2017
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Revised RR172
June 30, 2017
Background / Problem:

There is a gap in the SPP Tariff. The current SPP Tariff does not address: (1) zonal placement decisions for new
Transmission Owners and/or (2) the cost impacts of the zonal placement decision.

First, if SPP decides to place a new Transmission Owner in an existing transmission pricing zone there will be cost
impacts to the other customers in that zone. Currently there is no obligation in the SPP Tariff for either the new
Transmission Owner or SPP to notify potentially impacted Transmission Customers and Transmission Owners that
a new entrant may be placed in their zone and may be impacting their costs.

Second, the SPP Tariff does not provide for mitigation of cost shifts resulting from a new Transmission Owner being
placed into an existing pricing zone. Today, once a zone is selected, SPP comingles and allocates the costs among
load in the zone without regard for potential cost shifts.

In a nutshell, recent creation or expansion of multi-owner zones has highlighted various notice and equity issues
that did not exist in historical single-owner zones. A license plate rate design was SPP’s initial effort to avoid the
shifting of the costs of legacy transmission facilities between Transmission Customers. This approach, however,
needs to be modified to address the increasingly common integration of smaller Transmission Owners into existing
Zones to ensure that the same prohibition on cost shifting is observed within newly integrated multi-owner zones.

Proposed Solution:

Revised RR172 1 addresses both of the issues identified above.

First, Revised RR172 establishes a process for new Transmission Owners (referred to in RR172 as Applicant
Transmission Owners or ATO) to notify SPP and for SPP to notify potentially impacted Transmission Customers and
Transmission Owners of the ATO’s desire to place its facilities under the SPP Tariff. Revised RR172 requires the
new Transmission Owner to provide information (based largely on SPP’s criteria and the April 25th Straw Proposal)
to all potentially impacted entities. This process will enhance the transparency of SPP’s zonal placement decisions.

Second, Revised RR172 establishes a cost-shift mitigation mechanism to hold harmless Transmission Customers in
a combined zone from legacy costs of the other Transmission Owner. This cost-shifting mitigation does not apply
to historical jointly planned facilities or to any facilities built in the combined zone after integration. The hold
harmless mechanism ensures that the costs of existing transmission facilities will, for the most part, be borne by the
customers for whom those facilities were planned and the costs of any new transmission facilities—i.e., transmission
facilities planned after integration of a Transmission Owner into a zone—will be allocated to all load within the zone
based on existing Tariff provisions.
While some have argued that a certain amount of cost shifting is expected when participating in RTOs, there is very
little guidance on what FERC might find to be an acceptable level of cost shifting. To that end, RR172 seeks to
establish a threshold to accept cost shifts of up to 2% or $1 million (whichever is less) when creating or expanding
multi-owner zones. Under Revised RR172, however, there will be no cost shifts during the first 18 months of
integration to allow entities whose costs would be increased to seek to adjust retail rates accordingly.

1

RR172 was initially submitted by KCP&L in July of 2016 and has been the subject of much debate in the SPP Strategic
Planning Committee since October 2016. Based on initial comments and many months of debate KCP&L has revised RR172 to
address concerns raised during the process in an effort to build additional consensus.

Kansas City Power & Light Company

Revised RR172

MAKING SPP ACCESSIBLE ON NONDISCRIMINATORY TERMS; INCLUSION AND
EQUALITY BENEFIT ALL

June 30, 2017
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I.

Introduction / Summary

There are many benefits to the expansion of the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP)
transmission system, which currently serves customers in fourteen states. These benefits can accrue
to both existing and new members of SPP, and include independent transmission access, increased
generation resource options, coinciding lower power production costs and increased resource
diversity, elimination of rate pancaking, efficient market operations, and coordinated regional
planning, to name a few.

Recent expansion efforts, however, have demonstrated the SPP Tariff does not have a
mechanism to consider impacts to existing Transmission Customers when incorporating new
Transmission Owners and creating multi-owner zones. In particular, the SPP Tariff is silent as to the
process for zonal placement of new Transmission Owners and resulting impacts to existing
Transmission Customers. Historically, SPP Staff has selected a zone for the new Transmission Owner
based on a set of informal, internal criteria. Notably, these criteria do not specify how cost shifts
should be addressed. Once a zone is selected, SPP’s current implementation of the Tariff requires
costs to be comingled and allocated among load in the zone even if that results in shifting of
substantial costs between new and existing transmission customers. This process recently has
resulted in costly litigation at FERC and runs counter to the “no cost shift” mentality that led to SPP’s
original choice to use license plate rates.

As originally drafted, RR172 incorporated SPP’s informal criteria into Attachment AI of the
Tariff and established a bright line hold harmless provision for costs associated with legacy
transmission facilities. RR172, as revised (Revised RR172), 1 is intended to establish: (1) an
information exchange and notice process for new Transmission Owners zonal placement and (2) a
means to mitigate cost shifts resulting from that zonal placement decision. Specifically, Revised
RR172 holds customers harmless from costs shifts for an initial 18-month period and then for cost
shifts above a 2% or more than $1 million threshold (whichever is lower) on an ongoing basis until
the cost shift falls below the applicable threshold. It is designed to strike a balance by protecting
against cost shifts that are inconsistent with SPP’s historical license plate rate design practice and
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) policy, while preserving the ability to obtain the
potential benefits of attracting new Transmission Owners. Like the original proposal, Revised RR172
does not affect transmission projects identified and approved through the SPP transmission planning
process. Nor does it affect existing zonal placement decisions or ongoing litigation. Rather, it is a
prospective solution.
The focus of Revised RR172 is on mitigating potential cost shifts between new and existing
Transmission Customers. It requires new applicant Transmission Owners to provide information on
topics similar to the SPP internal criteria and for SPP to make a zonal placement analysis in
RR172 was initially submitted by Kansas City Power & Light Company (KCP&L) in July of 2016 and has
been the subject of much debate in the SPP Strategic Planning Committee since October 2016. Based on initial
comments and many months of debate KCP&L has revised RR172 to address concerns raised during the
process in an effort to build additional consensus.

1
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coordination with the new Transmission Owner and potentially affected Transmission Owners and
Transmission Customers. This gives notice to stakeholders early in the process and gives them a seat
at the table to discuss potential zonal placements. The notice process in Revised RR172 is intended
to reflect and be consistent with the “Zonal Placement Process” proposed as Subsection C of SPP
Staff’s April 25, 2017 Straw Proposal that was approved at the June 2, 2017 meeting of the Strategic
Planning Committee (April 25th Straw Proposal). 2 Variations with that process are discussed below.

II.

Background / Problem

As a FERC-approved Regional Transmission Organization (RTO), SPP administers the
provision of open access transmission service across the facilities of its transmission-owning
members. Its transmission services are divided into regional pricing zones. The SPP Tariff
(Attachment H) specifies a Zonal Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (Zonal ATRR) for each
pricing zone. Each Transmission Owner controls the filing of its ATRR within the zone, with SPP as
the administrator of the Tariff making the filings necessary to incorporate any such rate changes in
the Tariff. This includes filings necessary to include a new Transmission Owner in a new or existing
pricing zone. The current process raises two issues: (1) zonal placement decisions, and (2) the cost
impacts of the zonal placement decision.
First, SPP proposes the zonal placement for new Transmission Owners under its tariff
administration and design functions. Because the current SPP Tariff is silent as to zonal placement
decisions for new Transmission Owners, these zonal placement decisions have led to conflicts in
recent FERC proceedings. SPP has presented its informal and internal criteria in these litigated cases,
but they are largely unknown to members or prospective members and have never been filed with
or reviewed by FERC. Equally concerning is that currently there is no obligation in the SPP Tariff for
either the new Transmission Owner or SPP to notify potentially impacted Transmission Customers
and Transmission Owners that a new entrant may be placed in their zone and may be impacting their
costs.

Second, the SPP Tariff does not provide for mitigation of cost shifts resulting from a new
Transmission Owner. Today, once a zone is selected, SPP comingles and allocates the costs among
load in the zone without regard for potential cost shifts. This has led certain Transmission Customers
who have been impacted by cost shifts to contest SPP’s zonal placement decisions, as well as the
resulting cost shifts in litigation at FERC. These disputes run counter to SPP’s collegial Memberdriven culture.
Revised RR172 is intended to address both of these issues. First, Revised RR172 establishes
a process for new Transmission Owners (referred to in RR172 as Applicant Transmission Owners or
ATO) to notify SPP and for SPP to notify potentially impacted Transmission Customers and
Transmission Owners of the ATO’s desire to place its facilities under the SPP Tariff. Revised RR172
requires the new Transmission Owner to provide information (based largely on SPP’s criteria and

2

April 25th Straw Proposal, available at
https://www.spp.org/Documents/51121/SPC%20Materials%2020170602_PGD.pdf.
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the April 25th Straw Proposal) to all potentially impacted entities. This process will enhance the
transparency of SPP’s zonal placement decisions. Second, Revised RR172 establishes a cost-shift
mitigation mechanism to hold harmless Transmission Customers in a combined zone from legacy
costs of the other Transmission Owner. This cost-shifting mitigation does not apply to historical
jointly planned facilities or to any facilities built in the combined zone after integration. The hold
harmless mechanism ensures that the costs of existing transmission facilities will, for the most part,
be borne by the customers for whom those facilities were planned and the costs of any new
transmission facilities—i.e., transmission facilities planned after integration of a Transmission
Owner into a zone—will be allocated to all load within the zone based on existing Tariff provisions.
While some have argued that a certain amount of cost shifting is expected when participating in RTOs,
there is very little guidance on what FERC might find to be an acceptable level of cost shifting. To
that end, RR172 seeks to clarify that SPP Members are willing to accept cost shifts of up to 2% or $1
million (whichever is less) when creating or expanding multi-owner zones. Under Revised RR172,
however, there will be no cost shifts during the first 18 months of integration to allow entities whose
costs would be increased to seek to adjust retail rates accordingly. Revised RR172 also allows entities
to negotiate different cost mitigation measures if all affected Transmission Owners and Transmission
Customers agree.

Notably, the creation or expansion of multi-owner zones creates various notice and equity
issues that did not exist in historical single-owner zones. In multi-owner zones, the rates of one entity
can impact the rates of all customers in the zone. But not all customers are able to recover that rate
impact at the same time. Specifically, there is a timing issue between how and when FERC accepts
new rates and how rate impacts are incorporated into state-approved retail rates for various entities.
This is not an issue when a new entity is assigned a new zone. This issue only arises when SPP adds
a new Transmission Owner’s ATRR into an existing pricing zone. As noted above, current
implementation of the SPP Tariff requires costs to be comingled and allocated among load in the zone
immediately upon integration. This can result in changes to the cost of service for existing
Transmission Customers and Transmission Owners in the multi-owner zone. The immediate
comingling of ATRRs can create lags in cost recovery for entities that are required to seek recovery
rate increases caused by a cost shift from retail regulators. Shareholders should not be expected to
bear the costs for decisions made by independent third parties.

A license plate rate design was SPP’s initial effort to avoid the shifting of the costs of legacy
transmission facilities between Transmission Customers. In addition, the traditional license plate
rate design is intended to minimize collateral rate impacts for Transmission Owners and
Transmission Customers caused by decisions made outside or their control by creating separate
zones for each transmission owner. This approach, however, needs to be modified to address the
increasingly common integration of smaller Transmission Owners into existing Zones to ensure that
the same prohibition on cost shifting is observed within newly integrated multi-owner zones. In
other words, this new phase of SPP expansion raises the same issue regarding shifting of legacy costs
that was raised when SPP was created, and it should be handled the same way—by requiring legacy
customers to pay for legacy facilities, and sharing costs of jointly planned facilities going forward.
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The following three examples illustrate the need for the cost shift mitigation when integrating
a new Transmission Owner into SPP. These examples also highlight the importance of information
exchange and stakeholder discussion prior to zonal placement decisions. Revised RR172 is intended
to reduce such litigation.

A.

Zone 6 Situation

KCP&L is both a Transmission Customer and a Transmission Owner in the SPP Transmission
Pricing Zone 6 (Zone 6). In April 2015, SPP proposed to add Independence Power & Light (IPL) to
Zone 6, and IPL proposed a $7.2 million Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (ATRR) for its
stated rate. 3 Prior to this FERC filing, KCP&L was the only Transmission Owner in Zone 6. IPL’s costs,
based on the as-filed ATRR, were more than three times higher, on a dollars per-megawatt (MW) peryear basis, than KCP&L’s. Under the current SPP Tariff, all Zone 6 Transmission Customers (preexisting customers and the new IPL transmission customers) are expected to pay their load ratio
share of the combined KCP&L and IPL Zonal ATRR, approximately $41 million per year. IPL’s
addition to Zone 6, as-filed, would have increased Network Integration Transmission Service (NITS)
charges to pre-existing customers in Zone 6 by about 14%. IPL, as a transmission customer, would
have seen a 63% decrease in its “network-like” transmission charges. This cost shift is caused by IPL
bringing relatively more ATRR than load into Zone 6. This is demonstrated in Figure 1 below. This
potential cost shift led to KCP&L contesting SPP’s filing at FERC to include IPL in the region.

Figure 1 - Cost Shift

3

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., FERC Docket No. ER15-1499-000, initiated April 13, 2015.
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SPP’s FERC filing, on behalf of IPL, raised two important issues: (1) how did SPP decide to add
IPL to Zone 6; and (2) who bears the financial responsibility for that decision. As stated above, the
SPP Tariff is silent on criteria for zonal selection for new Transmission Owners—i.e., there is neither
a requirement for SPP to put new Transmission Owners into an existing zone nor a requirement that
new Transmission Owners create a new zone. Once a zone is selected, and that selection results in a
multi-owner zone the current Tariff requires costs to be comingled and allocated among load in the
zone without regard for any potential cost shifts. The zonal placement options for IPL, and potential
cost implications of these options, are demonstrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - IPL Customer Transmission Cost Responsibility

The first bar is the total transmission costs paid by IPL customers before IPL joined SPP,
including IPL’s ATRR and Point-to-Point (PTP) payments made to KCP&L, other Transmission
Owners, and the Regional PTP charges. The second bar shows IPL’s costs upon elimination of PTP
charges, paying only Regional NITS charges, its ATRR, and other SPP charges. KCP&L understood
and did not dispute the loss of PTP revenues that resulted from IPL becoming a NITS customer. These
PTP costs savings are the sort of savings that are appropriate for a company to have when it joins an
RTO. Although the second bar is labelled “IPL Costs in Separate Zone,” these would also have been
IPL’s costs if it had been placed in Zone 6 with zero cost shift. The third bar shows IPL’s costs with
the cost shift – that is, it reflects the fact that under IPL’s proposal IPL customers would have been
paying only a small share of IPL’s ATRR, and a small share of KCP&L’s ATRR, plus regional charges.
The proposed cost shift is the difference between the second and third bars. Ultimately, KCP&L and
IPL entered into a settlement that was filed at FERC to resolve this matter.
It bears repeating that, even with no cost shift, IPL would have realized the savings
represented by the difference between the first and second bars – more than $3 million per year. The
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middle bar – the bar that represented the originally proposed RR172 outcome struck a balance
between providing incentives to join SPP, but doing so in a way that does not cause undue
subsidization from existing SPP customers. Revised RR172 enhances the benefit to the entity causing
the cost shift, by allowing a cost shift of up to 2% or $1 million (whichever is lower) after the first 18
months.

B.

Zone 17 Situation

Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) is both a Transmission Customer and a Transmission
Owner in SPP Transmission Pricing Zone 17. In October 2015, SPP proposed to add Tri-State
Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. (Tri-State) to Zone 17, and Tri-State proposed an $8.1
million ATRR for its formula rate. 4 Tri-State subsequently reached a settlement reducing its ATRR to
$7.2 million. 5 Prior to this FERC filing, NPPD was the majority Transmission Owner in Zone 17,
contributing approximately 99% of the zonal ATRR while the other 1% was attributed to Central
Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation (CNPPID). 6 Tri-State’s costs, based on the $7.2 million ATRR,
are approximately $64,333 per MW of load 7 or more than 2.7 times higher, on a dollars per-megawatt
(MW) per-year basis, than Zone 17’s $23,600 cost per MW of load, prior to the placement of Tri-State
in Zone 17. This is demonstrated in Figure 3 below. Under SPP’s interpretation of the Tariff, all Zone
17 customers were expected to pay their LRS of the combined NPPD, CNPPID and Tri-State Zonal
ATRR, approximately $58.5 million per year. 8 This proposed addition of Tri-State to Zone 17 would
increase NITS of pre-existing customers in Zone 17 by about 9%.

4
5

6

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., FERC Docket No. ER16-204-000, et al., initiated October 30, 2015.

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 159 FERC ¶ 62,098 (2017) (order accepting uncontested settlement).
See SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff, Attachment H

See Motion to Intervene, Protest ad Motion for Summary Disposition or, in the Alternative, Hearing of
the Nebraska Public Power District, Docket No. ER16-204-000, at 10.

7
8

Id.
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Figure 3 – Cost Shift as included in NPPD Intervention 9

SPP’s FERC filing, on behalf of Tri-State, again raised two important issues: (1) how did SPP
decide to add Tri-State to Zone 17; and (2) who bears the financial responsibility for the decision.
SPP’s decision to add Tri-State to Zone 17 is being contested at FERC. The outcome of this decision
will be fact specific and should not prevent SPP and its stakeholders from making prospective Tariff
revisions to address this problem and avoid future litigation.

C.

Zone 19 Situation

In September 2014, SPP proposed to add the Integrated System (IS)—i.e., Western Area
Power Administration – Upper Great Plains Region (Western-UGP), Basin Electric Power Cooperative
(Basin Electric) and Heartland Consumers Power District (Heartland)—to the SPP footprint by
creating Zone 19 as opposed to placing the new Transmission Owners into an existing Zone. 10 In
contrast to the Zone 6 and Zone 17 examples, SPP proposed a bright-line whereby the IS and SPP
agreed that there would be no regional sharing between the IS and SPP’s Members for SPP Member’s
legacy transmission facilities and IS new construction projects with a need-by date prior to October
1, 2015. 11 In support of this bright-line, SPP states:
“When SPP first began regional cost sharing through Base Plan
Funding, its Members regionally shared costs on a going-forward basis.
In other words, they each had their legacy transmission systems, and

9

Id. at 36.

11

Id. at 31.

10

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., FERC Docket No. ER14-2850-001, et al., initiated September 11, 2014.
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there was no attempt to regionally share cost for these legacy facilities.
In fact, if there were facilities that were needed by the Member before
SPP started regional cost sharing, that Member was responsible for the
cost of those facilities in addition to their legacy facilities even if the
facility could not be implemented before the start of regional cost
sharing. Regional cost sharing through allocation of Base Plan Upgrade
costs was implemented for new facilities receiving a notification to
construct on or after June 19, 2010. SPP has applied this same
philosophy to the proposed integration of the IS Parties. Additionally,
this was the same type of offer that was extended to Entergy Services,
Inc. when it was considering membership in SPP.
The IS Parties have an existing legacy system as well as projects planned
with need-by dates in the future. Those facilities, as well as any planned
facilities with a need-by date prior to October 1, 2015, have been and
will continue to be fully funded by the IS Parties. SPP Members will not
regionally share the costs for these existing facilities. Likewise, existing
facilities constructed by SPP Members and those planned facilities with
a need-by date prior to October 1, 2015, will be fully paid for by current
SPP Members and not cost-shared with the IS Parties. Instead, costs will
be shared for projects in both the IS and the current SPP footprint with
need-by dates beginning with the proposed date of integration- October
1, 2015.” 12
The methodology chosen by SPP for the inclusion of the IS members into the footprint
eliminated any potentially contentious issues between SPP, the new Transmission Owners and
existing Transmission Customers while providing the benefits of RTO membership to Western-UGP,
Basin Electric and Heartland. The bright-line protections established by SPP during IS integration
are equally relevant and important to existing Transmission Customers when SPP selects to integrate
new Transmission Owners into existing zones. The annual $60,658 cost of Zone 19 Point-to-Point
Service is the highest zonal per MW cost of service in SPP. Thus, combining the Integrated System
with any other SPP Zone would have resulted in a substantial cost shift.

III.

Revised RR172 Solution

A. Background of Revised RR172
As originally proposed on July 14, 2016, RR172 would have introduced a bright line
requirement for SPP to fully mitigate cost shifts for pre-integration facilities – sometimes called
‘legacy’ facilities – upon integration of a new Transmission Owner. There was substantial
stakeholder debate over that proposal. This debate occurred in a robust stakeholder process, which
12

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc. Exhibit No. SPP-3, Prepared Direct Testimony of Carl A. Monroe, at 16.
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included meetings before the Regional Tariff Working Group and the SPP Strategic Planning
Committee over the course of a year. During that time period, SPP developed the April 25th Straw
Proposal that contained zonal placement criteria and proposed cost shift mitigation. The SPP
Strategic Planning Committee approved certain aspects of SPP’s proposal but declined to address
cost shifts.

Ultimately, it was decided that debate on zonal placement issues should be ended, and that
the Revision Request Sponsor be given the opportunity to present RR172 to the Markets and
Operations Policy Committee. KCP&L, as the Revision Request Sponsor, has revised RR172 to reflect
certain elements of the comments provided and the discussion that has taken place. This white paper
describes KCP&L’s revised proposal – i.e., Revised RR172.

B. Revised RR172 Description

Revised RR172 proposes to: (1) add a process for zonal placement to the Tariff that enhances
transparency and gives notice to stakeholders that may be impacted by the integration of a new
Transmission Owner into an existing zone, and (2) address cost shifts associated with placing existing
transmission facilities of new Transmission Owners in existing zones. The primary focus of Revised
RR172 is cost shift mitigation.

The cost shift provisions of Revised RR172 establish a mechanism to hold customers of an
existing zone harmless from NITS rate increases of more than 2% or $1 million (whichever is lower).
Specifically, the costs of existing transmission facilities will be borne by the customers for whom
those facilities were planned, with tolerance for a cost shift of up to 2% or $1 million annually
(whichever is lower). Note that this is a bi-directional protection, i.e., it will protect whichever
customers historically paying the lower rate from a cost increase of more than 2% or a cost shift
above $1 million annually (whichever is lower). The costs of any new transmission facilities—i.e.,
transmission facilities planned after integration of a Transmission Owning member of SPP into a
zone—will be allocated to all load within the zone based upon existing tariff provisions. For the
avoidance of doubt, Revised RR172 does not affect competitive transmission projects identified
through the SPP transmission planning process. And, new Transmission Owning members will
receive the traditional benefits of RTO membership, such as elimination of rate pancaking, efficient
management of congestion, and greater access to efficient markets, plus (as noted) the ability to share
costs of projects planned after joining the RTO.

1. Revised RR172 Notice and Information Exchange Process

Revised RR172 proposes an approach that provides for notice, information exchange, and
communication with affected stakeholders prior to SPP’s zonal placement decision, as well as rules
for mitigating resulting cost impacts. This process is intended to address the gap in the SPP Tariff
related to zonal placement to reduce potential litigation.

The notice and information exchange process outlined in in Revised RR172 is largely based
on the April 25th Straw Proposal approved by the SPP Strategic Planning Committee. Revised RR172,
however, also addresses potential cost shifts from zonal placement decisions. Both Revised RR172
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and the April 25th Straw Proposal allow entities to negotiate alternative cost shifting mitigation (or
decide to accept cost shifting) if all impacted entities agree. By establishing a clear cost-impact
mitigation process, Revised RR172 will reduce the likelihood of potential litigation between the
parties, and also reduce the scope of such litigation in the event that litigation occurs.

The notice and information exchange process is triggered when an ATO submits a notice to
SPP stating its intent to join SPP and providing certain information (ATO Notice). Revised RR172
requires an ATO to submit certain information with its ATO Notice. 13 The information set forth in
Revised RR172 is intended to assist SPP with identifying entities that may be impacted by zonal
placement of the new ATO (defined in RR172 as Potentially Affected Entities) and to give those
entities information to assess potential rate impacts. The information submitted with the ATO notice
is largely based on the April 25th Straw Proposal and its internal criteria. This information also will
aid Potentially Affected Entities in assessing and preparing for potential cost shifts. Revised RR172
requires the ATO to submit 1) its proposed ATRR, 2) a description of transmission facilities to be
transferred; 3) its historical and projected coincident peak load, 4) any existing Network or Point-toPoint transmission service agreements under the SPP Tariff, 5) identification of facilities that the ATO
claims were jointly planned, and 6) existing interconnection points. Nothing in Revised RR172
restricts SPP from requesting and requiring additional information as needed.

SPP must provide this information, and any other supplemental information to Potentially
Affected Entities within 10 days of receipt. This is consistent with the requirement in the April 25th
Straw Proposal that SPP provide notice to Transmission Owners and Network Customers of potential
zonal placement, but also requires SPP to provide Potentially Affected Entities with certain
information provided by the ATO. RR172 does not require SPP to provide all information provided
by the ATO related to SPP’s zonal placement decision. The information exchange process in RR172
is related only to information that can be used to assess potential cost impacts. Revised RR172
requires SPP to arrange at least one meeting with the ATO and Potentially Affected Entities. It also
requires SPP to consider feedback from Potentially Affected Entities and complete a “Zonal
Placement Analysis.” Within 45 days of receiving all information from the ATO, SPP must complete
the Zonal Placement Analysis. The Zonal Placement Analysis must include SPP’s zonal placement
decision. This 45 day time period is consistent with the April 25th SPP Straw Proposal.

SPP’s Zonal Placement Analysis will determine zonal placement based on information
provided by the ATO and feedback from the Potentially Affected Entities. The Potentially Affected
Entities, however, are not able to block or delay a zonal placement determinations. Their
involvement in the process is limited to providing relevant information to assist SPP in its Zonal
Placement Analysis. This avoids potentially conflicting information in FERC filings and potential
litigation. Transmission Customers that are actually affected by a zonal placement will have the hold
harmless protection described below.
Note the SPP process requires SPP to request certain information from the ATO after the notice is
provided by the ATO to SPP. Id. In essence, the process in RR172 collapses the first two steps of the SPP process
so that the information is provided with the notice thus saving SPP the step of requesting it.

13
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Figure 4 – Sample Timeline of Information Exchange and Zonal Placement Process

2. Revised RR172 Cost-Shift Mitigation Process
Revised RR172 establishes a cost-shift mitigation process that is triggered if an ATO is placed
into an existing Zone. This process requires SPP to calculate the impact on NITS rates (Schedule 9 of
the SPP Tariff), both on Transmission Customers in the existing zone and the ATO’s historical
customers. If there is a cost shift to either group of customers, the cost shift mitigation process set
forth in Revised RR172 applies.

The mitigation process has two time periods: (1) the first 18 months after integration, and
(2) thereafter. If SPP calculates that a cost shift would occur, then the cost shift is mitigated. There
will be no cost shift in the first 18 months after integration. For example, if integration occurred on
June 1, 2020, there would be no cost shift through December 31, 2021. The 18-month period reflects
the time period that many SPP Members need to seek state authorization to recover costs for any
cost shift permitted in the subsequent years. It provides Existing Transmission customers of the
lower cost provider time to seek rate increase authority and thereby seek to avoid stranded costs.
For some existing SPP Network Customers , to be able to recover the increased cost for transmission
service to serve load through retail rates, that Network Customer will need to seek authority from its
state commission.
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After this first period passes, one of two things will happen:
i.

ii.

If the cost shift is more than 2%/$1 million annually, the amount above 2%/$1
million is mitigated. So, for a cost shift of 6.0% (but less than $1 million), 2% would
be included in the zonal rate paid by all Transmission Customers. The Transmission
Customers of the Transmission Owner that historically had the lower rate would be
held harmless from 4% of the rate increase, and the ATRR corresponding to that 4%
increase instead would be collected from the Transmission Customers of the higher
cost Transmission Owner.
If the cost shift is less than 2%/$1 million, there would be no mitigation going
forward. Instead, there would be a single zonal rate to collect all ATRR equally (i.e.,
on a pro rata, coincident peak basis) from all Transmission Customers in the zone.

Revised RR172 requires SPP to recalculate the cost shift whenever there are changes to the
filed ATRRs of either the ATO or the existing Transmission Owner(s) and Network Loads associated
with the Schedule 9 charges to determine when the cost shift drops below 2%/$1 million.

Appendix 1 describes how the cost shift mitigation process would be implemented and
provides examples of its application to different size cost shifts. Appendix 2 provides calculations for
sample cost shifts below 2%, above 2%, and above $1 million.

C.

Revised RR172 Benefits

Revised RR172 fills a gap in the SPP Tariff by establishing a process for new Transmission
Owners to join SPP. The process is transparent and includes potentially impacted stakeholders in
the process. In this way, Revised RR172 comports with SPP’s Member-driven culture.

Revised RR172 is intended to strike a balance by delivering new Transmission Owners the
traditional benefits of RTO membership – the same benefits that attracted the existing members of
SPP – while mitigating cost shifts associated with placing the costs of a new Transmission Owner’s
existing facilities into an existing SPP Zone. Revised RR172 protects both existing Transmission
Customers and new Transmission Customers by requiring load of each Transmission Owner to pay,
for the most part, for the costs of facilities planned for that load prior to zonal integration. In other
words, a new Transmission Customer would not be expected to pay materially for the legacy zonal
transmission facilities of the existing Transmission Owner and the existing Transmission Customers
will not be expected to pay materially for the cost of the existing transmission facilities of a new
Transmission Owner. Costs of new facilities, however, will be allocated across the zone to all load
per the Tariff. This approach recognizes and implements the fundamental principle that
Transmission Customers should pay for facilities planned and constructed for their use and benefit.
Additionally, Revised RR172 will minimize litigation by addressing the potential cost impact
of zonal placement decisions. The proposal does not create a zonal placement standard to which SPP
must rigidly adhere. Rather, it creates a transparent process that gives affected Transmission
Customers and affected Transmission Owners the information necessary to analyze and prepare for
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potential cost impacts of zonal placement decisions. This should limit disputes at FERC, or, at a
minimum, narrow the issues in dispute. Disputes should be limited, for the most part, to issues about
whether the data supporting the cost shift calculation, or the calculation itself, are correct. Currently,
there is no SPP Tariff requirement to notify or provide information about potential zonal placement
requests or decision until a filing is made at FERC. Revised RR172 is consistent with the SPP
Member-driven process for establishing processes and rules that generally result in reducing
disputes and litigation at FERC.

D.

Revised RR172 Solution is Supported by FERC Precedent

Revised RR172 is consistent with FERC precedent for the following reasons.

First, as FERC has stated, the “major purpose of transmission pricing reform should be to
provide more efficient price signals, particularly for new transmission uses, and not simply to
reallocate sunk costs.” 14 This is a two-way street; there should be no reallocation of costs of either
the incumbent Transmission Owner(s)/Customer(s) in a Zone or the new Transmission
Owner(s)/Customer(s) because neither was participating in the planning and construction of
transmission facilities of the other.

Second, “a reallocation of costs for existing facilities will not affect a transmission owner’s
future decision about whether and where to build new transmission facilities. Rather, it is the cost
allocation method for new transmission facilities that influences the incentive to invest.” 15 Once a
Transmission Owner joins a Zone, under the SPP process, all planning within the Zone should be
jointly conducted, such that cost allocation of newly planned facilities to all customers within the
Zone would be appropriate – because such facilities would be planned to ensure that all customers
within the Zone are reliably served on a least-cost basis. Once the investment incentives for the zone
are aligned with the interests of all customers in the zone, it is appropriate for all customers to share
alike in the costs of new transmission.

Third, and following on the first two points, FERC’s logic in approving license plate rate
designs shows that cost shifting as a result of a lack of common planning is the central problem with
reallocation of sunk costs. Costs of pre-existing facilities should not be reallocated to other RTO
members because such facilities “were not developed under common ownership and planning, and
were not designed to benefit the entire footprint…,” but rather “were developed by the individual
companies to benefit their own systems and their own customers.” 16 Accordingly it is “consistent
with principles of cost causation to continue to allocate the costs of these facilities to the customers
for whom they were constructed and whom they continue to serve.” 17 Rates that apply solely to the
customers of the Transmission Owner that planned the pre-existing facilities appropriately “reflect
14

added).

15
16
17

Transmission Pricing Policy Statement, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,005 at 31,444 (1994) (emphasis
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C., Opinion No. 494, 119 FERC ¶ 61,063 at P 53 (2007).
See, e.g., Opinion No. 494 at P 42.
Id.
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the prior investment of the individual transmission owners.” 18 The exclusion for facilities that are
shown to have been jointly planned is consistent with this principle.

E.

RR172 is Consistent with SPP Policies and Practices

Revised RR172 is consistent with SPP Policies and Practices for the following reasons.

First, Revised RR172 is both practical and consistent with the theory utilized by SPP to
develop license plate pricing. Since its inception as an RTO, SPP has had a license plate rate design. 19
This design was intentional. It was designed to prevent the reallocation of sunk costs, while
permitting regional and zonal allocation for new, jointly planned facilities. SPP’s license plate rates
continue to this day.

Second, the 2%/$1 million cost shift threshold is consistent with SPP practice. Specifically,
prior to the recent cases that include those highlighted above, publicly available data suggests that
cost shifts from zonal integrations were 2% or less.

Third, Revised RR172 requires information exchanges largely based on SPP’s internal criteria
for selecting potential zones for new Transmission Owners into the Tariff, and gives SPP flexibility in
making zonal placement decisions, while also enhancing transparency for affected customers and
TOs both into the decisional process and into the cost shift calculations.

Fourth, Revised RR172 is narrowly tailored to address the issue of cost shifting without
creating a disincentive or otherwise blocking new Transmission Owners from joining SPP. Revised
RR172 preserves existing incentives to RTO membership while protecting current Members. The
2% /$1 million threshold for permitted cost shifts may even provide additional incentive to smaller
entities to join SPP, because a 2% increase for a large existing Transmission Owner can represent a
substantially larger decrease for a smaller ATO. It also allows parties to negotiate an alternative cost
shift mitigation process if the impacted Transmission Customers and Transmission Owners can all
agree.

18

Id.

See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. EL00-39-000, “Proposal for Recognition as Independent
System Operator and Regional Transmission Organization,” at 19-20 & n.36 (Dec. 30, 1999); Southwest Power
Pool, Inc., 91 FERC ¶ 61,137 at 61,527 (2000); Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. RT04-1-000, et al., “RTO
Proposal of Southwest Power Pool, Inc.,” at 63-64, Exh. No. SPP-28 at 5-6; Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 106
FERC ¶ 61,110 (2004), order on reh’g, 109 FERC ¶ 61,010 (2004).
19
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IV.

There Are Compelling Benefits to Joining an RTO Without Relying
on Cost Shifts
The benefits of RTOs are numerous, 20 including the following:
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Substantial customer savings in power production costs in Day 2 markets;
Equal and non-discriminatory transmission system access;
More efficient congestion management;

Potential elimination of point-to-point charges and/or rate pancaking;

Efficient Market Operations—i.e., operate energy, capacity and ancillary service
markets using low-cost unit commitment, dispatch, and congestion management;
50 basis point adder for RTO participation;

More efficient regional planning for transmission and generation investments;
More effective management of parallel flows; and
Improved grid reliability.

These reasons, and others like them, are the reasons that SPP’s existing members joined.
They should remain sufficient to attract additional members. Sweetening the pot further by taking
money from existing SPP members and giving it to new members through a cost shift is neither
necessary nor fair.

V.

Conclusion

Revised RR172 fills a gap in the SPP Tariff to address integrating new Transmission Owners
into existing transmission pricing zones. It is designed to strike a balance between attracting new
members to SPP, by retaining their ability to obtain the substantial traditional benefits of RTO
membership, while eliminating the unnecessary and unfair potential for such new members to also
shift costs to existing members. It does so by establishing a transparent notice and information
exchange process that includes potentially impacted Transmission Customers and Transmission
Owners early in the process. Transmission Customers and Transmission Owners actually affected
by a zonal placement decision are protected by a mechanism to hold existing customers harmless of
the rate impact. To allow existing entities to recover the costs potential cost shifts from adding a new
ATO to an existing zone through retail rates, Revised RR172 creates an 18-month initial mitigation
See, e.g., Regional Transmission Organizations, Order No. 2000, 89 FERC ¶ 61,285 at 2 (1999) (listing
numerous benefits of RTOs).

20
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period where existing customers are held harmless. Revised RR172 creates an acceptable cost shift
of 2%/$1 million after the initial 18-month mitigation period.

This approach will aid both potential new Transmission Owners/Transmission Customers
and existing Transmission Customers in making business decisions in SPP. Additionally, Revised
RR172 provides a bi-directional approach to protect both new Transmission Owners/Transmission
Customers and existing Transmission Customers from paying for facilities that were not jointly
planned. Following the new ATO’s integration into SPP, all SPP studied and planned projects will
allocate costs per the provisions contained within the Tariff. Revised RR172 is consistent with SPP’s
Member-driven philosophy, existing license plate rate design and balancing of reliability and
economic impact needs of the region.
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APPENDIX 1
Cost Shift Mitigation Process Overview
Revised RR172 establishes a process to calculate cost shifts resulting from a new
Transmission Owner (ATO)’s ATRR being added to an existing transmission pricing zone. The cost
shift will be calculated using the information that the ATO provides to SPP with its ATO Notice. An
“ATO Proxy Rate” will be calculated using the ATTR and load information. An “Existing TO Proxy
Rate” will be calculated using load and ATRR information from the existing Transmission Owner(s)
in the zone. These proxy rates are intended to reflect the NITS rates that would be charged if the ATO
and the existing Transmission Owner(s) were in their own zones. The proposed ATRRs will be
combined to establish a Proxy Zonal ATTR, intended to reflect the projected total ATRR of a
combined, but unmitigated, zone. SPP will then use that Proxy Zonal ATTR and combined projected
load data to develop a “Proxy Zonal Rate”, intended to reflect the NITS rate for the combined, but
unmitigated, zone.

To determine whether there is a cost shift, the Proxy Zonal Rate will be compared to the
Existing TO Proxy Rate and the ATO Proxy Rate. The “cost shift” will be the percentage or dollar
amount difference (if any) between the Proxy Zonal Rate and either the Existing TO Proxy Rate or
the ATO Proxy Rate. The percentage impact on NITS rates and the total annual cost shift will be
evaluated to determine the level of mitigation. The cost shift mitigation threshold will be the lower
of a 2% rate increase or $1 million rate increase annually. The examples below discuss the process
using 2% as the mitigation threshold, but it would work the same using a $1 million annual amount.

For example, assuming the cost shift is based on a percentage increase, if the ATO Proxy Rate
is 6.0% lower than the Proxy Zonal Rate, absent mitigation the ATO’s customers would have to pay a
cost shift-driven rate increase of 6%. Under Revsied RR172, that rate increase would be mitigated
to 0% for the first 18 months, and thereafter to 2%. The ATRR associated with the remaining 4%
rate increase – called the “Hold Harmless” ATRR – would be collected solely from the customers of
the higher cost Transmission Owner. The remaining ATRR – the amount cost shared equally among
all zonal transmission customers – is the “Base Zonal ATRR.”

For the first 18 months, when the cost shift is 0%, a Base Zonal ATRR (reflecting the combined
zonal ATRR that can be collected through Network Service rates without increasing the rates charged
to customers) and a Hold Harmless ATRR (reflecting the higher cost Transmission Owner’s
remaining ATRR) will be established. The Hold Harmless ATRR will be used to develop and assess a
surcharge to the higher cost Transmission Owner’s customers so that the higher cost Transmission
Owner can collect its entire ATRR.
If the cost shift is greater than 2% at the end of the initial 18-month mitigation period, the
mitigation period continues until the cost shift stays below 2%, for at least 18 months. During the
extended mitigation period, the Base Zonal ATRR and the Hold Harmless ATTR and associated
surcharge will be recalculated to allow a 2% cost shift. The Base Zonal ATRR will be increased to a
value that causes a 2% increase in Network Service rates to the customers of the lower cost provider.
The remaining ATRR of the higher cost Transmission Owner will be the new Hold Harmless ATRR. A
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surcharge will be determined to collect the Hold Harmless ATRR from the higher cost Transmission
Owner’s customers.

In recognition that ATTRs for legacy facilities and associated Network Loads change, over
time, Revised RR172 provides that the cost shift of any mitigated zone will be recalculated any time
the ATRR of any Transmission Owner changes.

To end mitigation, SPP will file with FERC 60 days before the end of the mitigation period (18
months after the cost shift has fallen below 2% or $1 million annually). Upon FERC approval, rates
for all transmission customers in the combined zone will be the same.
Several examples of how this would work are below. 21
1.

<2% Increase in Rates of Customers of the Existing TO

In this example, an ATO integration that would cause a less than 2% (e.g., ~1.5%) increase in
rates of existing transmission customers would trigger the 18-month mitigation period. For the first
18 months following integration, existing customers would be held harmless (i.e., 0% rate increase).
A Base Zonal ATRR and a Hold Harmless ATRR would be established for the 18-month period. A
surcharge reflecting the 1.5% cost shift would be assessed to the ATO’s customers based on the Hold
Harmless ATRR. The Base Zonal ATRR and the resulting Hold Harmless ATRR would be recalculated,
whenever there are changes to the filed ATRRs and Network Loads associated with the Schedule 9 charges
so that existing TOs and the ATO can recover their respective ATRRs from generally applicable Schedule
9 rates and/or the Hold Harmless surcharge.
After the expiration of the 18-month period, the Hold Harmless surcharge would be
eliminated and NITS charges for all customers in the Zone would be based on the Total Zonal ATRR
specified in Table 1 of Attachment H.
2.

>2% Increase in Rates of Customers of the Existing TO

In this example, an ATO integration that would cause a greater than 2% (e.g., ~5%) increase
in rates of existing customers would trigger the 18-month mitigation period, with the mitigation
period extending until the cost shift amount falls below 2% for 18 months. For the first 18 months
following integration, the mitigation would work the same as in the scenario above (i.e., the Existing
TO’s customers would be held harmless for 100% of the cost shift). A Base Zonal ATRR and a Hold
Harmless ATRR would be developed for the 18-month period, and a surcharge would be assessed on
the ATO’s transmission customers to recover the Hold Harmless ATRR. As above, the Base Zonal
ATRR and the resulting Hold Harmless ATRR would be recalculated when ATRR and Network Load
changes occur.

In this scenario, however, rates would change after expiration of the 18-month period to
reflect a Base Zonal ATTR and, Hold Harmless ATRR that allow for a 2% cost shift going forward. In
These examples all contemplate that the ATO would be the higher cost Transmission Owner in the new
combined zone. However, the Tariff provisions are bi-directional, as reflected in the example used earlier in
the this Appendix.
21
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other words, there would be a 2% increase in the Base Zonal ATRR charged to all customers in the
zone. The remaining 3% of the cost shift would be paid by the ATO’s customers through a
recalculated surcharge.

The Base Zonal ATRR and the resulting Hold Harmless ATRR would be recalculated, whenever
there are changes to the filed ATRRs and Network Loads associated with the Schedule 9 charges so that
existing TOs and the ATO can recover their respective ATRRs from generally applicable Schedule 9 rates
and/or the Hold Harmless surcharge.

The Hold Harmless provisions would continue in subsequent years until it is determined the
cost shift amount has fallen below 2% for 18 months (resulting from ATRR and/or load changes).
SPP would then file with FERC to eliminate the surcharge. At that point, NITS charges for all
transmission customers in the zone would be based on the Total Zonal ATRR specified in Table 1 of
Attachment H.
3.

>$1Million Increase in Rates of Customers of the Existing TO

This is example is similar to Example 2 (i.e., the >2% rate increase example) except that the
mitigation threshold of a $1 million rate impact triggers the mitigation. In this example $1 million is
less than the dollar equivalent amount of a 2% rate increase. In this case the Hold Harmless
provisions would continue in subsequent years until it is determined the cost shift amount has fallen
below $1 million (on an annual basis) for 18 months.
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APPENDIX 2
Sample Cost Shift Mitigation Calculations
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Example 1 (Rate Increase < 2%)
Mitigation 0-18 Months
after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months
after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months
after Integration if Rate
Impact below
Threshold

(3)
Zonal ATRR
(FROM Transmission
Owner)

(3)
Zonal ATRR
(FROM Transmission
Owner)

(3)
Zonal ATRR
(FROM Transmission
Owner)

Attachment H Legacy Zonal ATRRs with Hold Harmless ATRR
(1) Zone

Newly Integrated Zone
Base Zonal ATRR

Charged to all Network Customers in Zone 99

$

48,000,000

$

48,750,000

$

48,750,000

Existing TO ATRR
ATO ATRR for Jointly Planned Facilities (if
applicable)

$

40,000,000

$

40,000,000

$

40,000,000

99d

ATO ATRR for all Facilities not Jointly Planned

$

8,750,000

99z

Less: Hold Harmless ATRR

$

(750,000)

$

-

$

-

Hold Harmless ATRR

$

750,000

$

-

$

-

99a
99c

Surcharge to Load associated with Higher Cost TO 99z

(2)

$

-

$
$

8,750,000

$
$

8,750,000

Schedule 9 Charges and Hold Harmless Surcharge

Mitigation 0-18
Months after
Integration

Mitigation 18+
Months after
Integration if
Mitigation 18+ Rate Impact
below
Months after
Integration
Threshold

Existing Network Customer Load
Base Zonal Charge under Schedule 9
Hold Harmless Surcharge
Total Legacy Zonal Charge

$
$
$

40,000,000
40,000,000

$
$
$

40,625,000
40,625,000

$
$
$

40,625,000
40,625,000

$

40,000

$

40,625 $
1.563%

40,625 ATRR/MW-Yr
1.563%

ATO associated Load
Base Zonal Charge under Schedule 9
Hold Harmless Surcharge
Total Legacy Zonal Charge

$
$
$

8,000,000
750,000
8,750,000

$
$
$

8,125,000
8,125,000

$
$
$

8,125,000
8,125,000

$

43,750

$

40,625 $
-7.143%

40,625 ATRR/MW-Yr
-7.143%

$

40,000,000
1000
40,000
3,333

$

40,000,000
1000
40,000
3,333

$

40,000,000
1000
40,000
3,333

8,750,000
200
43,750
3,646

$

8,750,000
200
43,750
3,646

$

48,750,000
1200
40,625
3,385

$

48,750,000
1200
40,625
3,385

$

Assumptions (ATRRs & Loads)
Existing TO ATRR
Existing Network Customer Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$
$

ATO ATRR
ATO associated Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$

Combined ATRR
Combined Network Custoemr Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

8,750,000
200
43,750
3,646
48,750,000
1200
40,625
3,385

Calculated Rate Increases/(Decreases)
Existing TC Load @ Existing TO Rate
Existing TC Load @ Combined Rate
Rate Increase/(Decrease) ($)
Rate Increase/(Decrease) (%)

40,000,000
40,625,000
625,000
1.56%

40,000,000
40,625,000
625,000
1.56%

40,000,000
40,625,000
625,000
1.56%

ATO TC Load @ ATO Rate
ATO TC Load @ Combined Rate
Rate Increase/(Decrease) ($)
Rate Increase/(Decrease) (%)

8,750,000
8,125,000
(625,000)
-7.14%

8,750,000
8,125,000
(625,000)
-7.14%

8,750,000
8,125,000
(625,000)
-7.14%

Rate Increase Caps
Rate Increase Cap
Cost Shift Cap

$

Rate Increase Caps
Unmitigated Rate Increase for Network Customers of Lower Cost TO
Allowed Increase @ Rate Increase Cap
Allowed Increase @ Cost Shift Cap
Lesser of Allowed Increases

$
$
$
$

Rate Increase Caps
Hold Harmless ATRR surcharge to Network Customers of Higher Cost TO

$

0%
$

2%
1,000,000

$

2%
1,000,000

625,000
-

$
$
$
$

625,000
800,000
1,000,000
625,000

$
$
$
$

625,000
800,000
1,000,000
625,000

750,000

$

-

-

$

-
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Example 1 (Rate Increase < 2%) ATRR/MW-Year
$50,000

$45,000

$40,000

ATO Cost
Decrease
of 7.1%

$43,750
$40,625

$40,000

$40,625

$40,625

$40,625

Existing Load
Cost Increase
of 1.6%

$35,000

$30,000

$25,000

$20,000

$15,000

$10,000

$5,000

$Mitigation 0-18 Months after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months after Integration
Existing Network Customer Load

Mitigation 18+ Months after Integration if Rate Impact
below Threshold

ATO associated Load
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Example 2 (Rate Increase > 2%)
Mitigation 0-18 Months
after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months
after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months
after Integration if
Rate Impact below
Threshold

(3)
Zonal
ATRR (FROM
Transmission Owner)

(3)
Zonal
ATRR (FROM
Transmission Owner)

(3)
Zonal
ATRR (FROM
Transmission Owner)

$

48,000,000

$

48,960,000

$

$

40,000,000

$

40,000,000

$

Attachment H Legacy Zonal ATRRs with Hold Harmless ATRR
(1) Zone

Newly Integrated Zone
Base Zonal ATRR

Charged to all Network Customers in Zone 99
99a
99c
99d
99z

Surcharge to Load associated with Higher Cost TO 99z

Schedule 9 Charges and Hold Harmless Surcharge
Existing Network Customer Load
Base Zonal Charge under Schedule 9
Hold Harmless Surcharge
Total Legacy Zonal Charge
ATO associated Load
Base Zonal Charge under Schedule 9
Hold Harmless Surcharge
Total Legacy Zonal Charge

Assumptions (ATRRs & Loads)
Existing TO ATRR
Existing Network Customer Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

(2)

Existing TO ATRR
ATO ATRR for Jointly Planned Facilities (if
applicable)
ATO ATRR for all Facilities not Jointly
Planned
Less: Hold Harmless ATRR
Hold Harmless ATRR

$

-

$

-

48,900,000
40,000,000
$

10,500,000

$

10,500,000

$

(2,500,000)

$

(1,540,000)

$

-

1,540,000

$

-

$

2,500,000

$

$

-

$

8,900,000

Mitigation 0-18
Months after
Integration

Mitigation 18+
Months after
Integration if
Mitigation 18+ Rate Impact
Months after
below
Integration
Threshold

$
$
$

40,000,000
40,000,000

$
$
$

40,800,000
40,800,000

$
$
$

40,750,000
40,750,000

$

40,000

$

40,800 $
2.00%

40,750 ATRR/MW-Yr
1.875%

$
$
$

8,000,000
2,500,000
10,500,000

$
$
$

8,160,000
1,540,000
9,700,000

$
$
$

8,150,000
8,150,000

$

52,500

$

48,500 $
-7.62%

40,750 ATRR/MW-Yr
-22%

$

40,000,000
1000
40,000
3,333

$

40,000,000
1000
40,000
3,333

$

40,000,000
1000
40,000
3,333

10,500,000
200
52,500
4,375

$

10,500,000
200
52,500
4,375

$

50,500,000
1200
42,083
3,507

$

50,500,000
1200
42,083
3,507

$

$
$

ATO ATRR
ATO associated Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$

Combined ATRR
Combined Network Custoemr Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

8,900,000
200
44,500
3,708
48,900,000
1200
40,750
3,396

Calculated Rate Increases/(Decreases)
Existing TC Load @ Existing TO Rate
Existing TC Load @ Combined Rate
Rate Increase/(Decrease) ($)
Rate Increase/(Decrease) (%)

40,000,000
42,083,333
2,083,333
5.21%

40,000,000
42,083,333
2,083,333
5.21%

40,000,000
40,750,000
750,000
1.88%

ATO TC Load @ ATO Rate
ATO TC Load @ Combined Rate
Rate Increase/(Decrease) ($)
Rate Increase/(Decrease) (%)

10,500,000
8,416,667
(2,083,333)
-19.84%

10,500,000
8,416,667
(2,083,333)
-19.84%

8,900,000
8,150,000
(750,000)
-8.43%

Rate Increase Caps
Rate Increase Cap
Cost Shift Cap

$

Rate Increase Caps
Unmitigated Rate Increase for Network Customers of Lower Cost TO
Allowed Increase @ Rate Increase Cap
Allowed Increase @ Cost Shift Cap
Lesser of Allowed Increases

$
$
$
$

Rate Increase Caps
Hold Harmless ATRR surcharge to Network Customers of Higher Cost TO

$

0%
$

2%
1,000,000

$

2%
1,000,000

2,083,333
-

$
$
$
$

2,083,333
800,000
1,000,000
800,000

$
$
$
$

750,000
800,000
1,000,000
750,000

2,500,000

$

1,540,000

$

-

-
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Example 2 (Rate Increase > 2%) ATRR/MW-Year
$60,000

ATO Cost
Decrease of
7.62%

$52,500
$50,000

$40,000

$48,500

$40,800

$40,000

$40,750

$40,750

Existing Load
Cost Increase
of 2.0%
$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

$Mitigation 0-18 Months after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months after Integration
Existing Network Customer Load

Mitigation 18+ Months after Integration if Rate Impact
below Threshold

ATO associated Load
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Example 3 (Rate Increase > $1M)
Mitigation 0-18 Months
after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months
after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months
after Integration if Rate
Impact below
Threshold

(3)
Zonal ATRR
(FROM Transmission
Owner)

(3)
Zonal ATRR
(FROM Transmission
Owner)

(3)
Zonal ATRR
(FROM Transmission
Owner)

Attachment H Legacy Zonal ATRRs with Hold Harmless ATRR
(1) Zone

Newly Integrated Zone
Base Zonal ATRR

Charged to all Network Customers in Zone 99

$

96,000,000

$

97,200,000

$

97,000,000

Existing TO ATRR
ATO ATRR for Jointly Planned Facilities (if
applicable)

$

80,000,000

$

80,000,000

$

80,000,000

99d

ATO ATRR for all Facilities not Jointly Planned

$

17,500,000

$

17,500,000

99z

Less: Hold Harmless ATRR

$

(1,500,000)

$

(300,000)

$

-

Hold Harmless ATRR

$

1,500,000

$

300,000

$

-

99a
99c

Surcharge to Load associated with Higher Cost TO 99z

(2)

$

-

$

-

$
$

17,000,000

Schedule 9 Charges and Hold Harmless Surcharge

Mitigation 0-18
Months after
Integration

Mitigation 18+
Months after
Integration if
Mitigation 18+ Rate Impact
below
Months after
Integration
Threshold

Existing Network Customer Load
Base Zonal Charge under Schedule 9
Hold Harmless Surcharge
Total Legacy Zonal Charge

$
$
$

80,000,000
80,000,000

$
$
$

81,000,000
81,000,000

$
$
$

80,833,333
80,833,333

$

80,000

$

81,000 $
1.250%

80,833.33 ATRR/MW-Yr
1.042%

ATO associated Load
Base Zonal Charge under Schedule 9
Hold Harmless Surcharge
Total Legacy Zonal Charge

$
$
$

16,000,000
1,500,000
17,500,000

$
$
$

16,200,000
300,000
16,500,000

$
$
$

16,166,667
16,166,667

$

87,500

$

82,500 $
-5.714%

80,833.33 ATRR/MW-Yr
-7.619%

$

80,000,000
1000
80,000
6,667

$

80,000,000
1000
80,000
6,667

$

80,000,000
1000
80,000
6,667

17,500,000
200
87,500
7,292

$

17,500,000
200
87,500
7,292

$

97,500,000
1200
81,250
6,771

$

97,500,000
1200
81,250
6,771

$

Assumptions (ATRRs & Loads)
Existing TO ATRR
Existing Network Customer Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$
$

ATO ATRR
ATO associated Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$

Combined ATRR
Combined Network Custoemr Load
$/MW-Yr
$/MW-Mo

$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

17,000,000
200
85,000
7,083
97,000,000
1200
80,833
6,736

Calculated Rate Increases/(Decreases)
Existing TC Load @ Existing TO Rate
Existing TC Load @ Combined Rate
Rate Increase/(Decrease) ($)
Rate Increase/(Decrease) (%)

80,000,000
81,250,000
1,250,000
1.56%

80,000,000
81,250,000
1,250,000
1.56%

80,000,000
80,833,333
833,333
1.04%

ATO TC Load @ ATO Rate
ATO TC Load @ Combined Rate
Rate Increase/(Decrease) ($)
Rate Increase/(Decrease) (%)

17,500,000
16,250,000
(1,250,000)
-7.14%

17,500,000
16,250,000
(1,250,000)
-7.14%

17,000,000
16,166,667
(833,333)
-4.90%

Rate Increase Caps
Rate Increase Cap
Cost Shift Cap

$

Rate Increase Caps
Unmitigated Rate Increase for Network Customers of Lower Cost TO
Allowed Increase @ Rate Increase Cap
Allowed Increase @ Cost Shift Cap
Lesser of Allowed Increases

$
$
$
$

Rate Increase Caps
Hold Harmless ATRR surcharge to Network Customers of Higher Cost TO

$

0%
$

2%
1,000,000

$

2%
1,000,000

1,250,000
-

$
$
$
$

1,250,000
1,600,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

$
$
$
$

833,333
1,600,000
1,000,000
833,333

1,500,000

$

300,000

$

-

-
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Example 3 (Rate Increase > $1M) ATRR/MW-Year
$100,000

$90,000

$80,000

ATO Cost
Decrease of
5.7%

$87,500
$81,000

$80,000

$82,500

$80,833.33

$80,833.33

Existing Load
Cost Increase
of 1.3%

$70,000

$60,000

$50,000

$40,000

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

$Mitigation 0-18 Months after Integration

Mitigation 18+ Months after Integration
Existing Network Customer Load

Mitigation 18+ Months after Integration if Rate Impact
below Threshold

ATO associated Load
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July 21, 2017
To:
Subject:

SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee and Regional State Committee
“Appeal of RR172”

SPP Board of Directors/Members Committee & Regional State Committee
The Kansas City Power and Light (KCPL) “Appeal of RR172” agenda topic directly circumvents the
Revision Request (RR) appeal process by replacing the RR that was rejected by the Markets and
Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) on July 11, 2017 with a whitepaper that includes substantively
different policy issues than what was included in RR172. The Board of Directors (Board) should not vote
on the posted whitepaper as it has never been considered by the MOPC nor the Strategic Planning
Committee (SPC). It is improper for the Appeal of RR172 to exclude the document that is being appealed
and replaced with a whitepaper that includes substantively different policy concepts. Whenever a
whitepaper or process paper is presented to the Board from the stakeholder process it has been vetted,
edited, and reviewed by stakeholders. However, there has not been any opportunity for edits or
revisions to this whitepaper. Therefore, KCPL’s Appeal of RR172 should be rejected with no further
action taken, especially in light of pending action in the Tri-State case.
Even though the agenda item “Appeal of RR172” doesn’t include the review of RR172, we
support Kansas City Power & Light’s (KCPL’s) stated desire to receive an up or down vote on their RR. If
there remains a desire to appeal RR172 to the Board the RR should be posted to the Board meeting
materials and the actual RR172 should be acted on by the Board without consideration of the
contradictory whitepaper. Furthermore, the MOPC’s decision should be respected by rejecting RR172.
The role of the MOPC is vital to the SPP stakeholder process and is typically the culmination of
significant stakeholder input, drafting, revisions, and vetting. The purpose of the MOPC is to develop
and recommend policies and procedures to the Board). In addition to providing recommendations an
important facet of the MOPC is the opportunity for stakeholders to provide comments, ask questions,
and fully vet issues in front of the entire SPP membership and a significant number of Board members.
Through this process SPP Directors can hear both supporting and opposing positions that relate to
specific policy proposals. By the time policy proposals reach the MOPC the proposals are typically in final
form so the comments at the MOPC are the most germane on what is to be recommended to the Board.
Unfortunately, this did not happen as it relates to the “Appeal of RR172” agenda item as described
below.
There have been significant stakeholder discussions regarding zonal placement and cost
mitigation at the SPC. During those discussions, it became clear that consensus was unattainable on the
most impactful policy matters included in RR172, or at least the version that was posted at the time of
the SPC discussion. On June 2, the SPC voted unanimously to send RR172 back to the MOPC and move
forward with an SPP process document, which the Board is encouraged to endorse/approve. The agenda
for the July 11 MOPC included RR172 as a voting agenda item, however the RR172 that was posted on

1

July 3 was “entirely different” 1 than the version of RR172 that was sent back to the MOPC by the SPC.
Nonetheless the MOPC took up review of that RR172 and a motion to approve RR172 failed resulting in
no action being taken. KCPL publicly stated their intent to litigate at FERC and appeal the Revision
Request (RR) to the Board 2. While the agenda item for the July Board meeting is titled “Appeal of
RR172”, this is not an appeal of RR172. In fact, RR172 is not even included in the meeting materials. The
slides and the draft recommendation instead ask the Board to direct the Regional Tariff Working Group
(RTWG) to incorporate the process and cost shift mitigation as reflected in the posted whitepaper even
though the whitepaper has never been the subject of any vote by the MOPC or any other working
group.
While the whitepaper was posted with MOPC meeting materials it was not the focus of the
stakeholder discussion and comments. It was clarified both prior to and during the MOPC meeting that
the recommendation to be acted upon, and the ultimate motion that was debated, was on RR172 and
the KCPL’s draft Tariff language included therein. The whitepaper includes significant and substantive
policy differences and contradictions with both the version of RR172 sent from the SPC to the MOPC and
the version rejected by the MOPC. Had the whitepaper been the subject of the MOPC review and
consideration, the comments during the MOPC meeting would have included many additional policy
related points, questions, and concerns. It is possible that specific votes of the MOPC would have been
different than the vote on RR172. After RR172 failed KCPL had the opportunity to move for
consideration of the whitepaper but did not do so
Though the MOPC never considered the whitepaper, the MOPC did reject RR172 by 10
percentage points, only receiving 56% of the weighted vote. If the votes are counted without the MOPC
weighting the RR only received 45% support. The slides posted in the meeting material highlight the
disagreement between the TOs and the TUs. Of the 18 TO Members three voted “no” for an 83%
approval rate. While only 28% of the TUs, which also include some of the sister companies of the TO
Members, voted yes. It is difficult, if not impossible, to remember a vote at the MOPC where the TO
Members voted together in such a large block yet the motion failed. That highlights the strong
opposition of the TUs and the level of controversy on this topic, both the draft Tariff language in the RR
and the policy behind it.
There have been comments made both before and after the MOPC, including publicly at the SPC
meeting, that the MOPC decision demonstrates that the “people who pay the bills” don’t have a
comparable voice. We couldn’t disagree more with this statement. The implication from the statement
is that if you’re not a TO Member you don’t pay the bills, yet TUs pay hundreds of millions every year as
SPP transmission customers. The MOPC voting structure is already weighted to give the TO Members a
stronger voice; as a group the 18 TO Members have an equal voice to the group of 77 TUs. Additionally,
TO Member companies control the votes of 7 TU member companies as those TU members are owned
by or are sister companies of a TO Member. Of the 12 TU votes in support of RR172, 7 of those votes
were from the TO Member affiliate companies 3.
RR172 as posted with the MOPC Meeting Materials on July 3 states “Because this Revised RR172 is entirely
different from the language proposed in the June 14, 2016 version of RR172…”
2
An appeal to the Board of an RR is allowable under the MOPC’s Revision Request process found at the following
link: https://www.spp.org/Documents/26093/SPP%20MOPC%20Revision%20Request%20Process.pdf
3
As an example, AEP and KCPL combined have a total of eight votes when their affiliate companies are included
1

2

The SPP RTO has been criticized in the past by individuals from other RTOs that because SPP is
so stakeholder driven that SPP isn’t truly independent. However, part of SPP’s value proposition is
“Independence through Diversity”, meaning that SPP is independent because all stakeholders have a
voice and SPP does not simply implement policy because one segment of stakeholders push for it, which
appears to be the case here. This part of the value proposition and SPP’s stakeholder driven culture is
much of what differentiates SPP from other RTOs.
Furthermore, given that KCPL has publicly and on numerous occasions over the last year stated
the intent or threat to file a complaint at FERC on this topic, it is important that this issue not be sent
back through the stakeholder process. It would be counterproductive for the topic of zonal placement
and cost impact be discussed through SPP’s stakeholder process while it is being litigated at FERC by
KCPL or within the Tri-State/NPPD case (Docket # ER16-204). It would be prudent, given current
circumstances to now wait until KCPL takes its action or a final rule is issued by FERC in ER16-204prior to
pursuing a costly, time consuming, and polarizing initiative within SPP that could potentially contradict
SPP’s filed statements.
It is important that the Board recognize the expansive division on this topic. Historically, rates
and rate impact have been an issue best resolved at FERC. That is where it should remain. We
respectfully request the Board reject RR172 and allow the RR process and MOPC position to be
respected and upheld.

Respectfully submitted,
City of Independence
Golden Spread Electric Cooperative
Kansas City Board of Public Utilities
Kansas Municipal Energy Agency
Kansas Power Pool
Missouri Joint Municipal Electric Utility Commission
Missouri River Energy Services
Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative
Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
South Central MCN
Tri-County Electric Cooperative
Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association,
Inc.
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590 S. Buchanan St.
Amarillo, Texas 79101

July 21, 2017
To: Southwest Power Pool Board of Directors
SPS Comments in Support of RR172 – Zonal Placement Proposal
SPP member Southwestern Public Service Company (“SPS” or “Xcel Energy”) would like to
express our support for the Revision Request 172 – Zonal Placement Proposal. The proposal is consistent
with the SPP Zonal Placement Straw Proposal as approved by the Strategic Planning Committee and will
provide increased transparency and protect new and existing SPP customers from cost shifts due to the
zonal placement of an Applicant Transmission Owner’s (ATO) revenue requirement.
Based on recent FERC cases, including SPS’s and other Xcel Energy operating company
experiences, the existing zonal placement process is problematic and inevitably leads to litigation. This is
both a financial and resource burden to all parties including SPP. Money and resources could be better
spent on more productive endeavors. This is an issue that needs to be addressed.
Fundamentally, SPS/Xcel Energy believes that existing legacy facility costs should be recovered
from legacy customers that caused them to be built and therefore zonal placement of an ATO’s revenue
requirement should not be detrimental to an existing SPP transmission owner’s customers or be an
incentive to join SPP. All cost shifts have winners and losers. SPP should minimize gaming opportunities
that allow one entity to push costs to others. SPS urges the Board of Directors to direct SPP to incorporate
cost shift minimization or mitigation concepts in any “zonal placement” design.
RR172 is a reasonable compromise that addresses cost shifts due to zonal placement of an
ATO’s revenue requirement. As proposed, the cost mitigation methodology provides a clear pathway for
integration of an ATO’s revenue requirement into an existing pricing zone. The proposal establishes a
minimum cost mitigation threshold of 2% or $1 million where costs shifts above the threshold are
mitigated until the threshold is reached. Furthermore, the proposal would provide advanced notice of an
ATO’s intent to join SPP to all parties which will increase transparency for all parties.
SPS/Xcel Energy is submitting these supporting comments to the SPP Board of Directors for
their consideration in approving the RR172 – Zonal Placement Proposal.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions regarding these comments.
Sincerely,
William Grant
Regional Vice President – Regulatory and Strategic Planning
Southwestern Public Service Company

2018 High Priority
Study
Board
July 25th, 2017
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Overview
•

Background

•

Proposed analysis approaches
 Market congestion analysis
 Auction revenue right (ARR) analysis

•

Stakeholder feedback

•

Adjusted Approach and Recommendation

2

Background
3

Study Background
•

2017 ITP10 Additional Analysis
 Objective: Demonstrate the range of potential benefits
of Potter – Tolk 345 kV under different future
uncertainties
 Conclusions: the Potter – Tolk 345 kV solution may not
be the best comprehensive solution due to uncertainty
of scenario assumptions and transmission needs in
other areas that could arise under the studied
scenarios

•

The SPP Board accepted SPP staff’s
recommendation to remove the Potter – Tolk 345 kV
line from the 2017 ITP10 portfolio and directed the
development of a High Priority Study scope to
address needs in the Texas panhandle for
consideration in July 2017
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Historical Congestion
Flowgate Element

Region

Rank*

Projects that may provide mitigation

1

1. Woodward EHV Phase Shifting Transformer (June
2017, Generator Interconnection)
2. Matthewson - Tatonga 345 kV Ckt 2 (July 2018,
ITP10)

Osage Switch-Canyon East (115)

Texas
Panhandle

2

Canyon East Sub – Randall County Interchange 115
kV line
(March 2018, Aggregate Studies)

Neosho-Riverton (161)

SE Kansas

4

Neosho – Riverton 161kV Terminal Upgrades
(June 2018, 2017 ITP10)

Brookline Xfmr (345/161)

SW Missouri

7

Morgan 345/161 kV transformer and Morgan –
Brookline 161 kV line uprate (December 2019, 2017
ITP10)

Stanton-Indiana (115)**

West Texas
(Lubbock Area)

-

1. Tuco – Yoakum 345 kV Ckt 1 (June 2020, ITPNT)
2. Tuco – Stanton – Indiana – Erskine 115 kV Terminal
Upgrades (June 2018, 2017 ITP10)

Woodward-FPL Switch (138)

Western
Oklahoma

*As shown in the 2015 SPP Annual State of the Market Report
**Tuco-Stanton or Stanton-Indiana ranked between 1 and 7 in subsequent Quarterly State of the Market Reports
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Wind Planning vs Wind
Development
20000
17541

18000
16000

15728

17162
16434

14000
12400

12000

8573

8000

7000

6000

3858

0

4695

7427
5256

7427

3827

2682

4000
2000

11500

10000

10000

1772
939 1565

2038

2600

3328
2171

518 859
1176 837
1146
80
706
626 207 266 644
561
80 438 341 80
0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Installed Capacity by Year

Total Installed Capacity

Forecasted Total Installed Capacity

Planned Capacity for Next 10 Yrs*

*Business as Usual/Reference Case for Economic Studies Only. Sensitivity case wind levels not included.
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Market
Congestion
Analysis
Approach
7

Study Approach
•

Objective is to analyze areas of the footprint where historical
market congestion may persist or increase over time

•

Study business as usual future considering;
 Updated load forecasts – with sensitivities
 Latest natural gas price forecast – with sensitivities
 Updated generation forecasts – leverage the SPP GI queue

•

Develop generation forecast considering;
 Generator interconnection network upgrade cost considerations
 Last 7.6GW of wind placed in service at average cost of $32,500/MW
 Interconnection costs under a $100,000/MW threshold are low to mid
range and have an average cost of $34,500/MW

 Market saturation analysis

8

Installed Renewable Capacity at
Interconnection Cost* Thresholds
Total Installed Capacity
40,000
35,000

Capacity at $0/MW
Capacity Incremental to $0/MW

Capacity (MW)

34,313
29,556

30,000

26,870

25,000
21,287
20,000

36,965

18,478

$4,821

$0/MW

$10,000/MW

$12,938

$34,498

$49,315

$19,373

15,000
10,000
5,000
0
$30,000/MW

$50,000/MW

$100,000/MW

$200,000/MW

Generator Interconnection Network Upgrade Cost Threshold ($/MW)
* Remaining actual and projected Network Upgrade costs per MW requested reported for capacity incremental to $0/MW threshold
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Saturation Analysis
•

Analyze installed renewable capacity by GI cost
threshold to indicate the potential point of
diminishing economic returns

•

Analysis
 Perform production cost simulations
 Disable all interchange between SPP and Tier 1 to
ensure no renewable energy exports
 Disable transmission thermal limitations and losses to
determine optimal unit commitment and dispatch
considering only ancillary service needs and resource
specific constraints
 Analyze increases in renewable energy curtailments
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Renewable Saturation Analysis
Interconnection
Cost Ceiling

Installed
Renewable
Capacity*
(GW)

Annual
Energy
Delivered
(TWh)

Minimum
Conventional Maximum Annual
Dispatch
Renewable Curtailment
(MW)
Penetration %

Base (2017ITP10 F3)

17.1

70

10,755

54.2%

0.0%

$10K/MW

21.1

86

8,430

65.2%

0.3%

$30K/MW

26.4

105

7,523

72.1%

2.8%

$50K/MW

29.1

114

6,360

76.6%

4.5%

$100K/MW

33.6

127

3,621

87.4%

8.0%

* Scenario also contains ~2.7GW of proxy solar by 2025, not included in totals
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ARR Analysis
Approach
12

ARR Analysis Approach
•

Evaluate the system in terms of transmission service
already confirmed and congestion hedges (ARRs/LTCRs)
 Evaluate the last cycle of hedge requests
 Identify the requests left unfulfilled
 Determine upgrades necessary to allow awarding of those
unfulfilled requests

•

Evaluate varying solution sets required to grant portions
of unfulfilled requests

13

Stakeholder
Feedback
14

Stakeholder Comments
•

Study cost and value
 Reduce scope to manage cost while still gaining information
 Model one production cost scenario with only renewables that are expected to go inservice (i.e. have a signed Interconnection Agreement)

 Make recommendation on what can be learned from this type of study
 Provide information that may inform the 2019 ITP
•

Solution efficiency and benefit
 Determine transmission needed to allow a reasonable level of ARRs to be
allocated, comparing against cost of market uplift
 Coordinate results with ARR impacts

•

Transmission expansion
 Consider performing outside the High Priority Study process
 Consider options to recommend NTCs after review of study results

•

Complete by April 2018
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MOPC Votes
•

SPP staff recommendation to MOPC
 Perform hybrid analysis in parallel to allow solutions sets to inform
each other and ensure solutions are cost beneficial over the planning
horizon
 Evaluate solutions required to allocate up to 100% of ARRs
 Evaluate solutions to resolve expected future congestion for geographic
areas with current FCA designations or contain historical highly congested
flowgates

•

MOPC Votes
 Motion to reject SPP staff’s recommendation
 Failed with 55.2% voting for

 Motion to approve the development of a high priority study scope
utilizing the ARR/TCR approach. Following the identification of the
solutions, determine how much additional wind could be delivered
utilizing those new facilities.
 Failed with 39.7% voting for
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Scope (Considering Stakeholder Feedback)
•

Model Development
 Leverage 2017 ITP10 Additional Analysis scenarios
 Develop one scenario for 2020
 Incorporate generator interconnections with signed agreements, on schedule for commercial
operation

•

Analysis
 Perform hybrid analysis in parallel and allow the solution sets to inform each other
 Evaluate solutions to alleviate expected future congestion for areas with current FCA
designations
 Understand solutions required to fully allocate previously requested ARRs

•

Solutions
 Ensure proposed solutions are cost beneficial to the SPP region
 Potentially recommend projects projected to alleviate current operational issues

•

Information for 2019 ITP and Beyond








ITP resource expansion plan
Impacts of new modeling practices (renewable pricing)
Impacts of larger amounts of merchant generation
Adjustments to the ITP approach to resource adequacy
Consideration of system stability limits in the ITP
Impact of planned upgrades for market participants
Improve understanding of the relationship between ITP transmission expansion and
increased ARR allocation opportunities
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Wind and Solar Data: Capacity Factors

Eastern/Western Wind Dataset [1]

•
•

2004-2006
80m towers

53% < CF < 57%

53% < CF < 57%

50% < CF < 52%

50% < CF < 52%

41% < CF < 49%

41% < CF < 49%

20% < CF < 40%

20% < CF < 40%

* Previous CEP work using this dataset
1.
2.
3.
4.

[1] http://www.nrel.gov/gis/data_wind.html

Wind Toolkit Dataset [1]

Eastern Interconnection Study
Western Interconnection Study
EIPC Phase 1 & 2
EISPC-NARUC

2007-2013

100m towers, 3 tower types, 3 bins
Modified:
• De-rated capacity factors by 10% to approximate
net (from gross)
• For Appalachian Ridgeline area, reduced potential
resource and increased cost multiplier.
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Regional State Committee, Board of Directors/Members Committee &
Regional Entity Trustees
Future Meeting Dates & Locations
2017
RET/RSC/BOD

January 30-31

Dallas, TX

RET/RSC/BOD

April 24-25

Tulsa, OK

* BOD

June 12-13

Little Rock, AR

RET/RSC/BOD

July 24-25

Denver, CO

RET/RSC/BOD

October 30-31

Little Rock, AR

** BOD

December 5

Little Rock, AR

2018
RET/RSC/BOD

January 29-30

Oklahoma City, OK

RET/RSC/BOD

April 23-24

Kansas City, MO

* BOD

June 11-12

Little Rock, AR

RET/RSC/BOD

July 30-31

Omaha, NE

RET/RSC/BOD

October 29-30

** BOD

December 4

Little Rock, AR
Little Rock, AR

The RET/RSC/BOD meetings are Monday/Tuesday with the RET meeting on Monday morning,
the RSC meeting on Monday afternoon, the BOD/Members Committee meeting on Tuesday.
*The June BOD meeting is for educational purposes. There will be no RSC or RET meetings in
conjunction with this meeting.
**The December BOD meeting is intended to be a one day in and out meeting for administrative
purposes. There will be no RSC or RET meetings in conjunction with this meeting.

Relationship-Based • Member-Driven • Independence Through Diversity
Evolutionary vs. Revolutionary • Reliability & Economics Inseparable

